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SUMMARY 
 

Ross River virus (RRV) causes the most common arboviral disease in Australia, 

with approximately 5000 new cases reported each year, making this virus a major public 

health concern. The aim of this thesis was to link results from virological, pathogenesis 

and epidemiological studies to further define RRV disease in the south-west (SW) of 

Western Australia (WA), a region of endemic and epizootic RRV activity. A cross-

sectional seroprevalence study was used to show that 7.8 percent of SW communities 

were seropositive to RRV, comparable to other regions of Australia with similar 

temperate climates to the SW. Males were found to be more seropositive and overall 

seroprevalence was found to increase with age. Seroprevalence was shown to be 

statistically different between areas of know RRV activity compared to an area of less 

frequent RRV activity. However, there was no difference in prevalence between areas 

of endemic and epizootic activity. A cohort study was used to show that the incidence 

and seroconversion rate of RRV in an endemic region in the SW of WA, the Peel 

Region, was 0.23 percent per annum. These data represent the first proposed incidence 

rate for RRV in Australia. Simultaneous testing for Barmah Forest virus (BFV) specific 

antibodies of the same cohort, allowed the first seroprevalence and seroconversion data 

to be obtained for BFV in the SW of WA. A case-cohort study in the Peel Region was 

used to show that age, gender, travel destination and outdoor activities while travelling 

were important effect modifiers in RRV disease and that depression is an important 

symptom in chronic disease. Several cross-sectional studies performed over a two year 

period were used to show that RRV-specific IgG antibodies persist for at least 2.5 years 

and are likely to be lifelong. RRV-specific IgM antibodies were found to persist for at 

least two years following RRV infection. A murine model was used to conclusively 

show differences in pathogenesis between RRV genotypes, the SW and northern-eastern 

(NE) genotypes, which are known to circulate throughout Australia. The SW genotype, 

unique to the SW of WA induced only poor neutralising antibody production and non-

neutralising antibodies after the acute phase of infection. In comparison, the NE 

genotype which currently predominates in mosquito populations in the SW of WA, 

induced the most efficient neutralising antibody response and consequently produced 

the mildest disease in the mouse.  These data in the mouse suggest that the infecting 

genotype will mostly likely influence disease outcome in humans and could at least 

partially explain why more severe and persistent disease has been reported from the SW 

of WA. Collectively, results from this thesis provide an important benchmark against 

which future investigations into BFV and RRV diseases can be measured. 
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CHAPTER ONE: LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

1.1 ARBOVIRUSES 

Arboviruses are a diverse group of arthropod-borne viruses, which share 

ecological and epidemiological characteristics (Calisher and Karabatsos, 1988). The 

word arbovirus is an ecological term used to describe viruses that require a blood-

sucking arthropod to maintain their life cycle (WHO, 1967). The international catalogue 

of Arboviruses has 534 registered viruses of which 214 are known or are probable 

arboviruses and 287 are considered possible arboviruses (Karabatsos, 1985). Most of 

the viruses listed in this catalogue are zoonoses, which are viruses that have vertebrate 

animals other than humans as their principal vertebrate hosts (Calisher and Karabatsos, 

1988). Of the 534 registered viruses, 134 have been documented to cause illness in 

humans (Karabatsos, 1985). Even though arboviruses are taxonomically diverse, 

spanning eight viral families and 14 genera (Calisher and Beaty, 1992; Gubler and 

LeDuc, 1998), most arboviruses implicated in human disease belong to just three virus 

families: the Togaviridae, Flaviviridae and Bunyaviridae (Table 1.1, Calisher and 

Karabatsos, 1988).  

 

1.1.1 TRANSMISSION 

Arboviruses are maintained in nature primarily by the biological transmission 

between susceptible vertebrate hosts and haematophagous arthropods (Calisher and 

Beaty, 1992; Gubler, 1996a). Generally, the virus must produce a level of viraemia in 

the vertebrate host for the arthropod to become infected while taking a blood meal 

(Gubler, 1996a). The major arthropod vectors of arboviruses include mosquitoes, 

sandflies and ticks. A variety of animals, birds and reptiles may serve as vertebrate hosts 

(Grimstad, 1983; Bres, 1988). Mosquitoes are by far the most important primary vectors 

of arboviruses, with birds and rodents the most important vertebrate reservoir hosts 

(Table 1.1). Many arboviruses can have more than one vertebrate host or arthropod 

vector (Calisher and Beaty, 1992). For example, Ross River virus (RRV) can be 

transmitted by mosquito species belonging to Culex or Ochlerotatus genera (reviewed 

in Russell, 1993).  Despite the global distribution of arboviruses, the majority are found 

in tropical areas where climatic conditions allow year-round transmission by arthropods 

(Gubler, 1996b; Karabatsos, 1985). Individual arboviruses usually have a limited 

geographical distribution, restricted by ecological parameters defining their 

transmission cycle. The most limiting features are the distribution of suitable  
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Table 1.1 – Arboviruses causing human disease. Adapted from Gubler, 
2002b. 
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vertebrate hosts and arthropod vectors (Bres, 1988; Gubler, 1996a). However, other 

important limiting factors include temperature, rainfall patterns, humidity and 

vegetation (Haines et al., 2001; Patz et al., 1996).  

 

The natural transmission cycle of most arboviruses involves a non-human 

primary vertebrate host and a primary arthropod vector (Figure1.1 Panel A). Humans 

are usually involved in the cycle as incidental hosts, when they intrude on the natural 

enzootic focus, or the virus escapes the primary cycle via a secondary vector or 

vertebrate host, due to an ecological change (Bres, 1988; Gubler, 1996b). An example 

of this is Yellow fever virus (YFV), which is usually maintained in an enzootic cycle 

involving monkeys and canopy-dwelling Aedes mosquitoes in Sub-Saharan tropical rain 

forests. Periodically, YFV is introduced into urban areas, causing epidemics transmitted 

by the peri-domestic mosquito species Ae. aegypti (Monath, 1988). In many cases, 

humans or domestic animals that develop clinical illness are termed ‘dead end’ hosts, 

since they do not produce viraemia or contribute to the transmission cycle of many 

arboviruses. This is the case for humans and horses with Eastern equine encephalitis 

virus (EEEV) (Weaver et al., 1999a). Some arboviruses, however, do induce high 

viraemia in humans and are transmitted in a human-arthropod-human cycle (Figure 1.1 

Panel B), especially during outbreaks (Gubler, 1996b). This was seen for RRV during 

an outbreak of epidemic polyarthritis (EPA) in the South Pacific in 1979-81 (Marshall 

and Miles, 1984; Rosen et al., 1981). Other examples of arboviruses able to induce high 

viraemia in humans include dengue (DEN) viruses, chikungunya virus (CHKV) and 

YFV (Calisher and Beaty, 1992). 

 

Arboviruses that produce viraemia in humans and cause major mosquito-borne 

epidemics are particularly important from a public health perspective (Gubler, 2002b). 

DEN viruses for example, have adapted completely to humans and are maintained in 

large urban centres in the tropics of South America in a mosquito-human-mosquito 

transmission cycle that no longer depends on other animal reservoirs. However, this 

virus is still maintained in zoonotic cycles in the rain forests of Asia and Africa in a 

mosquito-monkey-mosquito cycle (Gubler, 1997).  
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Figure 1.1 Panel A – Transmission cycle of arboviruses involving a 
vertebrate host and arthropod vector. Man is involved in this cycle as an 
incidental host.  

Figure 1.1 Panel B – Transmission cycle of arboviruses involving a 
human-mosquito-human cycle. During large outbreaks of disease, man can 
be involved as a disseminating host.  

Photos: www.AustraliaFoto.com and medent.usyd.edu.au (Accessed 2/3/2004). 
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1.1.2 EMERGENCE OF ARBOVIRAL DISEASES 

The past 20 years has seen a dramatic resurgence or emergence of epidemic 

arboviral diseases affecting both humans and animals (Gubler, 2002b). Some 

arboviruses that cause human disease are newly recognised, such as Barmah Forest 

virus (BFV) in Australia (Marshall et al., 1982). However, the epidemic resurgence of a 

number of well known arboviral diseases is also important. This includes several viruses 

previously thought to be effectively controlled or no longer medically important, such 

as DEN viruses, West Nile virus (WNV), Japanese encephalitis virus (JEV), YFV, Rift 

Valley fever virus, Venezuelan equine encephalitis virus (VEEV) and RRV (Gubler, 

2002b). Various factors such as population growth, lack of effective mosquito control 

programs, increased mosquito densities, alteration of vector and host habitats, global 

warming and genetic variation of the viruses have been accredited with this resurgence 

(Coelen and Mackenzie, 1988; Rosen, 1977; Colwell et al., 1998a; Colwell et al., 

1998b; Epstein, 2002; Gubler, 1996b; Gubler, 2002b). Figure 1.2 illustrates the 

geographic location of major arboviral epidemics since 1990 and shows the global 

distribution of arboviruses (Gubler, 2002b).   

 

DEN viruses have been responsible for more frequent and larger epidemics in 

recent years. An expansion of the host range of Aedes aegypti is believed to be 

responsible for the epidemics (Gubler, 2002a; Knudsen, 1995). Other factors including 

population growth, primarily in tropical developing countries, uncontrolled 

urbanisation, changing agricultural practices, new irrigation systems, and an increased 

rate of deforestation are also believed to be involved (Gubler, 1998; Gubler and 

Meltzer, 1999). Another example of emergence was exemplified by WNV in the United 

States of America (USA). This virus, first isolated in Uganda in 1937 (Smithburn et al., 

1970), was rarely seen in Africa before 1999 and was not considered to be a major 

public health concern. However, introduction of WNV into a new geographic region, 

North America, with susceptible arthropod vectors and vertebrate hosts, resulted in the 

establishment of the virus and subsequence epidemics affecting both humans and 

animals (Gubler, 2002b; Gould et al., 2004). By the end of the 1999 mosquito season, 

62 human cases of severe neurologic disease, including seven deaths were reported 

(Nash et al., 2001; Marfin et al., 2001; Marfin and Gubler, 2001). Numerous equine 

cases and thousands of dead birds were also reported in north-eastern USA (Ostlund et 

al., 2001; Komar et al., 2001).  
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Figure 1.2 – Epidemic arboviral diseases, 1990-2000. Adapted from Gubler, 
2002b. 
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1.1.3 ARBOVIRAL DISEASES 

Arbovirus infection in humans generally causes one of three clinical syndromes: 

systemic febrile illness, haemorrhagic fever or meningoencephalitis (Table 1.1). The 

majority of arboviruses cause a non-specific febrile illness with sudden onset of fever 

accompanied or followed by headache, myalgia and malaise. Infection can also lead to a 

more severe illness, presenting as haemorrhagic fever or meningoencephalitis, which 

may cause permanent neurological sequelae (Nalca et al., 2003). The illness generally 

follows a biphasic course with a mild, non-specific febrile phase often going 

unrecognised, followed by the more severe illness, which is more difficult to diagnose 

virologically. The same virus is capable of inducing different syndromes in different 

individuals (Calisher and Beaty, 1992). 

 

Effective vaccines are not available for the prevention of most arboviral 

diseases. Therefore, surveillance and control programs are the main option to minimise 

the risk to public health (Mackenzie et al., 1994a).  Globally, emergence and the 

resurgence of arboviral diseases cost the community billions of dollars each year to 

rebuild and improve public health infrastructure essential to implement effective 

surveillance, prevention and control programs (Gubler, 2001).  

 

1.1.4 PREVENTION OF ARBOVIRAL DISEASES 

A global program to facilitate and strengthen the prevention and control of 

arboviral diseases has been developed by the World Health Organisation (WHO). The 

measures available for the prevention of these diseases are surveillance, immunisation 

and vector control (Bres, 1988). Each one of these techniques is discussed briefly in the 

following sections. 

 

1.1.4.1 Surveillance for Arboviral diseases 

The objective of surveillance is to provide an early warning of impending 

outbreaks, allowing time to initiate preventative and control measures (Mackenzie et al., 

1994a). In the case of arboviral surveillance, the aim is to detect the presence of 

potential pathogens in the appropriate mosquito vectors or sentinel animals, before the 

spillover of virus into the human population (Barker-Hudson et al., 1993; Mackenzie et 

al., 1994a). Aside from the JEV vaccine (Kitano and Oya, 1996), there are currently no 

human vaccines available for the prevention of arboviral infections in Australia. 

Surveillance combined with public awareness campaigns and, if necessary, vector 
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control is the only feasible programs to prevent outbreaks due to arboviruses (Gubler, 

1996a). 

 

Surveillance techniques vary from virus to virus and may depend on a number of 

factors. These include elements of the transmission cycle, epidemiology of the virus 

involved and the availability of suitable sentinel animal systems (Mackenzie et al., 

1994a). Surveillance can involve any combination of four different methods. Firstly, 

reporting of clinical cases in humans can be useful in combination with other 

surveillance techniques. This method is not useful in predicting or anticipating an 

outbreak of a virus, since by the time human cases are reported, significant numbers of 

human infections have already occurred. Secondly, surveillance of natural vertebrate 

hosts can be used. This may prove difficult depending on the vertebrate hosts involved, 

such as kangaroos for surveillance of RRV (Lindsay, 1995). However, wild bird 

populations have been successfully used for the surveillance of WNV (Julian et al., 

2002; Guptill et al., 2003). Thirdly, vector abundance and distribution is usually the best 

approach for arboviral surveillance. Virus isolation from field-caught mosquitoes is the 

most accurate predictor of possible epidemic activity. Finally, sentinel animals can be 

used to predict increased virus transmission rates. This method is useful for monitoring 

virus activity in remote areas where regular mosquito trapping is not possible. This 

system involves the detection of virus-specific antibodies in serum collected from 

suitable sentinel animals, such as chickens. One downfall of this system is the lag 

between initial transmission of the virus from an infected mosquito and the detection of 

virus-specific antibodies following seroconversion. Sentinel animals has been used 

successfully for Australian arboviruses including Murray Valley encephalitis virus 

(MVEV) (Broom et al., 2001b). In general, virus isolation from field-caught mosquitoes 

is the most suitable way to monitor virus activity, allowing timely warning to 

communities at risk of arboviral diseases (Mackenzie et al., 1994a).   

 

1.1.4.2 Vector Control 

Reduction of vector populations as a preventative measure has numerous 

environmental and economic considerations. Development of vector resistance to 

pesticides, concerns about undesirable environmental impacts, the cost of chemicals, 

defining risk areas to be treated and the overall benefit to the community, make vector 

control an intricate and complex issue (Smith, 2001; WHO, 1984; Insecticides, 1990; 

Ault, 1994). The primary techniques used for vector control are the removal or 
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alteration of mosquito breeding habitats or chemical control of larval or adult 

mosquitoes. Improved sanitation through public health awareness and education are also 

important (WHO, 1984; Insecticides, 1990). Examples include drainage of mosquito 

breeding sites and campaigns emphasising personal protection against vectors, such as 

the use of mosquito repellents (Ault, 1994). 

 

In coastal regions of Australia, modifications and manipulation of saline 

wetlands to provide tidal flushing of salt marsh mosquito habitats, also known as 

runnelling has significantly reduced Ochlerotatus camptorhyncus and Oc. vigilax 

populations in a number of Australian states (Dale et al., 1993). In other coastal 

localities of Australia, salt marsh habitats are treated with insecticides such as Bacillus 

thuringiensis var israelensis and methoprene when surveillance programmes indicate 

risk of infection to the community (Muller and McGinn, 1997).  

 

1.1.4.3 Immunisation 

A vaccine against alphaviruses is an attractive alternative to vector control and 

surveillance because of the potential long-term protection (Kay and Kemp, 1994). No 

vaccines are currently available for any of the Australian alphaviruses, but successful 

vaccines have been developed against other arboviruses such as YFV (Monath, 1988), 

JEV (Kitano and Oya, 1996) and VEEV (reviewed in Weaver et al., 2004).  Australian 

alphaviruses cause non-fatal illness in humans and this may be the reason why funding 

has not been directed towards production of effective vaccines. The development of a 

vaccine against the Australian alphavirus, RRV is discussed later in this chapter.  

 

1.1.5 AUSTRALIAN ARBOVIRUSES 

Over 75 different arboviruses have been isolated and identified in Australia 

(reviewed in Russell, 1998b), however only 15 have been recognised as potential 

pathogens. These include flaviviruses such as MVEV, Kunjin virus (KUNV), JEV and 

DEN viruses types 1, 2, 3 (Broom et al., 2001b; Johansen et al., 2003; Russell and 

Dwyer, 2000) and the alphaviruses: RRV and BFV (Kay and Aaskov, 1988; Boughton 

et al., 1988; Mackenzie et al., 1994a). Each has their own specific ecological and 

epidemiological characteristics and has demonstrated a propensity to spread and become 

established in new areas, which is of growing public health concern (Russell and 

Dwyer, 2000).  
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Other arboviruses cause occasional human infections in Australia. These include 

the flaviviruses: Kokobera, Stratford, Alfuy and Edge Hill viruses, the alphavirus: 

Sindbis virus (SINV), and the Bunyaviruses: Gan Gan and Trubanaman viruses 

(Mackenzie et al., 1994b). Kokobera, Alfuy, Edge Hill, SINV and Gan Gan viruses 

have been associated with mild human disease that usually presents as either 

polyarthritis or febrile disease with or without an associated rash (Doherty et al., 1969; 

Boughton et al., 1986; Aaskov et al., 1993; Boughton et al., 1990).  

 

The Australian alphaviruses are discussed in more detail below, but the 

flaviviruses are also a major public health concern in Australia. MVEV and KUNV 

cause severe and sometimes fatal encephalitis and are endemic in the north of Australia. 

Outbreaks are rare, but 25-50% of patients with clinical infection develop permanent 

neurological sequelae (Mackenzie et al., 1994b; Smith et al., 1991; Brown et al., 2002; 

Hall et al., 2002; Broom et al., 2003).  The incursion of JEV into the Torres Straits in 

1995 caused two deaths and widespread local activity (Hanna et al., 1996; Ritchie et al., 

1997b). This virus was then detected on mainland Australia in 1998 when a human case 

was reported from Cape York (Anonymous, 1998). In south-east Asia approximately 

40,000 cases of JEV are reported annually (Vaughn and Hoke, 1992), with a high 

associated mortality rate, ranging between 5-35% (WHO, 2002).  This virus has the 

potential to expand into new areas and become established in tropical and temperate 

wetland systems of Australia (Russell, 1998b).  

 

1.2 ALPHAVIRUSES 

The family Togaviridae contains two genera, Alphavirus and Rubivirus (Calisher 

and Karabatsos, 1988). Based on serological studies, at least 26 alphaviruses have been 

identified and classified into seven serocomplexes: Barmah Forest, Eastern equine 

encephalitis, Middelburg, Ndumu, Semliki Forest, Venezuelan equine encephalitis and 

Western equine encephalitis (Table 1.2, Calisher and Karabatsos, 1988; Strauss and 

Strauss, 1994; Griffin, 2001). A new recently isolated Alphavirus, Trocora virus, is 

believed to represent an eighth antigenic complex (Powers et al., 2001; Travassos da 

Rosa et al., 2001). Of the Australian alphaviruses, RRV is a member of the Semliki 

Forest serological group, SINV fall into the Western equine encephalitis complex and 

BFV is the sole member of a seventh serological complex  (Calisher and Karabatsos, 

1988). 
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Alphaviruses are segregated into the New World (American) and Old World 

(Eurasian-African-Australasian) viruses, based on nucleotide sequences of the non-

structural proteins. An estimate of the time of divergence of the Old and New World 

alphaviruses was made based on studies of the VEEV and EEEV complexes, and is 

believed to have diverged as recently as 2000 to 3000 years ago (Weaver et al., 1993). 

The alphaviruses can also be divided into three groups based on genome sequence, the 

VEEV-EEEV group, the Semliki Forest virus (SFV) group and the SINV group (Strauss 

and Strauss, 1994). The SFV group contains RRV, Sagiyama virus, SFV, Middleburg, 

CHKV, BFV, Getah, Beburu, Mayaro, Una and O’nong–nyong viruses (Weaver et al., 

2000). Analysis of the nsP4 and E2 genomic RNAs suggest that Sagiyama virus is most 

closely related to RRV and is now classified as a subtype of RRV (Shirako and 

Yamaguchi, 2000; Weaver et al., 2000).  

 

Table 1.2 – Alphaviruses and their designated antigenic complexes. 
 

Virus name Antigenic Complex 
AG 80-663 Venezuelan equine encephalitis 
Aura Western equine encephalitis 
Barmah Forest Barmah Forest 
Bebaru Semliki Forest 
Cabassou Venezuelan equine encephalitis 
Chikungunya Semliki Forest 
Eastern equine encephalitis Eastern equine encephalitis 
Everglades Venezuelan equine encephalitis 
Fort Morgan Western equine encephalitis 
Getah Semliki Forest 
Highlands J Western equine encephalitis 
Kyzylagach Western equine encephalitis 
Mayaro Semliki Forest 
Middelburg Middleburg 
Mucambo Venezuelan equine encephalitis 
Ndumu Ndumu 
O’nyong-nyong Semliki Forest 
Pixuna Venezuelan equine encephalitis 
Ross River Semliki Forest 
Semliki Forest Semliki Forest 
Sindbis  Western equine encephalitis 
Trocara  ? 
Una Semliki Forest 
Venezuelan equine encephalitis Venezuelan equine encephalitis 
Western equine encephalitis Western equine encephalitis 
Whataroa Western equine encephalitis 

 
Adapted from (Griffin, 2001). 
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1.2.1 GENOME ORGANISATION 

Alphaviruses are positive, single stranded, enveloped RNA viruses, containing 

an icosahedral nucleocapsid. The virion is of medium size, approximately 60-70 nm in 

diametre. Viral RNA is capped at the 5’ end and polyadenylated at the 3’ end (Garoff et 

al., 1982; Westaway et al., 1985; Raj, 1994; Strauss and Strauss, 1994).  The genome of 

alphaviruses is approximately 11.7kb in length and is complexed with multiple copies 

of a single capsid protein about 30 kDa in size. Viral RNA is transcribed from genomic 

RNA into a single polyprotein. Individual proteins are produced as the result of 

cleavage by cellular proteases. The alphavirus genome is divided, such that two thirds 

of the viral RNA at the 5’ end encodes the four non-structural proteins (nsP1, nsP2, 

nsP2 and nsP4), and the remaining third at the 3’ end encodes the structural proteins (C, 

E3, E2, 6K and E1). The non-structural proteins are responsible for viral RNA 

replication, whereas the structural proteins, such as the core protein (C) and the 

envelope glycoproteins (E1 and E2), form the infrastructure of alphavirus virions. The 

E3 and 6K proteins represent signal sequences for the insertion of E2 and E1, 

respectively (reviewed in Strauss and Strauss, 1994). The genome arrangement of 

alphaviruses and their translation strategy is shown in Figure 1.3. 

 

1.2.2 ROSS RIVER VIRUS STRUCTURE 

The genome of the prototype strain of RRV, T48 is 11,853 nucleotides in length 

(Faragher et al., 1988). The capsid protein and the genome combine to form the 

nucleocapsid, which is about 400 A° in diametre (Cheng et al., 1995; Strauss and 

Strauss, 1994). The nucleocapsid contains 240 copies of the capsid protein and has T=4 

icosahedral symmetry. The E1 and E2 viral glycoproteins are embedded in the lipid 

bilayer to form the envelope (Strauss and Strauss, 1994). Single E1 and E2 molecules 

associate to form heterodimers. The E1-E2 heterodimers form one-to-one contacts 

between E2 and nucleocapsid monomers (Cheng et al., 1995). 

 

The location of a major antigenic domain involved in the neutralisation of RRV 

was mapped to the E2 glycoprotein. The domain encompasses three topographically 

close epitopes which were identified using three E2-specific neutralising monoclonal 

antibodies (Mabs). The epitopes lay between two asparagine-linked glycosylation sites, 

located between residues 200 and 262 in the E2 protein (Vrati et al., 1986; Vrati et al., 

1988). 
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Figure 1.3 – Genome organisation of Alphaviruses and their translation 
strategy. Adapted from White and Fenner, Medical Virology, 4th Edition, 1994. 

 

 

1.2.3 GENETIC VARIATION OF ALPHAVIRUSES 

RNA viruses have the potential for rapid evolution resulting from a high error 

rate for RNA replication. This is due to the absence of an effective proof-reading 

mechanism during RNA-dependent RNA synthesis (Steinhauer and Holland, 1987). 

This rapid rate of evolution allows adaptability of RNA viruses, as is seen for influenza 

(Buonagurio et al., 1986), enterovirus type 70 (Takeda et al., 1984) and HIV (Hahn et 

al., 1986) viruses. However, genetic variation in alphaviruses is a slow process since the 

new variant must be able to survive and replicate in both invertebrate and vertebrate 

hosts (Weaver et al., 1992). These stringent requirements, therefore, prevent rapid 

genetic variation as is seen in many other RNA viruses (Burness et al., 1988). 
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Early studies of alphaviruses used kinetic haemagglutination inhibition (HI) tests 

to demonstrate minor antigenic variations in strains of EEEV (Casals, 1964) and VEEV 

(Young and Johnson, 1969). These studies were used to represent divergent evolution 

resulting from long periods of interaction between a virus, rodents and mosquitoes 

(Woodroofe et al., 1977). Recent studies have compared amino acid sequences for 

representative alphavirus complexes in an attempt to hypothesise patterns between 

different alphaviruses and virus strains (reviewed in Weaver et al., 1992a). Strain 

variation and involvement in pathogenesis of alphaviruses, in particular RRV, is 

discussed later in the chapter. 

 

1.2.4 ALPHAVIRUSES: ARE THEY MEDICALLY SIGNIFICANT? 

Members of the genus Alphavirus have a global distribution and are capable of 

causing major epidemics in both humans and animals (Figure 1.2, Gubler, 1996a). A 

few examples of medically significant alphaviruses found around the world are 

described below: VEEV has an American geographic distribution and is maintained in 

nature between small rodents and mosquitoes (Walton and Grayson, 1988; Weaver, 

1998). Spread of epizootic strains (serogroup 1, variants A/B and 1C) to equines lead to 

a high viraemia followed by a lethal encephalitis and eventual spread to humans. 

Clinically, humans infected with both epizootic and enzootic variants of VEEV develop 

a non-specific viral syndrome. Epizootic virus infection can lead to encephalitis in a 

small proportion of cases. Death is rare but can occur following infection with either 

enzootic or epizootic variants of VEEV (Johnson and Martin, 1974; Nalca et al., 2003; 

Walton and Grayson, 1988; Weaver et al., 2004). Interestingly, VEEV can easily be 

spread by aerosol infection, making it a considerable laboratory hazard and potential 

bioweapon (Weaver et al., 2004). 

 

Periodic epizootics/epidemics of VEEV occurred in northern South America 

(Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador and Peru) from the 1930s through the 1960s (Weaver, 

1998) and then disappeared for 19 years until an outbreak in 1992 in Venezuela (Rico-

Hesse et al., 1995). Another large epidemic of VEEV serogroup I, variant C occurred in 

1995, beginning in Venezuela and moving around the L Guajina Peninsula into 

Colombia. This epidemic involved thousands of horses and an estimated 92,000 human 

infections in Colombia alone (Rivas et al., 1997). Prevention and control of VEEV 

depends on effective use of veterinary vaccines of which there are currently two 
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available. Unfortunately equine vaccination in many countries is not widespread 

(Gubler, 2002b).  

 

Eastern equine encephalitis virus was first recognised as a disease of horses in 

the north-eastern USA in 1831. Epizootics occur approximately every 5-10 years and 

are associated with heavy rainfall and increased mosquito populations. The largest 

outbreak occurred in Louisiana and Texas in 1947 with 14,344 cases of equine 

encephalitis and 11,722 horse deaths. In 1938, EEEV was associated with human cases 

for the first time, with 30 cases of fatal encephalitis in children (reviewed in Nalca et 

al., 2003). 

 

Another alphavirus, CHKV could pose a potential threat to Australia if imported 

by viraemic travellers. This alphavirus is endemic in south-east Asia, including parts of 

Indonesia, and is responsible for a self-limiting febrile disease characterised by 

arthralgia or arthritis.  Numerous outbreaks and epidemics in both Africa and south-east 

Asia, involving hundreds of thousands of people have been well documented (Halstead 

et al., 1969a; Halstead et al., 1969b; Rao, 1966; Powers et al., 2000). 

 

1.2.5 MEDICALLY SIGNIFICANT AUSTRALIAN ALPHAVIRUSES 

Most alphavirus infections of humans in Australia result in subclinical 

infections, but the potential remains for some Australian alphaviruses to induce a 

severe, non-specific febrile illness in humans, as is seen around the world (Mackenzie et 

al., 1994b).  RRV is the most important alphavirus in Australia as it is the major cause 

of EPA, also known as Ross River virus disease (Kay and Aaskov, 1988), accounting 

for 90% of all reported cases. The remaining 10% of reported cases are attributed to 

BFV (Hills, 1996; Flexman et al., 1998). Both of these alphaviruses are described in 

more detail below. 

 

Sindbis virus is generally not associated with disease in Australia. However, 

Sammels identified a new genetic lineage of SINV found in the south-west (SW) of 

Western Australia (WA) (Sammels, 1995). Based on sequencing results, this lineage is 

distinct from the other recognised lineages, the African-European and the Asian-

Australian lineages, but is more closely related to the African-European lineage. From a 

public health perspective, this is important as the African-European lineage is associated 
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with large epidemics of febrile disease in Northern Europe and South Africa (Malherbe 

et al., 1963; Skogh and Espmark, 1982; Tesh, 1982). 

 

1.3 ROSS RIVER VIRUS 

1.3.1 ECOLOGY 

Ross River virus is a member of the genus Alphavirus and is indigenous to 

Australia. RRV was first isolated from Oc. vigilax mosquitoes collected in 1959 near 

Townsville, north-eastern Queensland (QLD). The type strain was designated T48 

(Doherty et al., 1963). Since then, RRV has been isolated from 42 different species of 

field-caught mosquitoes, including species from seven genera: Ochlerotatus (Aedes), 

Culex, Anopheles, Coquillettidia, Mansonia, Culiseta and Tripteroides (Doherty et al., 

1973; Doherty et al., 1979; Kay and Standfast, 1987; Ryan et al., 2000; Ryan et al., 

1997; Ritchie et al., 1997a; reviewed in Russell, 2002).  RRV is one of the most 

frequently isolated arboviruses in Australia, with the majority of isolates coming from 

principal rural pest species, including fresh water and salt marsh mosquito species.  

Fresh water species, such as Cx. annulirostris, are involved primarily in RRV 

transmission in inland areas, whereas salt marsh mosquito species, such as Oc. 

camptorhychus and Oc. vigilax are the most important species involved in transmission 

of RRV in coastal regions (Lindsay et al., 1993a).  Oc. notoscriptus has recently been 

implicated in urban transmission cycles (Watson and Kay, 1998).   

 

The SW region of WA includes the Peel Region (located 80 km south of Perth, 

Figure 1.4), as well as the SW statistical region of WA (Figure 1.5). RRV is endemic 

in the Peel Region with approximately 80 new cases reported each year (M.D. Lindsay, 

personal communication). The Peel Region is comprised of five local government areas: 

The city of Mandurah and the Shires of Boddington, Murray, Serpentine-Jarrahdale and 

Waroona. Other areas of the SW, such as Bunbury (180 km south of Perth) and 

Busselton (230 km south of Perth) are epizootic for RRV activity, with outbreaks seen 

every three to four years (Broom et al., 2001a). The SW of WA is an important region 

from a public health perspective since major outbreaks of RRV were seen in this region 

in 1988/89, 1991/92, 1995/96, 1999/2000 and 2002/03 (Lindsay et al., 1992; Lindsay et 

al., 1996; Lindsay et al., 2004).  
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Figure 1.4: Peel Region, Western Australia. The Peel Region is located 
approximately 80 km south of Perth, the capital city of Western Australia. 
Source: http://www.regional.wa.gov.au. Accessed 5/4/2004 
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Figure 1.5: South-west statistical division of Western Australia.  
Source: http://www.regional.wa.gov.au. Accessed 5/4/2004 
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The SW of WA has extensive saline wetlands around Mandurah and Busselton. 

In this environment Oc. camptorhynchus is the most common vector, followed by Oc. 

vigilax. Typically, Oc. camptorhynchus is active from September onwards and is 

involved in the spring initiation of virus outbreaks in coastal areas. Surveillance of RRV 

activity from field-caught mosquitoes in the SW of WA enables mosquito control 

measures and warnings to the public to be implemented in time to reduce the number of 

human cases (Mackenzie et al., 1994a). RRV surveillance in WA involves regular 

mosquito trapping using EVS/CO2 traps (Rohe and Fall, 1979). In the SW of WA, 21 

mosquito traps are set along the main areas of virus activity, on the Swan Coastal Plain 

between the towns of Mandurah and Dunsborough (80-220 km South of Perth) 

(Johansen et al., 2005). Mosquitoes are transported alive to the Mosquito Surveillance 

and Research Laboratory at The University of Western Australia. Here the mosquitoes 

are snap-frozen, identified to species and processed for virus isolation. Surveillance has 

shown that RRV transmission increases markedly when large populations of Oc. 

camptorhynchus persist into late spring and summer (Lindsay et al., 1996). In addition, 

rainfall in coastal regions can produce Aedes (Ochleratatus) species Ae. clelandi, Ae. 

hesperonotius and Ae. ratcliffei, which may also be involved in transmission (Lindsay, 

1995; Lindsay et al., 1992; Lindsay et al., 1989). 

 

The major vertebrate hosts of RRV are marsupials, in particular macropods such 

as kangaroos and wallabies (Kay and Aaskov, 1988; Lindsay, 1995). These findings 

were based on serological surveys and experimental infection studies. Studies in Eastern 

Australia have shown high prevalence of up to 89% in macropod populations (Doherty 

et al., 1966; Doherty et al., 1971; Vale et al., 1991), whereas opportunistic sampling of 

western grey kangaroos (Macropus fuliginosus) in WA showed a seroprevalence of 

35% (Lindsay, 1995).  

 

Other marsupials have been implicated as possible reservoir hosts including the 

New Holland mouse Pseudomys novaehollandiae and flying foxes (fruit bats) (Gard et 

al., 1973; Ryan et al., 1997). The Agile wallaby (Macropus agilis), horses and birds 

have also been implicated as vertebrate hosts based on virus isolation (Doherty et al., 

1971; Pascoe et al., 1978). More recently, Brushtail possums (Trichosurus vulpecula) 

are believed to be suitable vertebrate hosts of RRV following a study showing 30% of 

Brushtail possums developed a viraemia sufficient to infect mosquitoes. Brushtail 

possums are commonly found to be infected in the field (Boyd et al., 2001).  
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There is increasing evidence that RRV is able to survive in arid environments by 

transovarial transmission. This is based on isolation of virus following rains in New 

South Wales (NSW) from a mixed mosquito pool and in WA from Oc. normanesis 

(Broom et al., 1989; Russell et al., 1992). RRV has also been isolated from males of 

two different Ochlerotatus species in arid areas of WA (Lindsay et al., 1993a). These 

attributes of RRV may be important in maintenance of the virus in nature (Dhileepan, 

1996; Russell, 2002). 

 

1.3.1.1 Vector Competence 

There have been numerous studies to investigate the capability of RRV to infect 

and be transmitted by candidate vector mosquito species in Australia, as was reviewed 

by Kay and Aaskov and Harley and colleagues (Harley et al., 2001; Kay and Aaskov, 

1988). Of particular significance is the recent finding that Oc. notoscriptus, a domestic 

container breeding species common in urban areas throughout Australia is a competent 

vector of RRV. This could become important if the virus becomes endemic in major 

urban centres (Watson and Kay, 1998).  

 

Ochlerotatus vigilax is an important vector involved in RRV transmission in the 

SW of WA and competence of this vector is believed to be assisted by a lack of 

infection “barriers” (Russell, 2002). Infection experiments studying the impact of larval 

nutrition on vector competence of other mosquito species, found the midgut infection 

barrier was the major impediment to infection. There was low or no expression of 

mesenteron escape, salivary gland infection or salivary gland escape barriers. Different 

larval nutrition regions produced different size adults, but this did not affect the 

competence of Oc. vigilax (Jennings and Kay, 1999). 

 

Investigations of geographical variation in RRV virulence and vector 

competence in south-eastern Australia have shown that different strains of the virus vary 

substantially in their infectivity for vector species. Colony and field populations of Oc. 

vigilax and Cx. annulurostris infected with various strains of RRV displayed differences 

in virus growth. Possible geographical association between various strains of RRV with 

the vectors was also noted (Wells et al., 1993). Interestingly, viral isolates from field-

caught mosquitoes of RRV prior to 1995 in the SW of WA were from Oc. 

camptorhynchus mosquitoes only (A.K. Broom, personal communication). Ongoing 

vector competence studies focussing on RRV strains from the SW of WA may provide 
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valuable information about the different genotypes of RRV known to circulate in this 

region.  

 

1.3.2 GENETIC VARIATION 

Early studies found genetically or antigenically distinct strains of RRV, which 

were used to elucidate genetic or evolutionary relationships between RRV isolates and 

other arboviruses (Fauran et al., 1984; Rosen et al., 1981).  The advent of molecular 

biology tools enabled the study of the genetic relatedness of different strains of RRV.  

Studies completed in the last decade have elucidated the molecular evolution of RRV in 

Australia. RNase T1 maps of 80 isolates of RRV from around mainland Australia, 

revealed the presence of four distinct clusters at the nucleotide level, termed topotypes. 

Each cluster predominated in different geographical regions with a pattern emerging 

that illustrates the differences between eastern and western Australian isolates (Lindsay 

et al., 1993c). These findings were later confirmed by sequencing of cloned or PCR-

amplified cDNA from the E2/E3 regions of the RRV genome (Sammels et al., 1995).  

Based on these studies, two genotypes circulate in Australia, the Northern-eastern (NE) 

genotype found throughout Australia and the south-west (SW) genotype which is 

restricted to the SW of WA. 

 

Evidence from field-caught mosquitoes has demonstrated that in 1995, the NE 

genotype was introduced into the SW of WA. Prior to 1995, the SW genotype was the 

only genotype circulating in this area. Between 1995 and 1998, no isolates of the SW 

genotype were obtained from field-caught mosquitoes. However from 1999 onwards, 

although the NE genotype was the dominant type of RRV isolated from mosquitoes, 

small numbers of the SW genotype were obtained (A.K. Broom and M.D. Lindsay, 

unpublished results). The reasons for the dominance of the NE compared to the SW 

genotype are still unclear. Ongoing vector competence studies may shed light on this 

issue.  

 

  A diagnostic assay exists that can differentiate between the two RRV genotypes. 

A direct enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) can give a one-way 

differentiation between the two genotypes using a Mab, 43B2. This Mab detects only 

the NE genotype and has been mapped to the neutralising domain of E2 (Oliveira, 

1998). Therefore, beside nucleotide differences (Sammels, 1995), only one other 

difference is known for the two circulating genotypes. The identification of more 
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genotypic and phenotypic differences would help to extend the current knowledge of 

RRV and may provide insight into why the NE genotype is able to predominate in the 

SW. Strain variations leading to differences in pathogenesis are discussed later in this 

chapter. Currently no studies have been conducted to investigate whether different RRV 

genotypes affect pathogenesis of disease.  

 

1.3.3 LABORATORY DIAGNOSIS 

Ross River virus is believed to have a short-lived viraemia in humans and so is 

rarely detectable after the first week of infection. Therefore, virus isolation from 

humans is rarely possible and diagnosis is usually made on serological grounds 

(Mackenzie et al., 1996).  The detection of virus-specific IgM in acute-phase serum 

provides a presumptive diagnosis of recent infection (Carter et al., 1985). A confirmed 

diagnosis cannot be made from a single serum sample, as IgM is thought to persist and 

so does not necessarily indicate recent infection (Mackenzie et al., 1992). The standard 

for confirmed diagnosis of RRV is a four-fold or greater increase in antibody titre 

determined by a suitable method of detection, such as HI assay, complement fixation, 

neutralisation assay (NA) or ELISA. Ideally, two sera samples obtained 10 to 14 days 

apart and tested by the same laboratory would provide accurate diagnosis of recent RRV 

infection (Calisher and Karabatsos, 1988). The HI assay and ELISA both determine 

total IgG levels against RRV, whereas the NA determines neutralising antibody titres 

(Calisher and Beaty, 1992; Clarke and Casals, 1953). Complement fixation determines 

total antibody targeted against RRV (Calisher and Beaty, 1992).  

 

1.3.4 EPIDEMIOLOGY 

Ross River virus infections have been reported from all states and territories of 

Australia (Aaskov et al., 1981b; Mudge and Aaskov, 1983; Lindsay et al., 1992; 

Merianos et al., 1992; Hawkes et al., 1985; Passmore et al., 2002; Selden and Cameron, 

1996; Westley-Wise et al., 1996), as well as from the Solomon Islands and Papua New 

Guinea (Mudge et al., 1981; Tesh et al., 1975; Tesh et al., 1981; Scrimgeour et al., 

1987). RRV is a notifiable disease and the National Notifiable Disease Surveillance 

System provides annual reports on Australia’s Notifiable Disease Status. Cases of RRV 

infection are most commonly reported from the northern states and coastal areas, which 

have salt marsh habitats (Russell, 2002). Tables 1.3 and 1.4 show reported cases and 

notification rates of RRV and from 1991 to 2004 (Russell, 2002; Harley et al., 2001; 

Blumer et al., 2003; Lin et al., 2002). Overall, total numbers of reported cases and 
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notifications have fluctuated with high numbers reported during epidemic years, such as 

1996 and 1997. 

 

Table 1.3: Reported cases of Ross River virus disease in Australia by 
state or territory, 1991-2004. 

 

YEAR ACT NSW NT QLD SA TAS VIC WA TOTAL 

2004 6 706 202 2012 54 20 95 1100 3366 
2003 4 492 120 2517 33 2 13 662 3843 

2002 0 181 55 886 42 117 37 128 1446 

2001 9 717 223 1569 141 13 345 202 3219 

2000 15 721 153 1421 375 8 316 1225 4234 

1999 7 1069 142 2279 48 67 365 530 4407 

1998 6 508 121 1950 61 9 112 327 3094 
1997 9 1642 223 2382 660 14 1057 699 6686 

1996 1 1041 131 4935 25 74 138 1478 7823 

1995 2 242 369 1681 23 28 35 302 2682 

1994 1 317 309 3035 26 N/A 58 95 3841 

1993 4 596 264 2367 774 N/A 1198 153 5356 
1992 1 317 238 4280 106 N/A 162 687 5791 

1991 N/A 402 482 1954 N/A N/A 390 192 3420 

 
Abbreviations used: ACT – Australian Capitol Territory, NSW – New South Wales, NT – 
Northern Territory, QLD – Queensland, SA – South Australia, TAS – Tasmania, VIC – Victoria, 
WA – Western Australia.  
Taken from Communicable Disease Australia – National Notifiable Diseases Surveillance 
System, www.cda.gov.au. Accessed 31/1/2005 
 
 

Table 1.4: Notification rate of Ross River virus infections by state or 
territory (rate per 100,000 population), 1991 - 2004. 

 

Year ACT NSW NT QLD SA TAS VIC WA 

2004 2 11 102 53 4 4 2 56 

2003 1 7 60 66 2 0 0 34 

2002 0 3 28 24 3 25 1 7 

2001 3 11 112 43 9 3 7 11 

2000 5 12 76 41 26 2 7 67 

1999 2 17 71 64 3 14 6 30 

1998 2 8 62 56 4 2 3 19 

1997 3 27 116 70 46 3 24 40 

1996 0 17 69 149 2 16 3 86 

1995 1 4 208 52 2 6 1 12 

1994 0 5 171 99 2 0 1 6 

1993 1 10 138 77 57 0 28 11 

1992 1 5 134 137 5 0 3 44 

1991 0 7 281 72 0 0 9 9 

 
Abbreviations used: ACT – Australian Capitol Territory, NSW – New South Wales, NT – 
Northern Territory, QLD – Queensland, SA – South Australia, TAS – Tasmania, VIC – Victoria, 
WA – Western Australia.  
Taken from Communicable Disease Australia – National Notifiable Diseases Surveillance 
System, www.cda.gov.au. Accessed 31/1/2005. 
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Infection with RRV is predominately seen during the summer/spring months, 

due to environmental factors affecting vector populations (Table 1.5, reviewed in 

Mackenzie et al., 1994b). For instance, epidemic activity can occur following spring or 

summer rain or flooding of salt marsh habitats and coastal wetlands (Marshall and 

Miles, 1984). In general, epidemic activity is associated with temperate areas, with 

sporadic cases reported at other times.  Endemic activity is seen year round in northern 

and central QLD (reviewed in Mackenzie et al., 1994b). In arid areas, RRV is thought 

to persist for months to years in desiccation-resistant mosquito eggs, which may result 

in localised outbreaks under ideal conditions, such as heavy rainfall (Lindsay et al., 

1995a).  Increased viral activity in rural areas has resulted in the spread of RRV into 

metropolitan areas of Australia. This was first seen in Perth in 1989 (Lindsay et al., 

1992), then Brisbane in 1994 (Ritchie et al., 1997a) and most recently in Sydney and 

Melbourne in 1997 (Amin et al., 1998; Brokenshire et al., 2000; Russell, 1998a).  There 

has also been activity reported from Adelaide (Selden and Cameron, 1996). 

 

 

Table 1.5: Number of notifications of Ross River virus infections in 
Australia, in the period of 1992 to 2004. 

 
YEAR JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC ANNUAL 

TOTAL 

2004 634 604 1205 897 386 97 52 43 45 62 82 88 4195 

2003 113 109 358 1042 1003 305 106 54 59 90 188 416 3843 

2002 143 221 301 301 188 77 40 26 36 39 37 37 1446 

2001 556 612 550 584 423 142 64 52 42 58 70 46 3199 

2000 591 660 804 640 580 188 88 62 74 137 179 223 4226 

1999 517 647 980 798 491 169 80 93 79 104 155 304 4417 

1998 274 489 577 427 249 115 68 75 51 89 340 397 3151 

1997 906 1242 1363 1353 834 316 119 68 46 93 73 183 6596 

1996 767 2024 2451 1136 510 193 95 89 69 92 164 193 7783 

1995 251 216 485 514 529 168 65 70 46 73 93 134 2644 

1994 544 814 1012 607 315 139 55 39 64 75 69 95 3828 

1993 471 1323 1308 714 364 230 132 99 115 110 159 229 5254 

1992 308 833 1594 1166 646 269 120 108 130 134 186 207 5701 

 
Taken from Communicable Disease Australia – National Notifiable Diseases Surveillance 
System, www.cda.gov.au. Accessed 31/1/2005. 

 

 

1.3.4.1 Antibody prevalence 

Community antibody levels can provide information about the frequency of 

infection in a population. Seroprevalence studies of RRV have been reported within and 

throughout Australia, leading to generalised trends (reviewed in Harley, 2001). 

Seropositivity appears to differ based on geographical location, with prevalence 
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decreasing from north to south. The highest seroprevalence per state have been reported 

from QLD, ranging from 19 to 64 percent (Doherty, 1972; Doherty, 1973; Phillips et 

al., 1990). Seroprevalence in NSW was lower (12.8%, Boughton et al., 1984), as was 

the case in South Australia (8.4%, Weinstein et al., 1994). In contrast, some 

communities have high seroprevalence, such as in the Kimberley region of WA, where 

51 percent seropositivity was detected in aboriginal adults (Liehne et al., 1976b). Rural 

aboriginal communities have been shown to have high seroprevalence of up to 60 and 

81 percent across all age groups. Antibody prevalence appears to increase with age 

(reviewed in Russell, 2002). The incidence of infection also appears to have increased 

over time in some regions, such as NSW. Here an increase from 13 to 39 percent was 

demonstrated in a comparison of the same towns and areas by two studies carried out 

nearly ten years apart (Boughton et al., 1984; Hawkes et al., 1993). Of particular 

interest for this thesis was the lack of available data on RRV antibody prevalence in the 

SW of WA, an area known to be endemic for RRV activity. The only study completed 

in the SW of WA involved 250 blood donors and demonstrated a seroprevalence of 8.4 

percent (Johansen, 1998).  

 

Studies of seroprevalence to RRV are difficult to compare accurately due to 

differences in sampling procedures and geographical representation. Some studies have 

utilised blood donors to determine antibody prevalence due to the convenience of these 

samples (Johansen, 1998; Boughton et al., 1984; Weinstein et al., 1994). However, this 

approach may underestimate the number of infections in children and some ethnic 

groups, leading to an overestimation of antibody prevalence (Harley et al., 2001). 

Furthermore, no studies have investigated seroprevalence over consecutive seasons. 

This means that estimating an accurate annual infection rate is difficult due to 

introduction of many variables between serological studies carried out several years 

apart.  

 

1.3.4.2 Risk factors 

Ross River virus is the most common arboviral disease in Australia, with an 

average of 5000 new cases reported each year (reviewed in Russell, 1998a). Outbreaks 

caused by RRV have been reported periodically throughout Australia and have involved 

hundreds to thousands of people. A better understanding of risk factors associated with 

disease and outbreaks will assist in effective preventative and control measures and 

enable models for predicting outbreaks of disease (Kelly-Hope et al., 2004).  
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1.3.4.2.1 Environmental factors 

Large mosquito populations are believed to predispose to RRV outbreaks 

(Lindsay et al., 1996). Factors influencing mosquito numbers include rainfall, 

temperature and humidity. La Niña episodes and high Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) 

values may be important as they have been shown to increase the probability of above 

average rainfall across northern and eastern Australia (Stone et al., 1996). Positive 

associations have been reported between SOI values and outbreaks in the south-eastern 

states of Australia (Maelzer et al., 1999). The Quasi-Biennal Oscillation is ‘a quasi-

periodic oscillation of the equatorial zonal wind between easterlies and westerlies in the 

tropical stratosphere’ (www.en.wikipedia.org). This climatic fluctuation is associated 

with rainfall and therefore has been correlated with RRV incidence (Done et al., 2002). 

Furthermore, geographic information system technology was used to study spatial and 

temporal variation of RRV infections reported in QLD. This study showed the 

geographic distribution of notified RRV cases had expanded in QLD over time, most 

likely due to ecological changes and human behaviour (Tong and Hu, 2001). 

 

Global warming and associated climate and weather changes have been 

postulated to lead to increased virus activity and outbreaks of infectious diseases, such 

as mosquito-borne diseases (Colwell et al., 1998b; Epstein, 2000). Warmer, wetter and 

more humid conditions could lead to increases in both mosquito population abundance 

and distribution (Mellor and Leake, 2000). These conditions could also lengthen the 

seasonal activity of some mosquito vectors. Rising sea levels may lead to extensive 

flooding, especially in salt marsh environments in coastal localities, leading to increases 

in mosquito numbers (Tong and Hu, 2001; Tong and Hu, 2002). A growing number of 

publications are exploring the impact of weather on infectious diseases in recent times. 

Many of these studies use models to predict outbreaks of disease (Woodruff et al., 2002; 

Harley and Weinstein, 1996; Maelzer et al., 1999). Aside from mosquito populations 

and climatic conditions, the distribution and abundance of suitable vertebrate hosts will 

influence disease in humans. Large populations of western grey kangaroos in close 

proximity to habitats of Oc. camptorhynchus, along with substantial virus activity were 

associated with the 1995/96 outbreak in the SW of WA (Lindsay et al., 1996). 

 

1.3.4.2.2 Risk factors in humans 

Ross River virus disease occurs most commonly amongst adults aged between 

25 to 39 years (Mudge and Aaskov, 1983; Condon and Rouse, 1995; Selden and 
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Cameron, 1996; Hawkes et al., 1985; Westley-Wise et al., 1996).  Clinical disease is 

rarely observed in children (Hills, 1996). The prevalence of disease with respect to 

gender has varied in the literature, with some groups reporting similar rates of disease in 

both men and women: male-to-female ratio was 0.6:1 for one study (Mudge and 

Aaskov, 1983) and 0.8:1 for another (Hawkes et al., 1985). Other groups have reported 

a higher infection rate in men such as 1.4:1 (Condon and Rouse, 1995) or 1.7:1 

(Westley-Wise et al., 1996). There have been some studies that indicate males in 

particular age groups are most at risk to RRV infection (Mudge et al., 1981; Condon, 

1991; Westley-Wise et al., 1996). WA-based studies have found higher infection rates 

in males compared to females, with a ratio of 1.19:1. for all WA cases between 1984 to 

1993 (Lindsay et al., 1995a) and a comparable male to female ratio of 1.17:1. for the 

recent RRV outbreak in 2003/04 in the SW of WA (Lindsay et al., 2004). Collectively, 

a distinct trend between RRV disease and gender has not yet been established. 

Recreational activities, occupation and travel have also been implicated as risk factors 

(Lindsay et al., 1992; Lindsay et al., 1996). Furthermore, humans are regularly 

implicated as migratory hosts responsible for the spread of virus between regions, 

possibly even into urban centres (Lindsay et al., 1996; Mudge, 1977; Mudge, 1977; 

Seglenieks and Moore, 1974; Selden and Cameron, 1996; Tai et al., 1993; Weinstein et 

al., 1994). 

 

1.3.4.2.3 Virological factors 

Virus isolation in humans is rarely possible due to the short-lived viraemia of 

RRV. Therefore, particular virus strains or genotypes are not usually studied during 

outbreaks. Virus isolation in mosquitoes has helped define the geographical distribution 

of RRV strains (Lindsay et al., 1993c; Sammels et al., 1995), but particular genotypes 

have not been investigated or associated with outbreaks or disease outcomes. Most 

epidemiological studies of RRV in recent times have focussed on the natural history, 

symptoms, treatment of disease or on community antibody prevalence (reviewed in 

Russell, 2002). A comprehensive study assessing possible risk factors predisposing to 

RRV disease or the involvement of RRV genotypes in disease outcome in the SW of 

WA does not exist.  

 

1.3.5 DISEASE MANIFESTATIONS 

An “unusual epidemic” in 1928 at Narrandera, near Griffith in Southern NSW 

was the first account of a disease now believed to be caused by RRV. The syndrome 
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described during this epidemic was “pain, skin eruption and general manifestations” in 

which “painful swelling of the joints” was a common complaint (Nimmo, 1928). The 

first isolate of the suspected virus was from a seven year old child in 1972 (Doherty et 

al., 1972). However, the patient involved presented with a non-specific febrile illness 

and so the virus isolated could not be associated with a clinical disease. The association 

of the virus with the clinical entity called ‘epidemic polyarthritis’ was not confirmed in 

Australia until 1985 when the virus was isolated from a symptomatic patient (Aaskov et 

al., 1985). However, the virus had previously been isolated from patients in Fiji, 

American Somoa and the Cook Islands during the Pacific Regional outbreak of 

1979/80. The Pacific epidemic was the first occasion where virus was isolated from 

patients with symptoms of EPA (Aaskov et al., 1981a; Fauran et al., 1984; Rosen et al., 

1981; Tesh et al., 1981). 

 

Ross River virus is the major aetiological agent of EPA also known as RRV 

disease. Since EPA can be caused by both RRV and BFV, from now on RRV disease 

will be used to describe EPA caused by RRV.  RRV disease is characterised by 

arthralgia and myalgia, mainly affecting the joints. The ankles, fingers, wrists and knees 

are the most commonly affected joints (Condon, 1991; Harley et al., 2002). Other 

symptoms include back pain, anorexia, headache and fever. A rash, which is usually 

maculopapular, is seen in 50 percent of cases and frequently involves the limbs and 

trunk (Mudge and Aaskov, 1983; Fraser, 1986a; Kay and Aaskov, 1988; Condon, 1991; 

Mackenzie and Smith, 1996). Rash usually lasts five to 10 days and can occur before or 

after the associated arthritis, but is not involved in chronic disease (Fraser, 1986a; 

Fraser and Marshall, 1989).  Rash, fever and arthralgia can occur in any sequence. 

Myalgia is commonly reported by up to 58 percent of patients (Mudge and Aaskov, 

1983). Fatigue is a common symptom, affecting over 50 percent of patients (Bennett et 

al., 1998). 

 

The incubation period of most arboviruses is between five to 15 days (Shope and 

Meegan, 1997).  The incubation period for RRV infection varies between three and 21 

days, with an average incubation period of seven to nine days (Fraser and Cunningham, 

1980). Subclinical infections may be common, especially in endemic areas (Mackenzie 

et al., 1994b). Rates of clinical to subclinical infection have been reported to vary 

between 1:0.4 and 1:80 (Kay and Aaskov, 1988). 
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Currently there is no cure available for RRV disease, with most medical 

practitioners recommending non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), 

analgesics and rest as the best means of treatment (Stocks et al., 1997). Physical therapy 

may also be beneficial. There have been unsuccessful attempts over the last 15 years to 

develop a RRV vaccine (Aaskov et al., 1997; Yu and Aaskov, 1994), which is discussed 

later in this chapter. Therefore, prevention through early warning of virus activity 

combined with vector control programmes is currently the best way to combat RRV 

disease (Mackenzie et al., 1994a). 

 

Ross River virus disease is not a life-threatening disease, but symptoms can be 

incapacitating (Mackenzie et al., 1994b). On going debate surrounds the role of RRV in 

causing prolonged illness. Early studies reported patients developed chronic disease 

lasting months to years. One particular study reported 50 percent of participants had 

recovered after six months, 75 percent in 12 months and five percent had not recovered 

after four years (Fraser, 1986b). Condon and Rouse reported similar findings from a 

study carried out in WA. Here 57 percent of participants experienced intermittent or 

continuous joint pain 24 to 42 months after the onset of disease (Condon and Rouse, 

1995). In contrast to these finding, studies out of the Eastern states of Australia have 

reported minimal long term disease with only 11 percent of participants being 

incapacitated for longer than 12 weeks (Hawkes et al., 1985). Other studies carried out 

in QLD have suggested that symptom duration and frequency of long term symptoms 

may have been overestimated in previous studies, with complete recovery seen in three 

to six months. These studies have suggested that prolonged symptoms may be 

attributable to other conditions (Harley et al., 2002; Mylonas et al., 2002).  

 

Even though published studies on RRV disease cannot be directly compared due 

to differences in sampling, selection procedures, study design and use of clinical review; 

a real discrepancy exists between published works. Other factors may also play a role in 

these discrepancies, such as cultural inflation of morbidity. This phenomena results 

from increased health expectations by the community and mounting pressures on 

medical professionals to treat non-fatal diseases, leading to an increase demand for 

health services as mortality decreases. Close analysis of the literature shows that studies 

reporting prolonged disease were usually from WA (Condon, 1991; Condon and Rouse, 

1995); whereas studies from QLD generally show minimal disease (Harley et al., 2002; 

Mylonas et al., 2002). Symptom longevity reported from other states in Australia 
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usually lie in between these two extremes (Keary et al., 1997; Selden and Cameron, 

1996). Knowing that different genotypes of RRV circulate throughout Australia 

(Lindsay et al., 1993b) and evidence from vector competence studies suggesting that 

different virus strains show differences in virus growth (Wells et al., 1993), perhaps the 

discrepancies seen with epidemiological studies are in fact due to the pathogenicity of 

the infecting virus.  

 

1.3.6 EPIDEMICS AND COSTS OF ROSS RIVER VIRUS  

The largest outbreak of EPA occurred in 1979/80 in various Pacific Islands, 

including Fiji, Samoa, Cook Islands, New Caledonia, Wallis and Futuna with 

approximately 50,000 recorded cases. This outbreak was believed to be associated with 

a viraemic traveller from Australia (Aaskov et al., 1981a; Bennett et al., 1980; Fauran et 

al., 1984; Rosen et al., 1981; Tesh et al., 1981). Apart from this outbreak, all other 

recorded epidemics have occurred within Australia (Russell, 2002). 

 

Outbreaks of RRV in WA occurred in 1988/89 and 1991/92 with approximately 

650 reported clinical cases in each outbreak (reviewed in Mackenzie et al., 1998; 

Lindsay et al., 1992).  A major outbreak of RRV disease in the SW of WA occurred in 

1995/96, with approximately 1400 reported cases (Lindsay et al., 1996). However, the 

highest number of clinical cases of RRV in any one season occurred during a major 

outbreak in the SW of WA during the spring/summer months of 2003/04, with 1573 

reported cases (Lindsay et al., 2004).   

 

Other states also experience outbreaks of RRV periodically. QLD experienced a 

large outbreak in 1996 with 4935 reported cases and a state notification rate of 148 per 

100,000. The south-west of NSW had an outbreak in 1993 with 312 cases (Table 1.3). 

There was also a small outbreak in Sydney and the surrounding regions in 1997 with 69 

reported cases (Amin et al., 1998). Outbreaks in Victoria occurred in 1993 and 1997 

with 1198 and 1057 cases respectively. These outbreaks were in the Murray Valley and 

Gippsland regions (reviewed in Russell, 2002).  Tasmania is also prone to outbreaks of 

RRV. However, fewer cases are recorded, such as 74 cases in an outbreak in 1996. This 

may be a reflection of the smaller population in affected areas of Tasmania (McManus 

et al., 1992).  
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Ross River virus affects a large number of people each year, as is exemplified in 

1996, where 7823 cases of RRV were reported Australia wide, corresponding to a 

notification rate of 42.7 per 100 000 (Curran et al., 1997). In 1991, the National Health 

and Medical Research Council proposed that the economic cost of RRV was 

approximately $AUD2500 per case (reviewed in Russell, 1998a). A more recent 

estimate of the cost of RRV disease was proposed by Mylonas and colleagues. They 

suggest that the direct cost of RRV disease to the community was $AUD1018 per 

patient. This figure was based on diagnostic costs and loss of productivity (Mylonas et 

al., 2002). The large difference between these two estimates may be due to different 

perceptions on the duration of disease. The estimate by Mylanos takes into account 

initial costs, but does not factor in long-term medical care in the event of persistent 

symptoms or relapses. Regardless of this, RRV is costly to the community; estimated at 

tens of millions of dollars annually (reviewed in Russell, 1998a). However, the true cost 

of RRV is probably higher than estimated values, since the number of reported cases is 

usually an underestimation of the actual number of cases (Curran et al., 1997; Kelly and 

Donnelly, 1997). 

 

Aside from the economic impact of disease, the debilitating nature and extended 

recovery time of RRV disease leads to extended periods of time off work, affecting 

productivity in the workplace, as well as personal and emotional anguish (Boughton, 

1994).  Long term RRV disease is also associated with depression, making this disease a 

social stigma. The current treatments available for RRV disease are not efficiently 

reducing the morbidity associated with this disease. Therefore, the cost to the 

community of the morbidity of RRV disease is difficult to quantify (Russell, 1998a). 

 

1.3.7 INTERNATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE 

Ross River virus has considerable potential to spread to other countries. This has 

already been proven by the largest recorded epidemic occurring in 1979/80 in the 

Pacific Islands. Approximately 50,000 cases were recorded during this epidemic which 

numerically is more cases in one outbreak than has been reported in Australia over the 

last decade (reviewed in Russell, 1998a).  

 

A recent occurrence that brought RRV back into the international arena was 

reported in March 1997 from a combined Australian and American Military exercise at 

Shoalwater Bay in south-eastern QLD. Of the 19 suspected clinical cases, six US troops 
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were serologically confirmed to have RRV, and a further three cases of RRV infection 

were identified in individuals after departure from Australia (Hueston et al., 1997; 

Russell, 1998a). In January 1996 in the same location, there were 21 cases of RRV 

infection diagnosed in 650 troops participating in training. This scenario highlights the 

concern that viraemic personnel returning home to the US in this case, a non-endemic 

area of RRV may import the virus, leading to local transmission (Hueston et al., 1997). 

 

Another concern is the threat of introduction of RRV into New Zealand, a close 

geographical neighbour of Australia. As yet, no records exist of local transmission of 

RRV, although with considerable movement of tourists and livestock between the 

countries, the risk of introduction of RRV into New Zealand is significant (Weinstein, 

1995; Derraik and Calisher, 2004; Maguire, 1994). There have been reports of travellers 

to Australia returning to New Zealand with the infection (Weinstein et al., 1995). One 

possible explanation for the lack of RRV activity in New Zealand could be the lack of 

available vectors to transmit the disease (Russell, 2002). One potential vector, Oc. 

notoscriptus, is established in New Zealand and could transmit RRV in urban situations 

(Watson and Kay, 1998). Furthermore, Brushtail possums are widely abundant in New 

Zealand and these have been shown to be good vertebrate hosts of RRV in urban areas 

(Boyd et al., 2001). The presence of both Oc. notoscriptus and Brushtail possums 

together in New Zealand suggest that the potential for introduction of RRV into New 

Zealand is a very real possibility, maybe even inevitable. However, vector competence 

of Oc. notoscriptus for RRV in Australia is poorly understood and reports of 

competence vary in published works (Derraik and Calisher, 2004; Watson and Kay, 

1998). In addition, experimental studies using Oc. notoscriptus specimens from New 

Zealand suggest that these mosquitoes are poor vectors for RRV (reviewed in Russell, 

2002). Another potential vector, Oc. camptorhynchus, has recently been introduced and 

subsequently become established in New Zealand. This salt marsh mosquito is a known 

vector of RRV in Victoria, Tasmania and WA (Ballard and Marshall, 1986; Campbell et 

al., 1989; Lindsay et al., 2004). This vector has the potential to reach large population 

sizes and therefore greatly impact humans (reviewed in Russell, 2002). 

 

Aside from the possibility of RRV being introduced to New Zealand, other 

viruses from New Zealand have been introduced to Australia, since these countries 

share similar vertebrate and invertebrate hosts. Whataroa virus, previously believed to 

be unique to New Zealand, has recently been isolated in NSW, Australia, representing 
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the first reported isolations of this virus from outside New Zealand (Saleh et al., 2004). 

Therefore, considering the large volume of movement of tourists and livestock between 

Australia and New Zealand, and suitable vertebrate and invertebrate hosts, the treat of 

introduction of RRV into New Zealand remains a significant possibility for the future. 

 

1.3.8 IMMUNE RESPONSE IN HUMANS FOLLOWING INFECTION WITH 

ROSS RIVER VIRUS  

The immune response of RRV infection in humans is complex and many areas 

of pathogenesis are still not clearly defined, especially in terms of RRV genotypes. 

Following the bite of an infected mosquito, RRV virions are believed to attach to a cell 

surface receptor (possibly an integrin) and penetrate the cell where uncoating of the 

virion occurs (La Linn et al., 1996; Roizmann and Palese, 1996). Primary replication 

occurs in skeletal muscle, upon which RRV enters the blood. It is here that virus 

clearance is believed to occur via neutralising antibodies and type 1 interferon (Hwang 

et al., 1995; La Linn et al., 1998). The associated rash, usually occurring first, is rapidly 

cleared by a RRV-specific CD8 T lymphocyte cell-mediated immune response (Fraser 

et al., 1983). 

 

1.3.8.1 Ross River virus and arthritis  

The most commonly reported symptom of RRV disease is joint pain and 

arthralgia. Much effort has been targeted towards explaining this phenomenon, with 

puzzling results. Firstly immune complexes are usually involved in the pathogenesis of 

viral arthritidis (Fraser et al., 1988; Woolf, 1989). However, there has been no evidence 

of immune complexes in the serum or synovial fluid of RRV disease patients (Fraser et 

al., 1988). Furthermore, immune complexes have been shown to deplete complement 

and attract neutrophils, but in contrast, normal levels of C3 and C4 (enzymes within the 

complement system), in serum of RRV patients experiencing symptoms of arthritis have 

been reported (Fraser et al., 1988; Clarris, 1978).  Development of arthritis is thought to 

result from an inability of the cell-mediated immune response to completely clear the 

virus. Instead a local non-specific immune response predominates in arthritis involving 

a massive influx of mononuclear macrophages (Clarris, 1978; Fraser et al., 1981; 

Hazelton et al., 1985; Soden et al., 2000). 
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1.3.8.2 Role of Macrophages 

Macrophages are believed to play a role in RRV pathogenesis. Firstly, synovial 

effusions from acute RRV disease patients consist mainly of monocytes and activated 

macrophages, which are attracted and activated by monocyte chemoattractant protein 1 

(MCP-1) (Clarris, 1978; Fraser et al., 1981; Hazelton et al., 1985; Mateo et al., 2000). 

RRV infected synovial fibroblasts have been shown in vitro to produce MCP-1, which 

has been implicated in the pathogenesis of viral arthritidis and rheumatoid arthritis. 

Secondly, macrophages have been persistently and productively infected with RRV in 

vitro (La Linn et al., 1996). This suggests that macrophages may play a role in 

persistence of infection through the phagocytosis of dying cells by other macrophages. 

This is important since neutralising antibodies are unable to clear RRV from infected 

macrophages. Thirdly, macrophages infected in vitro have been shown to secrete nitric 

oxide, an inflammation mediator. Also, IFN , a cytokine produced by T cells is elevated 

in synovial effusions of patients with RRV disease. Perhaps one or both of these 

chemicals may mediate inflammation in RRV-induced synovitis, an important 

component of RRV pathogenesis (La Linn et al., 1996).  

 

A clinical feature of RRV disease is the periodic relapses of symptoms months 

after the initial onset of disease (Kay and Aaskov, 1988). A recent study has proposed 

that these relapses may be associated with spontaneous or stress-induced increases in 

RRV within persistently infected macrophages (Way et al., 2002). Furthermore, RRV 

enhanced macrophage activity and deregulated the immunoregulatory CD80, INF  and 

TNF  responses following infection. These effects may contribute to the persistence of 

RRV and avoidance of the immune response (Way et al., 2002). 

 

1.3.8.3 Chronic joint pain 

Although chronic joint pain has been associated with RRV disease, viable RRV 

has never been isolated from the joints of patients with chronic joint symptoms. Viral 

antigen has been demonstrated in leukocytes from joint effusions and viral antigen was 

detected in synovial biopsy specimens (Fraser et al., 1981; Fraser et al., 1983). 

Furthermore, human synovial cells can be infected with RRV in vitro, but still no virus 

has been isolated from the joints of RRV patients. This may be due to the fact that the 

viraemia of RRV is short-lived, with the virus expected to be cleared within the first 

week of infection (Mackenzie and Smith, 1996). However, a recent study demonstrated 

virus replication in periosteum and endosteum of long bones in adult mice infected with 
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SINV (Heise et al., 2000). This finding is consistent with the thought that arthralgia-

associated alphaviruses replicated within or around joint tissues (Heise et al., 2000; 

Bielefeldt-Ohmann and Barclay, 1998). 

 

One hypothesis for chronicity of symptoms has been the inability of patients to 

elicit a RRV-specific cytotoxic T cell response. RRV patients have been reported to 

elicit a marked virus specific T lymphocyte proliferative response and cytotoxic T cells 

have been shown to clear RRV infected macrophages (La Linn et al., 1998). Therefore, 

the inability to produce cytotoxic T cells could result in persistence of infection and 

hence long term symptoms. This hypothesis is confirmed by observations that CD8+ 

lymphocytes (usually cytotoxic T cells) predominate in the skin rashes of patients who 

have recovered from RRV disease. In patients with chronic RRV disease symptoms, 

CD4+ lymphocytes (usually T helper cells) predominated (Fraser et al., 1983; Fraser 

and Becker, 1984). Furthermore, human leukocyte antigen DR7 is common among 

RRV disease patients compared to negative controls. This antigen restricts the ability to 

generate specific cytotoxic T cells and hence may attribute to chronic infection (Fraser 

et al., 1980).  

 

1.3.8.4 Virulence of Ross River virus 

Antigenic or virulence determinants of RRV are not well defined. Previous 

studies have generated a panel of Mabs that recognise conformational epitopes on the 

outer face of E2 and could neutralise RRV infection in vitro. Three of the RRV specific 

Mabs NB3C4, T1E7 and T10C9 recognise overlapping epitopes on E2 that cluster 

within the region delineated by the two glycosylation sites N200 and N262. 

Reconstruction of this neutralising domain would provide valuable information in 

vaccine development of RRV since linear synthetic peptides spanning corresponding 

regions of E2 of SINV, EEEV and SFV have been used to vaccinate against viral 

challenge (Strauss et al., 1991; Fernandez et al., 1993; Roehrig, 1993). However, linear 

synthetic peptides spanning E2 sites were incapable of forming the complete epitope for 

tested Mabs (Kerr et al., 1992). Characterisation of epitopes for virus neutralising Mabs 

to RRV E2 using phage-displayed random peptide libraries has provided more 

information about cellular receptor binding sites in the neutralising domain (Davies et 

al., 2000). 
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1.3.9 VACCINE DEVELOPMENT 

Studies to develop a vaccine against RRV to reduce the incidence of disease 

have so far been largely unsuccessful. Aaskov and colleagues have demonstrated that a 

crude RRV preparation in Vero cells, inactivated with binary ethylenimine (BEI) 

induced no adverse effects in BALB/c mice and could elicit an immune response, 

neutralising the virus both in vivo and in vitro (Yu and Aaskov, 1994). Further studies, 

demonstrated that a purified RRV preparation inactivated under more stringent 

conditions than previously described, could elicit neutralising antibodies in both female 

and male mice against a range of RRV strains (Aaskov et al., 1997).  However, Aaskov 

and colleagues demonstrated significantly different degrees and duration of immune 

responses to different isolates of RRV (Aaskov et al., 1997).  These findings question 

the efficacy of this vaccine against different genotypes of RRV and the possibility of 

disease enhancement following exposure (again with respect to different genotypes) 

(Lindsay et al., 1993c; Sammels et al., 1995).  Another concern is the usefulness and 

deliverability of a RRV vaccine within the Australian rural community (Russell, 2002). 

 

Studies have identified that pathogenesis of RRV in humans and mice are 

different since encephalitis is produced in mice following infection (described in the 

following section), which is not seen in humans (Murphy et al., 1973; Mims et al., 

1973; Bielefeldt-Ohmann and Barclay, 1998). Furthermore, the pathogenesis of RRV 

disease in humans has not been completely characterised since the isolation of viable 

RRV is difficult after the first week of infection (Mackenzie and Smith, 1996). Also, 

pathogenesis of disease by different genotypes has not been fully characterised. Due to 

the poor understanding of RRV pathogenesis in humans and mice, it seems unlikely an 

effective vaccine will be available in the near future. Further investigations are needed 

to elucidate the pathogenesis of RRV before an effective vaccine can be developed. 

 

1.3.10 PATHOGENESIS OF ROSS RIVER VIRUS IN THE MURINE MODEL 

Animal models exist for the encephalitogenic alphaviruses (such as VEEV, 

EEEV, and Western equine encephalitis virus (reviewed in Nalca et al., 2003)) and have 

advanced our knowledge about the pathogenesis of associated diseases. However, 

similar progress regarding the pathogenesis of diseases caused by the arthritogenic 

alphaviruses such as RRV, have been hampered by the lack of appropriate animal 

models (Bielefeldt-Ohmann and Barclay, 1998).  
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Ross River virus has been shown to produce an age-dependent myositis in one 

week and four week old mice, when inoculated intracerebrally. In this study, younger 

mice were characterised with inflammatory muscle necrosis, significant muscle 

weakness and greater amounts of virus in serum and muscle. Older mice demonstrated 

an absence of clinical symptoms with low viral titres in serum and muscle. Minimal 

histopathologies of the muscle and rapid clearance of virus from serum and muscle were 

also noted (Seay et al., 1981). The pathology of RRV induced disease in newborn mice 

resulted in severe paralysis from days’ five to six (Mims et al., 1973). Paralysis was due 

to severe necrosis of muscle. In subcutaneous inoculation, thinning of the cerebral 

cortex was seen on day 10, with the appearance of fluid-filled spaces by day 18. Small 

foci of infection in ependyma and few infected neurons in the cerebral cortex were also 

detected. Intracerebral inoculation demonstrated necrosis of infected ependymal cells, 

which results in aqueductal stenosis and hydrocephalus (Mims et al., 1973). Virus was 

shown to replicate in extraneural tissues such as striated muscle, brown fat and smooth 

muscle. After peak titres were attained in muscle, infected mice developed widespread 

muscle necrosis with hind leg paralysis. The heart was also shown to be infected and 

caused myocardial necrosis and calcification (Murphy et al., 1973). 

 

The murine model is not the perfect model for RRV disease in humans since 

encephalitis is produced in mice following infection, which is not seen in humans.  

Furthermore, infection of newborn animals does lead to clinical disease but results in 

rapidly fatal disease preventing the study of long-term symptoms (Klimstra et al., 1999; 

Murphy et al., 1970; Murphy et al., 1973; Trgovcich et al., 1996). Furthermore, adult 

mice do not show clinical symptoms, making virulence factors difficult to determine. 

The generalised pattern of replication and lethal outcome in newborn mice has limited 

the usefulness of mice as a model of arthralgia-associated alphaviruses (Bielefeldt-

Ohmann and Barclay, 1998). Furthermore, there are currently no studies correlating 

RRV virulence in mice and pathogenicity in humans, or the role of the immune 

response in the development of symptoms in either mouse or human.  

 

Pathogenesis of alphaviruses in the murine model does suggest that different 

strains can lead to different outcomes. For example, pathogenesis studies in newborn 

mice with three different SINV strains AR339, Toto1101 and HRSP found differences 

in mortality, peak virus titres reached and interferon production (Sherman and Griffin, 

1990). This was also shown for SFV where the E2 gene, 5’ UTR and carboxy terminal 
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end of the nsP3 gene were identified as determinants of virulence between particular 

strains tested (Santagati et al., 1995; Santagati et al., 1998; Tarbatt et al., 1997; Tuittila 

and Hinkkanen, 2003). Comparison of different serotypes for VEEV in guinea pigs has 

shown that even though epizootic and enzootic strains can cause human disease, only 

epizootic serotypes (serogroup I, variants AB and C) were able to kill guinea pigs 

(Scherer et al., 1979). 

 

Early pathogenesis studies of RRV in the mouse have identified differences in 

pathogenesis due to strain variation using the prototype strain T48 and strain NB5092. 

Regardless of the route of inoculation, the virulent T48 strain of RRV caused 100% 

mortality in all infected mice. Reduced mortality was seen with the avirulent strain, 

NB5092 (Murphy et al., 1973; Mims et al., 1973). Another study investigated RRV 

isolates from patients with polyarthritis in New Caledonia, Wallis and Futuna Islands. 

Here isolates based on genotypic properties resembled the prototype strain T48, but 

pathogenesis studies in suckling mice suggested isolates resembled the avirulent 

NB5092 strain. This study concluded that viruses of varying virulence for mice are all 

associated with clinical disease in man, but a reason for the varying virulence was not 

provided (Fauran et al., 1984). Even though, pathogenesis studies have been completed 

for various strains of RRV, the effect of genotype on pathogenesis has not been 

addressed.  

 

1.4 BARMAH FOREST VIRUS 

1.4.1 ECOLOGY AND EPIDEMIOLOGY 

Barmah Forest virus is unique to Australia and has only recently been implicated 

in human disease (Boughton et al., 1988; Phillips et al., 1990). This virus was first 

isolated from Cx. annulirostris mosquitoes in 1974 in south-eastern Australia (Marshall 

et al., 1982). However, it was not until 1989 that BFV was isolated from WA 

mosquitoes from the south-east Kimberley region (reviewed in Lindsay et al., 1994). 

The first case of human disease caused by BFV occurred in 1988 from NSW (Boughton 

et al., 1988) and the virus was first isolated from a symptomatic patient in 1989 in QLD 

(Phillips et al., 1990; reviewed in Mackenzie et al., 1994b). BFV is thought to be 

vectored by the same principal rural pest mosquito species (Oc. camptorhynchus and 

Oc. vigilax) and have similar vertebrate hosts to RRV (kangaroos and wallabies) 

(Lindsay et al., 1994).  
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1.4.2 EPIDEMICS 

The first recorded outbreak of BFV occurred in 1992 in Nhulubuy in the 

Northern Territory, with 187 cases of an alphavirus-like illness reported between 

December 1991 and April 1992 (Merianos et al., 1992). Subsequent outbreaks were 

seen in the northern half of WA in 1992 (Lindsay, 1995) and in 1993 in the SW of WA 

(Lindsay et al., 1995b). A large epidemic occurred in 1995/96 in WA with 32 reported 

cases of BFV, which occurred concurrently with an outbreak of RRV disease in south-

western WA (M.D. Lindsay, personal communication). To date, the largest epidemic in 

the SW of WA occurred in the 2003 to 2004 season, with 44 reported cases (M.D. 

Lindsay and C.A. Johansen, unpublished results). 

 

Sporadic cases of BFV have been reported from NSW (Boughton et al., 1988; 

Beard et al., 1997), QLD (Phillips et al., 1990) and WA (Lindsay et al., 1995b; 

reviewed in Mackenzie et al., 1994b). The incidence of disease caused by BFV appears 

to be increasing, probably due in part to greater awareness, better diagnostic techniques 

and facilities and availability of reagents required for diagnosis (Mackenzie and Smith, 

1996).   

 

1.4.3 DISEASE MANIFESTATIONS 

Barmah Forest virus is an aetiological agent of EPA, believed to account for 

10% of all reported cases (Hills, 1996). Even though clinical diseases caused by BFV 

and RRV are thought to be similar, little is known about the pathology of BFV disease 

(La Linn et al., 1996). BFV generally induces milder manifestations than RRV in 

humans. For instance, arthritis and arthralgia is less severe and less frequent with BFV 

disease. However, the rash is more common and prominent, frequently covering most 

parts of the body (Flexman et al., 1998; Mackenzie et al., 1996). The incubation period 

of BFV infection is between 7 to 10 days. Persistence of symptoms has been reported to 

last for at least six months (Lindsay et al., 1995a). Treatment and costs of BFV are 

thought to be similar to that of RRV (Mackenzie et al., 1996). 

 

A recent case in 1995 involving a 40-year-old female, who was diagnosed as 

having a BFV infection, produced severe anaemia, which completely resolved itself 

without the use of iron supplements.  Such a symptom is unique to BFV and has not 

been seen in RRV disease (Marshall et al., 1997). Furthermore, La Linn and colleagues 

demonstrated an antibody-dependent enhancement of RRV infections seen in 
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macrophage and monocyte cell lines, which was not evident in BFV infections (La Linn 

et al., 1996). These findings suggest that there are differences in the pathology of BFV 

and RRV infections. Even though the epidemiology of BFV is believed to be similar to 

RRV, little is actually known about the epidemiology of BFV in humans.  For example, 

there is no data available on seroprevalence of BFV or incidence of disease from any 

Australian state.   

 

1.5 SUMMARY 

Ross River virus disease is a major public health concern as it is the most 

common arboviral disease in Australia. RRV causes large outbreaks across Australia, 

involving hundreds to thousands of people at any one time. RRV disease is thought to 

cost the community millions of dollars each year in direct costs associated with 

diagnostic tests and surveillance of mosquito populations (reviewed in Mackenzie et al., 

1996).  

 

Community antibody levels can provide information about the frequency of 

infection in a population. General trends have been drawn about seroprevalence in 

Australia, with seroprevalence decreasing from north to south (reviewed in Russell, 

2002). Seropositivity has been shown to increase with age and increase over time in 

some regions of Australia (Boughton et al., 1984; Hawkes et al., 1993). While general 

trends have been proposed regarding seroprevalence, these studies are difficult to 

compare accurately due to differences in sampling procedures and geographical 

representation.  

 

The SW of WA has regions of endemic and epizootic RRV activity. RRV is 

endemic in the Peel Region, with approximately 80 new cases reported each year (M.D. 

Lindsay, personal communication). Other areas of the SW, such as Bunbury and 

Busselton are epizootic for RRV activity, with outbreaks seen every three to four years 

(Broom et al., 2001a). The SW of WA is important from a public health perspective 

since major outbreaks of RRV disease were reported in 1988/89, 1991/92 and 1995/96, 

just to name a few. However, the only study to generate seroprevalence data in the SW 

of WA used a small group of blood donors to calculate a seroprevalence of 8.4 percent 

for the Peel Region. Blood donors may underestimate the number of infections in 

children and some ethnic groups, leading to an overestimation of antibody prevalence 

(Harley et al., 2001). 
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Ross River virus disease is characterised by myalgia and arthralgia, mainly 

affecting the joints. A rash, which is mainly maculopapular, is seen in 50 percent of 

cases. The average incubation period for RRV infection is seven to nine days, with 

subclinical infection common, especially in endemic areas. Currently there is no cure or 

effective vaccine available for RRV disease. Treatment of symptoms is usually in the 

form of NSAIDs, analgesics and rest. Physical therapy and supportive care may also be 

beneficial.  

 

While RRV disease is not fatal, extensive morbidity has been associated with 

chronic disease. Early studies of RRV disease reported symptom longevity lasting 

months to years (Condon and Rouse, 1995). While more recent studies have reported 

complete recovery from disease within three to six months (Harley et al., 2002; 

Mylonas et al., 2002). Reasons for discrepancies in published works on RRV disease 

have not been thoroughly explored.  

 

Two studies have been published on RRV disease in the SW of WA. These 

studies have reported extreme symptom longevity, with 57 percent of participants 

experiencing intermittent or continuous joint pain three years after initial presentation 

(Condon and Rouse, 1995). However, these studies have been purely descriptive and 

did not use an age and gender-matched control group from the same geographic study 

area. Instead, previous WA-studies used the National Health survey as a negative 

control group (Condon, 1991; Condon and Rouse, 1995). Without direct comparison of 

data from case and control groups from the same geographic location, confounders may 

be introduced into the data.  

 

 Risk factors associated with disease and outbreaks can assist in effective 

preventative and control measures (Kelly-Hope et al., 2004). Environmental factors 

such as rainfall, temperature and humidity can increase mosquito populations, believed 

to predispose to RRV outbreaks. Risk factors in humans can predispose individuals to 

disease. RRV disease occurs most commonly amongst adults aged between 25 to 39 

years, with clinical disease rarely seen in children. The involvement of gender in RRV 

disease has varied in the literature, without a clear trend being established. Recreational 

activities, occupation and travel have also been implicated as risk factors (Lindsay et al., 

1996). However, no studies have thoroughly investigated which risk factors actually 

predispose humans to RRV disease. There is also not a reliable mathematical model 
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which can predict RRV disease in humans. Such a model would aid in combating RRV 

disease in the future. Aside from environmental and human factors, the infecting virus 

could affect disease outcome. No studies have assessed whether different virulent 

strains of RRV could lead to different disease outcomes in humans.  

 

A unique situation exists in the SW of WA in that two RRV genotypes are 

known to circulate in field-caught mosquitoes, the SW and NE genotypes. Prior to 1995, 

the SW genotype was solely isolated from field-caught mosquitoes in the SW of WA. 

Since the introduction of the NE genotype in 1995, the SW genotype is rarely isolated 

from field-caught mosquitoes. Very little information is available regarding differences 

between these genotypes. A Mab, 43B2, is able to distinguish between the two 

genotypes in a fixed cell ELISA format. However, no other phenotypic differences are 

known about the RRV genotypes. Furthermore, no information is available regarding 

the dominance, if any, of a particular genotype infecting the human population. Finally, 

no studies have addressed the involvement of RRV genotypes in disease outcome.   

 

1.6 SPECIFIC AIMS 

The specific aims of this thesis are as follows: 

1. Elucidate epidemiological aspects of RRV in the south-west of Western 

Australia by 

a. Determining the seroprevalence of RRV-specific antibodies 

b. Determining the seroconversion rate of RRV 

c. Determining the incidence rate of RRV disease 

d. Identifying  important risk factors associated with RRV disease and 

subclinical RRV infection 

e. Describing acute and long-term disease symptoms 

f. Evaluating the morbidity associated with RRV disease 

g. Describing persistence of RRV-specific antibodies 

h. Describing current treatments used for RRV-associated symptoms 

i. Evaluating relapse and re-infection events associated with RRV 

2. Develop a predictive model for RRV disease 

3. Characterise RRV genotypes in terms of 

a. Genotypic and phenotypic characteristics in vitro 

b. Pathogenesis in a murine model 
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c. Presence of RRV, genotype specific antibodies in the human sera 

samples 

d. Evaluate the involvement of RRV genotypes in disease outcome in the 

mouse and humans 

4. Determine seroprevalence, seroconversion and incidence rates of Barmah Forest 

virus in the Peel Region of WA. 

 

1.7 OVERVIEW 

This thesis aims to draw on knowledge from various aspects of science in an 

attempt to further our knowledge on RRV disease. The study of any disease is a 

complex task since many factors can contribute to disease outcome. And so this thesis 

will link results from virological, pathogenesis and epidemiological investigations to 

further define RRV disease in the SW of WA. Generated data will be useful to better 

understand the disease and allow the development of improved therapies and/or an 

effective vaccine.  
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CHAPTER TWO: MATERIALS 

Chapters two and three describe reagents, equipment and solutions used 

throughout this project. Procedures common to two or more experimental chapters are 

also presented within Chapters two and three. A separate materials and methods section 

is included in each experimental chapter to describe methodology specific to those 

chapters. 

 

2.1 ORIGIN OF VIRUSES 

All viruses used throughout this project were kindly supplied by Dr Michael 

Lindsay and Dr Annette Broom (Department of Microbiology, The University of 

Western Australia (UWA). The passage history and origin of each virus is shown in 

Table 2.1. 

 

2.2 CELL CULTURE 

African green monkey kidney (Vero) and Ae. albopictus (C6/36) cells were used 

throughout this project. Cell lines were supplied by the Arbovirus Surveillance and 

Research Laboratory, Department of Microbiology, UWA, from material originally 

sourced from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC). 

 

2.3 REAGENTS AND EQUIPMENT USED 

The reagents and their corresponding suppliers used throughout this project are 

listed in Table 2.2. Table 2.3 outlines the equipment used in this study. 
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Table 2.1 – Passage history of viruses used throughout this thesis. 

No Isolate 
name 

Location Date 
Collected 

Source  
(vector or host) 

Passage History 

1 DC7194
1
 south-west, WA 1996 Oc. vigilax  2x C6/36, 3x Vero 

2 DC5692
1
 south-west, WA 1995 Oc. camptoryhnchus 2x C6/36, 3x Vero 

3 T48
2
 Townsville, QLD 1959 Oc. vigilax 12x smb, 3x Vero 

4 RRV96272
3
 Far south coast, 

NSW 
13/10/1982 Coquillettidia linealis 2x smb, 1x BHK, 

5x Vero 

5 SW876
4
 south-west, WA 19/8/1987 Oc. camptorhynchus 2x C6/36, 6x Vero 

6 SW2191
4
 south-west, WA 9/11/1988 Oc. camptorhynchus 4x C6/36, 8x Vero 

7 SW61028
5
 south-west, WA 23/12/1999 Oc. vigilax 2x C6/36, 6x Vero 

8 SW60406
5
 south-west, WA 8/12/1999 Oc. camptorhynchus 2x C6/36, 6x Vero 

9 SW59732
5
 south-west, WA 2/11/1999 Oc. alboannulatus 2x C6/36, 6x Vero 

10 SW60757
5
 south-west, WA 10/1/2000 Oc. notoscriptus 2x C6/36, 1x 

PSEK, 3 x Vero 

11 K19517
6
 Broome, WA 16/5/1995 Culex annulirostris 2x C6/36, 6x Vero 

12 BF 
SW31286

7
 

south-west, WA 5/8/1993 Oc. camptorhynchus 2x C6/36, 3x Vero 

 
Key: WA, Western Australia; QLD, Queensland; NSW, New South Wales; Oc. 
Ochlerotatus; smb, suckling mouse brain; Vero, African green monkey kidney; 
C6/36, Aedes albopictus; BHK, baby hamster kidney; PSEK, porcine squamous 
equine kidney. 1Lindsay et al., 1997; 2Doherty et al., 1963; 3Cloonan et al., 
1982; 4M. Lindsay, The University of Western Australia, unpublished data; 
5Broom et al., 2000; 6A. Broom, The University of Western Australia, 
unpublished data; 7Johansen, 1988. 
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TABLE 2.2 - REAGENTS USED 

 

NAME OF REAGENT   SUPPLIER 

 
Acetone British Drug House, Kilsyth, Australia 

(BDH, Aus) 
 
2,2’-Azino-bis [3-Ethylbenz-Thiazoline- Sigma Chemical Company, St 
6-Sulhofic acid], diammonium salt (ABTS) Louis, USA (Sigma) 
 
 
Agarose, ultrapure DNA grade BioRad Laboratories, Hercules, USA 

(BioRad) 
 
Alsevers     Excellaproducts 

State Health Laboratory 
 
Avian myeloblastosis virus (AMV)  Promega, Madison, USA (Promega) 
reverse transcriptase 
 
Boric Acid (H2BO3) BDH, Aus 
  
Bovine serum albumin (BSA) powder JRH Biosciences, KS, USA  
 
Bovine serum albumin Excellaproducts  
(Fraction V) State Health Laboratory, Perth, WA 
 
Caesin  Labchem, Ajax Chemical  
 Auburn, NSW 
  
Citric acid Sigma 
 
Diethyl pyrocarbonate (DEPC) Sigma 
 
dNTPs      Promega 
 
Dithiothreitol (DTT)    BioRad 
 
Ethanol (EtOH)    BDH, Aus 
 
Ethidium bromide BioRad 
 
Foetal bovine serum (FBS) Commonwealth Serum Laboratories, 

Parkville, Australia (CSL) 
 
Formaldehyde BDH, Aus 
 
Gentamycin Delta West, WA 
 
Goat anti mouse hydrogen peroxidase BioRad 
Conjugate (IgG) 
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Goose red blood cells Biological Collection & Delivery 
Enterprises, Perth, WA 

  
L-Glutamine     Sigma 
 
Hydrogen peroxide (30%)   Sigma 
 
Kaolin       Ajax Chemicals, Sydney, Australia 
 
N-2-hydroxyethylpiperazine   Calbiochem, USA 
-N’-2-ethane sulfonic acid (Hepes)      
 
Magnesium chloride (MgCl2)   Promega 
 
M199      Gibco, New York, USA (Gibco) 
 
Methoxyflurane                                              Medical Developments Australia 
 Pty Ltd, Springvale, Australia 
 
Methyl Cellulose    Sigma 
 
Methylene Blue    BDH, Poole, England (BDH, Eng) 
 
Penicillin     CSL 
 
pGEM DNA Markers    Promega 
 
Polyethylene glycol sorbitan monolaurate Sigma 
(Tween-20) 
 
Potassium Chloride (KCl)   BDH, Aus 
 
Potassium dihydrogen orthophosphate BDH, Aus 
(KH2PO4) 
 
Proteinase K     Sigma 
 
Qiaex II Gel purification kit   Qiagen, Germantown, MD 
 
Sodium acetate    BDH, Aus 
 
Sodium carbonate (NaCO3)   BDH, Aus 
 
Sodium chloride (NaCl)   BDH, Aus  
 
di-Sodium ethylenediamine tetra-acetic   BDH, Aus 
acid (EDTA) 
 
Sodium hydrogen carbonate (NaHCO3) BDH, Aus 
 
di-Sodium hydrogen phosphate (Na2HPO4) BDH, Aus 
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Sodium di-hydrogen phosphate (NaH2PO4)  BHD, Aus 
 
Sodium hydroxide (NaOH)   BDH, Aus 
 
Taq DNA polymerase    Promega 
 
Terminator Mix    Australian Neuromuscular Research  
      Institute (ANRI) 
 
tRNA      Sigma 
 
Tris (ultrapure)    Gibco  
 
Trypan Blue     Sigma 
   
Trypsin     Difco Laboratories, Detroit, USA 
 
Triton X-100     Sigma 
 
Xylene cyanol     BDH, Eng 
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TABLE 2.3 - LIST OF EQUIPMENT USED 

 
EQUIPMENT TYPE    SUPPLIER 

 
1.5 mL eppendorf tubes   Treff Lab, Switzerland 

0.5 mL eppendorf tubes Sarstedt, Germany 

0.2 mL PCR tubes Australian Biosearch (Trace Plastics), 
Perth, WA 

 
Falcon, 96 well tissue culture plates Becton Dickinson Labware, New Jersey, 

USA (BD) 

 

Biohit pipettes     Biohit, Helsinki, Finland 

2 mL wheaton vials    Wheatons, Millsville, NJ, USA 

Aerosol resistant filtered tips   Australian Biosearch, Perth, WA 

0.1-10 µL pipette tips    Axygen Scientific, Hayward, USA 

P200 and P1000 pipette tips   Elkay, Shrewsbury, USA 

Polaroid film Poyaumer-uni Polaroid Ltd, Hertfordshire, 
England 

 
Sterilin 25 well tissue culture plates Bibby Sterilin Ltd, Staffs, UK 

Tissue culture 12 well plates Costar, Cambridge, USA 

80 cm2 tissue culture flasks Nunc, Denmark  

225 cm2 tissue culture flasks   CoStar, Corning Incorporated 
      NY, USA 
 
Thermal cycler    Gene Amp 2400 thermal cycler 

Perkin Elmer, Scoresby, Victoria 
 

CO2  incubator     Water jacketed CO2 incubator 
      Forma Scientific 
 
Centrifuges     Beckman J6 – M1 
      Sanyo Micro centaur   
 
Wide mini sub gel tank   BioRad, Hercules, CA, USA 
 
Power Pack     BioRad, Hercules, CA, USA  
 
60 cm2 dishes     Falcon #3802, BD 
V bottomed 96 well plates   Thermo Labsystems, Franklin, MA, 
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USA 
 
U bottomed 96 well plates   Thermo Labsystems, Franklin, MA, 
       USA 
 
15 mL centrifuge tubes   Falcon #352096, BD 
 
Pressure sensitive film   Falcon, BD 
 
Neubaur Chamber   Gelman Hawksley Ltd, Lancis,  
   England 
 
Inverted microscope    Olympus IM, Melville, NY 
 
Light microscope    Ernst Leitz Weizler, Germany 
 
Pasteur Pipette     Chase Instruments, Rockwood, 
      Tennessee, USA 
 
EDTA serum separator tubes   Microtainer brand, BD 
 
Glass grinders Crown Scientific Pty Ltd, Moorebank, 

NSW, Australia 
 
Electronic hand-held grinder and pestles Kontes Glass Company, Vineland, 

NJ, USA 
 
Scalpel blades, Size 23   Swann-Morton, Sheffield, England 
 
1 mL insulin syringe    Becton Dickinson, France 
(18G x  inch needle) 
 
1 mL tuberculin syringe   Becton Dickinson, Singapore 
(26G x  inch needle) 

UV illuminator    Biorad 
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2.4 SOLUTIONS AND BUFFERS 

The solutions and buffers used throughout this thesis were constituted in double 

distilled water (ddH2O) and stored at room temperature unless stated otherwise. A 10M 

solution of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) or concentrated hydrochloric acid (HCl) was 

used to adjust the pH of the solutions prepared, where necessary. 

 

2.4.1 CELL CULTURE 

M199 with hepes stock solution   

  M199 powder    11 g/L 

  NaHCO3    0.35 g/L 

  Hepes     4.77 g/L 

  Penicillin    100 mg/L 

  Gentamycin    10 mg/L 

pH adjusted to 7.4, filter sterilised and stored at 4 C. 

 

M199 minus hepes stock solution   

  M199 powder    11 g/L 

  NaHCO3    0.35 g/L 

  Penicillin    100 mg/L 

  Gentamycin    10 mg/L 

pH adjusted to 7.4, filter sterilised and stored at 4 C. 

 

Vero cell culture growth medium 

  L-glutamine    0.29 g/L 

  FBS     10% 

Made up in M199 with hepes stock solution and stored at 4 C. 

 

C6/36 cell culture growth medium 

  L-glutamine    0.29 g/L 

  FBS     10% 

Made up in M199 minus hepes stock solution and stored at 4 C. 
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Maintenance media (Vero cells) 

  L-glutamine    0.29 g/L 

  FBS     2% 

Made up in M199 with hepes stock solution and stored at 4 C. 

 

Blank media (Vero cells) 

  L-glutamine    0.29 g/L 

Made up in M199 with hepes stock solution and stored at 4 C. 

 

Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) 

NaCl     140 mM 

KCl     2.7 mM 

Na2HPO4    6.4 mM 

KH2PO4    1 mM 

pH adjusted to 7.4, autoclaved and stored at 4 C. 

 

Trypsin/EDTA solution 

  Trypsin    0.05% 

  EDTA     0.02% 

Made up in sterile PBS and stored at 4 C. 

 

Trypan blue 

  Trypan blue powder   0.4 g 

Made up to 10 mL and mixed thoroughly. 

 

2.4.2 PLAQUE ASSAY 

Methyl cellulose stock 

  Methyl cellulose   8.75 g 

Layered on top of 250 mL of ddH2O and autoclaved immediately. Cooled slightly 

before shaking vigorously until fine bubbles were resuspended in the medium. Stored at 

4 C. 
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Double strength M199 

  M199 powder    22 g/L 

  NaHCO3    0.70 g/L 

  Hepes     9.54 g/L 

pH adjusted to 7.4, filter sterilised and stored at 4 C. 

 

Overlay medium (methyl cellulose/M199) 

  L-glutamine    0.29 g/L 

  FBS     5% 

  Double strength M199 media  250 mL 

L-glutamine and FBS were added to double strength M199 media. Both the M199 and 

methyl cellulose stock were pre-warmed at 40 C for at least one hour before thorough 

mixing in a biohazard hood. Stored at 4 C. 

 

Methylene blue stain 

  Methylene blue   1% 

  Formaldehyde    10% 

The methylene blue powder was dissolved in ddH20, stirred overnight and filtered prior 

to addition of formaldehyde in a chemical fume hood. 

 

2.4.3 HAEMAGGLUTINATION ASSAYS 

Borate saline (BS9) 

  1.5M NaCl    80 mL 

  0.5M H2BO3    100 mL 

  1M NaOH    24 mL 

Made up to 1 L, pH adjusted to 9.0 before autoclaving. Stored at 4°C. 

 

2M Na2HPO4 

  Na2HPO4 (anhydrous)   284g 

Made up in 1 L and stored at 4°C. 

 

2M NaH2PO4 

  NaH2PO4    138 g 

Made up to 500 mL and stored at 4°C.   
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25% Kaolin Solution 

  Kaolin     25 g 

  BS9     100 mL 

Mixed thoroughly and stored at 4°C. 

 

Solution A 

  1.5M NaCl    100 mL 

  Na2HPO4    100 mL 

  ddH2O     800 mL 

Mixed thoroughly and stored at 4°C. 

 

Solution B 

  1.5M NaCl    100 mL 

  2M NaH2PO4    100 mL 

  ddH2O     800 mL 

Mixed thoroughly and stored at 4°C. 

 

Bovine albumin borate saline solution (BABS) 

  BS9     10 mL 

  Fraction V (1mg/mL)   2 mL 

Make fresh and stored at 4°C. 

 

2.4.4 ENZYME-LINKED IMMUNOSORBENT ASSAY (ELISA)  

Coating Buffer 

  NaHCO3    2.92 g 

  Na2CO3    1.5 g 

Made up to 1 L. The pH of the solution was adjusted to 9.6 and stored at 4°C. 

 

TNE buffer stock (0.5M Tris, 0.01M EDTA, 1.5M NaCl) 

  Tris     60.5 g 

  EDTA     3.72 g 

  NaCl     87.66 g 

Made up to 1 L and stored at 4°C. Dilute 1 in 10 for use. 
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Casein stock (2%) 

  Casein powder    2 g 

Made up to 500 mL with working strength TNE buffer. Stirred overnight at 4°C and 

stored at -20°C. 

 

Blocking buffer 

  2% Casein stock   200 mL 

  TNE buffer     200 mL 

  Tween 20    1 mL 

Made up to 2 L. The pH was adjusted to 8.0 and stored at 4°C. 

 

ELISA wash buffer (EWB) stock 

  NaCl     400 g 

  Na2HPO4    57.5 g 

  KH2PO4    10 g 

  Tween 20    22 mL 

Made up to 5 L. The pH was adjusted to 7.2 and diluted 1 in 10 before use. 

 

Substrate buffer 

(a) Phosphate solution  Na2PO4  14.2 g 

    ddH2O   500 mL 

 

(b) Citrate solution  Citric acid  10.5 g 

    ddH2O   500 mL 

Citrate solution was added to the phosphate solution until the pH reached 4.2 (Ratio 

~1:1). Stored at 4°C.  

 

ABTS stock 

  ABTS     280 mg 

Made up to 10 mL and stored in the dark. 

 

H202 solution 

  30% H202 solution   126 µL  

This solution was made fresh daily in 10 mL of ddH2O. 
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Substrate solution 

  H202 Solution    200 µL 

  ABTS stock    200 µL 

  Substrate buffer   10 mL 

This solution was made fresh prior to use. 

 

PBS/acetone fixative 

  PBS     800 mL 

  BSA     2 g 

  Acetone    200 mL 

The BSA powder was dissolved in PBS prior to the addition of acetone. Store solution 

sealed at 4°C.  

 

2.4.5 POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION 

2M Tris-HCl pH 8.3 

  Tris      30.3 g 

Dissolved in about 400 mL of DEPC-treated water and the pH was adjusted to 8.3. The 

solution was then made up to 500 mL using DEPC-treated water and autoclaved. 

Aliquots stored at -20 C. 

 

1M KCl 

  KCl     37.3 g 

  DEPC-treated water   500 mL 

Aliquots stored at -20 C. 

 

25% Triton X-100 

  Triton X-100    25 µL 

  DEPC-treated water   75 µL 

Stored at -20 C. 

 

0.1M EDTA 

  EDTA     18.6 g 

  DEPC-treated water   500 mL 

Autoclaved and diluted to 200 µM before use. Aliquots stored at -20 C. 
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5x RT buffer 

The 5x RT buffer used in the RT-PCR and nested PCR was made following the protocol 

outlined in Table 2.4. 

 

TABLE 2.4 – COMPONENTS OF 5x RT BUFFER 

Reagent Stock Concentration Vol in mix Final Concentration 

DEPC H2O  33.75 µL  

KCl 1 M 25 µL 335 mM 

Tris 2 M 16.75 µL 250 mM 

EDTA 200 µM 15 µL 30 µM 

dNTPs 10 mM 5 µL 0.5 mM 

DTT 100 mM 2.5 µL 2.5 mM 

Triton X-100 25% 2 µL 0.5% 

 

0.5M EDTA (pH 8.0) 

  EDTA     46.5 g 

ddH20     250 mL 

pH adjusted to 8.0 and autoclaved before use. 

 

10x Tris-Borate buffer (TBE) 

  Tris      54 g 

  Boric acid    27.5 g 

  0.5M EDTA (pH 8.0)   20 mL 

Made up to 500 mL and diluted 1 in 10 before use. 

 

1% Agarose 

  Agarose    1 g 

  TBE     100 mL 

Heated until agarose has dissolved and poured as required. 

 

6x agarose gel loading buffer 

  Glycerol    30% 

  Xylene cyanol    0.25% 

  Bromophenol blue   0.25% 

Stored at -20 C. 
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Ethidium bromide 

  Ethidium bromide   1 g 

  ddH2O     100 mL 

Stirred for several hours and stored in the dark. 

 

2.4.6 SEQUENCING 

3M Sodium acetate 

  Sodium acetate   4.92 g 

Sterile ddH2O    20 mL 

pH adjusted to 5.2 and autoclaved before use. 

 

2.5 PRIMERS 

The primers used throughout this thesis are outlined in Table 2.5. Primers were 

obtained from Gibco (Life technologies), Mt Waverly, Victoria, Australia, and Bresatec, 

Thebarton, South Australia. 

 

TABLE 2.5 – Primers used during this study. 

 
PCR primers were used to amplify regions of the structural E2 gene and non-
structural nsP1 gene of RRV isolates. The original papers using these primers 
are provided (Pfeffer et al., 1997; Sellner et al., 1992).  

 

2.6 MOLECULAR WEIGHT MARKER 

The DNA marker pGEM was used throughout this project as a molecular weight 

marker. Table 2.6 illustrates the 15 DNA fragments constituting this marker. 

 

 

 

 Primer 
orientation 

Location Primer sequence 
5’-3’ 

Expected 
Product 

Reference 

RR8711 Forward E2 TCCGCCCAAA
TAGGTCTGGA 

550 bp Sellner et 
al., 1992 

RR9241 Reverse E2 TGTCATGGCT
GGTAACGGCA 

550 bp Sellner et 
al., 1992 

M2W Forward nsP1 YAGAGCDTTTT
CGCAYSTRGC
HW 

434 bp Pfeffer et 
al., 1997 

cM2W Reverse nsP1 ACATRAANKG
NGTNGTRTCR
AANCCDAYCC 

434 bp Pfeffer et 
al., 1997 
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TABLE 2.6 – pGEM DNA Marker. 
 

FRAGMENT NUMBER SIZE (bp) 
1 2645 
2 1605 

3 1198 

4 676 

5 517 

6 460 

7 396 

8 350 

9 222 

10 179 

11 126 

12 75 

13 65 

14 51 

15 36 

 
The fragment number and size of each fragment are illustrated in this table.  
 
 

2.7 ANIMALS 

Outbred Arc Swiss mice were used for all animal experiments. They were 

supplied by the Animal Resource Centre at Murdoch University, Perth, WA. All 

animals were housed in the L Block Animal Care Unit in compliance with the 

requirements of Western Australian State legislation, The Australian Code of Practice 

for the Care and Use of Animals for Scientific Purposes, Australian Quarantine and 

Inspection service and the Office of Gene Technology Regulator. Ethical approval was 

obtained from the UWA Animal Ethics committee for all experiments involving animals 

in this study. 
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODS 

 

3.1 CELL CULTURE  

3.1.1 PROPAGATION AND MAINTENANCE OF VERO CELLS 

African green monkey kidney (Vero) cells were propagated in 225 cm2 tissue 

culture flasks (Nunc, Denmark) in M199 media supplemented with hepes, 10% FBS and 

2 mM L-glutamine. This cell line was incubated at 37°C in 5% CO2. When the flasks 

were confluent, the cells were subcultured by removing the spent medium and treating 

the bound cells with 10 mL of a PBS/trypsin/EDTA solution for about one minute. The 

majority of this solution was then removed, leaving approximately one mL. The flask 

was incubated at 37°C for a few minutes to remove bound cells. Following the addition 

of 10 mL of fresh M199 growth media, the cells were vigorously aspirated to resuspend 

the treated cells. Approximately one mL of the resulting cell suspension was used to re-

seed the flask, together with 30 mL of fresh growth medium. For maintaining confluent 

cell monolayers, the medium was supplemented with 2% FBS (maintenance media). 

 

3.1.2 PROPAGATION AND MAINTENANCE OF C6/36 CELLS 

Aedes albopictus (C6/36) cells were propagated and maintained in a similar 

fashion as described in Section 3.1.1 for Vero cells. However, M199 media without 

hepes was used for this cell line and cells were incubated at 28°C instead of 37°C. A 

solution of 0.05% trypsin in PBS was used to treat unbound cells without the addition of 

EDTA. Only gentle aspiration was required to resuspend trypsin-treated C6/36 cells. 

 

3.1.3 PREPARING AND HARVESTING VIRUS STOCKS 

Working stocks of each virus isolate were prepared by infecting confluent 

monolayers of Vero cells grown in 80 or 225 cm2 flasks. For 80 cm2 flasks, the growth 

medium was removed and replaced with two mL of maintenance media. The flasks 

were inoculated with 100 µL of virus stock and incubated for one hour at 37°C with 

occasional rocking. The inoculum was removed and replaced with 12 mL of 

maintenance media. The flasks were incubated at 37°C with 5% CO2 and monitored 

daily for cytopathic effect (CPE). When approximately 50-70% CPE was observed, the 

supernatant was removed and clarified by centrifugation at 4°C for 15 minutes (min) at 

3000 revolutions per min (rpm) to pellet the cellular debris. The supernatant was 

transferred into 0.5 mL aliquots on ice and stored at –80°C. These stocks were used to 
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generate additional stocks if needed, to inoculate plates for fixed cell ELISAs (Chapter 

eight), HI assays (Chapter four) and for generation of other antigen preparations.  

 

3.1.3.1 Virus antigen for Neutralisation Assays 

Virus antigens used specifically for the neutralisation assay (methods described 

in Section 3.3.1) were prepared as described in Section 3.1.3. However, following the 

centrifugation step to clarify the supernatant (i.e. 3000 rpm for 15 min), FBS was added 

to make the clarified supernatant up to a final concentration of 10% FBS. This stabilises 

the virus preparation. 

 

3.1.3.2 Virus antigen for enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays  

Virus antigens used specifically for ELISAs (methods described in Section 3.4) 

were prepared as described above in Section 3.1.3, with a few modifications to the 

protocol to remove the FBS from the final virus preparation. FBS is believed to interfere 

with the ELISA. Therefore, once the monolayer of an 80 cm2 flask was confluent, the 

spent medium was removed and discarded. This was replaced with 2 mL of Blank 

M199 with hepes media. Following the inoculation of 50 µl of virus stock, 10 mL of 

Blank M199 with hepes was added to the flask. The flask was incubated at 37°C with 

5% CO2 until 90% CPE was observed. The supernatant was then removed, clarified and 

stored in aliquots of 500µL at –80°C. 

 

3.1.4 CELL COUNTS AND SEEDING CELL CULTURE RESERVOIRS 

Cell counts were performed to ensure cells used were in the log phase of cell 

growth. This ensured accurate determination of viral titres or replication kinetics. Cell 

counts also facilitate accurate estimation of the number of cells present for 

determination of multiplicity of infections (MOIs).  

 

Confluent flasks of cells were split as described in Section 3.1.1. A 10 µL 

aliquot of the cell suspension was mixed with an equal volume of Trypan blue (0.4% 

w/v solution). Half of this solution was added to a Neubaur Chamber (Gelman 

Hawksley, England) to count live cells. Since trypan blue is accumulated in dead cells, 

all the clear cells in one large square of the chamber were counted. The total number of 

cells was calculated using the following equation: 

Total no. cells per mL = no. cells counted x volume of chamber x dilution factor 
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Where the volume of the chamber was 0.1 mm3 or 0.1µL and the dilution factor of the 

cell/trypan blue mixture was two.  

  

A specific seeding protocol was used for plaque assays and the single step 

growth curves (described in Sections 3.2 and 3.5 respectively). All other techniques did 

not require determination of the specific number of cells and therefore cell counts were 

not performed. These included neutralisation assays and fixed cell ELISAs, where one 

mL of resuspended cells were used to seed each plate.  

 

 3.2 DETERMINATION OF VIRAL TITRES 

Viral titres were determined throughout this project by two methods: the plaque 

assay and/or 50 percent tissue culture infectious dose (TCID50).  

 

3.2.1 PLAQUE ASSAY 

Twelve well plates (Costar, USA) of Vero cells were seeded to be confluent for 

the following day, with approximately 2.4 x 106 cells per well. While the overlay 

medium was pre-warmed at 37°C, the virus samples were serially diluted appropriately, 

usually 10-2 to 10-7 in growth medium. The spent growth medium was removed from the 

seeded Vero plates and 200 µL of each virus dilution was inoculated gently down the 

side of the plate onto the cell monolayer. The plates were incubated for one hour at 

37°C, with gentle shaking every 10 min. The inoculum was removed and 1.5 mL of 

overlay media was added to each well. The plates were incubated with 5% CO2 at 37°C 

and checked daily for plaque formation. When plaques were considered large enough to 

be counted by eye (usually day five), 1.5 mL of methylene blue stain was added to each 

well and the plates were left overnight at room temperature. The stain was removed 

with tap water, dried and the plaques were counted to determine the plaque forming 

units (pfu) per mL (pfu/mL). 

 

3.2.2 FIFTY PERCENT TISSUE CULTURE INFECTIOUS DOSE (TCID50) 

Fifty percent tissue culture infective dose assays were performed on Vero cells 

for all the viruses used throughout this project. The appropriate number of 96 well 

plates (Falcon, BD), were set up such that they would be confluent for the following 

day, with two plates being used for each virus. When a confluent monolayer was 

observed, 10-fold serial dilutions of virus stocks (usually 10-2 to 10-9), were prepared in 

maintenance media in a sterile 25-well square plate (Sterilin, UK). A 25 µL volume of 
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each virus dilution was inoculated directly onto the 96 well plates in duplicate. The final 

column of the plates was inoculated with 25 µL of maintenance media to serve as a cell 

control. The plates were incubated at 37°C in 5% CO2 and read at day five post-

infection for the presence of CPE. The TCID50 value, which indicates the dilution of 

virus required to infect 50% of the cell monolayer, was calculated by counting the 

number of wells showing CPE at each dilution and using a calculation devised by Reed 

and Muench (1938). 

 

3.3 DETERMINATION OF ANTIBODY LEVELS AND/OR SEROPOSITIVITY 

3.3.1 NEUTRALISATION ASSAY 

The neutralisation assay (NA) is generally regarded as the ‘gold standard’ in 

virology to determine neutralising antibody levels in serum samples (Calisher and 

Karabatsos, 1988; Norder et al., 1996; Sukhavachana et al., 1969) and so was used 

throughout this project.  

 

3.3.1.1 Fifty percent tissue culture infectious dose (TCID50) of 

neutralisation antigen stocks 

The working dilution of virus antigen was determined using a TCID50-based 

method. As described previously, 10-fold serial dilutions of virus stocks were prepared 

in maintenance media in a sterile 25 well square plate. Using two plates per virus, each 

virus dilution was inoculated onto a new 96 well antigen plate (Figure 3.1). The antigen 

plates were incubated for one hour at 37°C. During the hour incubation, a confluent 

flask of Vero cells were split and resuspended in growth medium, to give approximately 

104 cells per well.  This corresponds to approximately one mL of cell suspension to nine 

mL of growth medium from a 225 cm2 flask. Following the hour incubation, 100 µL per 

well of the cell suspension was added. The plates were incubated for five days at 37°C 

and 5% CO2. On day five, the plates were read and the number of wells containing CPE 

was recorded. The TCID50 value and the optimal dilution of virus required to cause CPE 

in 50% of the cell monolayer was estimated by a calculation devised by Reed and 

Muench (1938). 
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Figure 3.1: TCID50 OF NEUTRALISATION ANTIGEN STOCKS 
Estimation of working dilution of viral antigen 
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3.3.1.2 Neutralisation assay 

Serum samples to be tested were diluted one in 10 in Blank M199 media with 

hepes and heat inactivated for 30 min at 56°C. Figure 3.2 illustrates the plate plan 

strategy for this assay. Blank M199 media with hepes was added to the test plate from 

row B to H in a total volume of 25 µL per well. Maintenance media was added to the 

antigen control plate in 25 µl increments for column 1 to 11 and 50 µL for column 12. 

Maintenance media containing 2% FBS was used on the antigen plates instead of Blank 

media to mimic the protein content in the sera samples on the test plates. The heat 

inactivated sera were then added in two adjacent wells on the test plate in row A, B and 

H (25 µl per well). Sera were double diluted down the plate from row B to row G. The 

stock virus was diluted according to the pre-determined TCID50 of neutralisation 

antigen stock protocol, in maintenance media. The optimal antigen dilution was added 

to row A to G of the test plate and to the correct row of the antigen control plate. The 

remaining antigen dilutions were added to the antigen control plate (Figure 3.2). After 

gentle tapping of the plates to ensure the contents were mixed, the plates were incubated 

for one hour at 37°C with 5% CO2. Freshly split Vero cells were then added to the 

plates (100 µL per well) and incubated for five days at 37°C and 5% CO2. The antigen 

control plate was checked on day five to ensure the optimal antigen dilution was causing 

CPE to the correct level. If so, the test plates were read and the antibody titres were 

determined to be the reciprocal of the highest serum dilution before CPE was detected.  

 

3.3.2 PLAQUE REDUCTION NEUTRALISATION ASSAY (PRNT) 

3.3.2.1 Estimating working dilution of viral antigen 

Low passage Vero cells were seeded onto 12 well tissue culture plates to be 

confluent for the following day. While the overlay medium was pre-warmed at 37°C, 

10-fold virus dilutions were prepared in maintenance media. Each virus dilution was 

added to an equal volume of maintenance media in a sterilin tray. This tray was 

incubated at 37°C for one hour with gently shaking every 15 min. The growth media 

was removed from tissue culture plates seeded with Vero cells. A 200 L aliquot of 

each virus dilution was inoculated in duplicate wells onto the Vero monolayer. The 12 

well plates were incubated at 37°C for one hour with gentle shaking every 15 min. The 

inoculum was removed and overlaid with 1.5 mL of overlay media. Plates were 

incubated for five days with 5% CO2 at 37°C and then stained with methylene blue. The 

dilution which yielded between 30 and 100 plaques per well was selected as the 

working dilution. 
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Figure 3.2: MICRONEUTRALISATION TEST 
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3.3.2.2 Plaque reduction neutralisation assay 

Sera to be tested were heat inactivated at 56°C for 30 min. Mixtures of the 

working dilution of virus and dilutions of test sera were incubated in sterilin plates for 

one hour with gentle shaking every 15 min. Test sera were usually diluted from 1/20 to 

1/320. An antigen control plate similar to the antigen control plate described for the NA 

was also incubated for one hour at 37°C and 5% CO2, with gentle shaking every 15 min. 

For the antigen control plate for the PRNT, each antigen dilution was mixed with an 

equal volume of maintenance media before incubation. Following incubation of the sera 

and antigen control plates, the growth media was removed from the 12 well plates 

seeded with Vero cells. Each sera and antigen dilution were inoculated down the side of 

duplicate wells with 200 L per well. Plates were incubated again at 37°C and 5% CO2. 

The inoculum was removed and wells were overlaid with 1.5 mL of overlay media. 

Plates were incubated for five days at 37°C and 5% CO2 and then stained with 

methylene blue. The highest serum dilution with a plaque reduction of at least 50% was 

defined as the titration end point.  

 

3.4 SEROLOGY 

ELISA and HI assays were used throughout this project to screen serum samples 

for RRV specific antibodies. Both assays measure total antibody targeted towards RRV. 

 

3.4.1 DIRECT ENZYME-LINKED IMMUNOSORBENT ASSAY 

ELISA antigen was used to coat U-bottom polyvinyl 96 well plates (Thermo 

Labsystems, USA) in coating buffer in a total volume of 50 µL per well. Plates were 

sealed with pressure sensitive film (Falcon, BD) and incubated overnight at 4°C. This 

prevented the plates from drying out while the antigen bound to the solid phase. 

Unbound antigen was removed by washing the plates twice with EWB. Plates were 

dried by tapping onto an absorbent surface. Non-specific binding sites on the solid 

phase were blocked with 100 µL of blocking buffer for at least 30 min at room 

temperature. Blocking buffer was flicked out of the wells.  Serum containing the 

primary antibody of interest was diluted one in 10 in blocking buffer to a total volume 

of 50 µL per well. Following incubation for one hour at room temperature, the solution 

was flicked out and the plates were washed four times with EWB. A solution of 

horseradish peroxidase goat anti-mouse conjugate (BioRad) was diluted one in 1000 in 

blocking buffer and added to all well to a total volume of 50 µl per well. Plates were 

incubated again for one hour at room temperature before being washed six times with 
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EWB. Enzyme activity was visualised by addition of 100 µl per well of a freshly made 

substrate solution. After one hour, the optical density of the plates was read at dual 

wavelengths of 414 nm and 492 nm. A sample was deemed positive if the optical 

density was at least two-fold higher than that produced by the corresponding negative 

control. 

 

3.4.2 COMPETITIVE ENZYME-LINKED IMMUNOSORBENT ASSAY 

The protocol for the competitive ELISA has been described previously by Hall 

and colleagues (Hall et al., 1995). Optimum concentrations of RRV antigen, empirically 

determined for each strain of RRV used were prepared in coating buffer. The prototype 

strain, T48; DC5692 representing the SW genotype and DC7194 representing the NE 

genotype were included. A total of 50 L per well of antigen was allowed to adsorb to 

the wells of 96 well U-bottomed plates at 4°C overnight. Only the inner 60 wells of the 

96 well plates were used to ensure the plates did not dry out. Plates were washed twice 

with EWB and dried briefly. Blocking buffer was added to all wells of the plate at 100 

L per well, for one hour at room temperature. Test sera were diluted one in 10 in 

blocking buffer and 50 L was added to each well. Since this assay was used to 

distinguish between RRV genotypes, positive rabbit sera raised against various strains 

of RRV were double diluted for the competitive ELISA from 1/10 to 1/1280. Rabbit 

sera used during this thesis was generated by Dr Nidia Oliveria and raised against RRV 

strains T48, SW2191, WK20, NB5092 and SW876.  

 

Diluted test sera were added to duplicate wells in antigen-coated plates and 

incubated for two hours at room temperature. Without removing the serum dilutions 

from the plates, 50 L of G8 (an alphavirus specific Mab, Table 3.2) appropriately 

diluted in blocking buffer (usually one in 500) was added to each well. The Mab 43B2 

was also tested for use in the competitive ELISA format (Table 3.2). However, this 

Mab did not work in the competitive ELISA. Plates were incubated for one hour at 

room temperature, and then washed four times with EWB. Goat anti-mouse IgG 

conjugated to horseradish peroxidase was diluted appropriately (usually one in 2000) in 

blocking buffer and 50 L was added to each well. Plates were incubated for a further 

one hour at room temperature. Following six washes with EWB, enzyme activity was 

visualised by addition of 100 L per well of a freshly made substrate solution. After one 

hour, the optical density of the plates was read at dual wavelengths of 414 and 492 nm. 

A non-reactive control serum was included on each plate to determine the optical 
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density at zero percent inhibition of G8. For estimation of background optical density 

for G8, four wells on each plate were coated with control antigen (coating buffer only), 

incubated with dilutions of the non-reactive control serum and tested as above. Percent 

inhibition of G8 was calculated for each serum at each dilution using the formula 

Percentage inhibition = 100 – (TS-B) x 100 

    (CS-B) 

Where TS is the optical density of the test serum, CS is the optical density of the control 

serum and B is the background optical density. 

 

3.4.3 HAEMAGGLUTINATION AND HAEMAGGLUTINATION INHIBITION 

ASSAYS 

Ross River virus, like other arboviruses, has the ability to agglutinate 

erythrocytes of some avian species. The haemagglutination assay (HA) and 

haemagglutination inhibition (HI) assay are simple to perform and require inexpensive 

equipment and reagents (Cameron and Bradish, 1973; Clarke and Casals, 1953; 

Compans, 1974) and so were used throughout this project to screen large numbers of 

serum samples.  

 

3.4.3.1 Washing goose red blood cells 

A 10 mL aliquot of whole goose blood was transferred to a 15 mL centrifuge 

tube (Falcon, BD). The blood was separated by centrifugation at room temperature for 

five min at 1000g. The serum and layer of white blood cells (buffy coat) was carefully 

removed and discarded. Alsevers solution was added to the goose red blood cells 

(GRBC) to make the volume up to 10 mL. The cells were gently resuspended and 

washed twice by centrifugation at 1000g for five min. An appropriate volume of 

Alsevers was added to the pelleted GRBC to make a 20% stock solution and a 10% 

working solution. The GRBC were stored at 4°C for a maximum of one week. 

 

3.4.3.2 Kaolin treatment of sera 

Sera tested by HI must first be treated with kaolin to remove any non-specific 

inhibitors. This was achieved by mixing 50 µL of sera with 200 µL of BS9 and 250 µL 

of a 25% solution of kaolin. This mixture was incubated at room temperature for 20 min 

with occasional shaking to keep the kaolin in solution. Each tube was clarified by 

centrifugation at room temperature for 10 min at 2000 rpm. After incubating the tubes at 

-20°C for five min, 50 µL of a 10% GRBC solution was added. The GRBC were 
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allowed to adsorb for 30 min at 4°C, with occasional gentle shaking. The tubes were 

centrifuged for five min at room temperature at 2000 rpm to pellet the kaolin and 

GRBC. The treated sera was removed from the kaolin and GRBC slope and stored in a 

fresh tube at -20°C until testing by the HI assay. 

 

3.4.3.3 Haemagglutination Assay (HA) 

A haemagglutination assay was used to determine the optimal viral dilution and 

pH required for the HI assay.  The virus antigen was diluted 1 in 10 in BABS and 

incubated overnight at 4°C. The following day a range of pH diluents were prepared as 

shown in Table 3.1. GRBC were added to each pH diluent, such that it comprised 2.5% 

of the total volume. Figure 3.3 shows the plate plan for the HA. V-bottomed plates 

(Thermo Labsystems, USA) were used for both HA and HI tests for ease of 

identification of the resulting blood spot. Firstly, 50 µL of fresh BABS was added to 

each well. Then 50 µL of antigen was added to the first column on the plate. This 

corresponds to the first well for each pH diluent. The antigen was double diluted across 

the plate from column 1 to 10. Each pH diluent was added to the corresponding row (50 

µL per well), followed by gently tapping on the side of the plate to ensure the solution 

within the wells were mixed.  The plates were incubated for one hour at room 

temperature and the highest dilution for each pH where haemagglutination occurred was 

recorded. The optimal antigen dilution for the HI assay was selected based on the pH for 

which the highest dilution was attained.   

 

Table 3.1 – pH dilutions used for haemagglutination assays. 

PH SOLUTION A ( L) SOLUTION B ( L) 
5.75 90 2910 
6.0 375 2630 
6.2 660 2340 
6.4 960 2040 
6.6 1350 1650 
6.8 1650 1350 
7.0 1920 1080 
7.2 2160 840 

 
Composition of solution A and B can be found in Section 2.4.3. 
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Figure 3.3 – Haemagglutination assay plate plan. Serial dilutions of antigen 
were combined with a range of pH diluents (Table 3.1) to determine the optimal 
virus dilution and pH required for the HI assay. 
 

3.4.3.4 Haemagglutination Inhibition Assay 

Test sera diluted in BABS were added to the sera component of the plate 

(Figure 3.4). A total of 25 L of each serum dilution was added to each well. Serum 

was diluted starting from one in 10 and double diluting out to one in 640. Serum diluted 

one in 10 was also added to the serum control (Final column, Figure 3.4) to a total 

volume of 50 L per well. The optimal antigen dilution, determined from the HA was 

added to the serum component of the plate (25 L per well). Antigen was not added to 

the final column which acts as the serum control. Antigen was double diluted across the 

plate in the antigen control component of the plate, starting from neat and diluting out to 

one in 64 (Figure 3.4). Each antigen dilution was diluted in BABS and comprised a 

total volume of 50 L per well. The contents of each well were mixed by gentle tapping 

on the side of the plate. The plates were covered with pressure sensitive film to prevent 

drying, and incubated overnight at 4°C. The following day a 2.5% GRBC solution, 

diluted to the optimal pH was added to the plates (50 L per well). The plates were 

gently mixed and incubated for one hour at room temperature. The antibody titres were 

determined to be the reciprocal of the highest dilution before a “blood button” was 

observed.  
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3.5 ASSESSING CHARACTERISTICS OF VIRUSES IN VITRO 

In vitro techniques were used in this project to identify differences between 

RRV genotypes in terms of plaque morphology, replication kinetics and viral epitopes 

as described below.  

 

3.5.1 FIXED CELL ENZYME-LINKED IMMUNOSORBENT ASSAY 

Confluent monolayers of C6/36 cells in 96 well trays (Falcon, BD) were 

inoculated with virus stocks of the particular virus of interest. One plate was used for 

two virus isolates such that rows A to D were inoculated with virus A and rows E to H 

with virus B. The total volume inoculated was 25 µL per well, diluted in M199 minus 

hepes with 2% FBS. Plates were incubated at 28°C with 5% CO2 and observed daily for 

signs of virus activity, such as CPE or syncytia. Once a marked difference in more than 

50% of test wells was observed compared to control plates, the plates were fixed for 

testing by a fixed cell ELISA. The supernatant was removed and discarded. The plates 

were then washed once in PBS and fixed with a PBS/acetone fixative solution for one 

hour at 4°C. The fixative was discarded and the plates were dried overnight at 37°C and 
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1/10   1/20  1/40  1/80  1/160  1/320  1/640   Serum control 
Serum number 1 

Figure 3.4 – Haemagglutination Inhibition Assay Plate Plan 

10 

Antigen control 

Neat  1/2     1/4    1/8    1/16    1/32    1/64 
 Virus dilutions 

GRBC Control 
(no virus, no 
serum) 
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stored at -20°C until ready for testing. All subsequent steps were the same as previously 

described for the Direct ELISA (Section 3.4.1). Serum samples were not used on fixed 

plates, only Mabs including 4G2, G8, 9E8, B82A2 and 43B2. The specificity of each 

Mabs used in this thesis is described in Table 3.2. Positive controls plates were included 

and consisted of a fixed plate of DC5692 (SW genotype) and DC7194 (NE genotype). 

Each batch of control plates was tested separately beforehand to confirm that they 

worked as expected. Negative controls plates were also included and consisted of a 

fixed plate of C6/36 cells with no virus and a fixed plate inoculated with BFV strain 

SW31286. Control plates were used to ensure Mabs and ELISA reagents were working 

as expected. 

 

Table 3.2 – Specificity of monoclonals used in the fixed cell ELISA. 

Monoclonal Specificity 
4G2 Flavivirus specific 
G8 Alphavirus specific 
9E8 Barmah Forest specific 
B82A2 RRV specific 
43B2 Distinguishes between NE and SW RRV genotypes 

 

3.5.2 PLAQUE MORPHOLOGY 

To study differences in plaque morphology between isolates of RRV, each 

isolate was inoculated onto confluent 12 well tissue culture plates and tested by plaque 

assay, as described in Section 3.2.1. Instead of calculating the titres of the virus, a 

dilution was selected that gave clear individual plaques. The diametre of all plaques in 

these two wells was measured and the average diameter was calculated. These 

measurements were directly compared to identify differences between isolates. 

 

3.5.3 REPLICATION KINETICS 

Single step growth curves were used to study the replication kinetics of RRV 

isolates. These assays were performed using Vero and C6/36 cells, in triplicate, using 

three different MOIs, 0.1, 1 and 5. Tissue culture dishes (60cm2, Falcon, BD, USA) 

were seeded to be confluent for the following day with 2.5 x 106 cells per dish for C6/36 

cells and 1.25 x 106 cells per dish for Vero cells. The appropriate dilutions were made to 

produce inoculums of the correct MOI in maintenance media. The spent media was 

removed from the culture dishes and 500 µL of each dilution was inoculated gently 

down the sides of the dishes. A cell control was always included and was inoculated 
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with maintenance medium. Vero dishes were incubated in 37°C with 5% CO2 and 

C6/36 dishes were incubated at 28°C with 5% CO2 for one hour. The inoculum was 

removed from the culture dishes and the monolayers were washed three times with 

maintenance medium to remove unbound virus. The dishes were filled with five mL of 

maintenance media and incubated under the appropriate conditions for each cell line 

used. Initial single step growth curves were conducted to determine an optimal sampling 

schedule. In the initial experiments using an MOI of one, samples were taken every 

hour for the first 13 hours and then every three hours following until hour 46 was 

reached. Subsequent single step growth curves were sampled every three hours until 

hour 21 and then every six hours until hour 48. At each time point, a 200 µL sample was 

removed from each dish. The viral titres of all samples were determined by plaque 

assay. 

 

3.5.4 POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION (PCR) 

3.5.4.1 Reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) 

Two RT-PCRs were used to amplify a 550 bp region of the RRV E2 gene and a 

434 bp region of the nsP1 gene (Sellner et al., 1992; Pfeffer et al., 1998). Briefly, a 0.5 

µL aliquot of tissue culture supernatant was digested with 5 µg of Proteinase K in a total 

volume of 12.5 µL for 30 min at 42°C. The Proteinase K was then inactivated by 

heating to 94°C for five min. The Proteinase K reaction was combined with the reagents 

for a one-step RT-PCR reaction. This reaction contained 20 pmol of each primer 

(RR8711 and RR9241) for amplification of the E2 gene and 50 pmol of M2W and 

CM3W for amplification of the nsP1 region. Aside from primers, 2U of Taq DNA 

polymerase (Promega, USA), 2µg of tRNA (Sigma, USA), 5µL of RT Buffer, 1 mM 

MgCl2 (Promega, USA), 0.6 U of AMV (Promega, USA) were added to the reaction 

mix in a total volume of 25 µL. The tubes were incubated in a thermal cycler for 30 

minutes at 42°C followed by 94°C for five min to activate and then inactivate the AMV 

RT. The tubes then underwent 35 cycles of 94°C for 30 sec, 60°C for 30 seconds and 

72°C for 60 sec and a final extension at 72°C for seven min.  

 

3.5.4.2 Visualisation and purification of PCR products 

PCR products were visualised by running five µL of the product on a 1% 

agarose gel in TBE buffer and staining with ethidium bromide. pGEM markers were 

included as the reference marker and the gel was viewed under a UV illuminator 

(Biorad). Bands of the correct size were excised with a sharp scalpel blade (Swann-
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Morton, England) and purified using the Qiaex II DNA gel extraction kit (Qiagen, 

USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.  

 

3.5.4.3 Sequencing reactions 

The double stranded cDNA obtained from the RT-PCR reactions were 

sequenced using the same primers used in the RT-PCR reaction. Two sequencing 

reactions were set up for each isolate, one for each of the forward and reverse primers. 

In a total volume of 10 µL, 4 µL of terminator mix (provided by ANRI, UWA), plus 50 

pmol of primer and template were combined. The amount of template used was 

estimated relative to the gel photo of the purified product. The amount of template used 

was approximately the same intensity of the 676 bp fragment of the pGEM markers. 

The sequencing reactions underwent 25 cycles of 96°C for 30 sec, 50°C for 15 sec and 

then 60°C for four min. The sequencing reactions were purified before the products 

were sent to the ANRI for the final sequencing results using a 373A DNA sequencer 

(Applied Biosystems).  Purification involved combining 25 µL of 95% ethanol with 1 

µL of a 3M sodium acetate solution. The contents of the sequencing reaction were then 

added to the ethanol mix. The mixture was vortexed briefly before incubation on ice for 

10 min. The solution was clarified by centrifugation at 4°C for 30 min at 13,000g. The 

solution was carefully removed from the pellet and discarded. The pellet was rinsed 

with 250 µL of 75% ethanol. The ethanol was carefully removed and the pellet was 

dried for approximately one hour at room temperature.  

 

3.5.4.4 Sequence analysis 

The generated sequences representing the two RRV genotypes were included in 

an alignment containing the prototype strain of RRV, T48. The sequence alignments 

were generated using CLUSTAL. Differences in both the nucleotide and amino acid 

sequences were determined between T48, the NE and SW genotypes by manual 

analysis, using sequences of equal length. 

 

3.6 ANIMAL STUDIES 

A murine model was used to study the pathogenesis and antibody responses 

following infection with RRV genotypes. All protocols were approved by the Animal 

Ethics Committee at UWA prior to conducting experiments. All animals were housed 

appropriately in the L Block, Microbiology Animal Care Unit. Husbandry was 

conducted by the Animal Care Unit staff.  
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3.6.1 STUDIES IN SUCKLING MICE 

Ross River virus has been shown to produce an age-dependent myositis in mice 

(Seay et al., 1981). For this reason, Arc Swiss suckling mice were used to identify 

differences in pathogenesis between RRV genotypes.  

 

Preliminary studies were conducted in groups of five mice to determine the 

optimal dosage. Mice were inoculated with 0.1, 1, 5 and 10 pfu of three viruses, 

DC5692, DC7194 and T48, representing the two RRV genotypes and the type strain and 

were monitored daily for signs of disease. T48 was included in these studies so 

comparisons could be made to published works. Although T48 has been found to belong 

to the NE genotype of RRV, a study by Sammels has found that this strain is the most 

divergent in the NE genotype and does not resemble new NE genotype representatives 

(Sammels et al., 1995). For this reason, DC7194 was considered a better representative 

of the NE genotype for the purpose of this thesis. Mice were inoculated intracerebrally 

with 10 µL of virus diluted appropriately in sterile PBS. A group of negative control 

mice, inoculated with sterile PBS was also included. A 26 gauge needle attached to a 

one mL tuberculin syringe (BD, Singapore) was used for the inoculation process. After 

air bubbles had been removed from the syringe, the needle was inserted into the left 

cerebral hemisphere to a depth just above the top of the needles’ bevel. The inoculum 

was then slowly injected into the inoculation site. The needle was slowly removed after 

five sec to allow the inoculum to penetrate. The mice were monitored closely for five 

min to ensure that they were not experiencing adverse effects from the inoculation 

before returning them to the rest of the litter and their mothers. Signs of disease in 

suckling mice include change in colour of their skin from pink to grey, lack of milk in 

their stomach, sluggish movement and hind leg paralysis. 

 

At the first sign of disease, suckling mice were sacrificed by decapitation with a 

sharp pair of scissors. A blood sample was collected if possible in serum separator tubes 

(Microtainer brand, BD) and brains were harvested.  The viral titres in brain tissue were 

determined by plaque assay. Sera was obtained from the blood collected and tested by 

HI, ELISA and NA for presence of RRV-specific antibodies. All surviving mice were 

culled on day 16 to 18 post-inoculation. Based on this preliminary study, time to 

humane end point was calculated for all virus groups and the optimal dose was selected 

based on differences seen between groups. Once this dose had been selected, the 
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experiment was repeated at the optimal dose using groups of 10 mice, following the 

same protocol described above. 

 

3.6.1.1 Harvesting and preparing mouse brain homogenates 

This work was carried out in the biosafety cabinet in the Arbovirus Laboratory. 

In most cases, brains were harvested fresh, but if necessary brains were stored at -80°C 

until ready to be harvested. Once thawed, the mouse heads were cut open down the 

central line using a sterile scalpel blade and the brain scooped out using a clean spatula. 

Separate spatulas were used for each of the three virus isolates tested to prevent cross 

contamination. Spatulas were decontaminated with 70% ethanol. Brains were then 

homogenised individually on ice by making a 1:9 suspension of the samples in 

maintenance media. If the brain was small enough, a hand-held grinder and pestle 

system (Kontes Glass Company, USA) was used. For larger brains, homogenates were 

prepared by manual homogenisation in glass grinders (Crown Scientific, Australia). 

Once the homogenates resembled a uniform consistency, the samples were clarified by 

centrifugation for 10 min at 3000 rpm at 4°C. The supernatant was aliquoted and stored 

at -80°C until the samples were tested.  

 

3.6.1.2 Collection of sera from whole blood 

Whole blood collected from sacrificed animals was allowed to separate at 4°C 

for approximately one hour. The tubes were then centrifuged at 2000 rpm for five min at 

room temperature. Pasteur pipettes (Chase Instruments, USA) were used to transfer sera 

to fresh 1.5 mL eppendorf tubes (Treff Lab, Switzerland) and stored at -20°C until 

ready for testing.  

 

3.6.2 REPLICATION KINETICS STUDIES 

Studies were performed to identify differences in virus replication in suckling 

mice between the three virus strains tested. The prototype strain, T48; DC5692 

representing the SW genotype and DC7194 representing the NE genotype were 

included. Based on findings from studies in suckling mice (Section 3.6.1), dilutions of 

0.1 and 1 pfu of virus were selected. This minimised the severity of symptoms 

observed, which were mainly confined to hind-leg paralysis, but still ensured that virus 

replication occurred. Two-day old mice were selected as being the most suitable age for 

inoculation for this same reason. The inoculation protocol was the same as described for 

studies in suckling mice (Section 3.6.1). Following inoculation, suckling mice were 
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sacrificed on days one, three, five, seven and nine or at the first sign of disease. The 

number of mice sacrificed per time point was calculated based on the total number of 

babies per litter, so each time point was equally represented. To ensure adequate 

numbers of babies were included in the study, two mothers were used per group. Brains 

were harvested from each animal sacrificed and assayed for virus activity by plaque 

assay.  

 

3.6.3 ANTIBODY STUDIES 

Due to the rapidly fatal nature of RRV infection in suckling mice, this age group 

of mice was not suitable to study antibody responses, especially persistent antibody 

production. Therefore, four-week-old mice were used instead. As with the suckling 

mice experiments, different doses were tested initially in groups of five mice to 

determine the optimal dose producing the most differences between RRV genotypes. 

Three doses of 0.5, 25 and 100 pfu of virus were selected and inoculated 

intraperitoneally in duplicate groups of five mice for each genotype. Since mice of this 

age can only be safely bled once a week, duplicate groups of mice were inoculated so 

two samples could be taken a week. Samples were taken by venous tail bleeds on days 

4, 7, 10, 14, 17, 21, 24, 31 and day 38. On day 45, all mice were sacrificed and a final 

blood sample was taken by cardiac puncture. A control group of mice were included in 

the study and were inoculated with PBS. Blood samples were taken from this group at 

day seven post infection to check the antibody status of these animals. This sera was 

used as negative control sera for the HI, ELISA and NAs. 

 

3.6.3.1 Intraperitoneal injection 

Arc Swiss mice were inoculated intraperioneally with 50 µL of the appropriate 

inoculum. The mouse was securely restrained in one hand to prevent unnecessary 

struggling by the animal in dorsal recumbency in a head-down position. A 26 gauge x  

inch needle attached to a one mL tuberculin syringe was used for this injection, which 

was made in the lateral aspect of the lower left quadrant. The inoculum was gently 

injected into the site and the needle was removed immediately. Mobility of the animal 

was checked following inoculation.  

 

3.6.3.2 Venous tail bleeds 

To increase circulation and blood flow, mice were placed in a hot box (provided 

by the Animal Care unit) for a few min. Care was taken not to over heat animals. Mice 
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were restrained using a mechanical device or placed on top of a mouse cage. A small 

incision was made at the base of the tail across the tail veil and blood was collected in 

serum separator tubes (Microtainer brand, BD). Pressure was applied to the vein to stop 

the blood flow. If necessary, ferric chloride was used to stop the bleeding. 

Approximately 100 to 150 µL of blood was taken for each time point.  

 

3.6.3.3 Cardiac puncture 

Animals were anaethesised with methoxyflurane and then culled by cervical 

dislocation prior to the commencement of the cardiac puncture. An 18 gauge x  inch 

needle attached to a one mL insulin syringe (BD, France) was inserted under the 

xyphoid cartilage slightly to the left of the midline. The needle was advanced at a 20 to 

30 degree angle from the horizontal axis to the sternum to enter the heart, at which point 

it was usually possible to observe blood in the needle. Blood was withdrawn slowly 

until blood could no longer be collected (usually between 500 L to 1mL). In the event 

that the cardiac puncture was unsuccessful, the chest cavity was opened, the heart 

removed and the blood was collected using a one mL tuberculin syringe with no needle 

attached. Carcasses were disposed in compliance with The Australian Code of Practice 

for the Care and Use of Animals for Scientific Purposes.  

 

3.6.4 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

Differences in the results obtained for the three different RRV strains from 

experiments described in Section 3.6 were assessed statistically using a student t-test at 

a significance level of 0.05. All statistics for the animal studies were completed in 

Excel. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: PREVALENCE OF ROSS RIVER VIRUS 
ANTIBODIES IN THE SOUTH-WEST OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
 
 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

This study expanded on the limited available knowledge of RRV antibody 

prevalence in the SW of WA. To date the only available seroprevalence data were from 

a small study of 250 serum samples from blood donors in the Peel Region, carried out in 

1998. The seroprevalence in this cohort was 8.4% (Johansen, 1998).  

 

Major epidemics of RRV were seen in the SW of WA during the spring/summer 

months of 1988/89 (607 cases), 1991/92 (530 cases, Lindsay et al., 1992), 1995/96 

(1404 cases, Lindsay et al., 1996), 1999/2000 (644 cases, Blumer et al., 2003) and 

2003/2004 (1573 cases, Lindsay et al., 2004), despite continuous and vigilant vector 

surveillance and control programs in practice. The SW of WA has regions of endemic 

and epizootic RRV activity. RRV is endemic in the Peel Region (Figure 1.4), located 

80 km south of Perth, and with approximately 80 new cases reported each year (M.D. 

Lindsay, Medical Entomologist, WA Department of Health, personal communication). 

The Peel Region is comprised of five local government areas: the City of Mandurah and 

the Shires of Boddington, Murray, Serpentine-Jarrahdale and Waroona. Other areas of 

the SW, such as Bunbury (180 km south of Perth) and Busselton (230 km south of 

Perth) are epizootic for RRV activity, with outbreaks seen every three to four years 

(Figure 1.5, Lindsay et al., 1992). 

 

Antibody prevalence surveys have been carried out in all states of Australia 

excluding Tasmania (reviewed in Russell, 2002). While Australian prevalence studies 

are not directly comparable to each other due to differences in sampling procedures, 

they provide some information about infection and disease in the population. For 

example, antibody prevalence surveys in Australia indicate that seropositivity appears to 

be governed by geographical location, with prevalence decreasing from north to south 

(reviewed in Russell, 2002). Repeated cross-sectional prevalence surveys can provide 

valuable information about changes in the frequency of infection and disease over time. 

This was seen in NSW with an apparent increase in antibody prevalence over time from 

13 to 39 percent, from two independent studies (Boughton et al., 1984; Hawkes et al., 

1993). In the absence of incidence data, comparison of seroprevalence between 

populations can be useful in stimulating further epidemiological studies (Lilienfeld and 
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Stolley, 1994). To date no population-based studies on the incidence of RRV infection 

or disease have been published. 

 

The only previous study of RRV prevalence in the SW of WA used the Peel 

Region as the study area (Johansen, 1998). The current study expanded the geographic 

region studied to include the entire SW region. The Peel Region was included as it has 

endemic RRV activity each year. In addition, other regions of public health 

significance, such as Bunbury and Busselton were included as these are areas of 

enzootic RRV activity. This expanded study area allows a cross-sectional view of RRV 

antibody activity. This sample population provides information from both healthy and 

sick individuals as opposed to the blood donor strategy used by Johansen (Johansen, 

1998). Sampling from both healthy and sick individuals minimises the introduction of 

bias that may be present when using a group such as blood donors. Blood donors are 

restricted to healthy individuals, usually adults and such studies may underestimate 

population antibody prevalence (Lilienfeld and Stolley, 1994). A larger sample size was 

used in this study to provide greater statistical power and allow RRV antibody 

prevalence to be studied in terms of gender, age and geographical location.  

 

A unique aspect to the SW of WA is the circulation of two different genotypes 

of RRV, the SW and NE genotypes (Lindsay et al., 1993b; Oliveira, 1998). Based on 

virus isolations from field-caught mosquitoes, the SW genotype seemed to disappear 

after 1995 and was not isolated again until 1999 (M. D. Lindsay and A. K. Broom, 

unpublished results). However, no information is currently available on whether human 

infections with the SW genotype are still occurring, nor is there any detailed knowledge 

of the seroepidemiology of RRV infection in the SW region. The Johansen study was 

carried out on serum samples taken in 1995 (Johansen, 1998), the same year the NE 

genotype was introduced into the SW (Lindsay et al., 1996).  Differences in genotypes 

were not investigated in this previous study. However, one would expect both genotypes 

would be represented by the 1995 serum samples, since RRV antibodies are believed to 

be life-long (Hawkes et al., 1993; Phillips et al., 1990). 

 

The aim of this study was to determine the prevalence of RRV specific 

antibodies in the SW of WA. Prevalence was calculated both for the SW region and also 

for individual geographical areas of known RRV activity. Prevalence was examined 
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with respect to gender and age. Finally, differences in prevalence between genotypes of 

RRV were examined.  

 

4.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

4.2.1 STUDY POPULATION AND SAMPLING PROCEDURES 

The Western Australian Centre for Pathology and Medical Research 

(PathCentre) provides diagnostic services for over 30 different infectious agents to the 

Western Australian community. Blood samples sent to the PathCentre for testing is 

stored for 12 months before being discarded (P. Phillips, personal communication). All 

serum samples scheduled to be discarded by the PathCentre during June 1998 to May 

1999 from the SW of WA were collected and screened for RRV-specific antibodies 

using a HI assay, following ethical approval. All samples were de-identified prior to 

testing as required by the Human Ethics Committee at UWA. All sera from the SW 

were tested to minimise bias introduced in the selection process. The serum samples 

chosen for this study were collated from the PathCentre database based on postcodes 

corresponding to localities in the SW (Table 4.1, 4.2, Figure 1.4 and 1.5). All major 

areas of known RRV activity such as the Peel Region, Bunbury and Busselton were 

included in the study, along with areas with less frequent RRV activity, such as 

Margaret River. All suburbs within the Peel Region and SW statistical division were 

included in the study. Several suburbs have the same postcode and so for simplicity are 

represented by one location. For instance, all suburbs within the City of Mandurah were 

designated as Mandurah, with postcode 6210 (Table 4.1). In addition, a sample that was 

known to be from the SW region, but the exact residential location of the person was 

unknown, was designated to postcode 6999 by the PathCentre (P. Phillips, personal 

communication, Table 4.2).  
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Table 4.1: Localities in the Peel Region of Western Australia included in 
the seroprevalence study. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
*represents all suburbs within the City of Mandurah with postcode 6210 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

LOCATION POSTCODE 
  
Shire of Boddington  
Baldivis 6171 
Hillman/Rockingham 6168 
Safety Bay/Warnbro/Shoalwater 6169 
Singleton 6175 
Secret Harbour 6173 
Port Kennedy 6172 
Cooloongup 6168 
Golden Bay 6174 
  
Shire of Serpertine-Jarrahdale  
Jarrahdale 6203 
Serpentine 6205 
  
City of Mandurah  
Mandurah* 6210 
  
Shire of Murray  
Coolup 6214 
Barragup 6210 
Dwellingup 6213 
Pinjarra 6208 
South Yunderup 6208 
  
Shire of Waroona  
Waroona 6215 
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Table 4.2: Localities within the south-west statistical division of Western 
Australia included in the seroprevalence study. 

 

LOCATION POSTCODE 
Peelhurst 6211 
Yarloop 6218 
Harvey 6220 
Benger 6223 
Brunswick 6224 
Collie 6225 
Burekup 6227 
Waterloo 6228 
Bunbury 6230 
Eaton 6232 
Australind 6233 
Dardanup 6236 
Boyanup 6237 
Argyle 6239 
Wilga 6243 
Boyup Brook 6244 
Mullalyup 6252 
Balingup 6253 
Greenbushes 6254 
Bridgetown 6255 
Manjimup 6258 
Pemberton 6260 
Windy Harbour 6262 
Capel 6271 
Nannup 6275 
Busselton 6280 
Dunsborough 6281 
Yallingup 6282 
Gracetown 6284 
Margaret River  6285 
Witchcliffe 6286 
Karridale 6288 
Augusta 6290 
Boddington 6390 
SW – unknown* 6999 

 
 

*represents serum samples from persons known to reside in the Peel Region, 
but their exact residential location is unknown. 
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4.2.2 SEROPOSITIVITY AND GENOTYPE ASSESSMENT 

The HI assay was chosen to screen samples for this study since this method is 

currently used to diagnose RRV cases at the PathCentre. A total of 2024 serum samples 

were tested. All samples returning positive HI tests were then confirmed by NA, which 

is more sensitive than the HI assay (Lennette et al., 1967). Initially neutralisation of sera 

was tested against RRV strains DC5692, representing the SW genotype and DC7194, 

representing the NE genotype, to identify the circulating genotype. A genotype was 

assigned to a serum sample if the neutralising antibody titre against a particular strain 

was greater than four-fold higher compared to the neutralising antibody titre against the 

other strain. However, preliminary results indicated that the NA was unable to 

distinguish between genotypes and so only the NE genotype strain (DC7194) was 

subsequently used to confirm HI positives. Human serum samples seropositive for RRV 

antibodies were included in all assays as positive controls, along with negative human 

serum samples as negative controls. Details of methods for the HI and 

microneutralisation assays are described in Chapter three, Sections 3.4.3.4 and 3.3.1.2 

respectively.  

 

 The NA, competitive ELISA, PRNT and HI assays were used to evaluate the 

genotype present in human sera samples. These techniques were described in detail in 

Chapter three. Fourteen sera samples taken in 1995 (as part of the Johansen study, 

(Johansen, 1998)), were included in this study as a means of comparison. Due to the 

small amount of serum remaining from these 14 samples taken in 1995, they were not 

tested by the HI assay. 

 

4.2.3 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

Results were collated and age or gender-standardised where necessary, based on 

population data for the SW of WA available from the Australian Bureau of Statistics 

(Anonymous, 2001b). Point prevalence for the SW over a one year period was 

determined. Differences in prevalence between gender, age groups and geographic 

locations were investigated. When studying prevalence based on geographic locations, 

the three major areas of concern in terms of RRV activity were included in the analysis 

(Peel Region, Bunbury and Busselton). Margaret River was included in the analysis as 

an area of less frequent RRV activity, as only a few RRV cases are reported in most 

years from this region (M. D. Lindsay, personal communication). The crude prevalence 

was calculated as the percentage of the number of positive sera samples compared to the 
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total number of sera samples tested. For analysis of prevalence with respect to age, data 

were pooled into the following categories; 0-19, 20-29, 30-39, 40-49, 50-59 years of age 

and the final group contained persons greater than or equal to 60 years of age. Data 

analysis was performed using Epi-Info Version 6 (Dean et al., 1991). Observed 

differences were assessed for statistical significance by chi-squared tests, corrected for 

continuity.  

 

4.3 RESULTS 

4.3.1 SEROPREVALENCE 

The crude prevalence of RRV antibodies in SW communities was 7.8 percent or 

78 per 1,000 persons. Figure 4.1 shows the crude prevalence percentages by month, 

with prevalence fluctuating from month to month. The highest prevalence was seen 

during the summer months between December and February.  

 

4.3.2 PREVALENCE AND GENDER 

Differences in seroprevalence were investigated with respect to gender. Overall 

in the SW of WA, a prevalence of 6.2 percent or 62 per 1,000 persons was seen for 

females, whereas males displayed a higher prevalence of 10.2 percent or 102 per 1,000 

persons. Analysis suggests that seroprevalence is statistically different between genders 

with males 1.7 times more likely to be infected by RRV (p-value = <0.01). The gender- 

adjusted seroprevalence for the SW was 8.2 percent or 82 per 1,000 persons. 

 

4.3.3 PREVALENCE AND AGE 

The seroprevalence of RRV antibodies increases in a linear fashion with age 

(Figure 4.2). A strong positive association between age and prevalence was established 

by a highly significant p-value less than 0.01, when testing for trend. This suggests that 

persons residing in the SW who are greater than or equal to 60 years of age are 7 times 

more likely to carry RRV-specific antibodies than persons under the age of 20 in the 

same geographic region. The age-adjusted prevalence of RRV in the SW was 7.6 

percent or 76 per 1,000 persons, adjusted to the total population of the SW. 
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Figure 4.1: Crude RRV seroprevalence by month. Serum samples from the 
SW of WA were collected through the PathCentre from June 1998 to May of 
1999. Seroprevalence against RRV was determined by HI and NA. 
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Figure 4.2: Seroprevalence with respect to age group. Serum samples from 
the SW of WA were collected through the PathCentre from June 1998 to May of 
1999. Seroprevalence against RRV was determined by HI and NA. 
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4.3.4 PREVALENCE AND GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 

Positive serum samples were identified from 21 different SW locations 

(summarised in Table 4.3). The majority of positives were from four locations: 

Busselton, Mandurah, Bunbury and Margaret River with 41, 30, 25 and 15 positive sera 

samples, respectively. These areas were also the most heavily sampled, comprising 74 

percent of the total study population. Differences in seroprevalence were investigated 

between geographic regions. Results were pooled for all locations within the Peel 

Region, since virus surveillance from field-caught mosquitoes and vector control 

focuses on the entire Peel Region and not the town of Mandurah exclusively.  

 

The crude prevalence of RRV specific antibodies was shown in Section 4.3.1 to 

be 7.8 percent for SW communities. Of the major areas screened for RRV antibodies 

during this study, the Peel Region appeared to have the highest prevalence of 8.9 

percent, followed by Bunbury at 8.7 percent, Busselton at 8.3 percent and Margaret 

River at 4.0 percent (Table 4.4).  Differences in prevalence by geographic location were 

evaluated statistically, comparing seroprevalence between two locations. When 

comparing areas of known RRV activity (Peel Region, Bunbury and Busselton) to each 

other, no statistically significant differences were identified (results not shown). 

However, when these regions were compared individually to Margaret River, an area of 

less frequent RRV activity, all comparisons resulted in statistically significant p-values 

less than 0.05 (Table 4.4). Based on odds ratio data, a serum sample from Bunbury was 

2.3 times more likely to be positive when tested for RRV antibodies compared to a 

sample taken from Margaret River. Similarly, a sample from Busselton was 2.2 times 

more likely to be positive, and the Peel Region, 2.3 times more likely to be positive 

compared to Margaret River. 
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Table 4.3: Serum samples by geographic location in the seroprevalence 
study. 

 

GEOGRAPHIC 
LOCATION 

POSTCODE NUMBER 
POSITIVES 

NUMBER 
TESTED 

Argyle 6239 1 12 
Augusta 6290 7 48 
Boyanup 6237 3 12 
Bunbury  6230 25 286 
Burekup 6227 1 5 
Busselton  6280 41 496 
Capel 6271 4 33 
Coolup (a) 6214 1 2 
Dunsborough 6281 3 23 
Eaton 6232 1 5 
Golden Bay (a) 6174 1 3 
Gracetown 6284 2 48 
Karridale 6288 1 27 
Mandurah (a) 6210 30 344 
Manjimup 6258 3 7 
Margaret River  6285 15 374 
Mullalyup 6252 1 1 
Pinjarra (a) 6280 2 26 
South west 6999 4 87 
Waroona (a) 6215 6 32 
Witchcliffe 6286 2 21 
Yarloop 6218 3 13 
Total  157 1905 

 
Serum samples from the SW of WA were collected through the PathCentre from 
June 1998 to May of 1999. Seroprevalence against RRV was determined by HI 
and NA. (a) Localities in the Peel Region.  
 
 
 
Table 4.4: Prevalence by geographic location in the seroprevalence study. 
 

GEOGRAPHIC 
LOCATION 

NUMBER 
POSITIVE 

NUMBER 
NEGATIVE 

NUMBER 
TESTED 

CRUDE 
PREVALENCE 

P-
VALUE* 

Bunbury 25 261 286 8.7% 0.02 
Busselton 41 455 496 8.3% 0.02 
Margaret River 15 359 374 4.0% N/A 
Peel Region 40 410 459 8.9% 0.01 

 
Serum samples from the SW of WA were collected through the PathCentre from 
June 1998 to May of 1999. Seroprevalence against RRV was determined by HI 
and NA. *represents p-values for statistical comparisons between geographic 
locations (Bunbury, Busselton, Peel Region) and Margaret River. 
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4.3.5 SEROPREVALENCE AND GENOTYPE 

The NA was initially used in an attempt to determine the infecting genotype of RRV in 

serum samples. Of the first 54 positive serum samples tested, the NA found 89 percent 

(49 of 54) of these samples had antibodies that neutralised the strain of RRV 

representing the NE genotype by at least four-fold greater than the strain representing 

the SW genotype. These 49 sera samples were putatively assigned to the NE genotype 

(Table 4.5). The remaining 11 percent (6 of 54) of the sera samples were not 

distinguishable by the NA method. Since both genotypes were expected to be 

represented in the tested serum samples, other techniques were subsequently used in an 

attempt to identify the infecting genotype in all RRV seropositive samples. The 54 

positive serum samples from the prevalence study and 14 known positive serum 

samples from the 1995 Johansen study, (the majority of which was assumed to be 

infected with the SW genotype), were tested by PRNT assay and competitive ELISA. 

These samples either had higher neutralising antibody titres to the NE genotype of RRV 

than to the SW genotype, or there were not detectable differences in the titre of 

antibodies against either genotype (Table 4.5). The ELISA was also unsuccessful at 

distinguishing between RRV genotypes, despite positive and negative controls working 

as expected (results not shown). No sera were identified with antibody titres that were 

greater against the SW genotype than against the NE genotype of RRV by any of the 

methods used. Despite this possible evidence for one-way cross-reaction between 

antibodies against the two RRV genotypes, it was decided that the available serological 

and tissue culture techniques (NA, PRNT and competitive ELISA), could not reliably 

distinguish between infecting genotypes of RRV in the human sera tested in this study.  
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Table 4.5: Assessment of RRV genotypes in human sera. 
 

Sera ID Location HI NA 
SW 

 
NE 

Putative 
genotype 

ID 

PRNT 
SW 

 
NE 

Putative 
genotype 

ID 

Post 1995 
sera 

        

8045903X Busselton 80 20 160 NE 10 320 NE 

8046343X Margaret 
River 

40 10 80 NE 20 40 ? 

8047062P Witchcliffe 20 10 80 NE 20 40 ? 

8047526R Margaret 
River 

80 10 80 NE NN 80 NE 

8047532Y Bunbury 40 NN 40 NE NN 40 NE 

8048359N Busselton 160 40 320 NE 20 320 NE 

8049621X Busselton 40 NN 40 NE NN 80 NE 

8056091Z Busselton 320 80 >640 NE 40 >640 NE 

8057196S Boyanup 640 40 320 NE 20 320 NE 

8057198U Busselton 160 20 160 NE 80 160 ? 

8057669S Busselton 320 40 160 NE 20 320 NE 

8059295Q Dunsborough 160 40 80 ? 20 40 ? 

8059298T Busselton 160 20 160 NE 10 320 NE 

8059712P Bunbury 160 20 320 NE 20 160 NE 

8060112T Argyle 40 10 40 NE NN 40 NE 

8060874X Busselton 40 20 80 NE 10 80 NE 

8065743S Mandurah 40 NN 80 NE NN 80 NE 

8066135N Bunbury 160 10 160 NE NN 160 NE 

8066138R Bunbury 40 10 160 NE NN 160 NE 

8066139S Pinjarra 40 80 320 NE 40 320 NE 

8066194S Augusta 160 320 >640 NE 80 >640 NE 

8066198X Busselton 40 40 160 NE 40 160 NE 

8067058Z Margaret 
River 

160 160 >640 NE 80 >640 NE 

8067077W Mandurah 80 40 320 NE 40 >640 NE 

8068423N Pinjarra 20 NN 20 NE NN 40 NE 

8068745R Mandurah 80 80 >640 NE 40 >640 NE 

8068850Y Busselton 80 80 320 NE 40 160 NE 

8069265U Busselton 160 40 40 ? 20 40 ? 

8069957T Manjimup 40 80 >640 NE 80 >640 NE 

8070485T Mandurah 80 >640 >640 ? >640 >640 ? 

8070517S Busselton 40 160 >640 NE 80 >640 NE 

8072439P Bunbury 40 40 320 NE 40 >640 NE 

8072440Q Waroona 80 80 320 NE 40 >640 NE 

8072971T Margaret 
River 

160 160 320 ? 160 >640 NE 

8072974X Boyanup 320 320 >640 NE 160 >640 NE 
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8073973U Busselton 40 40 320 NE 40 160 NE 

8074352N Witchcliffe 160 20 320 NE 10 320 NE 

8075633T Mullalyup 80 80 320 NE 40 160 NE 

8076398N Bunbury 80 80 >640 NE 80 >640 NE 

8076909T Busselton 80 40 160 NE 20 320 NE 

8078967U Waroona 80 40 160 NE 20 320 NE 

8078990W Capel 80 320 >640 NE 160 >640 NE 

8079310X Bunbury 20 NN 20 NE NN 80 NE 

8080478Z Mandurah >640 80 >640 NE 40 >640 NE 

8080970W Busselton 320 160 >640 NE 80 >640 NE 

8081216N Yarloop 40 40 320 NE 40 >640 NE 

8082745N Burekup 160 20 160 NE 10 160 NE 

8083865Y Yarloop 20 NN 40 NE NN 80 NE 

8083889N Margaret 
River 

40 NN 20 NE NN 40 NE 

8084588U Bunbury 80 80 160 ? 10 160 NE 

8085849Q Augusta 160 320 >640 NE 160 >640 NE 

8086530P Mandurah 320 160 >640 NE 160 >640 NE 

8086576R Busselton 40 80 160 ? 40 160 NE 

8086652Q Mandurah 320 80 >640 NE 80 >640 NE 

1995 Sera          

7 Peel Region N/T 40 40 ? 20 40 ? 

11 Peel Region N/T 160 80 ? 320 160 ? 

39 Peel Region N/T 640 640 ? 640 640 ? 

45 Peel Region N/T 160 80 ? 160 80 ? 

48 Peel Region N/T 320 320 ? 320 320 ? 

58 Peel Region N/T 40 160 NE 20 160 NE 

61 Peel Region N/T 160 80 ? 320 160 ? 

84 Peel Region N/T 640 320 ? 640 320 ? 

92 Peel Region N/T 80 80 ? 80 40 ? 

113 Peel Region N/T 80 40 ? 160 80 ? 

125 Peel Region N/T 40 40 ? 80 40 ? 

138 Peel Region N/T 80 80 ? 80 40 ? 

141 Peel Region N/T 80 80 ? 160 80 ? 

201 Peel Region N/T 40 160 NE 40 320 NE 

 
Post 1995 sera were collected through the PathCentre from June 1998 to May of 1999. 
1995 sera were collected from the Johansen study (Johnasen, 1998). Key: NA, 
neutralisation assay; PRNT, plaque reduction neutralisation assay; HI, 
haemagglutination inhibition assay; N/T, samples not tested; NN, samples with non-
neutralising antibodies; SW, south-west; NE, north-eastern. 
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4.4 DISCUSSION 

4.4.1 COMPARISON OF SEROPREVALENCE AROUND AUSTRALIA 

The aim of this study was to evaluate the seroepidemiology of RRV and 

determine the distribution of RRV antibodies specific to two different genotypes of 

RRV in the human population in the SW of WA. The results from this cross-sectional 

study indicated that overall, 7.8 percent of residents in the SW region of WA have 

antibodies to RRV. Since areas in the SW region are both important tourist destinations 

and major areas of urban development, these results emphasise the importance of 

effective mosquito and virus surveillance and management programs for reducing the 

risk of RRV to residents and visitors.  

 

The only previous study on seroprevalence in the SW of WA reported 8.4 

percent prevalence in blood donors from the Peel Region (Johansen, 1998). This result 

is similar to the seroprevalence found during this study of residents in the Peel Region 

(8.9%, Table 4.4). Therefore, despite concerns that using blood donors may under-

represent antibody prevalence being from a predominately healthy population or under-

represent children; this does not appear to be the case for RRV. This may be because 

children are rarely affected by RRV disease (Hawkes et al., 1985). Even though 

children are still likely to be infected with RRV, they most likely only comprise a small 

proportion of the total infection population. This may partially explain why no 

difference in overall seroprevalence was seen between a blood donor sample population 

which excludes children and a broader convenient sample from the PathCentre that 

included children. 

 

Seroprevalence studies of RRV antibodies have been published for all Australian 

states, excluding Tasmania (reviewed in Russell, 2002). Accurate comparison of this 

study to other published studies is difficult due to different sampling procedures, study 

design and statistical analysis used. For example, age may be a possible confounder of 

RRV disease and therefore seroprevalence should be adjusted for this parameter. 

Accurate comparisons between populations are not possible without adjusting for 

differences in population breakdowns. However, two separate reviews by Russell and 

Harley have suggested trends in seroprevalence exist with prevalence decreasing from 

north to south (Harley et al., 2001; Russell, 2002). The seroprevalence of 7.8 percent in 

this study fits with these general trends. For instance, seroprevalence in the north of WA 

has been reported to be as high as 51 percent in the northern Kimberley region of WA 
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(Liehne et al., 1976b), with a much lower level of prevalence of 7.8 percent reported 

from this study in the SW of WA. Therefore, the RRV seroprevalence reported from 

this study complements published works. 

 

The highest reported seroprevalence to RRV in Australia has been reported from 

QLD, ranging from 19 to 64 percent (Doherty, 1972; Doherty, 1973; Phillips et al., 

1990) and from northern WA, with up to 51 percent seropositive (Liehne et al., 1976b). 

Further south, in coastal NSW the documented seroprevalence was between 5.9 to 15.8 

percent (Boughton et al., 1984; Clarke et al., 1973; Cloonan et al., 1982; Hawkes et al., 

1993) and this study reports a seroprevalence of 7.8 percent for the SW of WA. This 

apparent difference in seroprevalence between northern tropical and sub-tropical 

regions and more temperate regions further south may be due to many interacting 

factors. These include different environmental conditions, affecting breeding and 

survival of vector mosquitoes and vertebrate hosts, risk factors, such as length of 

residence in affected areas, lifestyle (activities that might lead to increase exposure to 

biting mosquitoes) and human/urban/agricultural infrastructure that may increase or 

reduce breeding of vectors and hosts of RRV and their contact with humans. Several of 

these risk factors are investigated in further detail within the SW in the study described 

in Chapter seven. 

 

4.4.2 SEROPREVALENCE AND AGE 

The design of this study was to determine the prevalence of RRV antibodies at 

specific points in time during a twelve month period and hence does not directly assess 

longitudinal serological patterns, including antibody persistence. However, this study 

showed that the likelihood of RRV infection in the SW of WA increases with age 

(Figure 4.2). Other studies have found similar trends (Doherty, 1973; Hawkes et al., 

1993; Phillips et al., 1990; Weinstein et al., 1994). This trend may be due to the 

persistence of RRV antibodies over time. There is currently no evidence in the literature 

about the length of time of persistence of RRV antibodies in humans. This topic is 

further explored in Chapter seven.    

 

4.4.3 SEROPREVALENCE AND GENDER 

Previous studies have shown contradictory effects of gender on seroprevalence 

of RRV (Mudge and Aaskov, 1983; Hawkes et al., 1985; Condon and Rouse, 1995; 

Westley-Wise et al., 1996). In this study, males were more likely to be seropositive than 
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females. This could be attributed to influences from lifestyle, location and nature of 

work or likelihood of practicing mosquito avoidance. The overall crude prevalence of 

RRV in the SW was 7.8 percent, but when adjusted for gender based on the population 

of the SW, seroprevalence rose to 8.2 percent. This increase in seroprevalence suggests 

gender may be a confounding factor when examining predictors of RRV disease and 

may explain the contradictory results concerning seroprevalence and gender reported 

previously in the literature. The results from this study suggest that males must be 

targeted effectively when developing mosquito avoidance messages for health 

promotion programs in the SW of WA. 

 

4.4.4 SEROPREVALENCE AND GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 

The Peel Region has endemic RRV activity each year and a consistently higher 

number of human cases compared to the rest of the SW region (Lindsay, 1995). This 

study showed that, as expected, the Peel region also had the highest prevalence of 

infection with RRV in the SW (Table 4.4). However, RRV seroprevalence in three well 

recognised regions of RRV activity (Peel, Bunbury and Busselton) were statistically 

similar, irrespective of whether they were regarded as being endemic or enzootic 

regions. The lack of any statistically significant differences between these regions 

suggests that RRV infection is a public health concern in both endemic and enzootic 

regions of the SW. Hence, vector management and public awareness campaigns to 

combat the disease should target these areas equally. The similar seroprevalence 

observed between endemic and epizootic regions may be attributed to differences in 

infection rates. For example, the Peel region, while having regular outbreaks with 

moderate numbers of human cases, has a considerably lower attack rate in epidemic 

years compared to epizootic regions, which are characterised by very low attack rates in 

non-epidemic years, but very high attack rates in epidemic years. This was seen in 

Busselton, where rates of human infection were very high during periods of extensive 

RRV activity, such as the 1995/96, 1999/2000 and 2003/2004 seasons (Lindsay et al., 

1996; Lindsay et al., 2004).  

 

It was of note that the Margaret River region had a statistically significant 

seroprevalence to RRV, lower than the Peel, Bunbury or Busselton regions. This was 

despite the fact that the region recorded the highest attack rate of all SW regions during 

a major outbreak in 1995/1996 (Lindsay et al., 1996). The very infrequent activity of 

RRV in this region, which appears to manifest as a lower than average seroprevalence 
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to RRV, as demonstrated in this study, may contribute to a potential for outbreaks in the 

region to be worse than that of other regions of regular activity, in those rare years when 

environmental conditions do favour RRV transmission. However, other factors, such as 

lifestyle activities and the length of residence in these areas may also contribute to these 

observed differences.  

 

4.4.5 SEROPREVALENCE AND GENOTYPE 

The NE genotype of RRV was expected to be the predominate genotype in 

human sera samples, based on virus isolations from field-caught mosquitoes from the 

study region in the three years leading up to the collection of serum samples tested in 

this study. However, since prevalence increases with age (Figure 4.2), at least a 

proportion of persons included in this study, especially those in older age groups were 

likely to have been infected prior to 1995. Therefore, it was expected that a proportion 

of samples tested would have antibodies raised against the SW genotype. However, the 

results from the NA and PRNT showed no evidence of greater specificity of antibodies 

for the SW genotype. Instead, the majority of samples showed greater specificity for the 

NE genotype (Table 4.5). It is possible that the 11 percent of samples that did not show 

greater specificity for the NE genotype were indeed those with antibodies raised against 

the SW genotype. However, these samples represent only a small proportion of the total 

number of positive samples tested (6 of 54), which is lower than might be expected if 

the SW genotype had been the dominant strain prior to 1995.  

 

There are several possible explanations for this unexpected finding. Firstly, a 

considerable proportion of individuals previously carrying antibodies against the SW 

genotype may have been subsequently infected with the NE genotype. Secondly, where 

consecutive infections occur, it may be that the NE genotype induces a higher titre of 

antibody and that is what was detected during this study. For this reason, the ability of 

both genotypes to induce antibody production is addressed in more detail in Chapter 

eight. Thirdly, antibodies induced by infection with the SW genotype may be short-

lived in comparison to those produced against the NE genotype and therefore are no 

longer present or only present in lower titres in infected humans. This possibility is also 

assessed in Chapter eight.  

 

Another possible explanation relates to the ability of the NA to distinguish 

between antibodies targeted towards the two genotypes. The PRNT, which is thought to 
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be more sensitive than the NA, was also unsuccessful at distinguishing between 

genotypes in human sera. The only Mab known to be capable of distinguishing between 

the two genotypes in viral isolates, 43B2 did not work in the competitive ELISA format. 

A competitive ELISA, using the alphavirus-specific Mab G8, with plates coated with 

virus represented by the two RRV genotypes (Section 3.4.2), was also unsuccessful, 

despite positive and negative rabbit sera controls working as expected. The only 

currently recognised difference between the two RRV genotypes is one epitope on the 

E2 gene that 43B2 uses to distinguish between the genotypes (Oliveira, 1998). The fact 

that 43B2 cannot successfully distinguish between genotypes in human sera, but can be 

used to distinguish viral isolates, suggests that the complex polyclonal nature of human 

sera may be preventing differentiation between infection with the two genotypes. The 

epitope recognised by 43B2 may not be accessible when used with sera in the 

competitive ELISA format. It is therefore appropriate to conclude that the currently 

available techniques cannot adequately distinguish infections with the two RRV 

genotypes in humans.  

 

There is little information available regarding direct comparison of RRV 

genotypes. Previous studies have demonstrated the presence of these two genotypes in 

field material (mosquito isolates) and an assay to distinguish between them using 43B2 

has been developed (Oliveira, 1998). However, little is known about the biological, 

virological or phenotypic aspects of the genotypes. Therefore, at this point there is not 

enough information to conclusively explain the results of this seroprevalence study in 

terms of genotype. The influence of differences between the two genotypes on human 

pathogenesis may likely be a combination of several of the possible explanations 

discussed above. Differences between the two genotypes are discussed further in 

Chapter eight. 

 

4.4.6 BIAS 

Attempts were made during this study to mimimise the introduction of bias 

during the serum selection process. For example, it was decided that all sera samples 

sent to the PathCentre during June 1998 to May 1999 should be tested rather than a sub-

sample of these, to prevent the introduction of bias from not including or testing some 

samples. However, all bias cannot be completely removed. One shortcoming of the 

study population used could be the source from which the samples were collected. The 

PathCentre is a diagnostic laboratory with a considerable proportion of samples tested 
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likely to have come from individuals with a health condition of one sort or another. 

Despite this, it is likely that the samples from only a small proportion of these patients 

were actually submitted for testing for RRV infection. The most accurate way to 

calculate seroprevalence in a community would involve a random population-based 

approach. However, studies of this nature are logistically difficult with additional 

ethical implications. Therefore, it is felt that the study described in this chapter, which 

utilised a convenient sample population, has still provided important information about 

the prevalence of RRV infection in the SW of WA.  

 

4.4.7 SUMMARY 

This study provided the first broad serosurvey of infection of humans with RRV 

in the SW of WA. The overall prevalence of infection with RRV in SW communities 

was determined to be 7.8 percent. In terms of gender, males appeared to be more 

frequently seropositive compared to females (p-value <0.01). Prevalence was found to 

increase with age, with a highly significant p-value less than 0.01.  

 

Differences in prevalence were investigated in regions with regular (enzootic) 

and infrequent (epizootic) RRV activity. No statistically significant differences were 

found between a major enzootic region of RRV activity (Peel Region) and two 

suspected epizootic regions which experience outbreaks every two-four years (Bunbury 

and Busselton). However, there was a significant difference in RRV seroprevalence 

between the enzootic region and a third epizootic region where RRV outbreaks occur 

much less frequently, every 5-6 years (Margaret River).  

 

Attempts to distinguish between the infecting genotype of RRV in human serum 

samples using three different serological techniques were unsuccessful, most likely due 

to the complex polyclonal nature of human sera and limited differences in neutralising 

epitopes on the viral envelope of the two genotypes. Despite the unsuccessful attempts 

regarding infecting genotype, the studies described in this chapter represent the most 

comprehensive seroprevalence study of RRV in the SW of WA to date. The results 

provide an important benchmark against which future investigations to determine 

whether activity of RRV is increasing or decreasing can be measured. 
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CHAPTER FIVE – A COHORT-BASED INVESTIGATION OF THE 
EPIDEMIOLOGY OF ROSS RIVER AND BARMAH FOREST 
VIRUSES IN THE SOUTH-WEST OF WA 
 
 

5.1 INTRODUCTION  

Ross River virus disease is the most common arboviral disease in Australia, with 

approximately 5000 new cases reported each year (reviewed in Mackenzie et al., 

1994b). This condition is a notifiable disease and cases have been reported from all 

states and territories of Australia (Aaskov et al., 1981b; Mudge et al., 1980; Lindsay et 

al., 1992; Merianos et al., 1992; Hawkes et al., 1985; Selden and Cameron, 1996; 

Westley-Wise et al., 1996). Better reporting mechanisms, improvements in diagnostic 

tests and spread of RRV disease into new geographic areas are believed to have 

contributed to an increase in reported RRV cases in recent years (reviewed in Russell, 

2002). Furthermore, RRV disease is believed to cost the community millions of dollars 

each year in direct and indirect costs (reviewed in Russell, 1998a) and yet still so much 

is not known about the epidemiology of this disease. This chapter describes the study 

design and methodology used in a seroepidemiology study on RRV disease in the Peel 

Region. Results including response rates, demographics and incidence data on RRV 

disease are presented in this chapter. Results on symptoms, treatment and risk factors 

associated with RRV are presented in later chapters. 

 

While literature is available on outbreaks of disease (Lindsay et al., 1992; 

Lindsay et al., 1996), only two papers have investigated clinical aspects of RRV disease 

in the SW of WA (Condon, 1991; Condon and Rouse, 1995). Furthermore, there are few 

studies addressing other aspects of epidemiology such as risk factors, prevalence or 

incidence of RRV disease. Some aspects of the epidemiology of RRV disease have been 

contradictory in different studies, especially the length of duration of symptoms (Harley 

et al., 2002; Mylonas et al., 2002; Condon and Rouse, 1995). Previous studies have not 

used specific control groups or validated objective measures of ill-health. The 

retrospective clinical/epidemiological studies from the SW of WA addressed acute 

symptoms and sequelae of RRV disease but did not have a specific control group taken 

from the same target population. Instead, symptoms observed in RRV cases were 

compared to the Australian National Health Survey (Condon and Rouse, 1995). 

Furthermore, general well-being was not assessed using validated measures such as the 

short-form health surveys (SF-12 or SF-36, Ware et al., 1996). 
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Even though recent studies have been published on RRV disease from other 

parts of Australia, similar studies needed to be conducted in the SW of WA for several 

reasons. Firstly, differences in seroprevalence between the SW of WA and other parts of 

Australia suggest different areas may be associated with different degrees of risk for 

RRV disease. These differences may translate into different degrees of disease in 

humans. Secondly, much debate surrounds the authenticity of symptom duration 

associated with RRV disease. Recent studies out of QLD have suggested that RRV does 

not lead to long-term disease (Harley et al., 2002; Mylonas et al., 2002), whereas 

studies out of WA report long-term sequelae (Condon, 1991; Condon and Rouse, 1995). 

Chapter six provides an assessment of RRV symptom duration from the Peel Region, 

which may help resolve this issue.  Thirdly, no study to date has established whether 

different RRV genotypes are the cause of varying disease severity in humans. This issue 

should be addressed since the SW genotype is known to circulate only in the SW of WA 

(Lindsay et al., 1995a). Therefore, a seroepidemiological study of RRV disease in the 

Peel Region, a region of the SW of WA with known RRV endemnicity, was used to 

investigate these poorly defined aspects of RRV disease in the SW of WA. 

 

Barmah Forest virus is unique to Australia, with transmission to humans 

reported from WA, QLD, NSW and the Northern Territory. BFV is a cause of EPA, 

believed to account for 10% of all reported cases. BFV is believed to share similar 

vertebrate and invertebrate hosts to RRV and cause a similar clinical syndrome 

compared to RRV disease. However, little is known specifically about the epidemiology 

of BFV in humans. In particular, there is no data available on seroprevalence of BFV or 

incidence of disease from any Australian state. BFV is especially important in the SW 

of WA since several outbreaks have been reported from this region in recent years. The 

largest outbreak of BFV from the SW of WA was reported in the 2003/2004 season, 

with 44 reported cases (M. D. Lindsay and C. A. Johansen, unpublished results). 

Therefore because of the significant of BFV to the SW of WA, a cohort from this region 

was used to generate epidemiological data on BFV. 

 

5.2 AIMS 

The aims of this chapter were to: 

1. Describe the response rates and demographics of groups forming part of the 

case-cohort and cohort studies, to investigate the epidemiology of RRV and 

BFV in the Peel region.  
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2. Compare the demographics of the case and comparison groups to assess the 

validity of allocated groups for risk factor analysis.  

3. Calculate the seroprevalence, seroconversion and incidence rates of RRV and 

BFV in the Peel region.  

 

5.3 STUDY DESIGN 

The design of an epidemiological study will dictate the conclusions that can be 

drawn from a target population and the statistical power of the results produced 

(Lilienfeld and Stolley, 1994). As mentioned in the aims, case-cohort and cohort studies 

were used in this thesis to generate epidemiological data on RRV disease. Both study 

designs are described in the following sections.  

 

 

5.3.1 COHORT STUDY 

Cohort studies are considered the strongest of all observational designs, 

measuring the incidence of disease in a target cohort (Control, 1992). A cohort is 

defined as a group of people who share a common experience or condition (Lilienfeld 

and Stolley, 1994). In this study, incidence of RRV disease is investigated in a cohort 

comprised of residents from the Peel Region (Figure 5.1, Panel A). Cohort studies are 

usually prospective as is the case in this study. Disease-free cohorts are defined on the 

basis of the exposure status and then followed for extended periods of time. New cases 

are identified during follow-up and the incidence of infection and disease is computed 

on the basis of the exposure status (Lilienfeld and Stolley, 1994). In this study, the 

disease-free cohort was defined to be serologically RRV negative people residing in the 

Peel Region. New cases were defined as people seroconverting to RRV and 

experiencing symptoms associated with RRV disease. The incidence rate was calculated 

based on the number of new cases compared to the total number of serologically 

negative people in the cohort at the start of the study. The seroconversion rate was 

calculated based on the number of people seroconverting to RRV compared to the total 

number of serologically negative people in the cohort at the start of the study.  

 

While cohort studies provide a strong study design, they are also time 

consuming and expensive. Since most diseases are rare, large cohorts have to be 

followed for many years to get good estimates of incidence. This makes feasibility very 

difficult. Despite this, cohort studies have a major advantage over other study designs 
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such as case-control studies in that they provide a greater assurance that exposure 

preceded the outcome. This clear temporal sequence is important when making causal 

inference (Kahn and Sempos, 1989). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1 – Study design for a seroepidemiological investigation of RRV 
infection and disease in the Peel region. Panel A represents the cohort study 
and Panel B the case-cohort study design. Key: RRV –ve, serologically 
negative; RRV +ve, serologically positive. Bold values represent study 
outcomes. 
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5.3.2 CASE-CONTROL STUDY 

A case-control study is designed to help determine if an exposure is associated 

with an outcome (Lilienfeld and Stolley, 1994). In a case-control design, sampling starts 

with diseased and non-diseased individuals, termed cases and controls respectively. The 

exposure status is then determined by looking backwards in time (using documentation 

of exposures or recall of events). Therefore, a case-control study is retrospective 

because it starts with an outcome and then traces back to investigate exposures. Case-

control studies are much simpler and easier to do than cohort studies and are usually 

more cost-efficient when compared to cohort studies. The measure of association in a 

case-control study is termed the odds ratio (OR), which is the ratio of the odds (chance) 

of exposure among cases in favour of exposure among controls. However, true 

incidence estimates cannot be generated from a case-control study since cases are 

already defined (Kahn and Sempos, 1989), which is why a cohort study was adopted to 

determine the incidence of RRV infection and disease. 

 

Nested case-control studies also begin with a defined cohort (as in the case-

control study) and identify cases that have already occurred. Then, for each case, a 

specified number of controls are selected from among those in the cohort who have not 

developed disease by the time of disease occurrence in the case. Time-matching is an 

essential feature of this design, requiring that controls are matched to cases on age, date 

of entry into the cohort, length of time in the cohort or a combination of these measures 

(Ernster, 1994). 

 

5.3.3 CASE-COHORT STUDIES 

 Like the nested case-control study, the case-cohort study also takes place within 

a cohort. All cases of a disease of interest occurring in the cohort are included as well as 

a random sample (or a stratified random sample, as used in this thesis) of the entire 

cohort. The latter group is often referred to as the subcohort (Figure 5.1, Panel B). For 

simplicity in this thesis, the subcohort, randomly selected from the electoral roll is 

termed the comparison group. However, in the case-cohort study, cases are not matched 

to individuals in the comparison group. The case-cohort study design was selected for 

use in this thesis in preference to the nested case-control design because study subjects 

in the comparison group could be selected as soon as they were deemed eligible for the 

cohort, instead of having to wait until a case develops so that matching could take place. 

Furthermore the same cohort can be used for multiple functions, as was the case in this 
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thesis. The same cohort, randomly selected from the electoral roll was used in a cohort 

study to determine incidence and seroprevalence of RRV disease and in a case-cohort 

study to retrospectively evaluate predictors of RRV disease (Figure 5.1). A prospective 

study design was adopted to evaluate antibody persistence, whereby the case and 

comparison groups were followed serologically to determine the extent of antibody 

persistence following RRV infection. In essence, several cross-sectional studies were 

performed to evaluate antibody persistence. 

 

Therefore, case-cohort, cohort and cross-sectional study designs were used in 

this thesis to investigate epidemiological aspects of RRV disease in the Peel Region. 

This study provides the most statistically rigorous investigation of RRV disease in the 

Peel Region and is the first to propose an incidence rate for RRV disease in the region. 

Simultaneous testing for BFV, another alphavirus of public health significance in the 

region, enabled an assessment of seroprevalence and the first determination of a 

seroconversion rate to that virus in the Peel Region. The current study provides 

important data against which future surveys can be measured to identify changes in the 

risk of RRV and BFV infection, perhaps related to changing ecology of the viruses or 

implementation of effective mosquito management programs.  

 

5.4 METHODS 

5.4.1 STUDY SITE 

The Peel Region of WA was selected as the study site for the case-cohort, cohort  

and cross-sectional studies since RRV is known to be endemic in this region (Lindsay, 

1995). An endemic region was selected to increase the likelihood that RRV cases would 

occur during the course of the study. The Peel Region is geographically diverse with 

coastal areas, river systems, an expansive estuary, multiple dams, agricultural and 

horticultural land, an escarpment and plateau. The Peel Region covers an area of 

approximately 5,500 square kilometers and the human population in June 2001 was 

estimated to be 76,950 (Anonymous, 2001b). The region has a diverse economy, 

predominately based on mining and mineral processing. Agriculture, the equine 

industry, timber production, fishing, manufacturing, construction and tourism are also 

important industries in the region (Anonymous, 2001a). 
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5.4.2 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Ethical approval was obtained from the Human Research Ethics Committee at 

UWA prior to the commencement of all epidemiological studies described in this thesis 

(Appendix X). The studies were also undertaken in a manner that met requirements for 

data storage and retention laid out in the Joint National Health and Medical Research 

Committee (NHMRC)/ Australian Vice Chancellors’ Committee Statement and 

Guidelines on Research Practice, Section Two. All participants were informed about 

how personal information about them was obtained and how the information collected 

during the study would be used. They were also informed of their option to withdraw 

from the study at any time without bias and that all information provided by them 

remained strictly confidential. They were also informed about existing complaint 

mechanisms to the Human Research Ethics Committee and the Commonwealth Privacy 

Commissioner. 

 

5.4.3 CASE DEFINITION AND ENROLLMENT 

Letters requesting participation in a study on RRV disease were sent to all 

serologically confirmed, laboratory or doctor-notified cases of RRV disease over 18 

years of age from the Peel Region, reported to the WA Department of Health between 

July 1999 and June 2001. Each potential participant was provided with information 

about RRV and the purpose of the study. Consent forms, a form declining participation 

in the study, along with a questionnaire on RRV were also sent to each potential 

participant (Appendix I). A second round of correspondence was sent to any identified 

RRV case that did not respond to the first letter. Cases were then enrolled into the study 

as soon as their written consent was received. There was a time lag of between one and 

several months between the initial onset of symptoms and their enrollment into the 

study, due to the length of time taken for laboratory diagnosis and subsequent 

notification (by the laboratory or general practitioner (GP)) to the WA Department of 

Health.  

 

5.4.4 INVOLVEMENT OF GENERAL PRACTITIONERS 

All registered GPs in the Peel Region and some surrounding regions, were sent a 

personalised letter detailing the nature and aims of the seroepidemiological study and 

requesting their help in the enrollment of newly identified cases (Appendix II).  In total, 

109 GPs were successfully approached in writing. A self-inking stamp was sent to all 

interested GPs, to use on request forms for potential RRV cases. The details provided by 
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the self-inking stamp instructed all IgM positive results to be sent directly to the 

Arbovirus Surveillance and Research Laboratory at UWA. GP involvement was 

important for three reasons. It had the potential to: 

1) Enhance the likelihood of enrollment of cases through encouragement of 

participation and answering any initial patient concerns about the study; 

2) Reduce the time lag between diagnosis of disease and enrollment thereby 

maximising the amount of follow-up time, reducing recall bias, and increasing the 

likelihood of IgM positive results on the first blood sample, enabling a more precise 

determination of IgM persistence. While all cases would have been IgM positive at 

some time to ensure initial diagnosis, it was not always possible to get information on 

the original serology results; and finally 

3) Upon consent of enrolled cases, GPs could be consulted about clinical 

features observed during initial presentation. Since GPs were already informed about 

the study, their participation in a survey concerning their patients’ symptoms was 

expected to be high. 

 

5.4.5 SAMPLE SIZE DETERMINATION FOR THE COMPARISON GROUP 

The sample size required for studies of this nature needs to be large enough to 

produce statistically significant results, but not so large as to be deemed unethical or 

represent a waste of resources (Lilienfeld and Stolley, 1994). Samples sizes will vary 

based on the study design, a predetermined variance of the outcome of interest and 

magnitude of the outcome or effect size (Kahn and Sempos, 1989). A large effect size 

requires small sample sizes to detect the outcome and vice versa for a smaller effect size 

(Neuenschwander and Zwahlen, 2000).  Estimates of the variance of the outcome and 

the magnitude of the effect anticipated are usually derived from existing data (Lipsitz et 

al., 1998). Epi Info (Dean et al., 1991) was used to calculate the number of people 

required to form the comparison group in these studies. For the case-cohort study, the 

number of people comprising the comparison group had to at least match the number of 

enrolled cases. Ideally between one and four people should be enrolled per case to 

increase statistical confidence (Kahn and Sempos, 1989).  

 

The sample size required for the cohort study was more difficult to estimate 

since no incidence data were available for any Australian arbovirus. However, 

seroconversion data for QLD had been estimated at 2.5 percent per annum in Caucasian 

communities (Aaskov et al., 1981b) and the Murray Valley region of SA reported a 
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seroconversion rate of 0.2 percent per annum (Seglenieks and Moore, 1974). A 

distinction should be made between a seroconversion rate, which measures the rate of 

people seroconverting over time and an incidence rate, which measures the rate of new 

illness over time. This is an important distinction since not all seroconversions to RRV 

will lead to illness and so seroconversion rates are likely to be higher than true 

incidence rates. Therefore, assuming incidence rates follow similar patterns to 

seroprevalence (discussed in Chapter four), the incidence rate of RRV in the Peel 

Region was likely to be somewhere between the seroconversion rates of QLD and SA. 

The expected incidence rate was estimated to be 1.0 percent. Therefore, the sample size 

was estimated using the predicted population size of the Peel Region in 2001 at 76,950 

(Anonymous, 2001b; Dean et al., 1991). At a 95 percent confidence interval, 

approximately 1271 people were required to form the comparison group. 

 

5.4.6 ACQUISITION OF THE COMPARISON GROUP 

The comparison group was randomly selected from the electoral roll after 

permission had been obtained from the Electoral Commissioner of WA (Appendix III). 

Potential participants were required to be residents of the Peel Region to ensure the case 

and comparison groups had similar risk factor exposure. The comparison group was 

formed by a random stratified selection process. The demographic distribution of the 

required comparison group was based on the age, gender and geographic distribution of 

RRV cases reported in the 1998 and 1999 RRV season (Appendix IV to VI). Appendix 

IV to VI was generated based on data provided by Dr Michael Lindsay (Mosquito-

Borne Disease Control branch, WA Department of Health) and given to Dr John Bass 

(Centre for Health Informatics, Curtin University), who generated a random list of 

potential participants from the electoral roll. While only 1271 people were required, 

2500 names and postal addresses were requested from the electoral roll. A larger 

number of people than was required were invited to participate to compensate for 

people who have moved from the Peel Region since the electoral roll was last updated, 

RRV seropositive people and non-responders. Furthermore, permission was granted by 

the Electoral Commissioner for access to the electoral roll only once for this study 

(Appendix III) and therefore large numbers of people were invited to participate to 

ensure adequate numbers were enrolled.  The same information on RRV and the study 

that was provided to RRV cases was also sent to the comparison group (Appendix I). A 

second questionnaire was sent to all non-responders.  
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5.4.7 DATA COLLECTION 

A self-administered questionnaire was devised to gather information on 

demographics, mosquito exposure, general well-being, travel history and lifestyle 

activities for all enrolled participants (Appendix VII and VIII). General well-being was 

assessed using a validated health survey, the SF-12 (Ware et al., 1996). Cases were 

asked about acute symptoms of RRV, the duration of symptoms, the number of times a 

doctor or other health professional was consulted and details about treatments used to 

combat symptoms (Appendix VII). Upon permission from enrolled cases, their GPs 

were also sent a self-administered survey to further assess symptoms of RRV disease.  

The comparison group was sent another questionnaire to determine whether they had 

symptoms commonly associated with RRV disease to establish a baseline comparison 

(Appendix IX). Cases were sent self-administered surveys addressing risk factors, 

symptoms and treatment every six months during 1999 to 2001, to follow symptom 

severity and persistence. Due to the large numbers of people enrolled in the comparison 

group, this group was asked about risk factors associated with RRV at the start and end 

of the study and after the first summer season following enrollment (usually between 

eight to 12 months after enrollment). This was to ensure that at least one survey 

addressed risk factors in the comparison group during the period of peak mosquito 

activity. A second survey was sent to people whose survey results were not received 

after a month. Where possible, two years of follow-up data were collected from each 

participant. People were excluded from the study if they moved out of the Peel Region, 

were not willing to provide a blood sample, requested removal from the study or could 

not be contacted by mail or phone. 

 

5.4.8 SEROLOGICAL TESTING 

All enrolled participants were sent a request form for 10 mL of blood to be 

drawn at any PathCentre location every six months. However, they were encouraged to 

contact the laboratory if they experienced RRV disease-like symptoms so that relapses 

or re-infections that may be associated with RRV disease could be assessed. Serum 

samples were tested by HI for RRV-specific haemagglutination inhibiting antibodies. In 

HI positive samples, presence of RRV-specific IgM was assessed by 

immunofluoresence. All serum samples were tested by the WA PathCentre and results 

were forwarded to the Arbovirus Laboratory at UWA. Any serum samples returning an 

IgM positive result that had not been recently diagnosed with RRV were contacted by 

phone to determine whether they were experiencing symptoms associated with RRV 
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around the time of the blood sample. Participants were contacted as soon as possible 

once IgM positive results were identified to minimise recall bias. Simultaneous testing 

for IgM and IgG antibodies against BFV was also performed. A second request form 

was sent to participants if serology results were not received within three weeks of the 

date on which the first request form had been sent.  

 

5.5 RESULTS 

5.5.1 RESPONSE RATES - CASES 

Between July 1999 and June 2001, a total of 155 serologically confirmed cases 

of RRV residing in the Peel region were notified to the WA Department of Health 

(Table 5.1). Five cases (3%) were not invited to participate in the seroepidemiological 

study on RRV disease since they were under the age of 18 and therefore appropriate 

people within the comparison group to match these cases could not be obtained from the 

electoral roll. Therefore, a total of 150 cases were invited to participate in the study. Of 

these, 19 (12%) could not be reached due to incorrect postal addresses. Thirteen people 

(8%) that were willing to participate were not enrolled since they no longer resided in 

the Peel Region. Of the 118 remaining cases qualified to participate in the study, 53 

cases (35%) were enrolled. Twenty six cases (17%) did not respond even after a second 

mail-out. Thirty nine cases (25%) declined participation in the study. Twenty eight of 

these provided reasons for not wishing to or being able to participate, including old age, 

transportation or medical problems (8/28), busy lifestyles (4/28), not believing that the 

severity of RRV disease warranted further investigation (1/28) or that not enough was 

being done about controlling mosquito populations (15/28). 

 

The overall enrollment rate for cases was calculated as the number of cases 

enrolled compared to the total number of potential cases. The denominator excluded 

people uncontactable by mail or those willing to participate who were excluded since 

they no longer resided in the Peel Region. The overall enrollment rate therefore was 45 

percent (53/118). The overall response rate of potential cases included enrolled cases, 

people who declined participation or those willing to participate but who no longer lived 

in the Peel Region, compared to the total cases that were contactable by mail. The 

overall response rate was 80 percent (105/131). 
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Table 5.1 – Response rates of the case and comparison groups from a 
case-cohort study on RRV disease. 

 

 Case  Comparison  

Response category Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage 

Willing to participate  
(moved out of Peel Region) 

13 8% 14 1% 

Enrolled persons 53 35% 773 31% 

Persons who declined participation 39 25% 334 13% 

Non-respondents 26 17% 604 24% 

Unreachable by mail 19 12% 775 31% 

Persons excluded  (under 18 yrs of 
age) 

5 3% 0 0% 

Total 155 100% 2500 100% 

 
Cases were defined as persons diagnosed with RRV between July 1999 and 
June 2001. The comparison group was formed through a random selection from 
the electoral roll of residents of the Peel Region. 
 

5.5.2 RESPONSE RATES – COMPARISON GROUP 

A total of 2500 people forming the comparison group were invited to participate 

in the seroepidemiological study of RRV disease. Of these, 775 (31%) could not be 

reached due to incorrect postal addresses (Table 5.1). Of the remaining 1725, a total of 

773 (31%) participants were enrolled in the study following the first and second mail-

outs. A total of 604 (34%) did not respond to the request for enrollment and 334 (13%) 

declined participation in the study. Of the 334 that declined enrollment, 200 (60%) did 

not provide a reason for not wishing to participate.  Forty-nine (15%) cited age, 

transport or medical conditions as preventing their participation and 18 (5%) did not 

want to participate due to busy lifestyles. Forty-three (13%) people did not want to 

participate in a study that focused on RRV disease, since they believed a study should 

be done on mosquito control. The remaining 24 people (7%) did not believe RRV 

disease was severe enough to warrant a medical study. Fourteen (1%) were willing to 

participate but no longer resided in the Peel Region. The overall enrollment and 

response rates for the comparison group were calculated as described for cases. The 

overall enrollment rate was 45 percent (773/1711) and the overall response rate was 65 

percent (1121/1725). 

 

5.5.3 DEMOGRAPHICS OF THE STUDY POPULATION 

People enrolled into the study were allocated to specific groups based on the 

method of recruitment into the study and status of antibodies against RRV or BFV 

(Table 5.2). Allocation to the case group was defined in Section 5.4.3. A person was 
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designated to the comparison group if they were enrolled into the study randomly as 

described in Section 5.4.6. The comparison group was allocated to a subgroup: RRV 

negative, RRV positive, BFV negative or BFV positive depending on the status of RRV 

or BFV antibodies respectively. Antibody status was determined by HI assay.  

 

Table 5.2 – Number of people enrolled in the seroepidemiological study on 
RRV disease, recruited from the Peel Region of WA during 1999 to 2001. 

 

Group Subgroup* Total number enrolled 
Case RRV 52 
 BFV 1 
  53 
   
Comparison RRV negative 657 
 RRV positive 116 
  773 
   
Comparison BFV negative 749 
 BFV positive 24 
  773 
   

 
*Subgroup was defined based on serological status. Key: RRV, Ross River 
virus; BFV, Barmah Forest virus 
 
 

5.5.3.1 Age and gender distribution 

A total of 53 people were enrolled into the case group. One enrolled case 

(Labcode 781, Appendix XI) was not serologically positive to RRV on the first blood 

sample taken, but did have antibodies against BFV. This person was removed from 

analysis on RRV disease, but was still followed for the duration of the study. This 

person could not be added to the comparison group as the selection process for 

enrollment was not random. Of the 52 RRV cases, the average age was 48.5 years with 

a standard deviation of 13.8 years. The median age was 47.5 years. The age distribution 

of cases enrolled followed a normal distribution, with the majority of cases aged 

between 40 and 60 years of age (54%, Figure 5.2). More female cases (30) were 

enrolled in this study compared to male cases (22), representing a female to male ratio 

of 1.4:1.  
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Figure 5.2 – Age distribution of enrolled cases. Cases comprising the 
seroepidemiological study on RRV disease were recruited from the Peel Region 
of WA, based on notifications to the WA Department of Health, during 1999 and 
2001. 
 
 
 

The average age of the enrolled comparison group was 51.5 years with a 

standard deviation of 12.7 years. The median age was 51.0 years. All age groups were 

represented in the comparison group by large enough numbers to draw statistically 

significant conclusions (Figure 5.3). As seen in the case group, the majority (50%) of 

people comprising the comparison group were aged between 40 and 60 years. The age 

distribution of this group roughly followed a similar normal distribution as seen in the 

case group. Based on an estimated incidence rate of 1.0 percent for RRV disease, the 

number of people required to produce a statistically significant incidence rate was 

estimated to be 1271 (Section 5.4.5). Only 773 people were enrolled, of which 657 were 

serologically negative for RRV (Table 5.1). Only serologically negative persons at the 

start of the study could be used to determine an incidence rate for RRV or BFV disease 

(Figure 5.1). As seen for the case group, more females (427) were enrolled in the 

comparison group compared to males (346), representing a female to male ratio of 

1.2:1. 
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Figure 5.3 – Age distribution of the comparison group. People comprising 
the comparison group of the seroepidemiological study on RRV disease were 
recruited from the Peel Region of WA, based on a random selection process 
from the electoral roll, during 1999 and 2001. 
 

5.5.3.2 Occupation 

Specific occupations reported by participants were grouped into generalised 

categories outlined in Table 5.3. The majority of people in both the case and 

comparison groups were retired or pensioners (21.2% and 27.2% respectively). Home 

duties were the second most commonly reported occupation by both groups at 15.4% 

and 18.8% respectively. While both groups reported similar jobs, occupations such as 

‘retiree’ and ‘performing home duties’ constituted a higher proportion of the 

comparison group compared to the case group (Table 5.3). 
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Table 5.3 – Occupations reported by participants. 
 

Occupation allocation Case group Comparison group 

Retired/pensioners 21.2% 27.2% 
Home duties 15.4% 18.8% 
Tradespersons and related workers 15.4% 7.0% 
Health/Medical workers 9.6% 4.4% 
Managers and Administrators 9.6% 7.0% 
Professionals 7.7% 4.8% 
Sales and retail workers 7.7% 4.9% 
Office/clerical workers 3.8% 5.6% 
Teachers 3.8% 3.4% 
Hospitality workers 1.9% 2.6% 
Labourers and related workers 1.9% 7.2% 
Miscellaneous 1.9% 3.4% 
Farmers 0.0% 1.3% 
Students 0.0% 0.9% 
Unemployed 0.0% 1.7% 
Total 100% 100% 

 
People comprising the case and comparison groups for the seroepidemiological 
study on RRV disease were recruited from the Peel Region of WA during 1999 
to 2001. 
 
 

5.5.4 COMPARISON OF DEMOGRAPHICS FOR ALLOCATED GROUPS 

Lists of potential participants in the comparison group were generated randomly 

based on age, gender and residential location of notified RRV cases during 1998 and 

1999 (Appendix IV to VI). Figures 5.4 to 5.6 compare these parameters for each of the 

study groups. In terms of age distribution, both the case and comparison groups 

followed a normal distribution (Figure 5.4).  There was no statistical difference 

between the age distribution of allocated groups (p-value = 0.18).  Gender composition 

of the case and comparison groups is illustrated in Figure 5.5. Both groups had more 

females enrolled than males. Statistical analysis between the case and comparison group 

did not show any major differences, with a p-value of 0.84. 

 

The final comparison was the breakdown by residential location of allocated 

groups (Figure 5.6). While both groups showed similar percentage distribution in the 

major residential location of Mandurah (around 60%), differences were evident between 

the groups for the other four residential locations. For example, no cases were recruited 

from the Shire of Serpentine-Jarrahdale. A higher percentage of cases were recruited 

from Rockingham (30.8%) compared to the comparison group (6.7%). Conversely, a 
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lower percentage of cases were recruited from the Shire of Murray (1.9%) compared to 

the comparison group (17.9%). 
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Figure 5.4 – Age distribution of the case and comparison groups for the 
seroepidemiological study on RRV disease, recruited from the Peel 
Region of WA during 1999 to 2001. 
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Figure 5.5 – Gender distribution of the case and comparison groups for 
the seroepidemiological study on RRV disease, recruited from the Peel 
Region of WA during 1999 to 2001. 
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Figure 5.6 – Residential locations within the Peel Region of the case and 
comparison groups from the seroepidemiological study on RRV disease. 
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5.5.5 EFFECTIVENESS OF GENERAL PRACTITIONER INVOLVEMENT 

During the course of the study only four IgM positive results, from four different 

suspected cases of RRV were received directly through the use of self-inking stamps 

sent to GPs. These were from two different GPs, from which three cases were enrolled. 

Three other cases were enrolled based on recommendations from one GP. This GP was 

independent of the two GPs using the self-inking stamps. Therefore, it appears that only 

three out of the total 109 GPs contacted (2.8%) became actively involved in the study. 

In total, six of the 53 cases enrolled (11.3%) can be attributed at least in part to GP 

involvement.  

 

The other reason to involve GPs was to reduce the time between diagnosis of 

RRV and enrollment into the study. All six cases attributed to GP involvement were 

enrolled in the study approximately one month after the onset of symptoms. The 

average time lag between initial onset of symptoms and enrollment in the study for all 

RRV cases was 4.4 months. Therefore, the strategy to involve GPs was not effective in 

this study based on three observations. Firstly, due to the low number (four reports) of 

positive serology reports directly received from GPs. Secondly, the total number of 

cases (six) enrolled due to GP involvement. Thirdly, the long average time between 

onset of symptoms and enrollment into the study for RRV cases (4.4 months).  

 

5.5.6 SEROPREVALENCE  

The crude seroprevalence was calculated as the number of RRV or BFV 

serologically positive individuals compared to the total number of participants tested, 

expressed as a percentage. The point prevalence of RRV at the start of the study in 1999 

was 15.0 percent. A point prevalence of 3.1 percent was calculated for BFV at the start 

of the study. This result provides the first seroprevalence data for BFV in the Peel 

Region. 

 

5.5.7 INCIDENCE AND SEROCONVERSION RATES 

Only three of 657 RRV negative participants at the start of the study 

seroconverted to RRV during the study and remained seronegative against BFV for the 

duration of the study (Appendix XII, Labcodes 118, 123 and 129). This represents a 

RRV seroconversion rate of 0.46 percent for the two year study duration or 0.23 percent 

per annum. All three of these participants were contacted and reported a flu-like illness 

and joint symptoms, commonly associated with RRV disease. While the symptoms 
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reported were somewhat distressing, none of the three people sought medical 

consultation or medicinal relief for their symptoms. Furthermore, all three people did 

not have IgM positive serology results, with IgG results ranging between 160 and 320 

by HI (Appendix XII, Labcode 118, 123 and 129). Since all three also experienced 

some form of disease, the seroconversion rate can also be deemed the incidence rate of 

RRV disease (0.23% per annum). 

 

During the study on RRV disease, two people also seroconverted to BFV out of 

a total of 749 serologically negative participants at the start of the study. The specific 

serology results for these two participants are shown in Appendix XII, designated as 

Labcodes 61 and 136. These data represent a BFV seroconversion rate of 0.27 percent 

for the two year period or 0.13 percent per annum in the Peel Region. Both participants 

were contacted to enquire about symptoms commonly associated with BFV disease, but 

only one reported experiencing any symptoms (Appendix XII, Labcode 136). This 

person was also serologically RRV positive for the entire study duration and did not 

seek medical assistance. Since the one person seroconverting and experiencing 

symptoms associated with BFV also had high RRV antibodies, it was not possible to 

determine whether symptoms experienced were due to BFV or RRV. Therefore, it was 

not possible to determine an incidence rate of BFV disease from this study.  

 

5.6 DISCUSSION 

The cohort study on RRV disease was designed to generate novel 

epidemiological data on RRV disease in the Peel Region. A concern about several 

previous epidemiological studies on RRV disease has been the lack of specific control 

groups (Condon and Rouse, 1995; Harley et al., 2002; Mylonas et al., 2002) and the use 

of validated measures for general well-being (Condon and Rouse, 1995). Therefore, a 

case-cohort study design was selected to ensure an age and gender-matched comparison 

group was available for statistical analysis. The SF-12 was included as an objective 

measure of general well-being (Ware et al., 1996). A prospective cohort study was used 

to determine an incidence rate of RRV disease. This is the only available design to 

calculate an accurate incidence rate. 

 

5.6.1 INCIDENCE AND SEROPREVALENCE 

This study provides the first true incidence data for RRV in Australia. An 

incidence rate of 0.23 percent per annum is proposed for RRV disease in the Peel 
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Region. This rate is comparable with the seroconversion rate of 0.2 percent published 

for SA and may reflect the fact that the two areas have a similar seroprevalence 

(reviewed in Russell, 2002). Interestingly, the fact that 100 percent (3/3) of persons 

seroconverting to RRV did not seek medical aid suggests that incidence based on 

serologically confirmed GP-reported cases is a significant under-representation of true 

incidence. Incidence data confirms RRV as a major public health concern. 

 

One issue that should be addressed is the statistical power of the proposed 

incidence rate. While a large number of people were included in the subcohort (657 

people), the incidence rate was calculated based on three seroconversions. In an ideal 

situation, a larger subcohort would be used to ensure the incidence rate could be 

calculated based on a larger number of seroconversions. However, this was not 

logistically possible in this study and represents a large amount of work to produce a 

single result. Nevertheless, incidence data presented in this chapter does indicate that 

RRV disease is a public health problem in the SW of WA and provides a platform to 

which future studies can identify changes in disease. 

 

The RRV seroprevalence for the cohort was calculated to be 15.0 percent. This 

is much higher than the seroprevalence of 8.9 percent calculated for the Peel Region in 

Chapter four, where all samples collected from the Peel Region were tested. In the 

current study, only consenting participants were tested for RRV-specific antibodies and 

not all people invited to participate. Since RRV disease is a reasonably common disease 

in the Peel Region, many participants may have already been infected with RRV and 

have first hand experience of RRV symptoms. Assuming people having experienced 

RRV first hand would be more likely to participate in an invasive study compared to 

people without this experience, the inflated seroprevalence reported in this study may 

simply reflect an introduced bias. This seems plausible considering the enrollment rate 

of the comparison group was only 45 percent. A higher enrollment rate would have 

helped prevent this introduced bias. Furthermore, this inflated prevalence is an 

important reflection on public interest in the study and suggests that at least a proportion 

of the community encourage research on RRV disease.  

 

Since a cohort had already been established for RRV, a seroprevalence and 

serconversion rate was also calculated for BFV. This virus causes a similar clinical 

syndrome to RRV and is believed to account for 10 percent of all reported cases of EPA 
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(Flexman et al., 1998). The seroprevalence for BFV in the Peel Region was calculated 

to be 3.1 percent. Information sent to participants at the start of the study detailed both 

RRV and BFV as causes of EPA. However, the information sent to participants focused 

on RRV and not BFV. Therefore, while the seroprevalence calculated for RRV may 

have been inflated due to interest in RRV disease, it is assumed that the seroprevalence 

for BFV does not have this same bias. The seroprevalence for BFV was expected to be 

lower than that for RRV since considerably more cases of RRV are reported each year, 

and BFV appears to have only been introduced to the Peel Region in the last decade 

(Lindsay et al., 1995b). As expected, a lower seroconversion rate of 0.13 percent per 

annum was calculated for BFV. One seroconversion did lead to illness. However, this 

person also had high titres of RRV-specific antibodies for the duration of the study. 

Therefore, it was not possible to determine whether the patients’ illness was due to 

BFV. Consequently, an incidence rate could not be calculated with confidence. The 

seroconversion rate of 0.13 percent per annum was based on two seroconversion events 

out of a total of 749 persons tested. As mentioned for RRV, ideally a larger cohort was 

needed to calculate a more statistically powerful seroconversion rate.   

 

This thesis reports the first seroprevalence and seroconversion rate for BFV in 

the Peel Region. These data suggest that BFV appears to represent a public health 

problem in the Peel Region, in accordance with recent cases of BFV that occurred in the 

2003 and 2004 season (44 reported cases, M.D. Lindsay and C.A. Johansen, personal 

communication). Further studies on BFV are needed, particularly in relation to the virus 

and the associated disease. This is essential since, as with RRV, there is the potential for 

seroprevalence and risk of BFV disease in humans to increase over time due to 

increased population growth in known enzootic regions and changes in virus ecology 

associated with global warming (Epstein, 2002). Furthermore, seroprevalence data for 

both RRV and BFV (8.9% and 3.1% respectively) suggests that there is still a large 

proportion of the community that is seronegative for these viruses. This would imply 

that the potential for future outbreaks is still a real possibility. Therefore, more studies 

on both viruses are required to further understand the epidemiology of these diseases in 

an attempt to prevent future outbreaks.  

 

5.6.2 RESPONSE RATES 

A good response rate is imperative to ensure a high quality research study 

(Edwards et al., 2002). Careful planning of postal questionnaires, consent forms and 
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information sent to participants was performed during this study to ensure all material 

was easy to understand and complete (Appendix I, VII, VIII and IX). The SF-12 was 

selected instead of the SF-36 to minimise the length of the questionnaire, while still 

maximising the amount of information that could be obtained from the surveys (Ware et 

al., 1996). Reply-paid envelopes and serology testing were provided at no cost to 

participants so monetary issues would not influence participation rates. A second 

questionnaire was sent to all non-responders in an attempt to encourage participation.  

 

In light of all this planning, the response rate for cases was 80 percent compared 

to 65 percent for the comparison group. These rates included those who responded to 

the study invitation but did not want to participate. Both response rates were very good 

considering participation in the study was purely voluntary with no incentives. The 

overall enrollment rate was 45 percent for both the case and comparison groups. The 

enrollment rates in this study are comparable to two recently published studies of RRV 

disease, which reported enrollment rates for cases of 40 percent (Harley et al., 2002) 

and 44 percent (Mylonas et al., 2002). Lower enrollment rates for the comparison group 

compared to cases were expected since participants in this group were far less likely to 

have had RRV disease and therefore be less likely to participate in an invasive study. 

However, the enrollment rate for the comparison group was very good considering these 

persons were asked to have a blood sample taken every six months to test for a disease 

which they did not necessarily have. 

 

Twelve percent of cases and a high percentage of the comparison group (31%) 

were not contactable by mail due to incorrect postal addresses. This was a concern in 

view of the potential to introduce bias and decreases the effective sample size of the 

study. Permission obtained from the Electoral Commissioner was to access the electoral 

roll only once during the enrollment process (Appendix III). Therefore, it was not 

possible to negate the introduced bias by recruiting more people into the study. In 

comparison, relatively high percentages of people also declined participation in the 

study (25% for cases and 13% for the comparison group). Most reasons provided for the 

decline were understandable, including age, health and transport problems. Other 

reasons were surprising. For example, 54 percent of cases and 13 percent of the 

comparison group did not want to participate in a study on RRV disease since they 

believed not enough was being done about mosquito control. Resentment on the part of 

cases for contracting the disease may partially explain the high percentage seen in this 
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group. Although the WA Department of Health and Peel Region local governments are 

proactive regarding mosquito control and surveillance in the region, it appears there is a 

discrepancy between the considerable mosquito management undertaken in the region 

and community awareness of these programs. These results suggest that additional 

community education campaigns on RRV disease and mosquito control are justified in 

the Peel Region. 

 

While enrollment rates were comparable to published studies, higher rates would 

have improved the statistical robustness of the current study. Future strategies that could 

be used to improve postal questionnaire response rates could be the use of web-based 

surveys in addition to postal questionnaires. While web-based surveys will not suit all 

participants, this option may appeal to busy people who find it faster to complete 

surveys online.  

 

A recent review of response rates found lower response rates when participants 

were given the choice to opt out or not participate in the study (Edwards et al., 2002). 

However, this was not an option due to current requirements of the Human Research 

Ethics Guidelines at UWA. Other studies have not provided this option. Despite this, 

some valuable information regarding community perception of RRV disease and 

awareness of mosquito management in their region was gained by requesting a reason 

for not participating.  

 

5.6.3 GENERAL PRACTITIONER INVOLVEMENT 

General practitioner involvement in the project was low with only 2.8 percent of 

GPs approached becoming actively involved in the recruitment process. Furthermore, 

the long time lag between diagnosis and enrollment into the study (4.4 months), 

suggests GP involvement did not affect the recruitment process. There may be many 

reasons why this strategy did not work. RRV cases may have consulted GPs that were 

not contacted by this study, were not listed to practice in the Peel Region or who 

practised outside the Peel Region. Perhaps GPs did not remember to use the self-inking 

stamps each time they completed a request form for RRV serology. If that was the case, 

reminder letters encouraging GPs to use the self-inking stamps or self-inking stamps 

that stood out visually may have improved the effectiveness of the strategy. However, 

the most plausible explanation is likely to be the busy schedule of GPs, together with 

many other requests for participation in medical studies. More detailed information, a 
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more forceful request letter or personal visits may have been more effective in this 

regard. Also, updates about the enrollment process may have been useful to encourage 

more GPs to become involved in the recruitment process. 

 

5.6.4 DEMOGRAPHICS 

Demographics of the case and comparison groups were compared to a) evaluate 

the effectiveness of the random stratified selection process and b) assess the validity of 

the comparison group as a suitable group for risk factor analysis. The age and gender 

distributions match for both groups, following a normal distribution, as expected based 

on published RRV activity, where most cases were within the working age (Condon and 

Rouse, 1995). While the residential location distribution did not match exactly for the 

case and comparison groups, at least the major residential location (Mandurah) 

comprising over 60 percent of the total did match. Overall, the random stratified 

selection process generated a comparison group that was adequate for assessing risk 

factors associated with RRV disease. 

 

5.6.5 CONCLUSION 

These seroepidemiological studies on RRV disease generated data on a disease 

that causes approximately 5000 new cases of disease and is believed to cost the 

community millions of dollars each year. This study was the first to propose an 

incidence rate for RRV disease and a seroconversion rate for BFV. Both data confirm 

that RRV and BFV are major public health concerns in the Peel Region of WA. These 

data also suggest that SW communities are still vulnerable to future outbreaks of 

disease. Therefore, more studies are required to further the current knowledge of these 

viruses and the diseases that they cause.  

 

This chapter also outlined the difficulties encountered while performing these 

epidemiological studies. While comparable enrollment rates were achieved compared to 

published studies, bias was still introduced, despite all attempts to prevent such an 

introduction. This bias was highlighted by an inflated seroprevalence for RRV. 

Furthermore, while sound incidence and seroprevalence data were generated during the 

current study, a larger comparison group would have increased the statistical power of 

the study. Data collected on non-participation highlighted a misconception from SW 

communities about the current mosquito management programs in effect. Data from this 
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study suggests that additional community education campaigns on RRV disease and 

mosquito control may be justified. 

  

Results from this chapter suggested that the comparison group formed by a 

random stratified selection process was adequate for assessing risk factors associated 

with RRV disease. Risk factor analysis is described in detail in Chapter seven. 

Additional results from the seroepidemiological study on RRV disease including 

symptom and antibody longevity are presented in Chapters six and seven. Clearly, there 

is still a lot not known about RRV and BFV and the diseases that they cause. However, 

data generated from this current study provides a valuable platform upon which future 

studies can be compared to assess changes in the risk of RRV and BFV infection and 

disease. 
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CHAPTER SIX – SYMPTOMS AND TREATMENTS ASSOCIATED 
WITH RRV DISEASE 
 
 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

Ross River virus disease is a major public health concern as it is the most 

common arboviral disease in Australia (reviewed in Mackenzie et al., 1994b). This 

chapter presents results on symptoms and treatments associated with RRV disease in the 

Peel Region. The study design and methodology for this seroepidemiology study on 

RRV disease were described in Chapter five. This is the first hybrid case-cohort study 

on symptom longevity associated with RRV disease from the Peel Region of WA.  

 

RRV disease is characterised by arthralgia and myalgia, mainly affecting the 

joints (Condon, 1991; Fraser, 1986a). A rash, which is mainly maculopapular, is seen in 

50 percent of cases and frequently involves the limbs and trunk (Fraser et al., 1981). 

Other symptoms include back pain, anorexia, headache and fever (Kay and Aaskov, 

1988). Myalgia has been commonly reported by up to 58 percent of patients and fatigue 

by over 50 percent of patients (Bennett, 1983; Mudge and Aaskov, 1983). Depression 

has also been associated with RRV disease. A recent study from WA found persons 

infected with RRV were 44 times more likely to report depression than respondents to a 

national survey (Montgomery, unpublished results). 

 

While RRV disease is not life-threatening, symptoms can be incapacitating. On-

going debate surrounds the authenticity of prolonged symptoms associated with chronic 

disease. Early studies of RRV disease reported patients developed chronic disease 

lasting months to years (Condon and Rouse, 1995; Fraser, 1986a). One particular study 

reported that 50 percent of participants had recovered after six months, 75 percent after 

12 months, but 5 percent of participants had not recovered after four years (Fraser, 

1986b). A study from WA by Condon and Rouse reported up to 57 percent of people 

experienced intermittent or continuous joint pain three years after initial presentation 

(Condon and Rouse, 1995). In contrast to these findings, two independent studies out of 

QLD by Harley and Mylonas have suggested RRV does not lead to chronic disease 

(Harley et al., 2002; Mylonas et al., 2002). These studies reported complete recovery 

from disease within three to six months. They concluded that symptom duration and 

frequency of long term symptoms have been overestimated in previous studies. They 

also suggest that prolonged symptoms reported from other RRV studies can be 
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attributed to other conditions and not RRV itself (Harley et al., 2002; Mylonas et al., 

2002).  

 

Even though published studies on symptoms associated with RRV disease 

cannot be directly compared due to differences in sampling and selection procedures, 

study design and use of clinical review, a real discrepancy exists between published 

works. Close analysis of the literature shows that studies reporting prolonged disease 

have been from WA whereas studies from QLD generally show minimal disease 

(Condon and Rouse, 1995; Harley et al., 2002; Mylonas et al., 2002). Studies from 

other parts of Australia on RRV symptoms have also described persistence of symptoms 

(Fraser, 1986b). One hypothesis explored during this thesis is the involvement of RRV 

genotypes in disease pathogenesis and outcome (Chapter eight).  

 

Epidemiology studies on RRV disease have been conducted in the SW of WA in 

the past. However, these studies have been purely descriptive or have not used an age 

and gender-matched control group. For example, Condon and Rouse described RRV 

disease symptoms and symptom longevity (Condon and Rouse, 1995). This study used 

the National Health Survey as a comparison group, where a more specific comparison 

group may have been serologically negative persons within the same study site as the 

case group. This direct comparison between similar sample populations removes any 

factors that may be unknowingly confounding the data. For this reason, a case-cohort 

study design, using several cross-sectional studies was used to evaluate RRV symptoms 

in persons residing in the Peel Region of WA at different times post-enrollment. The 

same sample set was also used to investigate treatments used for RRV disease.  

 

6.2 AIMS 

The aims of this chapter were to: 

1. Describe symptoms and duration of symptoms associated with RRV disease in 

the Peel Region of WA.  

2. To describe current treatments used for RRV disease from newly identified 

cases from the Peel Region of WA. 

 

6.3 METHODS – QUESTIONNAIRES FOR DATA COLLECTION 

Data were collected from cases on symptoms using structured surveys illustrated 

in Appendix VII and XIII.  The comparison group was also questioned about symptoms 
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associated with RRV disease, illustrated in Appendix IX. The symptoms addressed and 

the structure of the surveys was the same for both groups. All surveys addressed 

symptoms commonly associated with RRV disease. Symptoms addressed include: 

flu-like illness      skin rash   fever  
swollen joints     joint pains   stiff neck  
stiff joints     excessive sweating  tiredness  
weakness     headache   nausea  
pains in muscles and tendons    swollen glands   sore throat 
numbness or tingling in hands or feet  visual disturbances  depression 
loss of sexual interest    abdominal pain      poor appetite 
 

The first survey of cases addressed symptoms during the acute phase of illness 

as well as symptoms experienced at the time of enrollment (Appendix VII). Follow-up 

data collected from cases at six, 12, 18 and 24 months after the first survey evaluated 

the resolution of symptoms and assessed the authenticity of symptom longevity.  All 

follow-up surveys focused on symptoms experienced at the time of the survey 

(Appendix XIII). The same symptoms were addressed during all surveys.  

 

Survey questions were structured to allow ease of data interpretation and 

analysis. Where possible, participants were asked to select from provided options which 

best described their symptoms. For example, to elucidate the nature of symptoms 

experienced, participants were asked to quantify the frequency of symptoms as being 

either ‘constant’ or ‘intermittent’. Symptoms were defined as ‘constant’ if the symptom 

in question was present for the better part of the week and ‘intermittent’ if the symptom 

in question was present one week and not present the following week.  

 

Data were gathered from cases on medical consultation and treatments used for 

symptoms associated with RRV disease to evaluate the effectiveness of medical care 

currently available in the Peel Region. Data were collected on the number of times 

medical attention was consulted over a six or 12 month period, whether cases were 

happy with the management of symptoms and details about medications taken for relief 

of RRV-associated symptoms.   

 

6.4 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

Data collected were entered and maintained in an Access database. All data were 

entered twice to verify the accuracy of the entered data. Epi Info was used to analyse 

univariate data using frequency tables and 2 x 2 contingency tables. All statistical 
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comparisons between groups were completed using Chi-squared tests at a 95 percent 

confidence level. Average, standard deviation and median values were calculated using 

Excel.  

 

6.5 RESULTS: SYMPTOMS 

A prospective cross-sectional study design was used to describe symptoms and 

persistence of symptoms associated with RRV disease. Cases of RRV disease were 

recruited based on notification to the WA Department of Health, as described in Section 

5.4.2. The comparison group was recruited using a random stratified approach as 

described in Section 5.4.5. All results pertaining to symptoms in this section were 

derived from responses from the first round of surveys. 

 

6.5.1 SYMPTOMS REPORTED AT THE TIME OF ENROLLMENT BY CASES 

A majority of cases still believed they had symptoms attributed to RRV at the 

time of enrollment (92.3% (48/52)), which corresponds to on average 4.4 months after 

the onset of disease. The remaining four cases were not sure whether symptoms they 

were experiencing were due to RRV. Table 6.1 summarises the percent of cases 

reporting symptoms commonly associated with RRV disease during acute illness and at 

the time of enrollment in this study. Percentages were calculated as the number of cases 

reporting a particular symptom compared to the total number of responding cases. This 

table also presents the difference in reporting frequency of symptoms between acute 

disease and the time of enrollment. Joint pain (100%), stiff joints (96.2%), tiredness 

(96.2%), swollen joints (90.4%), pains in muscles and tendons (90.4%) and weakness 

(90.4%) were the most commonly reported symptoms during the acute phase of illness. 

All of the major symptoms reported during acute illness were still the most commonly 

reported at the time of enrollment. However, all major symptoms were reported less 

frequently at the time of enrollment, now ranging from 92.3 percent for joint pains to 

69.2 percent for swollen joints (Table 6.1). Of the major symptoms reported, swollen 

joints appeared to be the most improved symptom, with a 21.2 percent reduction of 

cases reporting this symptom. Overall, the most resolved symptoms between acute 

illness and the time of enrollment were skin rash and fever, both showing a 25 percent 

reduction.  

 

Only two symptoms addressed were reported more at the time of enrollment 

compared to acute illness. These symptoms were depression (9.6%) and visual 
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disturbances (1.9%) and are represented in Table 6.1 as bold values. Cases were also 

asked about symptoms they were experiencing that were not addressed in the survey. 

Symptoms described include sore feet, muscle cramps, increased body odour, dizziness, 

clumsiness and shooting pains in feet and legs.  

 

Table 6.1 – Self-reported symptoms by cases during acute illness and at 
the time of enrollment into the seroepidemiology study on RRV disease. 

 

Self-reported symptoms During acute 
illness 

At time of 
enrollment 

Difference 

Joint pains 100.0% 92.3% 7.7% 

Stiff joints 96.2% 86.5% 9.6% 

Tiredness 96.2% 86.5% 9.6% 

Swollen joints 90.4% 69.2% 21.2% 

Weakness 90.4% 71.2% 19.2% 

Pains in muscles or tendons 90.4% 78.8% 11.5% 
Numbness or tingling in hands or feet 61.5% 55.8% 5.8% 

Stiff neck 57.7% 51.9% 5.8% 

Headache 50.0% 32.7% 17.3% 

Fever 44.2% 19.2% 25.0% 

Depression 44.2% 53.8% -9.6% 

Skin rash 42.3% 17.3% 25.0% 
Excessive sweating 40.4% 26.9% 13.5% 

Loss of sexual interest 40.4% 40.4% 0.0% 

Flu-like illness 36.5% 23.1% 13.5% 

Sore throat 26.9% 19.2% 7.7% 

Poor appetite 23.1% 15.4% 7.7% 

Visual disturbances 23.1% 25.0% -1.9% 
Swollen glands 21.2% 9.6% 11.5% 

Nausea 19.2% 13.5% 5.8% 

Abdominal pain 17.3% 3.8% 13.5% 

 
Bold values represent symptoms that were reported more frequently at the time 
of enrollment compared to acute disease. 
 
 
 
6.5.2 ANALYSIS OF SYMPTOMS REPORTED BY CASES AND THE 

COMPARISON GROUP 

The comparison group was asked about symptoms commonly associated with 

RRV disease (Appendix IX).  Table 6.2 summarises the statistical analysis between 

symptoms reported by the case and comparison groups during acute illness and at the 

time of enrollment. This table was generated based on data collected from 52 RRV 

cases and 657 serologically negative persons in the comparison group. Table 6.2 

presents the odds ratio (OR), confidence intervals (CI) and p-values for symptoms with 

the highest OR. The full data set can be seen in Appendix XIV. All symptoms addressed 
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during the survey were highly statistically different during acute illness between cases 

and the serologically negative subcohort of the comparison group (Appendix XIV). The 

symptoms showing the highest odds ratio during acute disease were swollen joints 

(75.1), stiff joints (65.7), weakness (64.7) and tiredness (54.5). These symptoms were 

also the most commonly reported (Table 6.1). The only major symptom reported in 

Table 6.1 that did not show a high OR during acute disease was joint pain. An OR for 

this symptom could not be defined since all cases reported this symptom during acute 

illness. The p-value for joint pain during acute illness was highly significant (p-value 

less than 0.01). These data suggest that all symptoms addressed during the survey were 

important during acute disease. 

 

A comparison was also made between symptoms reported by cases and the 

serologically negative subcohort at the time of enrollment. Symptoms posting the 

highest OR during acute illness also posted the highest OR at the time of enrollment 

(Table 6.2). In this analysis, all symptoms except abdominal pain were significantly 

different between the groups (Appendix XIV). The ORs decreased for all symptoms 

except depression and visual disturbances between acute disease and the time of 

enrollment (Appendix XIV). Some symptoms displayed large decreases in the OR 

between these two time points, such as the OR for swollen joints which decreased from 

75.1 to 18.0. Depression and visual disturbances both displayed slight increases in the 

ORs. Depression increased from 6.7 to 9.8 and visual disturbances from 2.7 to 3.0. 

Increases seen for OR data correspond to increases seen in the percentage of cases 

reporting these symptoms (Table 6.1).  

 

Table 6.2 – Statistical analysis of symptoms commonly associated with 
RRV disease from a case-cohort study design.  
 

  Acute   disease   First   survey   
Symptoms OR CI p-value  OR CI p-value  
Joint pains UD UD <0.01 21.3 7.25-70.06 <0.01 
Swollen 
joints 

75.1 27.65-220.94 <0.01 18.0 9.20-35.47 <0.01 

Stiff joints 65.7 15.51-393.93 <0.01 16.9 37.18-41.70 <0.01 
Tiredness 54.6 12.88-326.57 <0.01 14.0 5.97-34.55 <0.01 
Weakness 64.7 23.93-189.87 <0.01 17.0 8.64-33.77 <0.01 

 
Key: OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval; UD represents an odds ratio or 
confidence interval that could not be calculated since all cases reported this 
symptom (joint pain).  
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In summary, all symptoms addressed during the survey appear to be important 

during acute disease. All symptoms addressed were also important at the time of 

enrollment, except for abdominal pain, which was not significantly different between 

the case and comparison groups. The most important symptoms during the acute phase 

and the early chronic phase (time of enrollment) appear to be the joint symptoms 

(including joint pain, swollen and stiff joints), tiredness and weakness.  

 

6.5.3 QUANTIFICATION OF SYMPTOMS REPORTED BY CASES AT THE 

TIME OF ENROLLMENT 

To further elucidate the nature of symptoms experienced at the time of 

enrollment, cases were asked to quantify the frequency of symptoms experienced as 

being either ‘constant’ or ‘intermittent’.  Figure 6.1 summarises these data as the 

percentage of cases reporting constant symptoms. The percentage of cases reporting 

constant symptoms was calculated as the number stating the symptom was experienced 

constantly compared to the total number of cases experiencing the symptom in question 

at the time of enrollment. Of all the symptoms reported at the time of enrollment, skin 

rash was the most common symptom experienced constantly by 66.7 percent of 

responding cases. Tiredness and stiff joints each were reported to be experienced 

constantly by 55.6 percent of cases. All the joint symptoms including swollen and stiff 

joints and joint pains were reported to be constantly experienced by over 40 percent of 

cases reporting these symptoms. 

  

Symptoms were further quantified by collecting data on the distress symptoms 

caused to cases at the time of enrollment. Cases could quantify the distress caused by 

each symptom they were experiencing as ‘very’, ‘quite’, ‘somewhat’, or ‘not at all’ 

distressing. The most common symptoms reported by cases to be ‘very’ distressing 

were skin rash (33.3%), excessive sweating (28.6%) and tiredness (20.0%). Figure 6.2 

illustrates cumulative percentages of symptoms causing some degree of distress to cases 

at the time of enrollment. The percentage of cases reporting some degree of distress was 

calculated as the number of cases describing symptoms as either ‘very’, ‘quite’ or 

‘somewhat’ distressing compared to the total number of cases reporting that particular 

symptom. All symptoms resulted in high proportions of cases reporting at least some 

degree of distress, ranging from 62.5 percent for poor appetite to 100 percent for 

depression, visual disturbances, abdominal pain and nausea.  
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Figure 6.1 – Cases reporting constant symptoms.  
Constant symptoms = symptom that is present for the better part of the week. 
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Figure 6.2 – Cases reporting some degree of distress.  
Some degree of distress = symptoms that were described as being either ‘very’, 
‘quite’ or ‘somewhat’ distressing. 
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Cases were asked to state the single most troublesome symptom during their 

experience with RRV disease up until the time of enrollment. Joint pain was the most 

troublesome symptom stated by 51.9 percent of respondents, followed by tiredness 

reported by 13.4 percent of cases. Joint symptoms including joint pain, stiffness and 

swelling, comprised 63.5 percent of the responses to the most troublesome symptom 

reported. Cases were asked which joints were affected if they were experiencing joint 

pain at the time of enrollment. The most commonly affected joints were ankles and 

fingers (72% each), followed by knees (60%).  

 

Cases were asked to quantify the severity of past and present symptoms as 

‘much worse now’, ‘worse now’, ‘much the same’, ‘better now’ or ‘much better now’ 

(Appendix VII) to provide an indication of symptom progression.  Responses were 

pooled into three categories: ‘worse’, ‘much the same’ and ‘better’. The majority of 

symptoms addressed at the time of enrollment were reported to be of the same severity 

compared to the initial onset of symptoms (57%, 12 of 21 symptoms). These symptoms 

included flu-like illness, fever, stiff neck, excessive sweating, weakness, headache, 

swollen glands, sore throat, nausea, poor appetite, loss of sexual interest and visual 

disturbances. Joint symptoms were the most improved, posting the highest proportion of 

cases reporting these symptoms as ‘better’ at the time of enrollment. All data for joint 

symptoms were very high, with 64.6 percent of cases reporting joint pain to be ‘better’ 

at the time of enrollment, followed by stiff joints (62.2%) and swollen joints (61.1%). 

One interesting finding was the high proportion of cases reporting depression to be 

worse at the time of enrollment (35.7%). 

 

Cases were asked to quantify the impact of current symptoms on various aspects 

of lifestyle. Life aspects were graded as symptoms interfering ‘a great deal’,  

‘a moderate amount’, ‘a little’, ‘no interference’ or the life aspect in question ‘does not 

apply to me’. Of the particular life aspects questioned, sporting (34.6%) and leisure 

activities (30.8%) were the most affected by RRV symptoms (Appendix XV). RRV 

associated symptoms affected lifestyle overall ‘a great deal’ for 19.2 percent of 

responding cases at the time of enrollment (Figure 6.8). 

 

6.5.4 TIME TAKEN TO RETURN TO NORMAL ACTIVITIES: FIRST SURVEY 

Cases were asked if they had returned to normal activities to evaluate the effect 

of symptom longevity on every day life. They were also asked to state the time taken 
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before they were able to return to normal activities. Normal activities were defined as 

any activity performed prior to RRV infection. At the time of enrollment, the majority 

of cases had not returned to normal activities (55.8%). For the remaining cases, the 

average time reported before returning to normal activities was 2.3 months. Of the 33 

persons in paid jobs, 20 or 60.6 percent of these took time of work due to RRV disease.  

 

6.6 RETENTION RATES 

The number of cases and persons in the comparison group still participating in 

the study at various times of follow-up were used to calculate a retention rate for both 

groups (Table 6.3). The retention rate was calculated as the number of persons still 

participating in the study compared to the total number of persons that could participate 

at a particular time point, expressed as a percentage. Retention rates were generally 

calculated based on the total number of persons enrolled into allocated groups at the 

start of the study. For cases, 94.2 percent were still participating at 12 months post 

enrollment and 70.7 percent at the final follow-up time point of 24 months. A higher 

percentage of the comparison group were retained overall compared to cases, with 91.2 

percent of the comparison group still participating at 12 months and 80.2 percent 

participating at 24 months post enrollment. The most common reasons for people 

leaving the study were if they moved out of the Peel Region, were no longer contactable 

by mail or phone or if they requested to be removed from the study. The most common 

reason for participants requesting removal from the study was work commitments. 

 

Table 6.3 – Retention rate of cases and the comparison group for the 
case-cohort study on RRV disease. 

 
Time of 

follow-up 
Participating 
RRV cases 

Retention 
rate (Cases) 

Comparison 
groupa 

Retention rate 
(Comparison 

group) 

0 months 52/52 100% 773/773 100% 
6 months 52/52 100% 773/773 100% 

12 months 49/52 94.2% 705/773 91.2% 

18 months 45/52 86.5% 670/773 86.7% 

24 months 29/41 70.7% 620/773 80.2% 
a, participating persons from the comparison group 
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6.7 FOLLOW-UP DATA FOR CASES 

Cases were sent follow-up questionnaires at six, 12, 18 and 24 months post-

enrollment to determine if they were still experiencing any symptoms associated with 

RRV disease (Appendix XIII).  Follow-up surveys also addressed time taken to return to 

normal activities, time taken off paid employment and treatments used for RRV 

symptoms during follow-up.  

 

6.7.1 OVERALL SYMPTOMS REPORTED BY CASES 

At each follow-up time point, the percentage of cases reporting any symptoms 

commonly associated with RRV disease was calculated as the number of cases reporting 

symptoms compared to the total number of responding cases (Figure 6.3). Over the 

follow-up time period, the percentage of cases reporting RRV symptoms steadily 

decreased. Interestingly, over half of the responding cases at the end of the follow-up 

period (24 months post enrollment), still believed they had symptoms associated with 

RRV disease (58.6%).  
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Figure 6.3 – Follow-up data of cases reporting symptoms associated with 
RRV disease.  
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6.7.2 ANALYSIS OF SYMPTOMS REPORTED BY CASES AND THE 

COMPARISON GROUP 

Statistical analysis of symptoms reported by cases compared to the baseline data 

collected from the serologically negative subcohort during follow-up is illustrated in 

Appendix XVI. The OR of most symptoms decreased over time (Appendix XVIII). For 

example, the OR for swollen joints decreased from 16.0 at six months to 5.3 at 24 

months post enrollment. The same pattern was seen for stiff joints, tiredness, weakness 

and pains in muscles and tendons. Both joint pain and depression saw fluctuations in 

OR over the 24 month follow-up period. For instance, the OR for depression was 10.8 at 

six months of follow-up, decreased to 8.0 at 12 months and then increased to 11.2 at 18 

months before decreasing to 8.4 at 24 months. Joint pain consistently had the highest 

OR of all symptoms, with an average OR of 19.6. 

 

Analysis of all symptom data (Appendix XVI), highlight seven symptoms that 

were significantly different between cases and the serologically negative subcohort for 

the entire duration of the study. These symptoms include joint pains, swollen joints, stiff 

joints, tiredness, weakness, pains in muscles and tendons and depression. These data 

suggest that these symptoms are the most important during RRV disease, especially 

during the chronic phase of disease and so were further investigated in the following 

sections.  

 

6.7.3 CHRONIC DISEASE SYMPTOMS 

Figure 6.4 illustrates the percentage of responding cases reporting the seven 

symptoms identified as being important during chronic disease for the follow-up period. 

The percentage of cases reporting a particular symptom was calculated as the number of 

cases currently experiencing a particular symptom divided by the total number of cases 

responding at that particular time of follow-up. All symptoms except depression, 

showed an improvement over time. Swollen joints appear to be the most improved of all 

the major symptoms studied with an overall reduction of 50.4 percent. Weakness was 

the second most improved symptom with a reduction of 45.4 percent of cases reporting 

this symptom at 24 months compared to acute illness. 

 

The most commonly reported symptom during acute illness was joint pain 

reported by 100 percent of cases. Interestingly, joint pain posted the smallest overall 

improvement during follow-up of all the major symptoms studied. This symptom was 
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consistently reported by at least 90 percent of responding cases at all times of follow-up 

(Figure 6.4). Furthermore, joint pain also posted the highest OR of all symptoms 

studied during follow-up (Appendix XVI). Interestingly, only depression did not show 

improvement during the follow-up period. In fact, the percentage of responding cases 

reporting depression increased over time. During acute illness, 44.2 percent of cases 

believed they were depressed as a result of RRV disease. At the end of the follow-up 

time, 50.0% of cases reported depression as a symptom they were experiencing.  
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Figure 6.4 – Summary of cases reporting symptoms associated with RRV 
disease during follow-up. 
 
 

The percentage of cases reporting persisting chronic symptoms were analysed. 

Interestingly, all seven symptoms identified as being important during the chronic phase 

of disease, (excluding depression) showed a marked decrease during follow-up in terms 

of symptoms experienced constantly (Appendix XVII). For depression, the percentage 

of cases reporting this symptom constantly was relatively consistent over the entire 

follow-up period (between 10 and 20%, Appendix XVII). Furthermore, unlike the other 

symptoms analysed, a marked overall decrease in the percentage of cases reporting 

depression constantly was not seen. For depression, there was a slight overall decrease 
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in the percentage of cases reporting depression as constantly experienced (reduction of 

9% over the entire study duration).  

 

 Overall, all major symptoms experienced during chronic disease showed a marked 

improvement both in the percentage of cases reporting these symptoms and in the 

frequency these symptoms were experienced by cases. Depression was the only 

symptom important during chronic disease that did not improve over time. Instead, 

depression was consistently experienced constantly by between 10 to 20 percent of 

cases for the entire duration of the study.  

 

6.7.4 SYMPTOMS CAUSING DISTRESS TO CASES DURING FOLLOW-UP 

To further investigate the improvement of symptoms over time, cases were 

asked to quantify the distress caused by each symptom during follow-up (Appendix 

XIII).  At the time of enrollment, all symptoms addressed were distressing to cases with 

greater than 60 percent of cases reporting some degree of distress (Figure 6.2). 

Symptoms were causing less distress during the follow-up period, with greater than 30 

percent of cases reporting some degree of distress (Results not shown).  

 

Commonly reported RRV symptoms were investigated over the follow-up time 

period to evaluate the distress caused by specific symptoms. Figure 6.5 and 6.6 

illustrate the percentages of cases reporting symptoms as highly distressing. The 

percentage of symptoms that were highly distressing was calculated as the number of 

cases describing symptoms as either ‘very’ or ‘quite’ distressing compared to the total 

number of cases reporting that particular symptom for a specific follow-up time. Figure 

6.5 illustrates joint and muscle symptoms associated with RRV disease. These include 

joint pain, swollen and stiff joints, pains in muscles and tendons and numbness or 

tingling in hands or feet. Of these symptoms, joint pain and swollen joints appear to be 

the most improved symptoms, indicated by decreases in the percentage of cases 

reporting these symptoms as highly distressing. Joint pain was the most improved 

illustrated by a reduction of 20.1 percent between the time of enrollment and the end of 

follow-up. Even though fluctuations in the data were evident, overall stiff joints and 

pains in muscles and tendons were as highly distressing at the beginning and end of the 

study. For example, stiff joints were reported by 44.4 percent of cases to be highly 

distressing at the start of the study and 41.7 percent at the end. Numbness or tingling in 

hands or feet showed a steady increase over time in the percentage of cases reporting 
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this symptom as highly distressing. At the start of the study, 41.4 percent of cases 

reported this symptom as highly distressing compared to 66.7 percent at the end of the 

study (Figure 6.5).  
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Figure 6.5 – Cases reporting joint or muscle symptoms as highly 
distressing during follow-up.  
Highly distressing = symptoms described as ‘very’ or ‘quite’ distressing.  
 
 

Figure 6.6 illustrates non-joint or non-muscle symptoms important in RRV 

disease. Skin rash, visual disturbances and depression were included since they were 

found to cause some degree of distress to 100 percent of responding cases at the time of 

enrollment (Figure 6.2). Tiredness and weakness were included since they have been 

identified as symptoms important in chronic disease. Skin rash and visual disturbances 

were both highly distressing at the time of enrollment (44.4% and 61.5% respectively). 

However, both symptoms showed rapid decreases in the percentage of cases reporting 

these symptoms as highly distressing, until zero percent was reached at 12 and 18 

months post-enrollment respectively (Figure 6.6). Tiredness and weakness both showed 

steady decreases in the percentage of cases reporting these symptoms as highly 

distressing over time. Tiredness saw a reduction of 43.4 percent and weakness a 

reduction of 34.8 percent in the percentage of cases reporting these symptoms as highly 

distressing between the start and end of the study. Interestingly, the trend for depression 
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did not follow the other symptoms analysed. The percentage of cases reporting 

depression as highly distressing remained relatively constant for the entire study 

duration with 39.3 percent of cases reported depression as highly distressing at the start 

of the study and 40.0 percent of cases at the end.  
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Figure 6.6 – Cases reporting non-joint or non-muscle symptoms as highly 
distressing during follow-up.  
Highly distressing = symptoms described as ‘very’ or ‘quite’ distressing. 

 

6.7.5 JOINT PAIN 

Joint pain was identified as the most troublesome symptom during the first 

round of surveys. Joint pain was still the most troublesome symptom stated by on 

average 50.4 percent of respondents during the follow-up period. Joint symptoms 

including joint pain, stiffness and swelling, comprised on average 60.8 percent of the 

responses to the most troublesome symptom reported for the follow-up period.  

 

Data were also collected on the joints affected by joint pain. During the first 

round of surveys, the most commonly reported joints to be affected were fingers, ankle, 

knee, wrist and neck (Section 6.5.3). Follow-up data for these five joints were analysed 

to identify the progression of joint pain over time (Figure 6.7). The percentage of cases 

reporting joint pain for a particular joint was calculated as the number of cases stating 

that particular joint was painful divided by the total number of cases reporting joint pain 
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during a particular follow-up time point. While finger and ankle pain were the most 

commonly reported at the time of enrollment, knee pain was the most commonly 

reported for the majority of the follow-up period. The percent of cases reporting knee 

pain increased during the follow-up time period before decreasing to almost the same 

percentage as at the start of the study (60%). The percentage of respondents reporting 

joint pain for the wrist, ankle and neck decreased over time. Pain reported in the fingers 

decreased from the time of enrollment until 18 months post enrollment, but showed an 

increase at the end of the study.  

 

In summary, analysis of joints commonly associated with RRV-induced joint 

pain suggests some joints improve over time (wrist, ankle and neck). Other joints 

remain the same or are reported more frequently during chronic disease (knee and 

fingers). Close analysis of the data suggest that older persons consistently reported joint 

pain. When questioned about joint pain, most of these persons had also been diagnosed 

with arthritis prior to RRV. There were no significant differences in the number of 

joints reported to be affected over the course of the study (Results not shown). Overall, 

joint pain was the most troublesome symptom associated with RRV disease.  
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Figure 6.7 – Summary of cases reporting joint pain over time.  
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6.7.6 SEVERITY OF SYMPTOMS AND INFLUENCE OF ROSS RIVER VIRUS 

DISEASE ON LIFESTYLE 

Cases were asked to quantify the severity of past and present symptoms to 

follow the improvement of symptoms over time.  Follow-up data were analysed for the 

seven symptoms important in chronic disease (tiredness, weakness, pains in muscles 

and tendons, joint pain, stiff joints, swollen joints and depression). All symptoms 

analysed improved over time, illustrated by an increase in the percentage of cases 

reporting symptoms as being ‘better’ during follow-up compared to acute disease. The 

most improved symptom was pains in muscles or tendons, where all responding cases 

reported this symptom as ‘better’ at the end of the study period (Appendix XVIII).  

 

At the time of enrollment, RRV symptoms affected the overall lifestyle ‘a great 

deal’ for 19.2 percent of cases (Section 6.5.3). For analysis of follow-up data, overall 

lifestyle as well as the top four life aspects affected at the time of enrollment was further 

investigated. These were identified to be work, sleep, leisure and sporting activities. 

Figure 6.8 summarises the impact of RRV disease on lifestyle aspects reported by cases 

for the entire study duration. Symptoms affecting lifestyle ‘a great deal’ were calculated 

based on cases reporting ‘a great deal’ of interference for a particular life aspect, 

expressed as a percentage of the total number of responding cases. The percentage of 

cases reporting ‘a great deal of interference’ decreased over time for all life aspects 

investigated. The most notable improvement was in leisure activities, where at the time 

of enrollment, 30.8 percent of cases reported ‘a great deal’ of interference compared to 

zero percent at 24 months. Overall lifestyle interference decreased from 19.2 percent at 

the time of enrollment to 5.9 percent at the end of the study. 
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Figure 6.8 – Life aspects affected ‘a great deal’ by RRV-associated 
symptoms during follow-up.  
 

 

6.7.7 TIME TAKEN TO RETURN TO NORMAL ACTIVITIES: FOLLOW-UP 

DATA 

At each follow-up time point, the total number of cases reporting they had 

returned to normal activities was expressed as a percentage of the total number of 

responding cases (Figure 6.9). The percentage of cases returning to normal activities 

steadily increased over time. Over 50 percent of cases had returned to normal activities 

by six months post enrollment. By the end of the follow-up period over 90 percent of 

responding cases had returned to normal activities. The average time taken to return to 

normal activities was eight months with a standard deviation of 7.0 months. Comparison 

of responses to the questionnaires shows that the majority of cases were still reporting 

symptoms of RRV even though they had returned to normal activities. 

  

Cases were asked if they had taken time off paid employment as a result of their 

RRV illness. These data were used to quantitate the loss in wages due to RRV disease. 

Of the cases gainfully employed, 60.6 percent took time off work due to symptoms 

associated with RRV disease. The average time taken off work was 1.4 months with a 
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standard deviation of 1.8 months. The average weekly earnings in Australia for May 

2004 were estimated to be $AUD751.90 for all employees’ total earnings 

(www.abs.gov.au/Ausstats/, 6302.0: Average weekly earnings, Australia, viewed 

7/7/04). Based on these data, the loss of wages was calculated for each person by 

multiplying the time taken off work by the average weekly earnings (Table 6.4). The 

loss in wages ranged from $AUD107.41 for people who had taken less than a week off 

work to $AUD18045.60 for people who had taken six months off work. The median 

loss in wages was $AUD2255.70 and the average loss in wages for all RRV cases was 

$AUD4140.82. 
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Figure 6.9 – Time taken for RRV cases to return to normal activities – 
follow-up data.  
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Table 6.4 – Loss in wages due to RRV disease. 
 

Case number Time taken off work 
(weeks) 

Loss in wages 
($AUD) 

1 8.0 6015.20 
2 6.0 4511.40 
5 12.0 9022.80 
8 0.1 107.41 
13 4.0 3007.60 
15 0.6 429.66 
16 3.0 2255.70 
17 0.3 214.83 
20 0.1 107.41 
21 1.0 751.90 
22 1.0 751.90 
23 2.0 1503.80 
24 24.0 18045.60 
29 24.0 18045.60 
34 3.0 2255.70 
36 8.0 6015.20 
782 2.0 1503.80 
795 4.0 3007.60 
799 5.0 3759.50 
863 2.0 1503.80 

 
Loss of wages = weeks taken off work*average weekly earnings ($AUD751.90). 
Case number corresponds to Labcode number. 
 
 

6.8 TREATMENT 

Self-administered questionnaires were used to gather information on treatment 

of RRV disease and included consultation of medical aid and medicines used for 

treatment of RRV symptoms (Appendix VII and XIII). The first survey at the time of 

enrollment collected data on the number of times cases had seen their GP within a 12 

month period. At all follow-up time points of six, 12, 18 and 24 months post-

enrollment, data were collected on the number of times cases had visited their GP 

during a six month period. The majority of cases visited their GPs or specialist only 

once (32.6%) following diagnosis with RRV, but the average number of times a medical 

professional was consulted concerning RRV symptoms was three times. Interestingly, 

the person with BFV disease (Labcode 781), visited her GP 26 times within an eleven 

month time period. A decrease in the average number of visits to the GP was evident 

from the start of the study until 18 months post-enrollment (Table 6.5). At 24 months, 

cases reported a greater number of visits (1.8 visits) compared to 18 months (1.1 visits). 
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However, the number of visits at 24 months was still less than at the start of the study. 

The median number of GP visits was lower than the average number of GP visits at all 

time points studied. Standard deviation data were relatively high in comparison to the 

average number of visits for all time points, ranging from 3.2 at 0 months to 2.8 at 24 

months. 

 

Table 6.5 – Summary of data collected on reported visits by cases to 
General Practitioners. 

 

Visits to the GP 0 
months 

6 
months 

12 
months 

18 
months 

24 
months 

Average 3.0 2.2 1.5 1.1 1.8 
Standard 
deviation 

3.2 2.6 2.4 1.5 2.8 

Median 2 1 0 1 1 

 

Data were collected on whether cases were happy with the management of RRV 

symptoms by GPs to further elucidate the effectiveness of medical care available. 

Responses were pooled into three categories: happy, neutral or unhappy. The majority 

of cases were happy with the management of symptoms, ranging between 53.8 to 59.6 

percent (Table 6.6). However, a large percentage had neutral feelings toward the 

management of their symptoms (27.7 to 34.6%). Reasons were provided by most cases 

(63.5%) explaining their response to the management of symptoms. Of the cases stating 

they were ‘happy’ with the management of symptoms and providing a reason for their 

opinion, all commented that their GPs were compassionate, interested and thorough. 

While responses were all positive regarding their GP, many expressed their frustration 

with the virus and disease. Of the cases stating they were neutral about the management 

of symptoms, most commented on the lack of relief from symptoms by medication 

prescribed. They also commented that while they understand the GP was doing his/her 

best, the limitations for treatment or cures for the disease were frustrating. Many in this 

group had to consult more than one GP before diagnosis. Of the cases ‘unhappy’ with 

the management of symptoms, all were unhappy because there is no cure or effective 

treatment available for RRV disease. Many cases unhappy with symptoms had to 

consult numerous GPs before diagnosis and one case had to have three blood tests 

before a positive diagnosis was made. Therefore, while the majority of cases were 

happy with the management of symptoms, 42.3 percent of cases provided reasons for 

their frustration in dealing with RRV disease.  
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The percentage breakdown for the three categories (happy, neutral or unhappy) 

was very similar for all time points studied. Close analysis of the raw data suggests that 

the perception reported for the management of symptoms did not change from survey to 

survey for the majority of cases. The only notable differences in the perception on 

management of symptoms came at 24 months post-enrollment, where a higher 

percentage of responding cases were ‘neutral’ and less were ‘unhappy’ about the 

management of symptoms. 

 

Table 6.6 – Summary of data reported for the management of RRV-
associated symptoms. 

 

Management of 
symptoms 

0 
months 

6 
months 

12 
months 

18 
months 

24 
months 

Happy 53.8% 55.8% 59.6% 57.8% 58.6% 
Neutral 34.6% 32.7% 27.7% 28.9% 34.5% 
Unhappy 11.5% 11.5% 12.8% 13.3% 6.9% 

Data is presented as the percentage of responding cases.  
 

Cases were also asked about medicines or remedies used for their RRV 

symptoms (Appendix VII). The percentage of cases reporting the consumption of 

medication was calculated based on the total number of cases responding to the survey 

at a particular time post-enrollment. The percentage of cases using a particular type of 

medication (medication with a prescription, without a prescription or natural remedies), 

was calculated based on the total number of cases reported to be using medication at the 

time of the survey. The majority of cases were taking medicines or using remedies for 

their RRV symptoms at the time of enrollment (67.3%, 37/52). Of these persons, 68.6 

percent (24/35) were taking medications with a prescription, usually in the form of non-

steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs). The most commonly used were Orudis, 

Mobilis, Voltaren, Celebrex and Vioxx. Pain killers were also used including Panadeine 

forte. The remaining cases not taking prescribed drugs were either taking medications 

without a prescription (14.3%, 5/35) or using natural remedies (17.1%, 6/35). Common 

medications taken without a prescription were Panadol, aspirin, Nurofen and Arthro-aid. 

Natural remedies reported included vitamins, Coenzyme 10, fish oil tablets, and celery 

seed. Some cases also pursued alternative medicines including acupuncture. Eight cases 

(15%) were using more than one type of treatment for their RRV symptoms, usually 

prescribed drugs combined with natural remedies. Four cases that were not taking 

medication at the time of enrollment, had previously taken anti-inflammatories for their 

symptoms. At the time of enrollment, NSAIDs were the most common treatment for 
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RRV symptoms. Use of medication decreased over the course of the follow-up period, 

but an increase was seen in medication consumption between 18 and 24 months. Even 

though a definite decrease was seen, ranging from 71.2 to 28.9 percent, a significant 

proportion of enrolled cases were still taking medications at the end of the study (Table 

6.7).  

 

Prescribed medications were consistently the most commonly used form of 

medication to treat RRV symptoms. These were usually in the form of NSAIDs. Only a 

slight decrease was seen in the consumption of prescribed drugs from 64.9 percent at 

the start to 54.5 percent at the end of the study. Close analysis of the data show that the 

same cases were taking prescribed drugs for the entire duration of the study. Since 

NSAIDs are commonly used for the treatment of joint symptoms, responses to surveys 

were investigated for the reporting of joint symptoms. All cases consistently taking 

prescribed drugs for the duration of the study also consistently reported joint pain for 

the entire study period. One interesting finding was the lack of treatment of depression 

using prescribed drugs. Of all the cases followed during the study, only one case 

(Labcode 33) was taking Zoloft for depression. Furthermore, this case only began taking 

this drug between 18 and 24 months post-enrollment. Medications without a 

prescription and natural remedies both increased over the course of the study (Table 

6.7). Medications without a prescription increased from 13.5 to 18.2 percent and natural 

remedies increased from 16.2 to 27.3 percent from the start to the end of the study.   

 

Table 6.7 – Summary of medications and remedies used during follow-up 
to treat RRV-associated symptoms.  
 

 0 
months 

6 
months 

12 
months 

18 
months 

24 
months 

Cases taking medication 71.2% 55.8% 46.8% 28.9% 37.9% 
Medication with 
prescription 

64.9% 62.1% 59.1% 69.2% 54.5% 

Medication without 
prescription 

13.5% 17.2% 18.2% 7.7% 18.2% 

Natural remedy 16.2% 20.7% 22.7% 23.1% 27.3% 
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6.10 DISCUSSION 

The purpose of this chapter was to evaluate the nature of current symptoms and 

address the on-going debate surrounding symptom longevity associated with RRV 

disease. Symptoms were investigated using newly diagnosed cases of RRV disease from 

the Peel Region, an endemic region of RRV activity.  

 

6.10.1 SYMPTOMS ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE DISEASE AND AT THE 

TIME OF ENROLLMENT 

The first aim of this study was to describe symptoms associated with RRV 

disease. All symptoms addressed at the time of enrollment were reported by cases, 

varying from 17.3 percent for abdominal pain to 100 percent for joint pain (Table 6.1). 

These results correlate with previous findings (Aaskov et al., 1985; Bennett, 1983; 

Condon and Rouse, 1995; Douglas, 1997; Flexman et al., 1998; Fraser, 1986b; 

Hazelton, 1987; Kay and Aaskov, 1988; Mackenzie et al., 1998; Mudge et al., 1980). 

Greater than 90 percent of cases reported joint symptoms during acute illness including 

joint pain, swollen and stiff joints. These results also correlate with previous studies 

(Aaskov et al., 1985; Condon and Rouse, 1995; Fraser, 1986b). The high percentages 

reporting joint symptoms (Table 6.1) may explain why recent studies into RRV 

symptoms have chosen rheumatic symptoms as their clinical focal point (Harley et al., 

2002; Mylonas et al., 2002).  

 

The complete resolution of symptoms for some cases between acute disease and 

the time of enrollment was shown in Table 6.1. These early results suggested that 

disease resolution maybe possible within the three to six months time frame reported by 

recent studies (Harley et al., 2002; Mylonas et al., 2002). However, unlike other 

symptoms addressed, depression and visual disturbances did not show improvement 

between acute disease and the time of enrollment (Table 6.1). The increase in reporting 

of visual disturbances represents only one extra case and most likely is not a true trend 

or specifically associated with RRV disease. Depression on the other hand, was reported 

by large number of cases, both during acute disease and at the time of enrollment. 

Depression increased 9.6 percent between acute disease and the time of enrollment. This 

was the first indication that depression may play a major role in RRV symptomatology.  

 

Only symptoms commonly associated with RRV were included in the surveys to 

minimise the length of the questionnaire while maximising the amount of data that 
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could be generated. However, cases were provided with the opportunity to state 

symptoms they were experiencing that were not addressed in the surveys. A wide 

variety of symptoms were stated including sore feet, muscle cramps, increased body 

odour and dizziness. Not enough is known about the pathogenesis of disease in humans 

to evaluate whether these symptoms were in fact due to RRV itself. Therefore, clinical 

manifestations of RRV disease not commonly associated with RRV while interesting, 

are beyond the scope of this thesis. 

 

6.10.2 SYMPTOMS REPORTED BY CASES AND THE COMPARISON 

GROUP 

A wide variety of symptoms were reported by cases that could be associated 

with other disease conditions. For example, joint symptoms may be associated with old 

age or arthritis and flu-like symptoms could be due to the common cold. Therefore, 

statistical analyses were performed to establish which symptoms were statistically 

different from an age and gender-matched comparison group taken from the same 

residential location. All symptoms addressed were statistically different from the 

comparison group during acute disease (Table 6.2, Appendix XIV), producing highly 

significant p-values with large corresponding ORs. These data suggest that all 

symptoms addressed were important during acute disease. These results were as 

expected since cases were sick during acute illness and the majority of the comparison 

group would be in relatively good health when they completed their surveys.  

 

An issue that should be addressed for data collected on acute disease is recall 

bias, which could potentially skew the data. Recall bias refers to differences in accuracy 

of recalling past events (Cockburn et al., 2001) and could play a role in the analysis of 

data reported by cases during acute disease. However, cases were enrolled on average of 

4.4 months after the initial onset of symptoms. With this short period of time, recall bias 

should not play a major role in the quality of generated data. In comparison to a 

previous study out of WA, recruited cases were diagnosed with RRV in 1988 or 1989 

and sent questionnaires addressing symptoms in December of 1991 and again in April 

of 1992 to all non-responders (Condon and Rouse, 1995). Therefore, there was at least 

two years between initial diagnosis and the collection of data in the Condon study. All 

subsequent follow-up data from the current case-cohort study does not have the same 

recall bias, since cases were asked to describe symptoms experienced at the time of the 
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survey. In comparison, data generated through this study would have minimal recall 

bias and hence more accurate data produced compared to the previous WA study.  

 

A comparison was also made between symptoms reported by cases and the 

comparison group at the time of enrollment. In this analysis, all symptoms excluding 

abdominal pain were still significantly different between the groups. These results did 

not correlate with recent publications on RRV symptom recovery (Harley et al., 2002; 

Mylonas et al., 2002). Two independent studies have recently reported complete 

symptom recovery was evident in RRV cases from QLD between three to six months 

after disease onset. Therefore, based on these studies, more symptoms were expected to 

have resolved in the current study (Harley et al., 2002; Mylonas et al., 2002). This was 

due to the fact that cases were enrolled on average of 4.4 months after the initial 

diagnosis of RRV disease.  

 

While results from the current study did not correlate with recent studies from 

QLD (Harley et al., 2002; Mylonas et al., 2002), these results did correlate with the 

previous WA study reporting extensive symptom longevity for RRV disease (Condon 

and Rouse, 1995). Furthermore, the ORs on joint symptoms presented in this study also 

correlate with rheumatic symptoms presented in the previous WA study. In the Condon 

and Rouse study, the largest risk was 577.4 per 1000 adults in the 25 to 44 year old age 

group (Condon and Rouse, 1995). A rough translation of these data using this highest 

excess risk would be an OR of 28.7. In this study, the ORs for joint symptoms at the 

time of enrollment were 21.2 for joint pain and 18.0 for swollen joints (Table 6.2). 

These ORs were comparable to the excess risk data presented in the previous WA study. 

While the data is not directly comparable due to differences in statistical analysis and 

presentation, data from both studies are within the same range of values and are 

therefore relatively comparable.  

 

Abdominal pain was the only symptom that was no longer statistically 

significant at the time of enrollment between the case and comparison groups. Since this 

symptom has not been described as a major symptom of RRV disease in the literature, 

there was no surprise that this symptom was not significantly different at the time of 

enrollment. The majority of symptoms addressed were important both during acute 

disease and the early chronic phase (time of the enrollment). These results correlate with 

previous findings out of WA.  
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6.10.3 SYMPTOMS REPORTED TO BE CONSTANT AND DISTRESSING 

Symptoms experienced constantly were suspected to be more troublesome to 

cases. Therefore, cases were asked to quantify the severity of symptoms as ‘constant’ or 

‘intermittent’. At the time of enrollment, skin rash was the most common symptom 

experienced constantly by 66.7 percent of cases (Figure 6.1) and this was also one of 

the most common symptoms reported to be ‘very’ distressing. This may be because of 

the social stigma associated with a visual rash that may often involve large areas of the 

body and/or the constant itchiness associated with rashes.  

 

Tiredness was the second most common symptom reported as experienced 

constantly (Figure 6.1) and also commonly reported as being ‘very’ distressing. This 

finding may be associated with an ongoing immune response, including the continual 

production of RRV-specific antibodies that has been shown to persist following 

infection (Chapter four). While an over-active antibody response may partially explain 

why tiredness is commonly reported by RRV cases, there are likely to be other 

components of the immune response contributing to tiredness associated with RRV 

disease. Since virus is known to be cleared from the body within one week after initial 

infection (Kay and Aaskov, 1988), the immune response to clear virus is not going to 

contribute to tiredness at the time of enrollment. However, continual antibody 

production combined with elevated cytokine production as well as recruitment or 

activation of immune cells known to be involved in RRV pathogenesis (such as 

macrophages), are likely going to contribute to tiredness (Clarris, 1978; Hazelton et al., 

1985; La Linn et al., 1996; Mateo et al., 2000). 

 

Another symptom commonly reported to be ‘very’ distressing was excessive 

sweating by 28.6 percent of cases (Section 6.5.3). This symptom is difficult to treat and 

would be uncomfortable, even embarrassing to cases experiencing this symptom. These 

reasons may suggest why excessive sweating was ‘very’ distressing to cases. Available 

treatments may also influence which symptoms are more distressing. The top three 

symptoms reported to be ‘very’ distressing were skin rash, tiredness and excessive 

sweating, all of which cannot be easily and/or quickly relieved with medicines. 

Conversely, joint pain which was reported to be the most troublesome symptom overall 

is readily treated by a variety of NSAIDs. Furthermore, joint pain was not reported to be 

a symptom causing high levels of distress to responding cases. These observations 
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support the theory that symptoms which cannot be easily treated or are experienced 

constantly are more distressing to RRV patients. 

 

Cumulative distress of RRV symptoms was also investigated to provide an 

indication of the overall public health concern of the disease. All symptoms were 

reported by greater that 60 percent of cases to cause some degree of distress (Figure 

6.2). These data combined with data on symptom frequency suggest that regardless of 

the frequency that symptoms are experienced, all symptoms addressed cause some 

degree of distress at the time of enrollment. While key symptoms commonly associated 

with RRV were expected to be distressing, such as joint symptoms, tiredness, weakness 

and pains in muscles and tendons, no previous studies have investigated the true extent 

of other symptoms associated with RRV disease. For example, depression and loss of 

sexual interest were both reported by greater than 70 percent of responding cases to 

cause some degree of distress. While these symptoms may not be directly caused by 

RRV, they may be a side effect of symptom persistence. Data on distress caused by 

RRV symptoms confirm RRV disease is an important public health concern in the SW 

of WA. 

 

6.10.4 SYMPTOM IMPROVEMENT AND INFLUENCE ON LIFESTYLE 

Symptom improvement was evaluated by asking cases to quantify the severity of 

past and present symptoms. At the time of enrollment, the majority of symptoms (57%) 

were reported to be of the same severity compared to the initial onset of symptoms. In 

comparison to published works this may be as expected in accordance to previous WA 

studies, which report extended symptom longevity (Condon, 1991; Condon and Rouse, 

1995). Results from this study do not agree with recent QLD studies which report 

complete resolution of symptoms within three to six months (Harley et al., 2002; 

Mylonas et al., 2002). Also interesting was the finding that depression was described as 

being worse at the time of enrollment by 35.7 percent of cases (Section 6.5.3). This 

finding along with an increase in the percentage of cases reporting depression between 

acute disease and the time of enrollment confirm depression as a major symptom of 

RRV disease. This symptom is more important than previously reported in the literature.  

 

As more data were generated for this study, more evidence was collected to 

reinforce the true public health concern of RRV disease. Data quantifying the impact of 

current symptoms on lifestyle was no exception. At the time of enrollment, 19.2 percent 
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of cases reported that RRV associated symptoms affected their lives ‘a great deal’. 

Sporting and leisure activities at this time were found to be the most affected by RRV 

disease (Section 6.5.3). These data correspond to previous findings from the Condon 

and Rouse study that found 32 percent of participants were unable to exercise or play 

sports as they were accustomed to prior to RRV illness at six months after the onset of 

symptoms (Condon and Rouse, 1995). These data reinforce the true nature of RRV 

disease as a major public health concern since a large proportion of RRV patients were 

affected ‘a great deal’ by this disease. These data also indicate that RRV disease can be 

associated with a social stigma since RRV sufferers are affected in their ability to 

participate in leisure and social activities, as well as interact with family and friends. 

 

6.10.5 JOINT PAIN 

Joint pain was found to be the most troublesome symptom of RRV disease both 

at the time of enrollment (51.9%) and then during all follow-up time points (average of 

50.4%, Section 6.8.5). These results correlated with previous studies (Kay and Aaskov, 

1988); Condon, 1991; Condon and Rouse, 1995; Harley et al., 2002; Mylonas et al., 

2002). Furthermore, the main joints involved in clinical disease (knees, ankles, fingers, 

wrist and neck) were also as expected (Figure 6.7). 

  

Close analysis of the data suggests that older persons consistently reported joint 

pain and when asked, most of these people had also been diagnosed with arthritis prior 

to RRV infection. Therefore, while joint pain is the most troublesome symptom of RRV 

infection, this symptom may not be the best indicator of RRV disease or symptom 

longevity of RRV disease on its own. Other conditions such as arthritis may confound 

the data. While RRV disease can possibly lead to persisting joint pain in some cases, it 

seems highly unlikely that this accounts for all RRV cases with persisting joint pain in 

this study. Clinical review may have been helpful to clarify this issue. Furthermore, in 

accordance with disease recovery fewer cases would be expected to report joint pain 

and fewer joints would be painful. This was not the case, since consistently high 

numbers of cases reported joint pain and the number of joints affected did not decrease 

significantly, especially in older persons. Studies out of QLD proposed that other 

conditions may be responsible for disease symptoms thought to persist (Harley et al., 

2002; Mylonas et al., 2002). This is a plausible explanation for some joint symptom 

persistence, especially in older persons already diagnosed with arthritis. However, this 

does not account for the persistence of depression, weakness or tiredness found for RRV 
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disease in this study. The QLD studies, which proposed other conditions and not RRV 

itself were responsible for symptom persistence, used rheumatic symptoms as their sole 

clinical basis for symptom longevity (Harley et al., 2002; Mylonas et al., 2002). In light 

of findings from this study where other symptoms besides joint pain were found to 

persist, perhaps a combination of symptoms would be better to evaluate symptom 

longevity.  

 

6.10.6 EVALUATION OF FOLLOW-UP DATA 

Retention rates were calculated to evaluate the quality of follow-up data 

collected during this study. At the final data collection point of 24 months post 

enrollment 70.7 percent of cases and 80.2 percent of the comparison group were still 

participating in the study. In comparison to previous works on RRV disease, retention 

rates for this study were very good, especially for the comparison group. For example, 

the study by Harley and colleagues reported a retention rate of 82.4 percent at a mean 

time of 3.6 months after enrollment. This data point was the last time point taken and 

corresponds to a third clinical review (Harley et al., 2002). The second study by 

Mylonas and colleagues collected data out to 12 months post enrollment and reported a 

retention rate of 89.5 percent at this final time point (Mylonas et al., 2002). Data from 

this study were collected from 100 percent of cases at six months post enrollment and 

94.2 percent at 12 months post-enrollment. Both time points posted better retention rates 

than previous studies on RRV disease.  

 

Since this study is the first to use an appropriate comparison group for RRV 

disease in the Peel Region, direct comparison of retention rates for the comparison 

group to other published works was not possible. However, lower retention rates for the 

comparison group would be expected since these persons do not have an active interest 

in the study, such as persisting symptoms. Furthermore, this study was invasive, 

requiring a blood sample every six months for a disease that the comparison group did 

not have. Therefore more of the comparison group was expected to leave the study. 

However, this was not the case and the comparison group actually posted higher 

retention rates than the case group (Table 6.3). Several reasons may explain these 

results. Firstly, the community of the Peel Region was genuinely concerned with RRV 

and therefore was willing to participate in the study. Secondly, while the retention rates 

for cases were very high compared to published works, cases that left the study were 

often discouraged about the disease and the extended recovery period. Frustration from 
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cases was expressed on each round of surveys when asked about the management of 

symptoms and may be a reason why they left the study early. Finally, the comparison 

group had 773 enrolled persons at the start of the study and the case group had 52 

persons. Therefore, cases leaving the study would have a greater impact on the retention 

rate since the starting number of people was much smaller compared to the comparison 

group. All attempts were made to recruit as many RRV cases as possible during this 

study as was discussed in Chapter five. In hindsight, a larger case group would have 

increased the statistical power of the study. Overall, the retention rates were very good 

in comparison to published works and therefore conclusions drawn from generated data 

are reliable and accurate. 

 

6.10.7 FOLLOW-UP SYMPTOMS 

Data collected on symptoms from different times post enrollment allowed 

disease progression to be analysed. Over the follow-up time period, the percentage of 

cases reporting RRV symptoms decreased (Figure 6.3), as may be expected in 

accordance with disease recovery. However, the high percentage of cases that still 

reported RRV symptoms 24 months after the start of the study (58.6%) was surprising. 

In the absence of clinical review, it is not possible to definitively link symptoms 

reported as being attributed to RRV disease. However, it seems unlikely that at least a 

proportion of reported symptoms would not be attributed to RRV disease, especially in 

younger persons with no previous history of joint symptoms. The start of the study was 

on average 4.4 months after the initial onset of symptoms. These data indicate that RRV 

symptoms persist for at least 2.5 years after the initial onset of disease.  

 

6.10.8 PERSISTING SYMPTOMS 

Follow-up data also allowed the identification of specific symptoms which 

persist into the chronic phase of disease, based on statistical comparisons of symptoms 

reported by the case and comparison groups (Appendix XVI). These seven symptoms 

were joint pain, stiff joints, swollen joints, tiredness, weakness, pains in muscles and 

tendons and depression. Joint symptoms and pains in muscles and tendons have been 

reported previously to persist into chronic disease and therefore these data were not 

surprising (Condon and Rouse, 1995). While the persistence of joint pain itself was not 

surprising, the level of cases reporting joint pain was unexpected. Greater than 90 

percent of cases consistently reported joint pain during the course of the study. 

Furthermore, joint pain did not show the same level of improvement as the other 
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persisting symptoms, such as tiredness or weakness (Figure 6.4). These two 

observations imply that joint pain may be a confounder or effect modifier in RRV 

disease, since joint pain would be expected to resolve over time in accordance with 

disease recovery. As discussed in the previous section, joint pain itself may not be the 

best indicator of symptom longevity since other conditions such as arthritis may 

confound the data.  

 

Another interesting observation was the persistence of non-joint related 

symptoms such as tiredness, weakness and depression (Figure 6.4). Tiredness and 

weakness both showed improvement over time, indicated by decreases in the percentage 

of cases reporting these symptoms. However, depression was consistently reported at 

the same level over the course of the study (about 20% of cases, Figure 6.4). This was 

surprising since depression was expected to improve in accordance with disease 

recovery. Furthermore, depression has not been routinely associated with RRV disease 

and therefore not expected to be reported consistently throughout follow-up. The 

absence of depression in the literature on RRV disease suggests this symptom may have 

been under identified and consequently under treated in the past. There are numerous 

reasons for depression associated with RRV disease. Long recovery times, lack of 

available cures or vaccines or the unpredictable nature of symptoms may all lead to 

depression. The lack of available support groups or limited information available to the 

public about long-term symptoms commonly associated with RRV disease may also 

lead to depression. Furthermore, the debilitating nature of the disease exemplified by the 

time taken off work, time to return to normal activities and impact on everyday life is all 

likely to contribute to depression in RRV cases. Furthermore, depression was the only 

symptom that did not show a marked decrease in the percentage of cases reporting 

symptoms constantly (Section 6.8.3). Overall, depression is a major symptom of RRV 

disease, especially important during the chronic phase of disease. 

 

6.10.9 QUANTIFICATION OF SYMPTOMS DURING FOLLOW-UP 

The improvement of symptoms over the follow-up period was evaluated by 

analysing data on the distress caused by symptoms. This association was based on the 

assumption that as symptoms improve they become less distressing. Overall, symptoms 

were causing less distress to cases during follow-up (Section 6.8.4), as would be 

expected in accordance with disease recovery. Joint symptoms including joint pain, 

swollen and stiff joints were all less distressing to cases (Figure 6.5). However, pains in 
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muscles and tendons and numbness or tingling in hands or feet both either showed little 

improvement or were described as being more distressing overall (Figure 6.6). This 

pattern for distress levels may be attributed to the availability of treatments. Joint 

symptoms are readily treated by NSAIDs, whereas comparatively numbness and pains 

in muscles are more difficult to treat with conventional medicine. 

 

Quantification of symptom improvement in terms of severity of past and present 

symptoms and impact on lifestyle both indicate that symptoms were less severe over 

time (Section 6.8.6). Consequently, symptoms had a smaller impact on lifestyle over 

time (Figure 6.8). These observations would be as expected in accordance with disease 

recovery. However, data from this study shows that even though symptoms are 

improving and impacting lifestyle less as time progresses, symptoms do still persist.  

 

The time taken to return to normal activities was determined to be on average 

8.0 months after the initial onset of symptoms (Section 6.8.7). This is an extremely long 

recovery time for a disease that has recently been reported to show complete resolution 

in three to six months (Mylonas et al., 2002). While a proportion of cases were able to 

return to normal activities before eight months after the initial onset of symptoms, the 

extended time required to return to normal activities reinforces the importance of RRV 

disease as a major public health concern. 

 

Data were collected on time taken off paid employment to estimate the loss in 

wages due to RRV disease. A large percentage of cases had taken time off work 

(60.6%) and three cases (5%) were still off work on average of 4.4 months after the 

initial onset of symptoms (Section 6.8.7). These data correspond with previous findings 

by Condon and Rouse which found 4 percent took between three to six months off work 

and 3 percent were off work for more than six months (Condon and Rouse, 1995). On 

average, 1.4 months was taken off paid employment by the case group overall. This 

translated into an average loss of $AUD4140.82 in wages per case. This loss in wages 

would seriously affect the lives of any person regardless of socio-economic status. The 

cost of RRV has been previously estimated to be $AUD2500 per case by the NH&MRC 

(Russell, 1998a) and $AUD1018 per case by a recent QLD study (Mylonas et al., 2002). 

The estimate in the current study is much greater than previously estimated by the 

NH&MRC. However, this previous estimate was made in 1991 and inflation and 

increases in wages over time may explain the discrepancy in these values. However, the 
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estimate in this study is significantly higher than the more recent QLD study (Mylonas 

et al., 2002). The difference between these values is most likely due to the perceived 

lack of symptom persistence by RRV cases in QLD. An accurate cost analysis for RRV 

Australia-wide cannot be determined until the discrepancies in symptom longevity 

between published works are resolved. One proposed explanation for these 

discrepancies is the involvement of viral genotypes in RRV pathogenesis, addressed in 

Chapter eight.  

 

6.10.10 TREATMENT 

Data were collected on the treatments used for RRV-associated symptoms as well as 

consultation of medical aid. While the number of visits to the GP seemed to decrease 

over time, many cases still required medical aid during follow-up. Decreases in the 

number of times a GP was consulted could be correlated with improvement of 

symptoms and overall disease. However, these results also suggest that symptoms must 

be persisting or re-occurring to warrant consultation of medical aid. Median values for 

visits to the GP were consistently lower than the average. These data suggest that many 

cases were visiting their GPs less than the average number of visits. Select cases visiting 

their GPs more frequently increased the average number of visits. This was confirmed 

by large standard deviation data (Table 6.4). Data from this study suggests that the 

majority of cases showed improvements in symptoms, leading to fewer visits to their 

GP. However, some cases were still consulting their GPs frequently to address 

symptoms still persisting. 

 

The majority of cases were happy with the management of symptoms. However, 

a significant proportion of cases ranging from 11.5 to 6.9 percent were unhappy with the 

management of symptoms (Table 6.6). The reasons behind their unhappiness usually 

stemmed from their frustration due to the lack of available treatments or cures. Some 

cases were unhappy since diagnosis was not immediate and several cases had to either 

consult multiple GPs or receive more than one blood test, questioning the accuracy and 

sensitivity of available diagnostic tests. Since the majority of cases were happy with 

medical aid, cases unable to be diagnosed in the appropriate time frame were unique 

cases and not the norm. One problem highlighted by many cases was the lack of 

appropriate support groups or available information to the public regarding the length of 

the disease process. Many commented that such information would be useful for family 
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and friends who could not completely understand the nature of the disease. Overall 

medical care appears to be effective for RRV disease in the Peel Region. 

 

Prescribed medication in the form of NSAIDs was consistently the most 

commonly used form of medication to treat RRV symptoms in this study. These results 

correlate with previous studies (Condon and Rouse, 1995; Harley et al., 2002). NSAIDs 

are commonly used to treat joint symptoms and suggest joint pain was effectively 

treated for at least a proportion of cases in this study. This may explain why joint pain 

was not reported as being very distressing by cases (Section 6.5.3). However, the 

consumption of medications without a prescription and natural remedies both increased 

over the course of the study (Table 6.7). This may be due to side effects of prescribed 

drugs. Alternatively, non-prescribed or natural remedies provided better relief of RRV 

symptoms, especially non-joint related symptoms. 

 

Even though troublesome symptoms of RRV disease are effectively treated for 

some cases (e.g. joint pain), perhaps not all symptoms of RRV are being treated or even 

identified such as depression. Even though depression was reported consistently 

throughout the study by about 20 percent of cases at each time point, only one case was 

actively being treated for depression by medication (Zoloft). And even so, this case only 

started taking Zoloft close to two years after the start of the study (Section 6.9). While 

prescribed medication is not the only way to treat depression, it was expected that a 

symptom consistently reported to be constant and distressing would be actively treated. 

These results suggest depression needs to be better diagnosed and treated in RRV cases.  

 

6.10.11 OVERVIEW 

Overall, the current study confirms symptom longevity associated with RRV 

disease. Results from this study correlate with previous WA studies (Condon, 1991; 

Condon and Rouse, 1995) but not with recent studies on RRV disease from QLD 

(Harley et al., 2002; Mylonas et al., 2002). Joint pain was found to be the most 

troublesome symptom associated with RRV disease in accordance with previous 

studies. However, six other symptoms were also found to persist into the chronic phase 

of disease, including depression, tiredness, weakness, pains in muscles and tendons, stiff 

joints and swollen joints. In light of these findings, a combination of symptoms used for 

clinical review of RRV, rather than joint pain alone, may provide a more accurate 

evaluation of symptom longevity. Depression was identified as a symptom of RRV 
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disease that appears to have been under-diagnosed and largely untreated in RRV cases. 

The persistence of numerous symptoms and the fact that the role of depression in 

disease may have been underestimated in previous works, exemplifies the importance of 

RRV disease as a major public health concern. The importance of RRV disease was 

further exemplified by extended recovery times, extreme losses in wages by RRV cases 

and significant impact on lifestyle. 

 

Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs were the most common treatment for 

RRV-associated symptoms during the current study. However, the use of non-

prescribed and alternative medicines increased over time, suggesting conventional 

medicines may not be adequate to treat persisting symptoms. Results from this study 

also highlight the need for research into treatments for non-joint related symptoms of 

RRV. Overall, medical care for RRV disease appears to be adequate in the Peel Region. 

However, data from this study suggest support groups and more detailed information 

available to the public on acute and long-term symptoms of RRV disease may be 

justified.   
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CHAPTER SEVEN – ANTIBODY LONGEVITY, RELAPSES, RE-
INFECTIONS AND RISK FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH ROSS 
RIVER VIRUS DISEASE 
 

 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

Ross River virus is responsible for approximately 5000 new cases of clinical 

disease each year (reviewed in Russell, 1998a). A better understanding of risk factors 

associated with clinical RRV disease will assist in effective preventative and control 

measures (Kelly-Hope et al., 2004).  

 

7.1.1 ANTIBODY LONGEVITY, RELAPSES AND RE-INFECTIONS  

 Ross River virus specific antibodies are used to provide a differential diagnosis 

of acute disease (Mackenzie and Smith, 1996). A confirmed diagnosis of RRV requires 

a four-fold or greater increase in IgG or IgM antibody titres, usually in paired sera 

samples taken 10 to 14 days apart (Calisher and Karabatsos, 1988; Mackenzie et al., 

1992). In other infections, IgM antibodies may indicate recent infection, but a 

confirmed diagnosis cannot be made from a single serum sample as IgM antibodies are 

believed to persist in RRV infections for at least one to two years (Carter et al., 1985). 

RRV IgG antibodies are believed to be life-long and are commonly used to determine 

community antibody levels (Boughton et al., 1984; Liehne et al., 1976b; Weinstein et 

al., 1994). In some endemic areas, such as QLD, up to 30 percent of the community has 

been shown to be IgG positive for RRV (Doherty, 1972).  

 

 A possible explanation for chronic RRV disease reported from WA (Condon and 

Rouse, 1995) could be a relapse or re-infection event leading to the recurrence of 

symptoms. While relapses and re-infections have been postulated in the literature for 

RRV disease (Way et al., 2002); no studies in humans have confirmed or disproved 

these events. Participants in the case-cohort study were followed to determine if IgG or 

IgM antibodies persisted and also to attempt to identify relapse and re-infection events.  

 

7.1.2 RISK FACTORS  

 Many risk factors have been associated with RRV disease including 

environmental, virological and human factors. 
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7.1.2.1 ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS 

Environmental factors including increases in mosquito population, abundance 

and distribution are believed to be responsible for RRV outbreaks (Lindsay et al., 1996). 

Factors influencing mosquito populations include rainfall, temperature and humidity 

(Maelzer et al., 1999; Stone et al., 1996). These conditions could also lengthen the 

seasonal activity of some mosquito vectors. Global warming may also lead to increased 

virus activity and outbreaks of infectious diseases, such as mosquito-borne diseases. 

Rising sea levels may lead to extensive flooding, especially in salt marsh environments 

in coastal regions, leading to increases in mosquito numbers (Tong and Hu, 2001; Tong 

et al., 2002). Many studies in recent times have used information collected about 

environmental factors to model outbreaks of disease (Maelzer et al., 1999; Tong and 

Hu, 2001; Woodruff et al., 2002). Distribution and abundance of suitable vertebrate 

hosts, such as western grey kangaroos for RRV disease, can influence disease in 

humans. Large populations of western grey kangaroos in close proximity to habitats of 

Oc. camptorhynchus, along with substantial virus activity were associated with the 

1995/96 RRV outbreak in the SW of WA (Lindsay et al., 1996).  

 

7.1.2.2 VIROLOGICAL RISK FACTORS 

 Virus isolation in humans is rarely possible due to the short-lived viraemia of 

RRV (Mackenzie and Smith, 1996). Most epidemiological studies on RRV disease 

focus on the natural history, symptoms, treatment of disease or on community antibody 

prevalence (Condon and Rouse, 1995; Harley et al., 2002; Mylonas et al., 2002; 

Weinstein et al., 1994). The involvement of RRV genotypes or strain variation in 

human RRV disease has not been investigated. However, there is precedent with other 

alphaviruses, such as VEEV, that different strains can lead to different clinical outcomes 

in humans (Anishchenko et al., 2004; Dietz et al., 1978). Chapter eight addresses the 

involvement of RRV genotypes in a murine model of RRV disease. This is the first step 

to investigating whether strain variation could lead to different outcomes in humans. 

 

7.1.2.3 RISK FACTORS IN HUMANS 

 Some risk factors in humans have been previously studied for RRV disease. For 

example, age has been reported to be a risk factor for clinical RRV disease in humans, 

with disease occurring most commonly amongst adults aged between 25 to 39 years 

(Mudge and Aaskov, 1983). Children are rarely reported to have clinical disease (Hills, 

1996), but may be infected asymptomatically. A trend between RRV disease and gender 
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has not been clearly established with some studies reporting similar rates of disease in 

both males and females (Hawkes et al., 1985; Mudge and Aaskov, 1983) and other 

studies reporting a higher infection rate in males (Condon and Rouse, 1995; Westley-

Wise et al., 1996). WA-based studies have also found a higher infection rate in males 

(Lindsay, 1995; Lindsay et al., 2004). Recreational activities, occupation and travel 

have also been implicated as risk factors for RRV disease (Lindsay et al., 1992; Lindsay 

et al., 1996). However, only one study to date has analysed implicated risk factors using 

a valid study design to statistically identify factors either increasing the risk of or being 

protected against disease in the human population. This study by Harley and colleagues 

used a case-control study of new community cases of RRV disease in tropical QLD. 

This study found that protective measures against mosquitoes such as mosquito coils, 

repellents and citronella candles decreased the risk of disease at least two-fold (Harley 

et al., 2005). Results presented in this chapter represent the first case-cohort study on 

RRV disease based in WA.    

 

7.1.3 LOGISTIC REGRESSION 

7.1.3.1 OVERVIEW 

 Logistic regression has been used extensively in medical research to model 

disease or to investigate risk factors associated with disease or infection (Brownstein et 

al., 2002; Dietz et al., 1990; Lilienfeld and Stolley, 1994). Logistic regression is a 

generalisation of the 2 test and is also a generalised linear model. Unlike the analysis of 

variance or regression, which use the least-squares method to calculate F values (i.e. 

determine the relation between y and x variables to minimise the residual or 

unexplained variation), logistic regression uses the maximum likelihood method (i.e. 

determines values for co-efficients which make the observed result most probable). This 

procedure is used to estimate the relative risk associated with factors believed to 

influence disease (Daly et al., 1991).  

 

Logistic regression is used to predict a categorical (usually dichotomous) 

variable from a set of predictor or independent variables. These variables are potential 

explanations or risk factors for having disease and can be either categorical or 

continuous. The dependent variable is whether on not the patient has a disease, such as 

RRV disease. In general, logistic regression is an accurate statistical method to identify 

risk factors associated with disease. 
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7.1.3.2 CONFOUNDING AND EFFECT MODIFICATION  

 Both confounding and effect modification must be considered in all 

epidemiological analyses to ensure the generated model is valid and accurate inferences 

about the measure of association (relative risk or odds ratio) between the dependent and 

independent variables are drawn (Daly et al., 1991; Nolan and Mock, 2000). Effect 

modification relates to differences between the measure of association at different levels 

of the independent variable of interest (effect modifier) (Daly et al., 1991; Nolan and 

Mock, 2000). The concept of effect modification is the same as that of synergy or 

antagonism, whereby a synergistic effect is said to be present if the observed effect is 

greater than expected. An antagonistic effect occurs if the effect is less than expected 

(Lilienfeld and Stolley, 1994). Variables of interest in this way are called effect 

modifiers and are investigated in statistical analyses by the inclusion of interaction 

terms involving both suspected effect modifiers (Frude, 1987).  

 

 Confounding occurs when the crude or unadjusted measure of association is not 

reflected in each of the component levels or does not result in an average measure of 

association in some reasonable way. Therefore, when a variable acts as a confounder 

(and not as an effect modifier); the measure of association at each level of the 

confounder should be relatively consistent (Daly et al., 1991; Nolan and Mock, 2000). 

The adjusted measure is said to summarise the underlying association. Any given 

variable can act simultaneously as both a confounder and an effect modifier (Lilienfeld 

and Stolley, 1994).  

 

7.2. AIMS 

1. To determine antibody longevity, relapses and re-infections associated with   

RRV.   

2. To identify important risk factors in humans that can predispose persons to 

clinical or subclinical RRV disease.  

3. To develop a predictive model of RRV disease.  

 

7.3 METHODS 

7.3.1 STUDY DESIGN 

A case-cohort study was used to analyse risk factors associated with RRV 

disease. The Peel Region was selected as the study site, since this area is known to have 

endemic RRV activity, with approximately 80 new cases reported each year (M.D. 
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Lindsay, personal communication). The Peel Region was described in Section 5.4.1. 

Both the case and comparison groups were recruited from the Peel Region as described 

in Section 5.4.3 and 5.4.6. A total of 52 cases of RRV disease and 773 people forming 

the comparison group were enrolled into the study. The comparison group was 

separated into seronegative and seropositive groups based on serology results upon 

entry into the study. Ethical considerations for this study were described in Section 

5.4.2.  

 

7.3.2 ANTIBODY LONGEVITY, RELAPSES AND RE-INFECTIONS 

 Serum samples were collected from all enrolled participants every six months to 

determine the levels of RRV IgG and IgM antibodies as described in Section 5.4.8. 

Determination of antibody persistence was calculated based on serology results taken 

during this study only, since original serology results taken for diagnostic purposes 

could not always be obtained. All newly identified IgM positive results were contacted 

to determine whether symptoms were experienced around the time of the blood test. All 

participants were encouraged to contact the study if they were concerned about new 

symptoms associated with RRV disease. Data collected from serial blood tests were 

analysed to determine the persistence of RRV-specific IgG and IgM antibodies. 

Simultaneous testing for BFV antibodies allowed the persistence of BFV-specific IgG 

and IgM antibodies to be determined. 

 

 A relapse event was defined for the purposes of this study as a person with IgG 

antibodies and a previous clinical history of RRV disease that experienced a new 

episode of RRV disease during the course of the study. Such an event would be 

confirmed serologically by an increase in IgG antibodies. A re-infection event was 

defined as a person with previous clinical history that also displayed an increase in IgG 

antibodies, but experienced no symptoms. There was no evidence during this study of a 

relapse or re-infection event based on either, symptoms reported by cases or serological 

evidence (results not shown) and therefore will not be considered further in this thesis.  

 

7.3.3 RISK FACTOR ANALYSIS 

7.3.3.1 RISK FACTORS STUDIED 

Based on the literature a selection of risk factors were investigated during this 

study (Condon, 1991; Condon and Rouse, 1995; Lindsay et al., 1992; Lindsay et al., 

1996). Risk factors analysed include: gender, age, occupation, length of stay in the Peel 
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Region, outdoor activities near swamp areas, time spent outdoors per week, precautions 

used against mosquitoes, precautions used following media warnings, recall of exposure 

to mosquitoes, travel locations, outdoor activities during travel and frequency of travel. 

Data were collected on these risk factors through a self-administered questionnaire 

described in Section 5.4.7.  

 

7.3.3.2 RISK FACTORS: PROCESSING OF DATA COLLECTED 

 Data on each risk factor were divided into groups, where necessary to allow each 

risk factor to be analysed as a binary variable. For example, occupation was classified as 

being an outdoor or indoor occupation. An occupation was defined as outdoor if the job 

called for the majority of the working work to be spent outdoors. Age was classified 

into the following groups: 18-29, 30-39, 40-49, 50-59, 60-69 years and greater than or 

equal to 70 years of age. Length of residence in the Peel Region was classified as less 

than five years, five to 14 years, 15 to 24 years or greater than or equal to 25 years of 

residence in the Peel Region. Time spent outdoors per week was classified as less than 

10, between 10 to 30 hours or greater than 30 hours per week. Travel location was 

classified into four groups: No travel, low, medium or high risk travel based on 

historical information obtained about RRV activity in travel areas. For instance, 

locations were deemed as low risk if there was little to no pre-existing history of RRV 

in those areas. Locations falling into this category included all overseas travel 

destinations and suburbs of Perth, WA. Locations classified as medium risk included all 

areas of the SW, excluding the Peel Region and regions of northern WA (from 

Geraldton upwards). Coastal travel locations on the eastern coast of WA were also 

classified as medium risk areas. High risk areas included the Peel Region, Bunbury, 

Busselton, Dunsborough and areas of QLD. Participants were asked to describe the 

kinds of outdoor activities they were involved in while on holiday. These responses 

were classified into whether they performed outdoor activities that would expose them 

to mosquitoes (Yes) or no outdoor activities (No). Data were collated on the number of 

times participants traveled into the following groups: No travel, once, between two to 

five times or more than five times of travel within a six month period. 

 

 Some risk factors were already assigned to groups through the structure of the 

self-administered survey (Appendix VII). For example, participants were asked about 

the frequency of precautions used against mosquitoes, to which they could respond as 

‘not usually’, ‘some of the time’, ‘most of the time’ or ‘all of the time’. Risk factors 
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already assigned to groups during the questionnaire were not further processed for 

analysis. These risk factors include precautions used against mosquitoes, recall of 

exposure to mosquitoes and precautions used following media warnings. 

 

7.3.3.3 UNIVARIATE RISK FACTOR ANALYSIS 

 Univariate analysis of risk factors was performed to identify important risk 

factors that should be included in the logistic regression modelling of RRV disease. 

Three groups were used during the analysis, including the case group, seronegative and 

seropositive comparison groups. People within the seropositive comparison group 

reporting a previous history of RRV disease were removed from this group, resulting in 

a group of 70 people serologically positive to RRV without clinical history of RRV 

disease. This group provided a means to study subclinical infection associated with 

RRV disease. Since viral isolation from serum samples was not performed during this 

study, clinical disease and subclinical infection was defined based on the presence or 

absence of self-reported symptoms. Therefore, comparisons between the case and 

seronegative comparison groups allowed risk factors to be identified that could be 

important in predicting clinical disease, whereas the comparisons between the 

seropositive and seronegative groups allowed risk factors to be identified that could be 

important in predicting subclinical infection. The first comparisons refer to a case-

cohort design, while the latter refers to a cross-sectional design. The final comparisons 

between the case and seropositive comparison groups allow a comparison between 

clinical disease and subclinical infection. However, care was taken when drawing 

inferences from these data as the comparison involves both incident and prevalent 

subjects.  

 

Travel was investigated by univariate analysis in terms of relative risk of travel 

destination, outdoor activities performed while traveling, the number of travel events 

within a six month period and the length of travel between allocated groups. Analysis of 

travel destination and outdoor activities while traveling was performed on data collected 

on travel destination one only.  

 

Risk factors containing more than two possible groups, such as age which 

contained six groups were analysed for linear trend using a Mantel-Haenszel chi-

squared test. If the associated p-value was less than 0.05 for the chi-squared test, this 

suggested there was a 95 percent probability that a trend existed in the underlying 
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population for the risk factor of interest. Risk factors with positive linear trends may 

represent possible effect modifiers that were addressed in the logistic regression 

modelling of RRV disease.   

 

7.3.4 LOGISTIC REGRESSION MODELLING 

Only the seronegative comparison group (657 people) was included in the 

logistic regression modelling of disease, compared to the case group. Important risk 

factors identified either during the univariate analysis or initial stepwise logistic 

regression were assessed for confounding or effect modification by stratification and 

multivariable analysis involving these factors.  

 

7.3.4.1 RECODING VARIABLES IN STATISTICAL PACKAGE FOR THE 

SOCIAL SCIENCES (SPSS) 

 Data collected on risk factors from the first round of surveys were imported into 

SPSS version 12 (Mather and Austin, 1983). All variables to be included in the logistic 

regression model were recoded into new variables, where necessary, to reduce all the 

information in each questionnaire into a single string of digits for each participant. This 

allows all data to be easily read by the program SPSS (Frude, 1987). Variables 

considered for the logistic regression analysis included age group, gender, occupation, 

frequency of precautions used against mosquitoes, recall of exposure to mosquitoes, 

duration of residence in the Peel Region, time spent outdoors per week, outdoor 

activities near swamps, travel destinations, outdoor activities and travel frequency 

within a six month period. Participants were asked to list all travel destinations (up to 10 

allowed) during a six months period and any outdoor activities performed during their 

travels. Each travel destination and corresponding outdoor activity was allocated to a 

separate variable, entitled travel destination one through 10 and outdoor activity one 

through 10. All categories used for the univariate analysis was maintained for recoding 

purposes in the logistic regression modelling. Details of the variables included in the 

analysis and the SPSS coding allocation are illustrated in Appendix XIX. The dependent 

variable was entitled ‘group allocation’, with two possible outcomes: case and 

comparison. All other variables were independent variables. 

 

7.3.4.2 GENERATING A DISEASE MODEL 

Stepwise regression modelling techniques were used to identify all main effects 

terms that could potentially explain the dependent variable (RRV disease). These 
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techniques can be separated into forward or backwards modelling. Forward modelling 

starts with no model terms and then at each step, SPSS adds the most statistically 

significant term until there are no terms left (Frude, 1987). Backwards modelling begins 

with all main effects in the model and then removes terms one at a time based on the 

chosen statistical test (Daly et al., 1991). Statistical tests used during this chapter 

include maximum likelihood ratio test, Wald statistic or based on likelihood ratio 

statistic with conditional parameter estimates. Therefore in total, six different stepwise 

regression models were generated. All generated data were carefully analysed for 

variables returning significant p-values (less than 0.05) and ORs. Data were also 

gathered on the corresponding 95 percent confidence intervals around the OR. Data 

generated were also analysed for possible confounders and effect modifiers.  

 

Stepwise regression was used to identify important variables to include in the 

final logistic regression model. The final model was generated by including main effect 

and interaction terms into the model that had been previously identified by either 

univariate analysis or stepwise logistic regression to be important. Effect modifiers were 

addressed in the final model by the inclusion of interaction terms. The effects of any 

confounders were minimised by entering the possible confounder first at step one, then 

entering the remaining main effects and interaction terms all in one block.  This method 

adjusts the generated OR of the independent variables relative to the confounder (Daly 

et al., 1991). 

 

7.4 RESULTS FOR ANTIBODY LONGEVITY 

7.4.1 IgG PERSISTENCE 

 All cases were RRV IgG positive at the start of the study, ranging between 80 

and greater than 640 HI units. While fluctuations in antibody titres were observed over 

time for IgG antibodies, all cases were still IgG antibody positive at the end of the study 

(Appendix XI). The same was true the comparison group. People identified as being 

RRV IgG positive during the course of the study remained antibody positive for the 

duration of the study (Appendix XII). Some of these people were diagnosed with RRV 

many years before the start of the study. For example, Labcode 855 reported being 

diagnosed with RRV in 1986 and Labcode 547 in 1996. Both persons had high RRV 

IgG antibodies for two years of follow-up (Appendix XII). These results suggest that 

RRV-specific IgG antibodies can persist for at least two years.  
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7.4.2 IgM PERSISTENCE 

  The majority of cases were IgM positive for less than six months after 

enrollment into the study (55.8%). A steady decrease in IgM positivity was observed 

during this study, with only 3.9 percent of cases still IgM positive at the end of the study 

(Figure 7.1). These results suggest that although the RRV IgM antibody levels decrease 

over time, IgM can persist for at least two years, perhaps longer. 
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Figure 7.1 – Persistence of RRV IgM antibodies in the case group.  
Data generated from a case-cohort study based in the Peel Region of WA. 

 

Two enrolled cases were positive for both RRV and BFV IgM antibodies 

simultaneously. One case (Labcode 10, Appendix XI) was RRV IgM positive for six 

months but less than 12 months after enrollment, but remained IgM positive for BFV 

for the duration of the study. A second case (Labcode 17, Appendix XI) was RRV IgM 

positive for less than six months but was BFV IgM positive for 12 months but less than 

18 months. This is the first report of dual persistence of IgM antibodies for these 

viruses.  

 

7.5 DISCUSSION: ANTIBODY LONGEVITY  

  Ross River virus specific IgG antibodies were found to persist for at least two 

years in the case group. Interestingly, the seropositive comparison group also showed 
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persistence of IgG antibodies for the duration of the study. Some people within the 

seropositive comparison group were IgG positive many years after being diagnosed 

with RRV. While information regarding the year of RRV diagnosis could not be 

confirmed for all seropositive persons in the comparison group, patterns of IgG 

antibodies for the case group suggest that IgG antibodies may have persisted for the 

entire period of time between initial diagnosis and the current study.  In fact, RRV-

specific IgG antibodies may be life-long.  

 

Assuming RRV antibodies decrease over time like other viral infections 

(Albrecht et al., 1996), another plausible explanation for the presence of IgG antibodies 

from persons previously diagnosed with RRV could be a re-exposure event prior to the 

current study. A second infection with RRV could result in a more prolonged and higher 

IgG response compared to the first infection (Albrecht et al., 1996). If re-infection was 

leading to IgG positivity, one would expect at least a proportion of people reporting 

previous clinical history of RRV to be antibody negative at the time of the current study. 

However, since RRV IgG antibodies were detected in all people reporting previous 

RRV (Appendix XII), re-infection prior to the current study seems unlikely. 

Furthermore, re-infection events for RRV were not identified during this study as they 

are likely to be rare events. The most likely explanation for antibody persistence is that 

RRV IgG antibodies are in fact life-long. This concept of life-long antibodies is 

supported by increasing antibody prevalence with age (Figure 4.3) and other published 

works (Amin et al., 1998, Cloonan et al., 1982, Flexman et al., 1998, Mackenzie et al., 

1994b). 

 

 A decrease in IgM antibodies was observed over time in this study, as may be 

expected in accordance with disease recovery (Figure 7.1). RRV-specific IgM 

antibodies were shown to persist in a small number of cases (3.9%) for at least two 

years in this study. These findings correlate with a previous study by Carter and 

colleagues, who also reported RRV IgM antibodies to persist for at least one to two 

years (Carter et al., 1985). These findings support the view that a confirmed diagnosis 

cannot be made from a single serum sample (Calisher and Karabatsos, 1988; Mackenzie 

et al., 1992). Since IgM antibodies can persist for at least two years and IgG antibodies 

are likely to be life-long, paired sera showing a four-fold increase in antibody titre is 

essential for accurate diagnosis of RRV.  
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 Ross River virus-specific IgM antibodies were shown to persist in only a small 

minority of infections for more than 12 months (Figure 7.1), suggesting that the 

demonstration of IgM positivity may still be used as a presumptive indicator of recent 

infection. Since 56% of cases were IgM positive for less than six months in this study, 

one would assume that in the diagnostic setting, an IgM positive serum sample would 

indicate about a 56% chance that the person was infected with RRV within the last six 

months.    

 

 This study is the first to report a dual persistence of IgM antibodies for RRV and 

BFV, suggesting that a person can be infected with these viruses at the same time. 

While it is difficult to know exactly what effect dual infection would have on the 

immune system in humans, two possible scenarios are likely. Firstly, considering that 

the current school of thought is that RRV and BFV follow the same pathogenesis 

pattern, it seems logical that dual infection could lead to more severe disease or a longer 

recovery period, following a double insult on the immune system. This concept was 

demonstrated with MVEV and JEV in a murine model.  This study by Wallace and 

colleagues showed antibody dependent enhancement following administration with 

subneutralising JEV antiserum resulted in increasing mortality after challenge with 

MVEV (Wallace et al., 2003). The second possibility is that dual infection will lead to 

cross-protection from the second infection. This has been shown for SINV and VEEV 

(Fine et al., 1974; Latif et al., 1979). The effect of dual infection of RRV and BFV 

could be easily answered using a murine model for disease.  

 

7.6 RESULTS FROM THE UNIVARIATE DATA ANALYSIS  

7.6.1 GENDER 

Females comprised the majority of the case and seronegative comparison groups 

at 57.7 and 58.6 percent respectively (Figure 7.2). The opposite was true for the 

seropositive comparison group, where males comprised the majority of this group 

(70.0%). The gender breakdown between the case and seronegative comparison group 

was not statistically significant with an OR of 0.96, 95 percent CI of 0.53 to 1.77 and a 

p-value of 0.99. However, comparisons between the seropositive and seronegative 

comparison groups and between the case and seropositive comparison groups both 

resulted in statistically significant comparisons with p-values less than 0.001 and 0.004 

respectively. OR data from these comparisons suggest that a female is 2.4 times more 

likely to have clinical disease rather than a subclinical infection. Furthermore, OR data 
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also suggest that males are three times more likely to have a subclinical infection 

compared to females.  
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Figure 7.2 – Gender by RRV status group from a case-cohort study in the 
Peel Region of WA.  
** represents a statistically significant comparison between the seropositive and 
seronegative comparison groups and *** represents a statistically significant 
comparison between the case and seropositive comparison groups. 
 
 
7.6.2 OCCUPATION 

 Indoor occupations were greater than outdoor occupations for all three groups 

studied, comprising approximately 80 percent of all occupations reported (Figure 7.3). 

Statistical analysis of occupation as a risk factor did not result in any significant 

comparisons. Cases compared to the seronegative comparison group resulted in a p-

value of 0.81 (OR = 0.85, CI = 0.40-1.87) and seropositive compared to seronegative 

comparison groups resulted in a p-value of 0.43 (OR = 0.75, CI = 0.39-1.43). The final 

comparison of cases compared to the seropositive comparison group resulted in an 

insignificant p-value of 0.94 (OR = 1.15, CI = 0.43-3.08). 

*** ** 
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Figure 7.3 – Occupation by RRV status group from a case-cohort study in 
the Peel Region of WA.  
 
 

7.6.3 AGE 

 The age distribution of all three groups roughly followed a normal distribution 

with the majority of persons aged between 40 to 60 years of age (Figure 7.4). Statistical 

analysis of age as a single table (without the evaluation of linear trend) resulted in 

statistically significant comparisons across all groups analysed. Cases compared to the 

seronegative comparison group resulted in a p-value of 0.04 and seropositive compared 

to seronegative comparison groups resulted in a highly significant p-value of less than 

0.001. Cases compared to the seropositive comparison group also generated a highly 

significant p-value of 0.003. 

 

Data collected on age were analysed to determine whether a linear trend existed 

between age and RRV disease and infection. The first comparison between cases and 

the seronegative comparison group did not result in a significant comparison with a p-

value of 0.18, suggesting there was no linear relationship between age and clinical 

disease. A significant comparison was identified between the seropositive and 

seronegative comparison groups (p-value = 0.002), suggesting a linear relationship 

exists between age and subclinical infection. OR data suggests that persons were four 
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*** 

times more likely to have a subclinical infection with increasing age compared to 

serologically negative persons (Table 7.1). A significant comparison was identified 

between cases and the seropositive comparison group (p-value = 0.003). OR data from 

this analysis suggest that with increasing age, persons in the study were 16 times more 

likely to have a subclinical infection rather than clinical disease. 
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Figure 7.4 – Age by RRV status group from a case-cohort study in the Peel 
Region of WA. *represents a statistically significant comparison between the 
case and seronegative comparison groups. **represents a statistically 
significant comparison between the seropositive and seronegative comparison 
groups. ***represents a statistically significant comparison between the case 
and seropositive comparison groups. 
 
 
Table 7.1 – Age and linear trend from a case-cohort study on RRV disease 

in the Peel Region of WA. 
 

AGE 
GROUP 

CASE VS 
SERONEGATIVE 
COMPARISON 

CASE VS 
SEROPOSITIVE 
COMPARISON 

SEROPOSITIVE VS 
SERONEGATIVE 
COMPARISON 

18-29 1.00 1.00 1.00 

30-39 0.20 0.40 0.51 

40-49 0.24 0.21 1.11 

50-59 0.28 0.16 1.70 

60-69 0.14 0.06 2.36 

>=70 0.26 0.06 4.15 

 
Numbers represented in this table are odds ratio data.  

** 

*
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7.6.4 LENGTH OF RESIDENCE IN THE PEEL REGION 

 The majority of people in all three groups had resided in the Peel Region 

between five and 14 years at the time of enrollment (Figure 7.5). Statistical analysis for 

the length of residence as a single table did not result in any significant comparisons. 

Cases compared to the seronegative comparison group resulted in a p-value of 0.94 and 

seropositive compared to seronegative comparison groups resulted in a p-value of 0.41. 

The final comparison of cases versus the seropositive comparison group resulted in an 

insignificant p-value of 0.68. Length of residence was also analysed for linear trend, but 

again did not result in any significant comparisons. Cases compared to the seronegative 

comparison group resulted in a p-value of 0.14 and seropositive compared to 

seronegative comparison groups resulted in a p-value of 0.09. The final comparison of 

cases compared to the seropositive comparison group resulted in an insignificant p-

value of 0.26. 

 

7.6.5 RECALL OF EXPOSURE TO MOSQUITOES 

 The majority of people in all three groups could recall being bitten ‘a few times’ 

within the two months prior to enrollment into the study (Figure 7.6). Statistical 

analysis of recall of exposure to mosquitoes across all three groups did not result in any 

statistically significant comparisons. Cases compared to the seronegative comparison 

group resulted in a p-value of 0.41 and seropositive compared to seronegative 

comparison groups resulted in a p-value of 0.50. The final comparison of cases versus 

the seropositive comparison group also resulted in an insignificant p-value of 0.20.  

 

Recall of exposure to mosquitoes was also analysed for linear trend and resulted 

in one significant comparison between the case and seropositive comparison groups, 

with a p-value of 0.04. OR data from this comparison suggests that people with clinical 

RRV disease are three times more likely to report being bitten ‘many times’ compared 

to people with subclinical infection (Table 7.2). Cases compared to the seronegative 

comparison group resulted in an insignificant p-value of 0.13 and seropositive compared 

to seronegative comparison groups resulted in a p-value of 0.17.  
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Figure 7.5 – Length of residence in the Peel Region by RRV status group 
from a case-cohort study on RRV disease. 
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Figure 7.6 – Recall of exposure to mosquitoes by RRV status group from a 
case-cohort study on RRV disease in the Peel Region of WA.  
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Table 7.2 – Recall of exposure to mosquitoes and linear trend from a case-
cohort study on RRV disease in the Peel Region of WA. 

 

RECALL OF 
EXPOSURE TO 
MOSQUITOES 

CASE VS 
SERONEGATIVE 
COMPARISON 

CASE VS 
SEROPOSITIVE 
COMPARISON 

SEROPOSITIVE VS 
SERONEGATIVE 
COMPARISON 

Not at all 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Just once 1.14 1.93 0.59 

A few times 1.29 1.84 0.70 
Many times 1.98 3.36 0.59 

 
Numbers represented in this table are odds ratio data. 
 
 

7.6.6 PRECAUTIONS USED AGAINST MOSQUITOES 

The majority of people in the case and seronegative comparison groups reported 

using precautions against mosquitoes ‘most of the time’, comprising 48.1 and 24.3 

percent respectively (Figure 7.7). The percentage of people using precautions against 

mosquitoes ‘all the time’ was consistently the smallest proportion, comprising less than 

10 percent for all three groups. Statistical analysis of precautions used against 

mosquitoes as a single table resulted in only one significant comparison between the 

case and seropositive comparison group, with a p-value of 0.02. Cases versus the 

seronegative comparison group and seropositive versus seronegative comparison groups 

both resulted in insignificant p-values of 0.42 and 0.05 respectively.  

 

Precautions used against mosquitoes were also assessed for linear trend. During 

these analyses, both cases compared to the seronegative comparison group and cases 

compared to the seropositive comparison group resulted in insignificant p-values of 0.10 

and 0.69 respectively. The comparison between the seropositive and seronegative 

comparison groups resulted in a significant p-value of 0.008. Analysis suggests that 

people with subclinical infection of RRV are half as likely to use precautions against 

mosquitoes ‘all the time’ compared to uninfected people (Table 7.3). Analysis also 

suggests that people with clinical disease are four times more likely to use precautions 

against mosquitoes ‘all the time’ compared to people with subclinical infection (Table 

7.3). 
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Figure 7.7 – Precautions used against mosquitoes by RRV status group 
from a case-cohort study in the Peel Region of WA. ***represents a 
statistically significant comparison between the case and seropositive 
comparison groups. 
 
 
Table 7.3 – Precautions used against mosquitoes and linear trend from a 

case-cohort study on RRV disease in the Peel Region of WA. 
 

PRECAUTIONS 
USED AGAINST 
MOSQUITOES 

CASE VS 
SERONEGATIVE 
COMPARISON 

CASE VS 
SEROPOSITIVE 
COMPARISON 

SEROPOSITIVE VS 
SERONEGATIVE 
COMPARISON 

Not usually 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Some of the time 1.23 1.73 0.71 

Most of the time 1.78 4.25 0.42 
All of the time 1.99 4.33 0.46 

 
Numbers represented in this table are odds ratio data.  
 
 
 
7.6.7 PRECAUTIONS USED AGAINST MOSQUITOES FOLLOWING MEDIA 

WARNINGS 

The large majority of participants continued with their usual precautions 

following media warnings of virus activity (Figure 7.8). Analysis of precautions used 

following media warnings did not result in any statistically significant comparisons. 

Cases versus the seronegative comparison group resulted in a p-value of 0.44 (OR = 

0.74, CI = 0.37-1.47) and seropositive versus seronegative comparison groups resulted 

*** 
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in a p-value of 0.92 (OR = 1.09, CI = 0.57-2.10). The final comparison of cases versus 

the seropositive comparison group also resulted in an insignificant p-value of 0.50 (OR 

= 0.68, CI = 0.27-1.72). 
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Figure 7.8 – Precautions used following media warnings by RRV status 
group from a case-cohort study on RRV disease in the Peel Region of WA. 
 
 
 
 
7.6.8 OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES NEAR SWAMP AREAS 

 The majority of people in all three groups performed activities near swamps, 

lakes or estuary areas (Figure 7.9). Analysis of outdoor activities near swamp areas did 

not result in any statistically significant comparisons. Cases versus the seronegative 

comparison group resulted in a p-value of 0.38 (OR = 1.61, CI = 0.64-4.30) and 

seropositive versus seronegative comparison groups resulted in a p-value of 0.70 (OR = 

0.84, CI = 0.44-1.64). The final comparison of cases versus the seropositive comparison 

group also resulted in an insignificant p-value of 0.32 (OR = 1.92, CI = 0.62-6.13). 
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Figure 7.9 – Outdoor activities near a swamp or estuary by RRV status 
group from a case-cohort study on RRV disease in the Peel Region of WA.  
 

 

7.6.9 TIME SPENT OUTDOORS 

 In the case and seronegative comparison groups, the majority of people reported 

spending between 10 to 30 hours per week outdoors (42.3% and 54.8% respectively). 

However, in the seropositive comparison group, the majority of people reported 

spending greater than 30 hours per week outdoors (45.7%, Figure 7.10). Analysis of 

time spent outdoors between the three groups resulted in one statistically significant 

comparison between the seropositive and seronegative comparison groups, with a p-

value of 0.02. Cases versus the seronegative comparison group and cases versus the 

seropositive comparison group both generated insignificant p-values of 0.21 and 0.73 

respectively. The amount of time spent outdoors was also analysed for linear trend. 

However, all three comparisons resulted in insignificant p-values. Cases compared to 

the seronegative comparison group resulted in a p-value of 0.86 and seropositive 

compared to seronegative comparison groups resulted in an insignificant p-value of 

0.18. The final comparison of cases compared to the seropositive comparison group 

resulted in a p-value of 0.49.  
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Figure 7.10 – Time spent outdoors per week by RRV status group from a 
case-cohort study on RRV disease from the Peel Region of WA. 
**represents a statistically significant comparison between the seropositive and 
seronegative comparison groups. 
 

7.6.10 TRAVEL 

 The destination of travel was analysed in terms of relative risk for exposure to 

RRV (Figure 7.11). The majority of the seronegative comparison group did not travel 

in the six months prior to enrollment (31.1%), while the majority of the seropositive 

comparison group traveled to locations of medium RRV risk (32.9%). The case group 

shared an equal proportion between no travel and medium risk travel (32.7% each). 

Analysis of travel destination between the three groups did not result in any statistically 

significant comparisons (Table 7.4). Travel destination was also analysed for linear 

trend. However, no significant comparisons were made between the three groups (Table 

7.4).  

** 
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Figure 7.11 – Travel destinations by RRV status group from a case-cohort 
study on RRV disease in the Peel Region of WA.  
 

Table 7.4 – Travel destinations between RRV status groups from a case-
cohort study on RRV disease in the Peel Region of WA. 

 
CATEGORY CASE VS 

SERONEGATIVE 
COMPARISON 

CASE VS 
SEROPOSITIVE 
COMPARISON 

SEROPOSITIVE VS 
SERONEGATIVE 
COMPARISON 

Travel 
destination 

(single table) 

0.17 0.07 0.31 

Travel 
destination 

(linear trend) 

0.32 0.28 0.69 

 
Numbers represented in this table are p-values for each comparison. Details in 
brackets represent the method of analysis.  
 
 
 
 The majority of people performed outdoor activities while on holiday (Figure 

7.12). Analysis of outdoor activities between the groups did not result in any 

statistically significant comparisons. Cases compared to the seronegative comparison 

group resulted in a p-value of 0.80, with an OR of 1.09 and CI of 0.24 to 6.91. The 

seropositive compared to the seronegative comparison groups also resulted in an 

insignificant p-value of 0.22 with an OR of 0.59 and CI of 0.20 to 1.85. The final 

comparison of cases compared to the seropositive comparison group resulted in a p-

value of 0.39, with an OR of 1.83 and CI of 0.29 to 14.65.  
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Figure 7.12 – Outdoor activities performed while traveling by RRV status 
group from a case-cohort study on RRV disease in the Peel Region of WA.  
 

The frequency of travel was also evaluated as a possible risk factor of RRV 

disease (Figure 7.13). The majority of people in both the seronegative and seropositive 

comparison groups traveled between two and five times in the six months prior to 

enrollment into the study (39.0% and 40.0% respectively). The majority of cases did not 

travel at all in the six month prior to enrollment (32.7%). Analysis of the frequency of 

travel across the three groups did not result in any statistically significant comparisons. 

Cases compared to the seronegative comparison group and seropositive compared to the 

seronegative comparison groups both resulted in insignificant p-values of 0.56 and 0.98 

respectively. The final comparison of cases compared to the seropositive comparison 

group also resulted in an insignificant p-value of 0.68.  

 

The frequency of travel was also assessed for linear trend. All comparisons for 

linear trend did not result in any statistically significant p-values. Cases compared to the 

seronegative comparison group and the seropositive compared to the seronegative 

comparison groups both resulted in insignificant p-values of 0.78 and 0.81 respectively. 

The final comparison of cases compared to the seropositive comparison group also 

resulted in an insignificant p-value of 0.70. 
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Figure 7.13 – Frequency of travel in the six months prior to enrollment in 
the case-cohort study on RRV disease in the Peel Region of WA.  
 
  

Analysis was performed to compare both the number of travel events and length 

of travel between the allocated groups. Comparisons of the number of travel events did 

not result in any statistically significant comparisons. The case compared to the 

seronegative comparison group and the seropositive compared to the seronegative 

comparison groups both resulted in insignificant p-values of 0.45 and 0.47 respectively. 

The case compared to the seropositive comparison groups also resulted in an 

insignificant p-value of 0.48. Statistical comparison of the length of travel (i.e. the sum 

of all ten possible travel events for each group), resulted in insignificant p-values for the 

seropositive compared to the seronegative comparison groups (p-value = 0.06) and the 

case compared to the seropositive comparison group (p-value = 0.16). However, the 

case compared to the seronegative comparison group did result in a statistically 

significant comparison of 0.03. To account for both the length of travel and the number 

of travel events, the average length of travel for the three groups was calculated. While 

the case and seronegative comparison groups both traveled approximately the same 

average length of around seven days, the seropositive comparison group traveled longer 

at each travel event, around 15 days. 
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 7.7 DISCUSSION OF UNIVARIATE DATA ANALYSIS 

 Univariate data analysis was used to identify important risk factors that could 

explain disease, to be included in the logistic regression modelling of disease. The 

seropositive comparison group was included in the univariate analysis to determine risk 

factors that may be important in subclinical infection.  

 

7.7.1 AGE 

 All comparisons resulted in statistically significant p-values and ORs when 

investigating age as a risk factor of RRV (Figure 7.4). These results correlate to 

published works, which also found age to be important in RRV disease (Condon, 1991; 

Kelly-Hope et al., 2004; Selden and Cameron, 1996; Tai et al., 1993). A significant 

linear trend was found in this study between the case and seropositive comparison 

groups (Table 7.1), which suggests persons greater than or equal to 70 years of age are 

16 times more likely to have a subclinical infection rather than clinical disease. This 

finding may be a reflection of the life-long persistence of RRV IgG antibodies discussed 

earlier (Section 7.5). Another possibility for higher subclinical infection could be the 

complication of other conditions with similar symptoms (discussed in Chapter six). For 

instance, an elderly person presenting with joint pain would most likely be diagnosed 

with arthritis rather than being tested for RRV, especially if mosquito exposure was not 

discussed during initial presentation.  

 

 Overall, age appears to be an important risk factor in RRV disease and so was 

included in the logistic regression model. Since different ORs were produced for the 

different age groups (Table 7.1); age cannot be ruled out as a possible effect modifier in 

RRV disease. For this reason, age was included as an interaction term in the logistic 

regression model. 

 

7.7.2 GENDER 

 An insignificant p-value generated for the comparison between the case and 

seronegative comparison group (0.99), suggests that gender is not a risk factor of 

clinical disease. However, significant comparisons between the seronegative and 

seropositive comparison groups and between the case and seropositive comparison 

groups, suggests that gender may be an important risk factor in subclinical infection. 

These comparisons found that subclinical infection was more common in males, by 

three-fold, compared to uninfected persons and clinical disease was twice as likely to 
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occur in females compared to persons with a subclinical infection. While males may 

actually be prone to less or milder disease than females, these results could also 

represent a difference between males and females in seeking medical aid and therefore 

reporting disease. Therefore, gender may act as an effect modifier in RRV disease and 

so was included in the logistic regression model.  

 

7.7.3 TRAVEL 

 No statistically significant associations could be identified for risk associated 

with travel locations, outdoor activities performed while traveling, and the frequency of 

travel within a six month period or the total number of travel events. However, analysis 

of the length of travel resulted in a significant finding (p-value = 0.03), suggesting that 

persons with disease traveled longer compared to uninfected persons. Since the majority 

of travelers performed outdoor activities that would expose themselves to mosquitoes 

(Figure 7.12), longer travels would lead to higher risk for RRV disease. Therefore, the 

interaction between travel location and outdoor activities performed during travel or 

travel frequency and outdoor activities may be important in explaining disease and so 

were considered in the logistic regression model. 

 

7.7.4 RECALL OF EXPOSURE TO MOSQUITOES 

 Comparisons between all three groups did not result in any statistically 

significant findings for recall of exposure to mosquitoes as a risk factor of RRV. 

However, when data was analysed for linear trend amongst the allocated groups, a 

significant association was identified between the case and seropositive comparison 

groups. This comparison suggested that cases were three times more likely to report 

being bitten ‘many times’ compared to persons with subclinical infection. This 

association is most likely due to an introduced bias associated with disease. People with 

current symptoms associated with RRV disease are more likely to recall being bitten 

compared to people with no symptoms. While there is no way to minimise this 

introduced recall bias, care was taken during the logistic regression analysis to minimise 

the confounding effects of this bias.  

 

7.7.5 PRECAUTIONS USED AGAINST MOSQUITOES 

 Less than 10% of people across all three groups reported using precautions 

against mosquitoes ‘all the time’ (Figure 7.7). This finding suggests that public 

education campaigns to encourage the use of precautions against mosquitoes may need 
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to be modified.  A statistically significant association was found between the case and 

seropositive comparison groups, suggesting that people with clinical disease are four 

times more likely to use precautions against mosquitoes ‘all the time’ compared to 

people with subclinical infection (Table 7.5). This association may be due to a 

perception or fear of the disease. Perhaps persons having experienced the debilitating 

nature of clinical RRV disease were adamant against getting the disease again as so 

used precautions ‘all the time’. The reason for extensive precautions used could also be 

associated with the amount of mosquito bites experienced. Cases did report being bitten 

more frequently compared to persons with subclinical infection (Figure 7.6). The 

amount of mosquito bites experienced will most likely govern the frequency of 

precautions used against mosquitoes. Both recall of exposure to mosquitoes and 

precautions used against mosquitoes were considered in the logistic regression model. 

  

7.7.6 PRECAUTIONS USED AGAINST MOSQUITOES FOLLOWING MEDIA 

WARNINGS AND OUTDOOR ACTIVITES NEAR SWAMPS 

 No significant findings were identified from data collected on precautions used 

against mosquitoes following media warnings. This result may suggest that media 

warnings have no effect on the outcome of disease. However, the precautions used 

before the media warning must also be considered to draw accurate conclusions. For 

instance, persons using precautions against mosquitoes ‘all the time’ are not likely to 

change their precautions following media warnings. The interaction between these two 

risk factors was also considered in the logistic regression model.  

 

 Although the majority of persons did not use precautions against mosquitoes ‘all 

the time’ (greater than 90%), only approximately 20 percent of people in each of the 

three groups actively changed their precautions (Figure 7.8). From these results, it 

appears that media warnings could be more effective for the community of the Peel 

Region to encourage residents to increase the amount of personal protection they use 

against mosquitoes.  

  

No statistically significant findings were observed when analysing outdoor 

activities near swamps, suggesting that this risk factor does not influence RRV disease 

and so was not included in the logistic regression model.  
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7.7.7 TIME SPENT OUTDOORS PER WEEK 

 A significant association was identified between the seropositive and 

seronegative comparison groups, suggesting that overall people with subclinical 

infection spent more time outdoors compared to uninfected people. This association 

seems reasonable since the more time spent outdoors, the more exposure to mosquitoes, 

thereby increasing the likelihood of getting disease. However, a similar association was 

expected between the case and seronegative comparison group to no avail. This 

suggests RRV disease may be too complex to be accurately explained by univariate 

analysis. For this reason, time spent outdoors was considered in the initial logistic 

regression model. 

 

7.7.8 OCCUPATION AND LENGTH OF RESIDENCE IN THE PEEL REGION 

 Comparisons between groups did not result in any significant findings for 

occupation or length of residence in the Peel Region as risk factors of RRV. These 

results were surprising as it was assumed that persons spending the majority of the 

working week outside or longer periods of time in the Peel Region and therefore 

exposed to mosquitoes carrying RRV, would be more susceptible to RRV disease. 

However, the time of day spent outdoor may also be important since the major vector 

mosquito species are most likely to bite at dawn and dusk, both times when most people 

may not be at work or outdoors. Overall, these data would suggest that occupation and 

length of residence in the Peel Region are not important risk factors in RRV disease or 

infection and so were not included in the final logistic regression model. 

 

7.7.9 OVERVIEW: UNIVARIATE ANALYSIS  

 The univariate analysis provided some insight into explaining RRV disease 

between people with clinical disease (cases) and uninfected people (seronegative 

comparison group). Only age and the length of travel were identified as being 

statistically different between the two groups. Age could also be a confounder in RRV 

disease, which was addressed in the logistic regression modelling. Gender, recall of 

exposure to mosquitoes, precautions used against mosquitoes and precautions used 

following media warnings were identified as possible effect modifiers in RRV disease 

and so were also considered in the logistic regression model. Overall, it appears that 

RRV disease is too complex to be explained by univariate data analysis, since many risk 

factors may be interacting with each other. Risk factor interactions were addressed in 

the logistic regression modelling.  
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 Risk factors identified as being important for subclinical infection were gender, 

age, recall of exposure to mosquitoes, precautions used against mosquitoes and time 

spent outdoors per week. Overall, people with subclinical infection of RRV were likely 

to be male, aged between 60 to 69 years of age, do not recall being bitten by 

mosquitoes, do not usually use precautions against mosquitoes and spent the most time 

outdoors compared to uninfected people or people with clinical disease.  

 

 Seropositive individuals reported they had not been previously diagnosed with 

RRV, but had detectable antibodies against RRV on their first blood test. However, 

RRV-specific IgG antibodies may be life-long (Section 7.4), and so there was no way to 

determine when the seropositive individuals first became infected with RRV. It is also 

conceivable that seropositive individuals were infected as children and so experience 

very mild or no disease, as has been reported (Hills, 1996). Therefore, while the 

univariate analysis did identify risk factors that may be important in subclinical 

infection, care must be taken not to over analyse the data, since the time of initial 

infection may be an important confounder or effect modifier in determining risk 

associated with subclinical infection.  

 

7.8 RESULTS OF LOGISTIC REGRESSION MODELLING 

7.8.1 STEPWISE LOGISTIC REGRESSION MODELLING 

Six different models were generated in SPSS to identify any main effect terms 

that were important in explaining the dependent variable, RRV disease that were not 

identified during the univariate analysis. All six models produced similar results and so 

only the results generated from the backwards Wald model will be discussed in this 

Section. This process involved 24 steps to reach a final model that was able to explain 

92.7 percent of the dependent variable. The Hosmer and Lemeshow Goodness of fit test 

provided p-values greater than 0.05 for all 24 steps in the modelling process and a -2 

Log likelihood value of 355.27 was recorded at the final step. Variables still remaining 

in the final model included age group one, representing persons aged between 30 to 39 

years and travel destination group three, representing high risk travel locations (Table 

7.5). These results suggest that persons aged between 30 to 39 years increase their risk 

of disease nearly five-fold compared to persons aged between 18 to 29 years. Data on 

travel destination suggests that persons traveling to high risk travel destinations increase 

their risk to RRV by 4.7-fold.  
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Table 7.5 – Two variables selected by backwards stepwise multiple 
logistic regression analysis for the RRV disease predictive model. 

 
95.0% C.I.for OR   Wald df Sig. OR 

Lower Upper 

AgeGroup 10.042 5 0.074       

AgeGroup(1) 4.523 1 0.033 4.87 1.132 20.987 

AgeGroup(2) 0.003 1 0.955 0.964 0.274 3.390 

AgeGroup(3) 0.016 1 0.900 1.08 0.339 3.420 

AgeGroup(4) 0.096 1 0.756 1.2 0.372 3.902 

AgeGroup(5) 0.438 1 0.508 0.649 0.181 2.334 

Travel Des. 7.354 3 0.061       

Travel Des.(1) 1.904 1 0.168 2.8 0.648 12.116 

Travel Des.(2) 0.125 1 0.724 1.35 0.252 7.259 

Travel Des.(3) 3.852 1 0.050 4.66 1.002 21.642 

Step 24 

Constant 16.104 1 0.000 0.0283     

 
Key: Travel Des. - travel destination, df – degrees of freedom, Sig - p-value, OR 
- odds ratio, 95% CI for OR - 95% confidence interval around the odds ratio. 
Bold values represent statistically significant findings. 
 
 

7.8.2 EFFECT MODIFICATION 

Two significant interactions were identified by the inclusion of interaction terms in the 

model, using a stepwise forward Wald approach (Table 7.6). The term ‘Age group 

(1)*Gender (1)’ represents the main effect terms age group one (persons aged between 

30 and 39 years) and gender (female). This interaction was statistically significant with 

a resulting p-value of 0.002 and an OR of 6.28 (CI = 1.98 to 19.93). These data suggest 

that females aged between 30 to 39 years are six times more likely to develop RRV 

disease.  The second significant interaction ‘Travel Des. (3)*Outdoor activities (2)’ 

represents the main effect terms travel destination three (high risk travel) and outdoor 

activities two (outdoor activities were performed while traveling). This interaction was 

statistically significant with a resulting p-value of 0.03 and an OR of 7.81 (CI between 

1.32 and 46.34). These data suggest that people traveling to high risk destinations and 

performing outdoor activities while at these locations increased their risk for RRV 

disease by 7.8-fold. 
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Table 7.6 – Two interaction terms were selected by forward stepwise 
multiple logistic regression analysis for the RRV disease predictive 

model. 
 

Model Terms 95.0% C.I.for OR 

(strata number) 

Wald df Sig. OR 

Lower Upper 

Age group*Gender 13.882 5 0.16    

Age group (1)*Gender (1) 9.735 1 0.002 6.283 1.980 19.930 

Age group (2)*Gender (1) 0.202 1 0.653 0.795 0.283 2.159 

Age group (3)*Gender (1) 0.019 1 0.890 1.056 0.488 2.286 

Age group (4)*Gender (1) 0.044 1 0.833 1.099 0.455 2.655 

Age group (5)*Gender (1) 2.397 1 0.122 0.314 0.073 1.361 

Travel Des.*Outdoor activities 5.120 3 0.163    

Travel Des.(1)*Outdoor activities(1)  0.067 1 0.796 1.085 0.585 2.013 

Travel Des. (2)*Outdoor activities (2) 0.000 1 0.998 0.000 0.000 . 

Travel Des. (3)* Outdoor activities (2) 5.120 1 0.024 7.811 1.317 46.340 

 
Key: Travel Des. - travel destination, df – degrees of freedom, Sig - p-value, OR 
- odds ratio, 95% CI for OR - 95% confidence interval around the odds ratio. 
Bold values represent statistically significant findings. 
 
 
 
7.8.3 FINAL MODEL 

 A final model was generated by including all selected main effect and significant 

interaction terms identified in Section 7.8.2 and the univariate analysis into a model 

using a stepwise forward logistic regression procedure. The main effects selected for 

inclusion into the model were age, recall of exposure to mosquitoes, precautions used 

against mosquitoes, travel frequency, travel destination, time spent outdoors, outdoor 

activities while traveling, gender and precautions used following media warnings. The 

complete SPSS output for the final model is illustrated in Appendix XX. The final 

model including the main effect and interaction terms was also able to explain 92.7 

percent of the dependent variable. A -2 Log likelihood value of 352.24 was reported for 

the final model. The Hosmer and Lemeshow test resulted in a p-value of 0.80. No 

significant main effect terms were identified in the final model. The interactions 

between age group one (30 to 39 years of age) and gender (females) and between high 

risk travel destinations and outdoor activities performed while traveling were still 

significant with identical data shown in Table 7.6. The Omnibus test of model co-

efficients suggests that overall the model was significant with a p-value of 0.012 

(Appendix XX). 
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7.8.4 CONFOUNDING 

 To improve on the final model generated in Section 7.8.3, the model was 

adjusted for age, a possible confounder of disease. When the model was adjusted for 

age, the new model was only able to explain 92.7 percent of the dependent variable. 

This adjustment did not improve the ability to explain the dependent variable compared 

to the previous model (92.7%). With the adjusted model, the -2 Log likelihood value 

increased to 363.49, while the Hosmer and Lemeshow test still remained greater than 

0.05. Adjusting for age did not significantly affect the generated ORs for any of the 

main effect or interaction terms (results not shown). Overall, adjusting for age did not 

improve the model. 

 

7.9 DISCUSSION: LOGISTIC REGRESSION MODELLING 

7.9.1 STEPWISE LOGISTIC REGRESSION 

 Stepwise logistic regression was used to identify main effect terms that could 

explain RRV disease. The Hosmer and Lemeshow Goodness of fit tests the null 

hypothesis that there is no difference between the observed and model-predicted values 

of the dependent (Lilienfeld and Stolley, 1994). Therefore, since all steps in the 

stepwise modelling process produced p-values greater than 0.05 for the Hosmer and 

Lemeshow test (Section 7.9.1), the null hypothesis was rejected. Therefore, the model 

fits the data.  

 

Two variables were identified during the stepwise modelling to significantly 

explain the dependent variable (Table 7.5). Persons aged between 30 to 39 years of age 

were found to be nearly five-fold more at risk of RRV disease compared to persons 

aged between 18 to 29 years. Age has already been established as an important risk 

factor in RRV, both in the literature (Doherty, 1973; Hawkes et al., 1993; Phillips et al., 

1990; Weinstein et al., 1994) and Chapter four of this thesis. Interestingly, the risk of 

persons over the age of 70 developing RRV disease decreased 1.5-fold. Since the data 

collected during this study included only notified cases, perhaps persons in older age 

groups are not being diagnosed with RRV disease. As discussed in Chapter six, an 

elderly person complaining of joint pain will most likely be diagnosed as having 

arthritis rather than getting a blood test for RRV.  

 

 Travel destination also remained in the model at the end of the modelling 

process (Table 7.5). Data suggested that persons traveling to high risk destinations 
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increased their risk to RRV disease by 4.7-fold. This finding seems logical as high risk 

areas are known to have RRV activity. Furthermore, based on data collected on outdoor 

activities while traveling, the majority of persons traveling perform outdoor activities 

that would expose them to mosquitoes and therefore increase their risk for RRV (Figure 

7.12). This inference was confirmed by a significant interaction between travel 

destination and outdoor activities while traveling. While a logical conclusion, this study 

is the first to propose that holidaying in high risk areas could increase a persons risk to 

RRV. These data may justify community education campaigns to encourage the use of 

personal protection against mosquitoes while traveling. 

 

7.9.2 EFFECT MODIFICATION AND CONFOUNDING 

 Both effect modification and confounding can produce inaccurate 

epidemiological findings if not properly corrected for (Frude, 1987; Lilienfeld and 

Stolley, 1994). Therefore, extensive multivariable analysis was performed to account 

for possible effect modifiers in the model and suspected confounders. However, age, 

which was suspected to be a confounder based on univariate analysis and stepwise 

logistic regression, was not a confounder in the final model. This was confirmed by 

insignificant changes to OR values after adjusting for age. While age has already been 

established as an important risk factor in RRV disease, great care was taken during the 

design of this study to minimise any introduced bias. The stratified age-matched 

selection criteria used for recruiting the comparison group from the electoral roll has, as 

expected minimised the confounding effect of this variable.  

 

 Two significant interactions were identified during the logistic regression 

modeling. Age group and gender and travel destination and outdoor activities were 

found to significantly interact (Table 7.6). Data generated suggested that females aged 

between 30 to 39 years of age were six times more likely to develop RRV disease and 

persons traveling to high risk destinations and performing outdoor activities while 

traveling increased their risk for RRV disease by 7.8-fold. 

 

 While age has already been established as an important risk factor in RRV 

disease, it is not clear why females would be more prone to disease. This could simply 

reflect a reporting issue in that females are more likely to seek medical aid and therefore 

be diagnosed with RRV disease. This argument is strengthen by seroprevalence data 

from Chapter four in which males were clearly infected more often with RRV with a 
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seroprevalence of 10.2 percent compared to 6.2 percent for females (Section 4.3.2). 

Taking seroprevalence data into account, it seems logical that males should be more 

prone to disease since they were infected more often when compared to females. 

Furthermore data generated from the cohort study on incidence of RRV disease found 

three seroconversions leading to disease during the study. All three of these persons 

who seroconverted to RRV (Labcode 118, 123 and 129, Appendix XII) were male. 

Therefore, it seems likely that the discrepancy between males and females to be more 

prone to disease is simply an issue of females seeking medical aid leading to higher 

reporting of RRV disease.  

 

Alternatively, females may be more likely not to use personal protection against 

mosquitoes or spend more time outdoors that would expose them to mosquitoes. A more 

sophisticated logistic regression model analysing more than two variables would shed 

light on this issue.  

 

7.9.3 FINAL MODEL 

 The final model was derived by including main effect and significant interaction 

terms into a predictive model of RRV disease. The generated model was significant 

with a p-value of 0.012, but no significant main effect terms were identified. This may 

suggest that RRV disease is a very complex disease that cannot be easily modelled 

using basic binary logistic regression. All models generated during the logistic 

regression modelling produced a Hosmer and Lemeshow Goodness of fit test value 

greater than 0.05. This would imply that all models generated fit the data. However, the 

final model was an improvement on the original stepwise regression models generated. 

This was evident by a decrease in the model chi-square or -2 Log likelihood values. The 

original backwards Wald model had a Log likelihood value of 355.27 compared to the 

final model which had a Log likelihood value of 352.24.  

 

A more sophisticated logistic regression modelling system is most likely needed 

to develop a better model for RRV disease since the final model generated was only 

able to explain 92.7 percent of the dependent variable. Ideally, the final model should be 

able to explain more of the variance in the model. While there are other ways to develop 

disease models, including multinomial logistic regression or conditional logistic 

regression, both have different benefits and downfalls that need to be carefully 

considered. For example, multinomial logistic regression is an extension of binary 
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logistic regression that allows the simultaneous comparison of more than one contrast. 

Therefore, this type of modelling can be used to study interactions involving more than 

two variables (Lilienfeld and Stolley, 1994). Multinomial logistic regression is useful in 

situations when you want to be able to classify subjects based on values of a set of 

predictor variables (Rahman et al., 2003). This regression is similar to logistic 

regression, but it is more general because the dependent variable is not restricted to two 

categories (Campos-Filho and Franco, 1989). However, in the current study, the 

objective was to model disease, with the dependent having only two possible outcomes: 

disease or no disease. Therefore, the nature of the multinomial logistic regression to be 

more general than binary logistic regression may result in biased estimates and incorrect 

inferences (Rahman et al., 2003). 

 

 Conditional logistic regression is used typically for matched case-control 

studies. This type of modelling is defined and applied similarly to the model for 

unmatched data (binary logistic regression). However, the version for matched data is 

based on a ‘conditional’ model for the relationship between the outcome and predictors 

(Fay et al., 1998). Conditional logistic regression can be useful to concentrate on effects 

of predictors of interest and avoid estimating effects of matching variables (accounted 

for in the study design and treated as a ‘nuisance’ in the analysis) (Greenland et al., 

2000). This modelling is useful when the sample size of the study is small or there is 

missing data from participants (Li et al., 2004; Lipsitz et al., 1998). However, in the 

current study, the sample size was large (n=709) and there was no missing data from 

participants. Furthermore, conditional logistic regression can be computationally 

unfeasible when the sample size of the explanatory covariates is large (Le and Lindgren, 

1988; Rabinowitz et al., 2000). 

 

7.9.4 MODEL VALIDATION 

The next logical step would be to validate the generated logistic regression 

model by applying the model to a different dataset. Such a validation process would 

allow the sensitivity and specificity of the model to be determined. Since the Peel 

Region is an endemic region of RRV activity, a possible dataset could be a cohort of 

people from an enzootic region of RRV activity, such as Bunbury or Busselton. The 

validation of the model is essential to accurately determine the future use of the 

generated model. 
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7.9.5 FUTURE USE OF THE GENERATED MODEL 

 The purpose of generating a predictive model of RRV disease was to be able to 

use the model to alter the risk of RRV disease in communities located in the SW of WA. 

Results from the generated model suggest that public education campaigns may be 

needed to reduce the number of cases of RRV disease contracted while holidaying. 

Furthermore, the generated model could be used to study ‘what if’ situations to evaluate 

the outcome of new mosquito management programs. For example, if the percentage of 

people in the cohort using precautions against mosquitoes was shown to increase 

following a new education campaign, the reduction in relative risk against disease could 

be predicted from the generated model.  

 

7.9.6 COMPARISON TO PUBLISHED WORKS 

 Only one other study has used logistic regression to analyse risk factors 

associated with RRV disease. This study by Harley and colleagues used conditional 

logistic regression to analyse risk factors associated with recent RRV disease. This 

modelling strategy was most likely selected since a case-control study design was used 

and the total number of participants was relatively small (55 cases and 85 controls). 

Controls were not recruited randomly, but were recruited though GP involvement to 

match the cases. Furthermore, missing data was evident at the end of the study, which 

conditional logistic regression can easily overcome (Harley et al., 2005). No specific 

details about the final model such as a goodness of fit test was provided in the paper, so 

comparisons between the model generated for the paper and the current study is not 

possible. 

 

 The study by Harley and colleagues analysed similar risk factors to those 

analysed for this study. However, the Harley study used more specific strata which 

allowed them to pinpoint particular risk exposures. For example, the Harley study 

analysed precautions used against mosquitoes as personal repellents, mosquito coils, 

citronella candles, preference for light-coloured clothing and air-conditioning. They 

found only mosquito coils, citronella candles and light-clothing were statistically 

significant (Harley et al., 2005). Whereas in this study, precautions used against 

mosquitoes was analysed more simply as either ‘yes’ or ‘no’. This much more general 

analysis was not significant at explaining disease. However, stratifying this variable 

with specific precautions may have led to statistically significant findings.  
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 Overall, the Harley study found that protective measures against mosquitoes 

reduced the risk of disease and camping increased the risk of disease. They also 

concluded that the case-control method was an important utility to study arbovirus risk 

(Harley et al., 2005). Results from the current study suggest that the case-cohort study 

design is also an appropriate study design, but care must be taken during the statistical 

analysis process to ensure the validity of the model before drawing accurate inferences. 

Both the Harley study and the current study identified effect modifiers that could 

influence conclusions drawn about generated data.  

 

7.9.7 CONCLUSION 

 This chapter represents the first statistically significant case-cohort study on 

RRV disease from the SW of WA. A significant stepwise logistic regression model was 

generated that could be used to predict RRV disease. Two significant interaction terms 

were identified in the final model suggesting that travel to high risk RRV areas, outdoor 

activities while traveling, age and gender are effect modifiers of RRV disease. No 

confounders of RRV disease were identified during the logistic regression analysis. 

 

Data from the generated model has identified areas where public health 

campaigns could be targeted to decrease the risk of RRV disease to the community. 

Once validated, the generated logistic regression model could provide a valuable tool to 

predict trends in risk for RRV disease or help evaluate new management programs for 

RRV. Logistic regression using case-cohort study designs do hold promise for the 

analysis of risk factors of other arboviral infections.  
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CHAPTER EIGHT – IN VITRO AND IN VIVO DIFFERENCES 
BETWEEN ROSS RIVER VIRUS GENOTYPES 
 

 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

This study characterised isolates representing two RRV genotypes, using both in 

vitro and in vivo techniques and is the first study to address the association of genotype 

with disease outcome of RRV disease. RNA viruses are known to have extensive 

genetic diversity due to poor proof-reading mechanisms during their replication cycle 

(Steinhauer and Holland, 1987; Weaver et al., 1999b). Genetic variation in alphaviruses, 

however, is not as substantial as other RNA viruses due to restrictions imposed on new 

variants to maintain a replication cycle in both vertebrate and invertebrate hosts 

(Burness et al., 1988; Weaver et al., 1992b; Weaver et al., 1999). Genetic variants have 

been used extensively to expand our knowledge on divergent alphavirus evolution 

patterns resulting from long standing interactions between virus, mosquito and 

vertebrate hosts (Greene et al., 2005; Woodroofe et al., 1977; reviewed in Weaver et al., 

1992b). This has been shown for the alphaviruses VEEV and EEEV (Weaver et al., 

1991; Weaver et al., 1992a; Weaver et al., 1992b; Weaver et al., 1993; Weaver et al., 

1994).  

 

Studies on genetic variation can also add to our knowledge of pathogenic 

mechanisms in disease processes between genetic variants or genotypes. A recent study 

investigated antiviral responses following infection with a pathogenic (Hantaan virus) 

and a non-pathogenic (Tula virus) Hantavirus on endothelial cells. This study showed 

that the delayed induction of MxA protein (known to inhibit growth of Hantaviruses) by 

the pathogenic Hantaan virus could allow virus dissemination and contributes to 

pathogenesis (Kraus et al., 2004). Studies focusing on genetic variants are especially 

important for viruses that are of public health concern, so effective treatments and 

vaccines can be developed. A recent study showed mutations that increase replication of 

DEN virus in cell culture would greatly facilitate the manufacture of both a live 

attenuated or inactivated DEN vaccine (Blaney et al., 2003). Both examples stress the 

benefits of studies into genetic variation for the prevention or therapy of arboviruses. 

 

Early studies involving RRV investigated differences in strain or genetic 

variation in vitro (Faragher et al., 1985a; Faragher et al., 1985b; Meek et al., 1989). In 
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vivo studies investigated differences in pathogenesis between virulent and avirulent 

strains of RRV (Mims et al., 1973; Murphy et al., 1973). These studies by Faragher, 

Mims and Murphy did not examine genetic variation or pathogenesis in terms of 

genotype since the allocation of RRV strains into genotypes did not come about until 

the advent of molecular biology techniques. Lindsay and colleagues were the first group 

to establish a link between RRV genotypes and geographic location in Australia 

(Lindsay et al., 1993b). This relationship was later confirmed by Sammels and 

colleagues (Sammels et al., 1995). Two genotypes circulate in Australia, namely the 

SW genotype unique to the SW of WA and the NE genotype, known to be distributed 

Australia-wide. An ELISA developed by Oliveira, is able to distinguish between the two 

genotypes in mosquito homogenates (Oliveira, 1998). Although it is clear that distinct 

genotypes exist and have differing geographical distributions, there is currently no 

information about whether these differences between genotypes correlate with 

phenotypic or pathogenic differences.  

 

Differences in replication kinetics can shed light on virulence determinants or 

even pathogenesis of the genotype. This has been shown extensively in the literature for 

other viruses such as Sindbis, Dengue, Rift Valley Fever, Hepatitis C and Coxsackie 

viruses.  Most studies compared constructed mutants to wildtype strains (Blaney et al., 

2003; Billecocq et al., 2000; Prince et al., 2004; Reetoo et al., 2000; Scheele and 

Pfefferkorn, 1969). It is possible that higher titres of virus and/or longer persistence 

implicate longer episodes of disease in humans before the immune response clears the 

infection. RRV disease and the associated longevity of symptoms has been a 

controversial topic in the literature. Results of studies carried out in WA, where the SW 

genotype is known to circulate, have shown long-term disease with severe morbidity 

(Condon, 1991; Condon and Rouse, 1995). In contrast, studies carried out in QLD, 

where the NE genotype is known to circulate, have found shorter recovery times with 

little to no persistence of symptoms (Harley et al., 2002; Mylonas et al., 2002). While 

there have been studies that report symptoms in between these two extremes, there 

exists a real discrepancy between published works (Hawkes et al., 1985; Hawkes et al., 

1993; Keary et al., 1997). Higher titres or longer persistence of virus generated by the 

SW genotype may at least partially explain these discrepancies seen for RRV disease in 

humans. 
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Therefore, the first aim of this study was to investigate differences between 

RRV genotypes in vitro using three techniques: plaque assay morphology, replication 

kinetics and sequence analysis. Differences in plaque morphology have been associated 

with varying virulence in other arboviruses, including MVEV (Hurrelbrink and 

McMinn, 2001). Previously, the only known phenotypic difference between RRV 

genotypes was one epitope on the E2 gene that is targeted by the Mab 43B2 (Oliveira, 

1998). Therefore, in this study direct sequencing was used to investigate differences 

between RRV genotypes at both the nucleotide and amino acid level. Furthermore, since 

it is possible that higher viral titres or persistence of virus may be important in 

increasing the severity of disease, a comparison of the growth kinetics of the different 

phenotypes was undertaken.  

 

To complement in vitro data, the second aim of this study was to investigate 

differences between RRV genotypes in vivo, thereby assessing whether differences seen 

in vitro translate into phenotypic differences in vivo. The murine model is the only 

available model to study differences in pathogenesis of RRV disease in vivo. The 

progression of disease in the mouse does not exactly mimic that seen in humans, but 

allows differences in pathogenesis to be identified between the two genotypes. 

Differences in pathogenesis between mice may offer a possible explanation for the 

apparent differences in disease severity in humans. Since studies on RRV disease seen 

in WA described a more severe disease in humans than reported elsewhere, the 

hypothesis tested was the SW genotype is able to produce more severe disease than the 

NE genotype. To test this hypothesis an animal model was used to assess difference in 

pathogenesis, replication kinetics and antibody responses following infection with RRV 

genotypes. 

 

8.2 METHODS: IN VITRO STUDIES 

8.2.1 ASSESSING PLAQUE MORPHOLOGY 

Initially plaque assays were performed using viral isolates DC5692, representing 

the SW genotype and DC7194 representing the NE genotype (Lindsay et al., 1997). 

Subsequently, nine more RRV isolates were investigated. These included strains 

representing the NE genotype (T48 (Doherty et al., 1963), RRV96272 (Cloonan et al., 

1982), SW61028, SW60757 (Broom et al., 2000) and K19517 (A. Broom, unpublished 

data) and strains representing the SW genotype (SW876, SW2191 (M. Lindsay, 

unpublished data), SW60406 and SW59732 (Broom et al., 2000)).The genotype of all 
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RRV strains tested was confirmed using a fixed cell ELISA, described in Section 3.5.1. 

The Mab 43B2 was used to distinguish between the NE and SW genotypes (Oliveira, 

1998).  The plaque assay was described in Section 3.5.2. Differences in plaque size 

were analysed statistically using a two-tailed student t-test in Excel, assuming equal 

variance. 

 

8.2.2 REPLICATION KINETICS 

Methodology for the single step growth curves was described in Section 3.5.3. 

The NE genotype was represented by strain DC7194 and the SW genotype by DC5692. 

Both strains were tested at three different MOIs (0.1, 1 and 5 pfu) on both invertebrate 

(C6/36) and vertebrate (VERO) cells to identify differences in replication kinetics. 

Differences between RRV genotypes were assessed statistically using a student t-test.  

 

8.2.3 SEQUENCE ANALYSIS 

A 550 bp region of the E2 gene and a 434 bp region of the nsP1 gene of DC5692 

and DC7194 were amplified and sequenced as described in Section 3.5.4. Generated 

sequences were analysed as described in Section 3.5.4.4.  

 

8.3 METHODS: IN VIVO STUDIES 

8.3.1 STUDIES IN SUCKLING MICE 

General methods used for the animal studies were described in Section 3.6. All 

follow-up studies used optimal doses determined during preliminary experiments. All 

follow-up results were pooled from two independent experiments. A total of seven 

pregnant mothers were used for the preliminary study in suckling mice. To minimise the 

number of animals used, half the litter was inoculated subcutaneously with a blue dye 

(trypan blue) by Ms Simone Ross, (Senior Animal Technician), on the day of birth. This 

allowed two different groups to be housed within the same cage (Table 8.1). All babies 

in the litters were used for this study, divided equally into two groups per cage. At least 

five babies were inoculated per group. At the end of the experiment, all mice were 

tested for virus activity by plaque assay and antibody production by NA, HI and ELISA. 

HI tests were generally only performed on ELISA positive samples for the acute phase 

of disease. This was based on previous experiments that showed all HI positive sera 

were also ELISA positive, but not vice versa (results not shown). Due to the small 

amounts of blood collected from any one individual suckling mouse, sera from the same 

group collected on the same day were pooled. 
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The preliminary study included four doses; 0.1, 1, 5 and 10 pfu with three virus 

strains; DC5692 representing the SW genotype, DC7194 represents the NE genotype 

and T48 representing the prototype strain (Table 8.1). The percentage of animals 

developing disease as well as time to humane end points was used as indicators of 

virulence and pathogenesis. Student t-tests were used to evaluate differences between 

groups at a significance level of 0.05. The pathogenesis study was repeated twice with 

larger groups of mice at the optimal dose to verify results found in the preliminary 

study.   

 

Table 8.1 – Inoculation strategy for the preliminary study in suckling mice. 
 

Mother 
Number 

Group 
Number 

Virus ID 
(Genotype ID) 

Dosage 
used 

Number of 
babies in grp 

1 1 DC5692 (SW) 0.1 pfu 6 
1 2 DC5692 (SW) 10 pfu 6 
2 3 DC7194 (NE) 0.1 pfu 5 
2 4 DC7194 (NE) 10 pfu 5 
3 5 DC7194 (NE) 1 pfu 5 
3 6 Control N/A 6 
4 7 T48 (Prototype) 0.1 pfu 5 
4 8 T48 (Prototype) 10 pfu 5 
5 9 T48 (Prototype) 1 pfu 6 
5 10 DC5692 (SW) 1 pfu 5 
6 11 T48 (Prototype) 5 pfu 8 
6 12 DC5692 (SW) 5 pfu 8 
7 13 DC7194 (NE) 5 pfu 12 

Control mice were inoculated with PBS. 
 

8.3.2 REPLICATION KINETICS STUDIES 

Methodology for replication kinetics studies were described in Section 3.6.2. 

Suckling mice, inoculated intracerebrally with 0.1 and one pfu of virus, were sacrificed 

on day one, three, five, seven and nine post-inoculation to study viral replication in 

brain and sera samples. Virus titres were assayed by plaque assay.  

 

8.3.3 ANTIBODY RESPONSE STUDIES 

Methods used for the antibody response studies were outlined in Section 3.6.3. 

The aim of this study was to determine the optimal dose producing the most differences 

in antibody production following intraperitoneal inoculation with different RRV 

genotypes in four-week-old mice. This study also determined the time course for 

antibody production. Table 8.2 outlines the inoculation strategy for the preliminary 
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antibody response study. Three RRV strains were tested; DC5692 representing the SW 

genotype, DC7194 represents the NE genotype and T48 representing the prototype 

strain. Group A mice were bled on day 4, 10, 14, 24 and 35 post-inoculation and Group 

B mice were bled on day 7, 14, 21, 28 and 42 post-inoculation. Blood samples of 

approximately 150 L were taken at each time point and tested by NA, HI and ELISA. 

Where possible all sera samples were tested by NA against all three strains (T48, 

DC5692 and DC7194). If there was insufficient serum, the NA was performed against 

the strain matching the inoculum. The ELISA, while not as sensitive as the NA, can 

detect a wider range of antibodies (including neutralising and non-neutralising 

antibodies) and so was used in antibody response experiments. Viraemia was assessed 

in serum samples by plaque assay. Once the optimal dose had been determined, that 

dose was used in larger groups of mice to confirm preliminary findings. Groups were 

inoculated as outlined in Table 8.3. Samples were taken and assayed as described for 

the preliminary antibody study.  

 

Table 8.2 – Inoculation strategy for the preliminary antibody response 
study. 

 

Group 
Number 

Virus ID 
(Genotype ID) 

Dosage 
used 

Number of 
animals in grp 

1 Control N/A 5 
2A DC5692 (SW) 0.5 pfu 5 
2B DC5692 (SW) 0.5 pfu 5 
3A DC5692 (SW) 25 pfu 5 
3B DC5692 (SW) 25 pfu 5 
4A DC7194 (NE) 0.5 pfu 5 
4B DC7194 (NE) 0.5 pfu 5 
5A DC7194 (NE) 25 pfu 5 
5B DC7194 (NE) 25 pfu 6 
6A T48 (Prototype) 0.5 pfu 5 
6B T48 (Prototype 0.5 pfu 6 
7A T48 (Prototype) 25 pfu 5 
7B T48 (Prototype) 25 pfu 5 
8A T48 (Prototype) 100 pfu 5 
8B T48 (Prototype) 100 pfu 5 
9A DC5692 (SW) 100 pfu 5 
9B DC5692 (SW) 100 pfu 5 

10A DC7194 (NE) 100 pfu 5 
10B DC7194 (NE) 100 pfu 5 

 
At least five mice were inoculated intraperitoneally per group (grp). Control mice 
were inoculated with PBS. 
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Table 8.3 – Inoculation strategy for the follow-up antibody response study. 

Group 
Number 

Virus ID 
(Genotype ID) 

Dosage 
used 

Number of 
animals in grp 

1 Control N/A 5 
2A DC5692 (SW) 0.5 pfu 10 
2B DC5692 (SW) 0.5 pfu 10 
3A DC7194 (NE) 0.5 pfu 10 
3B DC7194 (NE) 0.5 pfu 10 
4A DC5692 (SW) 25 pfu 10 
4B DC5692 (SW) 25 pfu 10 
5A DC7194 (NE) 25 pfu 10 
5B DC7194 (NE) 25 pfu 10 
6A T48 (Prototype) 0.5 pfu 10 
6B T48 (Prototype 0.5 pfu 10 
7A T48 (Prototype) 25 pfu 10 
7B T48 (Prototype) 25 pfu 10 

Groups of ten, four-week-old mice per group (grp) were inoculated 
intraperitoneally. Control mice were inoculated with PBS. 
 
 

8.4 RESULTS: IN VITRO STUDIES 

8.4.1 DIFFERENCES IN PLAQUE MORPHOLOGY 

Table 8.4 summarises the relationship between plaque size and RRV genotype 

for all isolates tested during this study. Plaques generated ranged from 0.5 mm to 2.5 

mm in diametre. Examples of plaques formed by representatives of both genotypes are 

shown in Figure 8.1. Comparison between NE and SW genotype isolates resulted in an 

insignificant p-value of 0.32. All RRV isolates produced completely circular plaques 

(results not shown). In conclusion, genotype does not appear to influence plaque 

morphology for RRV. 

 

8.4.2 DIFFERENCES IN REPLICATION KINETICS 

Replication kinetics was similar for both strains (DC5692 and DC7194), over all 

MOIs (0.1, 1 and 5 pfu) and cell types (C6/36 and Vero cells) tested. In general, peak 

virus titres were approximately one log lower in the mosquito cell line (C6/36 cells) 

compared to the vertebrate cell line used (Vero cells) at all MOIs tested (Figure 8.2). 

Overall, the SW genotype appeared to produce higher titres of virus compared to the NE 

genotype, but these differences were not statistically different (p-value = 0.35, Figure 

8.2, Panel A). The NE genotype reached higher viral titres later in infection compared 

to the SW genotype, at an MOI of 0.1 pfu (Figure 8.2, Panel B). Furthermore at an 

MOI of five pfu, the SW genotype was able to produce viral tires consistently higher 
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than the NE genotype in the early part of infection, from hour three to 12. Following 

this time point, both isolates produced almost equal viral titres (Figure 8.3). While 

small differences were observed between the two RRV isolates tested in terms of 

replication kinetics, overall these differences did not translate into statistically 

significant differences.  

 

Table 8.4 – Summary of plaque size and RRV genotype. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Eleven RRV isolates representing the two RRV genotypes (NE and SW) were 
tested by plaque assay. The diametre of the resulting plaques was measured.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8.1 – Differences in plaque morphology between DC5692 (SW 
genotype) and DC7194 (NE genotype). Panel A – Plaques generated by 
DC5692. Panel B – Plaques generated by DC7194. Plaque assays were 
performed on Vero cells, using methyl cellulose as the overlay.  
 
 

Isolate ID RRV 
genotype 

Average Plaque 
size (mm) 

DC7194 NE genotype 1.5 
T48 NE genotype 1.2 
RRV96272 NE genotype 2.0 
SW61028 NE genotype 1.5 
SW60757 NE genotype 1.0 
K19517 NE genotype 0.5 
DC5692 SW genotype 2.5 
SW876 SW genotype 1.5 
SW2191 SW genotype 1.2 
SW59732 SW genotype 1.0 
SW60406 SW genotype 2.0 

A B 
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Figure 8.2 - Replication kinetics for RRV isolates at an MOI of 0.1.  
Panel A – Vero cells and Panel B - C6/36 cells. Samples were taken 
periodically post-inoculation, usually every three hours until hour 21 and then 
every six hours until the end of the experiment at hour 45. Viral titres were 
determined by plaque assay. 

A 

B 
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Figure 8.3 - Replication kinetics for RRV isolates at an MOI of 5 on C6/36 
cells. Samples were taken periodically post-inoculation, usually every three 
hours until hour 21 and then every six hours until the end of the experiment at 
hour 45. Viral titres were determined by plaque assay. 

 

8.4.3 SEQUENCING RESULTS 

Sequencing the E2 gene resulted in 251 nt of data for the prototype strain, T48; 

269 nt for DC5692 and 254 nt for DC7194. At the nucleotide level, eight nucleotide 

changes were detected between the three RRV strains (Appendix XXI). Small 

nucleotide differences between isolates were observed as summarised in Table 8.5 and 

8.6. T48 and DC5692 were the most different (3.6%) in the E2 gene segment 

sequenced, followed by T48 compared to DC7194 (2.9%). The two isolates from the 

SW of WA, representing different genotypes (DC5692 and DC7194) were the most 

similar, being 0.7 percent different at the nucleotide level in the E2 gene (Table 8.5). 

These nucleotide changes translated into two amino acid changes (Appendix XXII) for 

the three RRV strains sequenced. At position 74 of the E2 gene, both T48 and DC5692 

had an aspartic acid residue, while DC7194 had a valine residue. The second difference 

was at position 81, where T48 had an aspartic acid residue and the other two isolates 

had a tyrosine residue.  
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For the nsP1 gene, 371 nt of useable sequence was generated for both DC5692 

and T48. Similarly, 370 nt was generated for DC7194. Comparable nucleotide 

differences were seen between all three isolates ranging from 2.2 to 3.0 percent (Table 

8.6, Appendix XXIII). DC5692 and DC7194 were 3.0 percent different in the nsP1 

gene. Nucleotide differences seen in the nsP1 translated into three amino acid 

differences (Appendix XXIV). At position 56 of the nsP1 gene, DC7194 differed from 

the other two isolates by having a threonine instead of an alanine residue. At position 

65, DC5692 differed from the other two isolates by having a threonine instead of a 

serine residue. The final difference was seen at position 102 where both DC5692 and 

DC7194 had an alanine residue and the prototype strain had a threonine residue. More 

diversity was seen in the non-structural nsP1 gene compared to the structural E2 gene. 

Overall, very little genetic diversity was evident between all three isolates sequenced for 

both the structural E2 and the non-structural nsP1 genes.  

 

Table 8.5 – Nucleotide differences between RRV isolates in the E2 gene. 

Strain one Strain two Nucleotide 
differences 

Percentage 
difference 

T48 DC5692 8/220 3.6% 
T48 DC7194 6/205 2.9% 

DC5692 DC7194 2/254 0.7% 

 
A 550 nt fragment of the E2 gene was generated by RT-PCR and sequenced. 
Nucleotide differences represents the number of nucleotide differences 
identified from Appendix XXI divided by the number of nucleotides involved in 
the comparison.  
 

Table 8.6 – Nucleotide differences between RRV isolates in the nsP1 gene. 

Strain one Strain two Nucleotide 
differences 

Percentage 
difference 

T48 DC5692 8/371 2.2% 
T48 DC7194 11/370 3.0% 

DC5692 DC7194 11/370 3.0% 

 
A 343 nt region of the nsP1 gene was generated by RT-PCR and sequenced. 
Nucleotide differences represents the number of nucleotide differences 
identified from Appendix XXIII divided by the number of nucleotides involved in 
the comparison.  
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8.5 IN VIVO STUDIES 

8.5.1 STUDIES IN SUCKLING MICE  

8.5.1.1 Results from the preliminary study 

 Results from the preliminary study are shown in Table 8.7 and 8.8. As 

expected control mice (inoculated with PBS) were negative for both virus activity and 

antibody responses. At the dose of 0.1 pfu, 66.7 percent of animals developed disease 

following inoculation with the SW genotype and 20 percent developed disease 

following inoculation with the NE genotype (Table 8.7). There was no significant 

difference in the average time to humane end point for the three strains at 0.1 pfu of 

virus (Table 8.8).  

 

At one pfu of virus, the percentage of animals developing disease was 83.3, 60.0 

and 40.0 percent for the prototype, SW and NE stains, respectively. Furthermore, the 

average time to humane end point was 3.4, 6.7 and 8.0 days for the prototype, SW and 

NE stains, respectively (Table 8.7). At this dose of virus, the time to humane end point 

was statistically different between the SW genotype and the prototype strain (p-value = 

0.0002), and between the NE genotype and the prototype strain (p-value less than 

0.0001). However, at the dose of one pfu of virus, the comparison between the SW and 

NE genotypes, in terms of time to human end point, was not statistically different 

(Table 8.8). 

 

At the higher doses of five and 10 pfu of virus, all inoculated animals developed 

disease regardless of the infecting virus. For 10 pfu of virus, the average time to humane 

end point was 3.6, 6.5 and 6.8 days for the prototype, SW and NE stains, respectively 

(Table 8.7) and was not statistically different between all three strains tested. However, 

there was a significant difference between the SW and NE genotypes compared to the 

prototype strain (p-values less than 0.0001, Table 8.8). At the dose of five pfu, the 

average time to humane end point for the prototype strain, SW and NE genotypes were 

3.6, 7.4 and 8.2 days respectively. Statistical analysis of time to humane end points 

between all three strains tested resulted in significant p-values (Table 8.8). The SW and 

NE genotypes produced time to humane end point highly significantly different from 

the prototype strain (p-values less than 0.0001). The SW and NE genotypes were also 

significantly different from each other (p-value of 0.03). 
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Table 8.7 – Summary of preliminary results in suckling mice. 

Dosage 
used 

Genotype 
ID 

Group 
Number 

Number 
diseased 

Percentage 
diseased 

Avg time to 
humane end 
point (days) 

0.1 pfu Prototype 7 3 of 5 60.0% 6.0 

0.1 pfu SW 1 4 of 6 66.7% 7.0 

0.1 pfu NE 3 1 of 5 20.0% 8.0 

1 pfu Prototype 9 5 of 6 83.3% 3.4 
1 pfu SW 10 3 of 5 60.0% 6.7 

1 pfu NE 5 2 of 5 40.0% 8.0 

5 pfu Prototype 11 8 of 8 100.0% 3.6 

5 pfu SW 12 8 of 8 100.0% 7.4 

5 pfu NE 13 12 of 12 100.0% 8.2 

10 pfu Prototype 8 5 of 5 100.0% 3.6 
10 pfu SW 2 6 of 6 100.0% 6.5 

10 pfu NE 4 5 of 5 100.0% 6.8 

Control  6 0 of 6 0.0% 0.0 

 
Thirteen groups of at least five suckling mice per group were inoculated with 
four different inoculums as summarised in Table 8.1. Average time to humane 
end point was calculated based on animals developing disease only.  
 
 

Table 8.8 - Statistical analysis of preliminary results in suckling mice. 
 

Dosage Group 1 Group 2  p-value 
0.1 pfu Prototype SW 0.2856 
  Prototype NE  
  SW NE  
1 pfu Prototype SW 0.0002 
  Prototype NE <0.0001 
  SW NE 0.0533 
5 pfu Prototype SW <0.0001 
  Prototype NE <0.0001 
  SW NE 0.0284 
10 pfu  Prototype SW <0.0001 
  Prototype NE <0.0001 
  SW NE 0.3527 

 
Group 1 was compared to Group 2 for time to humane end point for diseased 
animals. Blank represents p-values that could not be calculated due to the small 
amount of diseased animals observed.   
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All suckling mice culled because of disease had detectable viral titres (Table 

8.9, Panel A). No virus was detected from animals showing no disease (Table 8.9, 

Panel B). The major overall trend for the preliminary study was that T48 produced 

higher titres at death than either of the other strains tested, and the SW strain nearly 

always had higher titres than the NW strain when samples were taken from the same 

day. For example, one pfu on day eight, five pfu on day seven and 10 pfu on day seven 

all showed higher titres for the SW strain compared to the NE strain (Table 8.9).  

 

The earliest detection of neutralising antibodies was seen on day four from 

animals inoculated with the prototype strain, T48 (Table 8.9, Panel A). Neutralising 

antibodies were detected from animals inoculated with T48 at 0.1 and 10 pfu of virus 

and from animals inoculated with five and 10 pfu of NE genotype virus (Table 8.9, 

Panel A). Neutralising antibodies could be detected on day seven, eight and nine post-

inoculation from animals inoculated with five pfu of NE genotype virus. The same sera 

tested by ELISA were negative on day seven and eight, but positive on day nine. This 

positive result represents the only ELISA positive detected during the acute phase of 

infection. The highest neutralising antibody titres (160), detected for the preliminary 

study were from animals inoculated with the NE genotype at day nine post-inoculation. 

Interestingly, animals inoculated with the SW genotype showed only low neutralising 

antibody titres, not greater than 20. These titres were detected at the end of the 

experiment (day 18) and not during the acute phase of infection from pooled sera. 

 

Only four samples were positive by ELISA. One was from animals inoculated 

with five pfu of NE genotype virus at day nine post-inoculation (Table 8.9, Panel A). 

The other three positives were from animals’ not developing disease (Table 8.9, Panel 

B). At 0.1 pfu, animals inoculated with either prototype or SW genotype virus were 

ELISA positive, but not HI positive. The final positive came from animals inoculated 

with one pfu of NE genotype virus. Interestingly, the sera from this last group were also 

HI positive.  
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Table 8.9 - Summary of viral titre and antibody levels for the preliminary 
study in suckling mice. 

 
A 

Dose Virus ID Day PI Avg viral titre NA-T48 NA-SW NA-NE ELISA HI 

0.1 pfu Prototype 4 2.5 x 105 20  20 Neg  

    7 5.3 x 107 40 NN 10 Neg  

  SW 7 5.0 x 107 NN NN NN Neg  

  NE 8 3.0 x 103   NN Neg  

1 pfu Prototype 4 6.4 x 105      

  SW 6 1.8 x 105      

    7 8.6 x 105 NN NN NN Neg  

    8 4.0 x 105      

  NE 8 1.6 x 105      

5 pfu Prototype 3 7.0 x 106      

    4 2.1 x 105 20 NN 10 Neg  

  SW 7 2.4 x 105 NN NN NN Neg  

  NE 7 5.5 x 104 20 10 40 Neg  

    8 6.2 x 103 20 10 40 Neg  

    9 3.8 x 102 10 10 160 Pos 40 

10 pfu Prototype 2 1.2 x 107      

    4 6.4 x 105 40 NN 10 Neg  

  SW 6 2.7 x 105 NN NN NN Neg  

    7 4.2 x 105 NN NN NN Neg  

  NE 6 2.8 x 105 NN NN NN Neg  

    7 3.0 x 105 10 NN 80 Neg  

 
B 
Dose Virus ID Day PI Avg Viral titre NA-T48 NA-SW NA-NE ELISA HI 

0.1 pfu Prototype 16 Neg 10 NN 10 Pos <10 

  SW 18 Neg NN NN NN Pos <10 

  NE 18 Neg NN NN NN Neg <10 

1 pfu Prototype 17 Neg NN NN NN Neg <10 

  SW 17 Neg NN 20 NN Neg <10 

  NE 17 Neg 10 NN 10 Pos 80 

 
Panel A represents animals developing disease and Panel B represent animals 
not developing disease. Key: NA, neutralisation assay; NA-SW, neutralising 
antibody levels for sera samples tested against DC5692; NA-NE, neutralising 
antibody levels for sera tested against DC7194; NA-T48, neutralising antibodies 
against T48; NN, non-neutralising antibody levels; Neg, negative; Pos, Positive. 
Blank, samples not tested 
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Therefore, while the main purpose of the preliminary study in suckling mice was 

not to investigate antibody responses, some interesting findings were observed. Firstly, 

animals inoculated with the NE genotype produced the highest neutralising antibody 

titres. Secondly, neutralising antibodies produced towards the SW genotype were not 

detected during the acute phase of infection and were detected at very low levels at the 

end of the experiment in animals’ not developing disease. Thirdly, the majority of 

antibodies detected by ELISA occurred late in infection, with most detected in animals 

not developing disease. Finally, all HI antibodies detected during the preliminary study 

were from animals inoculated with the NE genotype. 

 

8.5.1.2 Analysis of preliminary results from suckling mice 

A preliminary study was conducted in suckling mice to determine the optimal 

dose of virus to produce the most differences in pathogenesis between RRV stains 

tested. During the preliminary study, two groups were used within the same cage to 

minimise the number of animals used. The control group was tested for both virus 

activity and antibody responses following inoculation. There was no evidence of virus 

infection, indicating that there was no cross-infection between animals in the same cage.  

 

Ideally, all animals inoculated for each group should develop disease to enable 

direct data comparisons between groups. Therefore, at 0.1 pfu of virus, the low 

percentage of animals developing disease that were inoculated with the NE genotype 

(Table 8.7), as well as the lack of statistical difference in time to humane end point data 

(Table 8.8), makes this dose unsuitable to determine differences between genotypes. 

Similarly, the highest dose tested (10 pfu) could not be used to study differences 

between genotypes. While all animals inoculated with this dose developed disease, the 

average time to humane end point data did not appear to be significantly different 

between all three groups tested (Table 8.8). Likewise at one pfu of virus, the SW and 

NE genotypes generated time to humane end points statistically different from the 

prototype strain, but not statistically different from each other. Furthermore, not all 

animals developed disease at this dose. At five pfu of virus all animals inoculated 

developed disease and all test groups produced statistically significant time to humane 

end point data when compared to each other (Table 8.8). Therefore, five pfu of virus 

was selected as the optimal dose for the follow-up experiments in suckling mice. 
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 A decrease in viral titre was observed for the NE genotype between day seven 

and nine post-inoculation (Table 8.7), suggesting clearance of virus from the murine 

model. However, direct comparisons of viral titres could not be made between all doses 

and viruses tested in the preliminary study due to differences in the time culled post-

inoculation. Therefore, no pattern could be established between viral titres in the brain 

and genotype from preliminary results. Differences in viral titres between genotypes 

were assessed in more detail in replication kinetics studies (Section 8.5.3.1). 

 

Interesting observations were made regarding antibody responses following 

infection. The NE genotype produced the highest neutralising antibodies and the SW 

genotype produced only low levels of neutralising antibodies. It is not possible to draw 

accurate conclusions from preliminary data generated from suckling mice regarding the 

immune response since these mice do not mount an appreciable immune response 

following RRV infection. Therefore, differences in antibody response between 

genotypes were assessed in more detail in Antibody response studies involving four-

week-old mice in the following section. 

 

8.5.2 ANTIBODY RESPONSE STUDIES 

8.5.2.1 Results from the preliminary antibody response study 

A preliminary experiment tested antibody responses using three doses (0.5, 25 

and 100 pfu of virus) in four-week-old mice. At 25 pfu of virus, there were no 

significant differences in antibody responses for the different genotypes (results not 

shown). The SW and NE genotypes reached peak neutralising antibody titres at day 17 

post-inoculation. The neutralising antibodies produced by T48 peaked later in the 

infection process, at day 24. Neutralising antibodies persisted for all strains of RRV 

until the end of the experiment (day 42) at 25 pfu of virus. At 100 pfu of virus, the SW 

and NE genotypes produced consistently higher levels of neutralising antibodies 

compared to the prototype strain, but there were no differences in neutralising antibody 

levels between the NE and SW genotypes (results not shown).  

 

At the dose, 0.5 pfu of virus, both the NE and SW genotypes displayed peak 

neutralising antibody titres at day 17 post-inoculation (Figure 8.4). The NE genotype 

produced neutralising antibody titres significantly higher than the SW genotype (about 

four-fold higher). Neutralising antibody titres for the SW and NE genotypes dropped 

dramatically after the peak, reaching zero by day 42. The NE genotype also produced 
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higher neutralising titres compared to the prototype strain. Interestingly, the neutralising 

antibody response for the prototype strain peaked later in infection (day 24). T48 was 

the only isolate to show persisting neutralising antibodies at 0.5 pfu of virus (Figure 

8.4).  
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Figure 8.4 – Neutralising antibody responses following inoculation with 
0.5 pfu of virus. Five mice per group were inoculated and blood samples were 
taken at serial time points post-inoculation by venous tail bleed. Neutralising 
antibodies were assayed by a neutralisation assay on Vero cells. Each point 
represents the average neutralising antibody titre ± SEM from 5 animals.  
 

The majority of samples collected from animals inoculated with high doses (25 

and 100 pfu) were ELISA positive. No significant differences between groups could be 

identified at higher doses based on ELISA results (results not shown). At the low dose 

of 0.5 pfu of virus, antibodies were detectable by ELISA on day seven post-inoculation 

for the prototype strain and day 10 for the SW and NE genotypes (Table 8.10). All sera 

collected following these times post-inoculation were also ELISA positive for both the 

prototype and SW genotype. ELISA positivity peaked for the SW strain between day 17 

to 21 and day 14 to 21 for the NE genotype. ELISA antibodies peaked later for the 

prototype strain between days 21 to 28 post-inoculation. The ELISA could not detect 

antibodies for the NE genotype after day 21. Interestingly, mice inoculated with the SW 
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strain had no detectable neutralising antibody after day 21 (Figure 8.4), but 40 percent 

of samples were positive by ELISA (Bold values, Table 8.10).  

 

Table 8.10 – Summary of ELISA results at 0.5 pfu of virus. 

Dose Time Prototype SW NE 
0.5 pfu 4 0% (0/5) 0% (0/5) 0% (0/5) 
  7 80% (4/5) 0% (0/5) 0% (0/5) 
  10 80% (4/5) 20% (1/5) 40% (2/5) 
  14 60% (3/5) 20% (1/5) 100% (5/5) 
  17 80% (4/5) 80% (4/5) 100% (5/5) 
  21 100% (5/5) 80% (4/5) 100% (5/5) 
 24 100% (5/5) 40% (2/5) 0% (0/5) 
  28 100% (5/5) 40% (2/5) 0% (0/5) 
  35 60% (3/5) 40% (2/5) 0% (0/5) 
  42 60% (3/5) 40% (2/5) 0% (0/5) 

 
ELISA results are represented as percentages of positive results. Numbers 
within the brackets represent the number of positive samples divided by the 
number of samples tested. The time represents the days post-inoculation. 
 
 

At all three doses (0.5, 25 and 100 pfu), the prototype strain induced medium to 

high HI antibody production from day 10 post-inoculation to the end of the experiment 

(day 42, Table 8.11). There did not appear to be any correlation between HI antibodies 

produced and patterns seen for ELISA or neutralising antibodies for this strain. At the 

highest dose of 100 pfu of virus, HI antibodies were detected for all three strains tested, 

ranging from low to high for the majority of the experiments duration. There were no 

patterns established between HI antibody titres and strain at this dose (results not 

shown). 

 

Differences in HI antibody production were evident between the NE and SW 

genotypes. At the dose of 0.5 pfu, HI antibodies produced by mice inoculated with the 

NE genotype were not detectable before day 10 or after day 21 (Table 8.11, Panel A). 

These results mimic neutralising antibody and ELISA patterns described earlier. Only 

low levels of HI antibodies were detected between day 10 and 21 for the NE genotype. 

The SW genotype produced HI antibodies later in the infection process (day 17 

onwards). However, HI antibodies persisted for this genotype until the end of the 

experiment (day 42), reaching medium HI antibody levels. A similar trend was seen for 
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ELISA data (Table 8.10). These persisting antibodies were present in the absence of 

detectable neutralising antibodies.  

 

Table 8.11 – Summary of haemagglutination inhibition assay results. 

                          A 

Dose Time Prototype SW NE 
0.5 pfu 4 Neg Neg Neg 

 7 Med +ve Neg Neg 
 10 Med +ve Neg Low +ve 
 14 Med +ve Neg Low +ve 
 17 Med +ve Low +ve Low +ve 
 21 Med +ve Low +ve Low +ve 
 24 Med +ve Low +ve Neg 
 28 Med +ve Low +ve Neg 
 35 Med +ve Low +ve Neg 
 42 High +ve Med +ve Neg 

 
 
                        B 

Dose Time Prototype SW NE 
25 pfu 4 Neg Neg Neg 

 7 Low +ve Med +ve Neg 
 10 Med +ve Med +ve Low +ve 
 14 Med +ve Med +ve Med +ve 
 17 Med +ve Med +ve High +ve 
 21 High +ve Med +ve Med +ve 
 24 High +ve Med +ve Neg 
 28 High +ve High +ve Neg 
 35 High +ve High +ve Neg 
 42 High +ve Med +ve Neg 

 
Five mice per group were inoculated with either 0.5 (Panel A) or 25 pfu (Panel 
B) of each virus strain. Average antibody titres were simplified by designating 
titres of zero to 20 as negative; greater than 20 but less than or equal to 40 as 
low positive (Low +ve); titres ranging from greater than 40 to 160 as medium 
positive (Med +ve) and titres greater than 160 as high positive (High +ve). Time 
is represented as days post-inoculation. The SW genotype produced antibodies 
late in infection (bold).  

 

 

Differences in HI antibody production between the SW and NE genotypes were 

more pronounced at the 25 pfu dose (Table 8.11, Panel B). At this dose, a rise in HI 

antibodies from low to high HI antibodies was observed between day 10 and 17, not 

seen at the 0.5 pfu dose. Again, HI antibodies were not detected for the NE genotype, 

after day 21 and HI antibody patterns mimic neutralising antibody responses. For the 
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SW genotype, HI antibodies were detected earlier in infection at day seven, where 

medium to high HI antibodies were detected. Peak HI antibody titres were detected on 

day 28 and 35, in the absence of neutralising antibodies.  

 

8.5.2.2 Analysis of results from the preliminary antibody response study 

A preliminary experiment was used to determine the optimal dose of virus 

needed to produce the largest difference in antibody responses following infection with 

RRV strains. Consistently higher neutralising antibody responses, along with antibody 

persistence at higher doses (25 and 100 pfu of virus) compared to the low dose (0.5 

pfu), suggests antibody responses are dose dependent. The large proportion of samples 

positive by ELISA and HI at high doses confirmed this observation.   

 

Differences in neutralising antibodies, ELISA and HI results were considered 

when determining the optimal dose for the follow-up antibody response studies. The 

only dose showing significant differences in neutralising antibodies was at 0.5 pfu of 

virus. At this dose, the NE genotype produced the highest level of neutralising 

antibodies and peaked earlier in infection compared to the prototype strain, also 

producing high neutralising antibody titres. Interestingly, the SW genotype produced 

low levels of neutralising antibodies and antibodies that were non-neutralising. These 

observations suggest that antibody responses induced by the different RRV genotypes 

may be an important virulence determinant in disease pathogenesis. The significance of 

these observations will be discussed further in Section 8.6. 

 

Therefore, based on results obtained from the preliminary antibody response 

study, 0.5 pfu of virus was chosen as the optimal dose to study differences in 

neutralising antibody production. Differences in HI titres were observed at 0.5 and 25 

pfu of virus. Both doses were used in the follow-up experiments to study differences in 

HI titres between the RRV genotypes.   

 

8.5.3 RESULTS FROM FOLLOW-UP STUDIES IN SUCKLING MICE 

All animals inoculated with the optimal dose of five pfu of virus developed 

disease with the average time to humane end point for the prototype strain, SW and NE 

genotypes being 2.0, 5.8 and 7.1 days respectively (Table 8.12). All time to humane end 

point results were statistically different from each other (Table 8.13). As found 

previously, the SW and NE genotypes produced time to humane end points very 
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different from the prototype strain (p-values less than 0.0001) and significantly different 

from each other (p-value = 0.005).  

 

Viral titres and antibody levels were assessed for all samples collected during 

the follow-up studies involving suckling mice (Table 8.14). The highest viral titres were 

seen for the prototype strain at day two post-inoculation (3.64 x 107pfu/g). Viral titres 

increased in the group infected with the SW genotype from day four to seven (1.75 x 

105 to 8.2 x 105pfu/g). Interestingly, viral production by the NE genotype decreased 

from day six to seven (1.6 x 106 to 8.0 x 105pfu/g). No ELISA or HI positives were 

identified during the follow-up studies. As seen in the preliminary study, the highest 

neutralising antibody levels during follow-up (80) were identified from animals 

inoculated with the NE genotype (Table 8.14). 

 

Table 8.12 - Summary of follow-up studies in suckling mice inoculated 
with 5 pfu of virus. 

 

Genotype 
ID 

Number 
diseased 

Percentage 
diseased 

Avg time to 
humane end 
point (days) 

Prototype 17 of 17 100% 2.0 
SW 12 of 12 100% 5.8 
NE 13 of 13 100% 7.1 
Controls 0 of 7 0% 0.0 

 
Control mice were inoculated with PBS. The average (avg) time to humane end 
point was calculated for all groups.  
 
 
 

Table 8.13 - Statistical analysis from the follow-up studies in suckling 
mice. 

 

Dosage Group 1 Group 2  p-value 
5 pfu Prototype SW <0.0001 
  Prototype NE <0.0001 
  SW NE 0.005 

 
A series of 2 X 2 tables comparing two test groups are summarised in this table. 
Test groups include the two genotypes of RRV; the south-west (SW) and 
northern eastern (NE) genotypes represented by strains DC5692 and DC7194 
respectively. The prototype strain of RRV, T48 was also included. 
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Table 8.14 - Summary of viral titres and antibody levels for the follow-up 
studies in suckling mice. 

 

Virus ID Day PI Avg viral titre NA-T48 NA-SW NA-NE ELISA HI 

Prototype 2 3.6 x 107 NN NN NN Neg <10 

SW 4 1.8 x 105 NN NN NN Neg NT 
  6 5.5 x 105 NN NN NN Neg <10 

  7 8.2 x 105 NN NN NN Neg <10 

NE 6 1.6 x 106 10 NN 40 Neg <10 

  7 8.0 x 105 10 NN 80 Neg <10 

 

Antibody levels were determined by neutralisation assay (NA) against the three 
virus strains, T48, DC5692 (SW genotype) and DC7194 (NE genotype). 
Antibody titres were also determined by the Enzyme-linked immunosorbent 
assay (ELISA) and haemagglutination inhibition (HI) assay. 

 

8.5.3.1 RESULTS FROM REPLICATION KINETICS STUDIES IN VIVO 

8.5.3.1.1 Virus replication in suckling mouse brain 

At one pfu of virus, the prototype strain displayed significantly higher titres of 

virus in mouse brain homogenates compared to the SW and NE genotypes. However, 

differences between the SW and NE genotype were not evident at this dose (results not 

shown). At 0.1 pfu of virus, differences in viral titres were identified between all three 

strains tested (Figure 8.5). Early in infection (day one), the prototype strain had the 

highest viral titres (7.1 x 107pfu/g), followed by the SW (5.9 x 105pfu/g) and then NE 

genotype (4.8 x 104pfu/g). The prototype strain produced significantly higher viral titres 

in mouse brain for all time points sampled compared to both the SW and NE genotypes. 

Differences in viral titres between the SW and NE genotype were evident at day one 

and again at the end of the experiment (days seven, eight and nine).   
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Figure 8.5 - Virus titres in suckling mouse brain homogenates at 0.1 pfu of 
virus. Mice were sacrificed at day one, three, five, seven and nine post-
inoculation or at the first sign of clinical disease. Virus titres in brain 
homogenates were assayed by plaque assay.  
 

8.5.3.1.2 Viraemia in serum samples from suckling mice 

 Similar viraemia patterns were seen for both the 0.1 and one pfu doses tested so 

only results for the dose of one pfu of virus will be described in this section. The 

prototype strain was able to induce viraemia in suckling mice to levels significantly 

higher than the SW or NE genotypes (Figure 8.6). No decrease in viraemia was 

recorded for the prototype strain. Differences in viraemia between the SW and NE 

genotype were only seen at the end of the experiment (day nine). At this time point, 

virus could no longer be detected for the NE genotype.  
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Figure 8.6 - Viraemia in suckling mice at one pfu of virus. Mice were 
sacrificed at day one, three, five, seven and nine post-inoculation or at the first 
sign of clinical disease. Viraemia was determined by plaque assay.  
 

8.5.4 RESULTS FROM THE FOLLOW-UP ANTIBODY RESPONSE STUDY 

All major finding from the preliminary antibody response study were verified by 

follow-up antibody response experiments. Differences in neutralising antibodies 

between the three RRV strains are illustrated in Figure 8.7. This graph clearly shows 

significant differences between all RRV isolates tested. The NE genotype induced the 

highest neutralising antibody titres of all three strains tested at day 17 post-inoculation 

(greater than 400). Also this isolate displayed peak neutralising antibody titres earlier 

than those produced by mice inoculated with the prototype strain (day 24). It was 

interesting to note the low levels of neutralising antibodies produced by the SW 

genotype, less than 50 percent of that produced by mice inoculated with the NE 

genotype. Also interesting was the lack of persistence of neutralising antibodies by both 

the SW and NE genotypes compared to the prototype strain. 
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Figure 8.7 – Neutralising antibody responses following inoculation with 
0.5 pfu of virus in four-week-old mice. Groups of ten mice were inoculated 
with each virus and blood samples were taken at serial time points post-
inoculation by venous tail bleed. Neutralising antibodies were assayed by a 
neutralisation assay on Vero cells.  
 

ELISA results were also similar to those obtained in the preliminary study.  

Table 8.15 shows that mice inoculated with the SW genotype remain ELISA positive 

from day 10 post-inoculation (60% positive) until the end of the experiment (70% 

positive). Conversely, animals inoculated with the NE genotype did not have detectable 

antibodies by ELISA after day 24. This pattern for ELISA positive results mimics that 

seen for neutralising antibody responses for the NE genotype only. The prototype strain 

displayed ELISA positive results from day seven post-inoculation until the end of the 

study (day 42).  
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Table 8.15 – Summary of ELISA results at 0.5 pfu of virus for the follow-up 
antibody response study 

 

Dose Time Prototype SW NE 
0.5 pfu 4 0% (0/10) 0% (0/10) 0% (0/10) 
  7 50% (5/10) 0% (0/10) 0% (0/10) 
  10 60% (6/10) 60% (6/10) 50% (5/10) 
  14 60% (6/10) 50% (5/10) 100% (10/10) 
  17 80% (8/10) 90% (9/10) 100% (10/10) 
  21 100% (10/10) 100% (10/10) 100% (10/10) 
 24 100% (10/10) 100% (10/10) 10% (1/10) 
  28 100% (10/10) 80% (8/10) 0% (0/10) 
  35 50% (5/10) 60% (6/10) 0% (0/10) 
  42 60% (6/10) 70% (7/10) 0% (0/10) 

 
Results are represented as percentage of positive results. Numbers within the 
brackets represented the number of positive samples divided by the number of 
samples tested. The time represents the days post-inoculation. The SW 
genotype had detectable antibodies at the end of the experiment (bold). 
 
 

The same patterns were also seen for antibodies detected in the HI assay (Table 

8.16). In the follow-up studies, HI results were more consistent with larger numbers of 

mice, but did not follow a smooth normal distribution-like trend as was seen for 

neutralising antibody titres. For the NE genotype, HI antibodies were detected between 

day 10 and 24 post-inoculation and were low to medium levels. The time course and 

levels of HI antibodies mimic neutralising antibody titres detected for the NE genotype 

(Figure 8.7). The SW genotype displayed HI antibodies that were both higher (ranging 

from medium to high HI antibody levels) and persisted longer than the NE genotype 

(until the end of the experiment). HI positives towards the end of the experiment from 

day 28 to day 42 represents times post-inoculation when neutralising antibodies were 

not detected. Therefore, as seen with the ELISA results, the SW genotype induces non-

neutralising antibody production in the mouse.  These data also suggests that the NE 

genotype induces only neuralising antibody responses, whereas it was not possible to 

infer whether T48 induces only a neutralising antibody response or both.  
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Table 8.16 – Summary of haemagglutination inhibition assay results at 0.5 
pfu of virus for the follow-up antibody response study. 

 

Dose Time Prototype SW NE 
0.5 pfu 4 Neg Neg Neg 
  7 Med +ve Neg Neg 
  10 High +ve Med +ve Low +ve 
  14 High +ve Med +ve Low +ve 
  17 Med +ve Med +ve Med +ve 
  21 Med +ve Med +ve Low +ve 
 24 Med +ve High +ve Neg 
  28 Med +ve High +ve Neg 
  35 High +ve High +ve Neg 
  42 High +ve High +ve Neg 

 
Average antibody titres were simplified by designating titres of zero to 20 as 
negative; greater than 20 but less than or equal to 40 as low positive (Low +ve); 
titres ranging from greater than 40 to 160 as medium positive (Med +ve) and 
titres greater than 160 as high positive (High +ve). Time is represented as days 
post-inoculation.  
 

8.5.4.1 VIRAEMIA IN FOUR-WEEK-OLD MICE 

The prototype strain showed the highest viraemia in four-week old mice at 0.5 

pfu of virus (6.5 x 106 pfu/mL; Figure 8.8). The SW genotype produced significantly 

lower titres than the prototype strain (3.3 x 103 pfu/mL), but significantly higher than 

the NE genotype. No evidence of virus could be detected from mice inoculated with the 

NE genotype at day four. Viraemia was cleared from all three strains by day 10 post-

inoculation. No differences in viraemia were observed at 25 and 100 pfu of virus 

(results not shown). 
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Figure 8.8 - Viraemia in four-week-old mice inoculated with 0.5 pfu of 
virus. This figure summarises two independent experiments investigating 
viraemia in sera collected from four-week-old mice inoculated with 0.5 pfu of 
RRV from three strains. Virus titres were determined by plaque assay on Vero 
cells.  
 

8.6 DISCUSSION  

This is the first study to show differences in vivo between RRV genotypes. The 

first aim of this study was to investigate differences between RRV genotypes in vitro. 

DC5692 representing the SW genotype and DC7194 representing the NE genotype were 

selected for this study since they were both isolated locally in the Peel Region of WA. 

They were isolated around the same time, DC5692 in 1995 and DC7194 in 1996. 

Additionally this time frame corresponds to the introduction of the NE genotype into the 

SW of WA (Oliveira, 1998). The second aim of this study was to investigate differences 

between RRV genotypes in vivo using a murine model. In vivo studies assess 

differences in antibody production following challenge from the RRV genotypes. Based 

on observations from Chapter four, the NE genotype was expected to induce higher 

levels of neutralising antibodies compared to the SW genotype. Therefore, in vivo 

experiments were designed to determine whether this was the case and whether 

neutralising antibody levels could be correlated with the severity of disease.  
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8.6.1 MURINE MODEL OF ROSS RIVER VIRUS DISEASE 

A murine model was used to study differences in pathogenesis, replication 

kinetics and antibody responses following virus inoculation. Since RRV disease in mice 

has been shown to be age-dependent (Seay et al., 1981), suckling mice were used to 

study viral replication, whereas four-week-old mice were used to study antibody 

responses. Mice inoculated with RRV strains during this study showed clinical disease 

identical to that described in previous studies (Murphy et al., 1973; Mims et al., 1973). 

All three strains tested produced a similar clinical syndrome in suckling mice, with 

hind-leg paralysis being the key symptom observed, as expected. 

 

Previous in vivo studies involving RRV have not studied pathogenesis in terms 

of genotype. The first published studies on RRV pathogenesis by Mims and Murphy did 

study pathogenesis between RRV strains (Mims et al., 1973; Murphy et al., 1973). 

However, strains studied were T48 and NB5092, which both belong to the NE 

genotype. Therefore, the current study remains the first study to assess difference in 

pathogenesis between RRV genotypes.  

 

8.6.2 ASSESSMENT OF STRAINS INCLUDED IN THE MURINE MODEL OF 

ROSS RIVER VIRUS 

The prototype strain of RRV (T48) was included in the current studies as a 

means of comparison to published works.  However, DC7194 was considered a better 

representative of the NE genotype, based on previous findings that showed T48 was the 

most divergent of the NE genotype isolates sequenced (Sammels et al., 1995). This was 

also found during this study where both DC7194 and T48 were shown to belong to the 

NE genotype by fixed cell ELISA. However, these isolates were more divergent in the 

E2 gene (3%), compared to DC7194 and DC5692 (0.7%, Table 8.5), which should be 

more diverse considering they represent different genotypes.  Therefore, despite their 

antigenic similarity, T48 was as genetically distinct from the more recent NE isolate 

(DC7194) as it was from the SW genotype. Based on these findings, T48 cannot be 

regarded as a good representative of the NE genotype, and DC7194 was chosen as the 

better representative of this genotype.  

 

Previous pathogenesis studies involving RRV have been based on T48 (Mims et 

al., 1973; Murphy et al., 1973). However, the isolation history of this virus must be 

considered with respect to the other two strains used in this study to properly critique 
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the animal results. T48 was originally isolated from suckling mouse brain where the 

other two isolates were generated from cell culture. Meek and colleagues showed mouse 

passage selected for enhanced virulence in RRV variants (Meek et al., 1989). Therefore, 

extensive passage through suckling mouse brain may have led to the adaptation of T48 

to the mouse, explaining the high pathogenicity of this strain to the mouse. So while 

results for T48 allows comparison to published works, the main focus of in vivo studies 

was on differences between DC7194 (NE genotype) and DC5692 (SW genotype). 

 

8.6.3 PRELIMINARY IN VIVO STUDIES 

Preliminary in vivo studies were used to determine optimal doses of virus to be 

used in follow-up studies. In suckling mice, the optimal dose was determined to be five 

pfu of virus (Section 8.5.1.1) and in four-week-old mice the optimal dose was 

determined to be 0.5 pfu of virus (Section 8.5.2.1). Preliminary observations from 

suckling and four-week-old mice studies were discussed in Sections 8.5.1.2 and 8.5.2.2 

respectively and so will not be further discussion in this section. Preliminary 

observations were confirmed in follow-up studies that will be discussed later in this 

chapter.  

 

8.6.4 ANALYSIS OF IN VITRO RESULTS 

Plaque size was used to study differences between RRV genotypes in vitro, 

since differences in plaque size have been associated with differences in pathogenesis 

for the flavivirus, MVEV (Hurrelbrink and McMinn, 2001). This study could not 

identify any association between plaque size and genotype. Review of the literature 

found the same patterns for another alphavirus, Getah virus, where no association was 

found in vitro or in vivo between plaque size and pathogenicity in suckling mice 

(Hohdatsu et al., 1990).  

 

Replication kinetics was studied in vitro to identify any differences in replication 

between genotypes. While no statistically significant differences were found, subtle 

differences were evident that may have important biological implications. For example, 

at an MOI of 0.1, the NE genotype persisted at higher titres for a longer period than the 

SW genotype (Figure 8.2, Panel B). These data may suggest that the NE genotype 

could be a more robust virus and so can persist longer. This could be important in virus 

transmission in nature and may explain why the NE genotype is predominant in 
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mosquito populations in the SW of WA since its introduction in 1995. Vector 

competence studies of the two genotypes could address this issue.  

 

Significant differences between genotypes were not identified in vitro, either by 

plaque morphology or replication kinetics. This may be expected based on minimal 

differences found during sequencing experiments. Only 0.7 percent of nucleotide 

differences between genotypes, translating into two amino acid changes were identified 

in the structural (E2) gene and 3.0 percent nucleotide differences in the non-structural 

(nsP1) gene (Table 8.5 and 8.6). In comparison to other RNA virus families such as 

arenaviruses, which exhibit around 15 percent diversity within the structural 

nucleoprotein gene (Weaver et al., 2001), levels of diversity for RRV strains are very 

low. However, low diversity is expected based on strict limitations imposed on 

arboviruses to maintain a replication cycle through invertebrate and vertebrate hosts 

(Burness et al., 1988). More diversity was seen in the non-structural protein compared 

to the structural protein, which stresses the importance of structural proteins in the 

replication and maintenance of RRV (Strauss and Strauss, 1994). While amino acid 

differences seen were non-synonymous, the importance of these differences is beyond 

the scope of this thesis. For example, in the E2 gene at position 74, both the prototype 

and DC5692 strains had an aspartic acid residue (acidic) and DC7194 had a valine 

residue (non-polar or hydrophobic). Since single amino acid changes has been shown to 

alter virulence of other arboviruses (Dropulic et al., 1997; Hurrelbrink and McMinn, 

2001; Wang et al., 2003), amino acid differences identified during this study could also 

lead to altering pathogenesis in vivo. Creating mutants by site-directed mutagenesis and 

characterising their phenotypes in vitro and in vivo could address amino acid changes 

leading to altered pathogenesis.  

 

8.6.5 IN VIVO RESULTS IN SUCKLING MICE 

Results from in vivo studies in suckling mice found that T48 was the most 

virulent RRV strain tested followed by the SW and then NE genotype. This conclusion 

was based on data which showed T48 to have the shortest time to humane end point 

(Table 8.12). Furthermore, viral titres in brain homogenates early in infection found 

T48 to have the highest titres followed by the SW and then NE genotype (Figure 8.5). 

Higher levels of virus can be directly correlated to shorter average time to humane end 

points.  
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Virus replication itself is not the only factor contributing to disease outcome. 

Antibody responses may also be important. Neutralising antibody responses during viral 

infection are thought to develop after the initial control of viraemia (Battegay et al., 

1993; Klenerman et al., 2000). However, neutralising antibodies may help control viral 

replication of RRV during the acute phase (La Linn et al., 1996). During the studies in 

suckling mice, neutralising antibodies were detected on day four post-inoculation for 

T48 (Table 8.9), correlating to published works (Murphy et al., 1973; Mims et al., 

1973). Neutralising antibodies were not detected in suckling mice for the SW genotype 

during acute infection (Table 8.14). This may contribute to the shorter time to humane 

end point seen for the SW genotype compared to the NE genotype (Table 8.12), since 

neutralising antibodies were not present to help clear the virus. Neutralising antibodies 

were detected for the NE genotype on day seven, eight and nine post-inoculation (Table 

8.9). Furthermore, lower levels of virus were detected for the NE genotype both in brain 

homogenates and sera (day nine post-inoculation, Figure 8.5 and 8.6). The presence of 

neutralising antibodies for the NE genotype, coupled with lower viral titres in brain and 

sera suggest neutralising antibodies may help control viral replication during the acute 

phase of infection. This argument is strengthened by in vitro results, where differences 

in replication kinetics between genotypes were not detected (Figure 8.2). Based on in 

vitro results, one would expect both genotypes to replicate at the same rate in vivo. The 

in vivo model allows the interaction between the virus and the immune response to be 

investigated. While virus replication may be the same in vitro, in vivo data suggest the 

immune response, in particular the neutralising antibody response is able to influence 

viral clearance for the NE genotype more so than the SW genotype. In vivo data 

therefore suggests that the SW genotype is more virulent than the NE genotype. 

 

Therefore, both studies in suckling mice and in vitro studies assess the 

differential replicative ability of the RRV strains tested. The in vitro studies suggest that 

there are no major differences in their ability to grow within cultivated cells, whether it 

is vertebrate or invertebrate cells. However, data collected from in vivo studies in 

suckling mice suggests there is a difference between the strains in their ability to 

replicate within the brains of suckling mice. It is our assumption that the suckling 

mouse model purely indicates the ability of a virus to replicate within the mouse brain 

since the suckling mouse is not able to mount an appreciable immune response. 

However, the detection of neutralising antibodies after inoculation with the NE 

genotype and the lack of detectable neutralising antibodies for the SW genotype 
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suggests the ability of the virus to interact with the immune response does play a role in 

disease outcome in vivo, as was further explored in four-week-old mice. 

 

8.6.6 IN VIVO RESULTS IN FOUR-WEEK-OLD MICE 

 Older mice provide a model to study acute disease in terms of virus replication 

and immune responses. Since RRV infection in older mice is not lethal (Seay et al., 

1981), this model allows the development and progression of immune responses during 

the acute phase to be studied, so accurate conclusions can be drawn about immune 

responses and their influence on disease outcome.  

 

 Neutralising antibody production coupled with viraemia data provides insights 

into the pathogenesis of RRV strains. The NE genotype, which was shown by suckling 

mouse data to be the least virulent, produced the highest neutralising antibody response 

early in infection (Figure 8.7). Subsequently, there was little, if any viraemia detected 

in four-week-old mice inoculated with the NE strain (Figure 8.8). Conversely, the SW 

genotype, which was shown to be more virulent than the NE genotype in suckling mice 

was only able to mount a low neutralising antibody response in four-week-old mice and 

higher levels of viraemia were detected for this stain in comparison to the NE genotype 

(Figure 8.7 and 8.8). Data generated for T48, which was the most virulent in suckling 

mice was able to mount a higher neutralising antibody response compared to the SW 

genotype, while still lower than the NE genotype (Figure 8.7). However, the 

neutralising antibody response for T48 was later in infection, which may explain why 

higher levels of viraemia were seen for T48 early in infection (Figure 8.8). Collectively, 

these data suggest that the timing of the neutralising antibody response, as well as the 

amount of neutralising antibodies produced were both important in disease 

pathogenesis. An early and high neutralising antibody response will lead to better viral 

clearance and therefore a better disease outcome.  

 

Other groups have reported the importance of neutralising antibodies in viral 

clearance for other viruses. The presence of strain-specific neutralising antibodies 

during seroconversion in Hepatitis C and HIV infection suggests neutralising antibodies 

helped control viral replication during the acute phase (Logvinoff et al., 2004). Another 

group demonstrated immunisation of chimpanzees to elicit Hepatitis C virus group-

specific antibody responses induced a response that modulated infection and reduced 

the rate of progression to chronic disease (Farci et al., 1996).  More importantly, 
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neutralising antibodies have been shown to be important in the control of extracellular 

virus for other alphaviruses such as SINV, SFV and EEEV (Boere et al., 1983; Boere et 

al., 1985; Byrnes et al., 2000; Dietzschold, 1993; Fillis and Calisher, 1979). 

 

Serum samples were also tested by ELISA and HI assays. The ELISA technique, 

while not as sensitive as the NA assay was very useful in identifying a major difference 

between genotypes. Sera samples taken late in the infection process were ELISA 

positive for the SW genotype in the absence of neutralising antibodies (Table 8.15, 

Figure 8.7). These results suggest the SW genotype is able to produce non-neutralising 

antibodies, a phenomenon not seen for the NE genotype. While the exact time of 

initiation of non-neutralising antibodies cannot be determined from these experiments, 

they were found to be present after the neutralising antibody response was complete and 

when the virus was no longer present. Since virus was not present late in infection, the 

function of these antibodies cannot be to clear virus. Therefore, the presence of non-

neutralising antibodies may play a role in enhancing pathogenicity (Girn et al., 2002). 

Perhaps these antibodies if also produced in humans could be responsible for persisting 

symptoms seen in human disease and therefore enhanced pathogenicity. For example, 

joint pain is a well-characterised persisting symptom of RRV disease but virus has 

never been isolated from synovial fluid. This phenomenon could be likened to other 

autoimmune like conditions such as rheumatoid factor in rheumatoid arthritis. 

Rheumatoid factor, which is an IgM anti-IgG autoantibody participates in a T-cell 

dependent, B-cell response against the Fc portion of IgG. The result is IgG: IgM 

immune complexes which have been shown to cause tissue damage (Janeway et al., 

1999). In RRV disease in humans, perhaps production of non-neutralising antibodies by 

the SW genotype contributes to persisting symptoms such as joint pain and therefore 

enhanced pathogenicity. 

 

Antibody responses were also detected using the HI assay. This method assesses 

a virus’ ability to haemagglutinate avian erythrocytes and provides an alternative 

method to assess antibody production. Antibodies detected by the HI assay did persist 

for the SW genotype until the end of the experiment in four-week-old mice (day 42, 

Table 8.16) and complemented ELISA data. Collectively, ELISA and HI data confirm 

the production of non-neutralising antibodies late in infection for the SW genotype only. 

Further studies need to be conducted to determine the biological relevance of these 

antibodies and their significance in RRV disease.  
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Results from this thesis (Chapter six) and other studies (Condon, 1991; Condon 

and Rouse, 1995), suggest that the SW genotype is responsible for more severe disease 

or recurring symptoms in human cases from WA. Results from current studies suggest 

there is higher production of virus in suckling and four-week-old mice, coupled with 

poor neutralising antibody responses during the acute phase of infection and persistence 

of non-neutralising antibodies following infection with the SW genotype. This evidence 

supports the possibility that the SW genotype may be responsible for a more severe 

form of RRV disease compared to the NE genotype, which appears to control infection 

more efficiently in the murine model. Further discussion of the implications of animal 

data to the human scenario will be discussed in Chapter nine. 

 

8.6.7 FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 

Even though this study provides the first evidence in the murine model that 

differences exist between RRV genotypes in terms of pathogenesis, this study is far 

from exhaustive. Many aspects of pathogenesis need to be investigated further and other 

aspects need to be addressed. For example, differences were shown in this study in Arc 

Swiss mice using one representative from each genotype and the prototypical strain as 

means of comparison to the literature. Therefore, the animal itself should be considered. 

Arc Swiss mice are outbred mice and produce the same pathologies as previously 

described by Mims and Murphy (Mims et al., 1973; Murphy et al., 1973). However, this 

is the first study to investigate differences between RRV genotypes in vivo and so these 

studies should be repeated with other strains of mice to elucidate genetic determinants 

of mouse susceptibility to RRV infection. Such studies have been conducted with SINV 

where a quantitative trait locus, designated Nsv1 was shown to control early viral load 

and determine the likelihood of paralysis and death following inoculation with 

neuroadapted SINV (Thach et al., 2001). Furthermore, future studies could entail 

assessing RRV genotype pathogenesis in non-human primates. These studies could 

provide valuable information about differences in symptom longevity between RRV 

genotypes. 

 

Furthermore, more RRV strains need to be tested in vivo to confirm differences 

seen are in fact due to the genotype and not unique to the particular strains chosen for 

this study. This issue should be addressed based on findings from in vitro studies where 

plaque size was significantly different between DC5692 (SW genotype) and DC7194 
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(NE genotype), but the relationship between plaque size and genotype was no longer 

clear when more isolates were tested.   

 

Only virus production and antibody responses were assessed in vivo. Other 

aspects of the immune response need to be assessed to further elucidate the immune 

response following infection, especially the cell-mediated immune response. For 

instance, protein synthesis, mRNA levels, cytokine production, cytotoxic T-cell 

responses, infection of macrophages are all aspects of the immune response that need to 

be addressed. All these factors may or may not play a role in pathogenicity of disease. 

For example, the antiviral response of virus-infected cells is medicated principally by 

alpha and beta interferon (Sen, 2001). Interferon is not only synthesised in response to 

virus infection but is also produced at low levels in the absence of virus infection. This 

cytokine upregulates the expression of antigen-presenting molecules, such as HLA 

Class I molecules. Antigen-presenting molecules are recognised by cytotoxic CD8+ T 

cells, which eliminate virus-infected cells (Fraser et al., 1988). Therefore, comparing 

the interferon response and/or CD8+ T cell responses following infection with RRV 

genotypes could be other ways to potentially investigate RRV pathogenesis in terms of 

genotypes.  

 

While macrophages have already been associated with the pathogenicity of RRV 

disease (La Linn et al., 1998; La Linn et al., 1996), no studies have been published 

addressing the role of macrophages in disease produced by different genotypes. Now 

that differences have been established between genotypes, the next logical step would 

be to assess the role of macrophages in this system. While antibody response appears to 

be important in disease outcome, a virus’ ability to infected macrophages and evade the 

immune response could explain the delayed or insufficient neutralising antibody 

response elicited by the SW genotype.  

 

Given that this study has established differences in pathogenesis between RRV 

genotypes, addressing vaccine studies for RRV disease is a natural next step. Currently, 

all studies focusing on vaccine production for RRV have used the prototype strain, T48. 

While this may have been the correct choice in terms of persistence of neutralising 

antibodies, which was shown most effectively for this strain, other factors should be 

considered. For instance, DC7194 produced neutralising antibodies most efficiently 

with higher levels seen earlier in infection compared to T48. Studies by Aaskov did test 
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the proposed inactivated T48 vaccine antigen against multiple strains and showed 

different degrees and duration of immune responses (Aaskov et al., 1997; Yu and 

Aaskov, 1994). These results alone should question the efficacy of the proposed vaccine 

against different RRV genotypes. However, now that more information is available 

about the pathogenesis and antibody responses following infection with RRV, perhaps a 

better vaccine candidate could be constructed. A combination of inactivated antigens 

representing both genotypes may be one possibility.  

 

8.6.8 OVERVIEW 

In summary, this chapter is the first study to conclusively show differences in 

vivo between RRV genotypes. Differences were shown in terms of pathogenesis, 

replication kinetics and antibody responses following inoculation. The NE genotype 

which now predominates in mosquito populations in the SW of WA (Broom et al., 

2001a) induced the most efficient neutralising antibody response and consequently 

produced the mildest disease in the mouse. In contrast, the SW genotype induced poor 

production of neutralising antibodies and persisting non-neutralising antibodies after the 

acute phase of infection. The SW genotype was also able to produce higher levels of 

virus in the mouse, most likely associated with a poor mechanism for virus clearance. 

Results from this study suggest that the infected genotype may influence disease 

outcome and could at least partially explain why more severe and persistent disease has 

been reported from the SW of WA.  
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CHAPTER NINE – GENERAL DISCUSSION 

 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 

Ross River virus is the leading arboviral agent causing disease in the Australian 

population (reviewed in Russell, 1998a) and is responsible for large outbreaks of 

disease across Australia (Kelly-Hope et al., 2004). RRV disease is believed to cost the 

community millions of dollars each year in direct and indirect costs associated with 

surveillance, diagnostic tests and loss of productivity (reviewed in Russell, 1998a). 

Although RRV disease is not fatal, the associated morbidity means that it is a major 

public health concern, which has also acquired a social stigma. The aim of this thesis 

was to draw on multiple scientific disciplines to further our knowledge on RRV disease 

in the SW of WA. This study focused on epidemiological aspects of RRV disease, 

including prevalence, incidence and seroconversion data, symptoms, treatments, 

antibody persistence, relapses and re-infection events and risk factor analysis. 

Additional studies in animals looking at viral pathogenesis of RRV genotypes provided 

valuable insight into functional differences between RRV genotypes known to circulate 

in the SW of WA. Results obtained from studies in mice provided information about the 

involvement of RRV genotypes and may help address the on-going debate about 

persisting symptoms associated with RRV disease in humans. This thesis provides the 

first known incidence rate for RRV disease and is also the most statistically sound study 

to date on RRV symptoms and risk factors in the SW of WA. This thesis also provides 

the most comprehensive seroprevalence study for the SW of WA to date. 

 

9.2 PREVALENCE AND PERSISTENCE OF ROSS RIVER VIRUS 

ANTIBODIES 

The simplest way to evaluate infection in the community is to compare 

prevalence between communities. Seroprevalence measures the proportion of persons 

that carry antibody against the agent in question (Lilienfeld and Stolley, 1994). Prior to 

this study, the only available information on RRV prevalence in the SW of WA was 

from a small study of 250 sera samples from blood donors in the Peel Region (Johansen, 

1998). This thesis expanded on available knowledge of RRV antibody prevalence in the 

SW of WA to allow comparison of prevalence between the SW and other areas of 

Australia.  
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A cross-sectional study design was used to determine the seroprevalence of 

RRV-specific antibodies in SW communities of WA. This study found that 

approximately 7.8 percent of residents in the SW of WA have antibodies to RRV. The 

SW region of WA is both an important tourist destination and major area of urban 

development. Therefore, to maintain income derived from tourism and real estate, these 

seroprevalence results emphasise the importance of effective RRV surveillance and 

mosquito management programs to reduce the risk of RRV to residents and visitors.  

 

The Peel Region of WA is known to be an endemic region for RRV activity 

(Lindsay et al., 1994) and was also the region in which the highest seroprevalence to 

RRV (8.9%) was found in this study. Seroprevalence results from this thesis were 

similar to those reported in the earlier study of blood donors in the SW of WA of 8.4 

percent (Johansen, 1998). Despite the concern that the Johansen study used mainly adult 

blood donors, which may over-represent antibody prevalence (Harley et al., 2001; 

Lilienfeld and Stolley, 1994), this does not appear to be the case for RRV in the SW of 

WA. Therefore, results from this study suggest that blood donor samples may be a 

legitimate means of determining RRV seroprevalence in future studies. Blood donor 

samples represent a convenient source of sera and periodic prevalence studies are a 

viable option to gather information about changes in infection frequency in the 

community over time. 

 

Seroprevalence studies have been published from all Australian states, excluding 

Tasmania (Boughton et al., 1984; Johansen, 1998; Hawkes et al., 1985; Hawkes et al., 

1993; Liehne et al., 1976b; Weinstein et al., 1994).  While Australian prevalence studies 

are not directly comparable to each other due to differences in sampling procedures, 

general trends established by these studies provide a means to compare infection 

frequency between populations. Two independent reviews have proposed that 

seroprevalence decreases from north to south (Harley et al., 2001; Russell, 2002). In 

WA, seroprevalence has been reported as high as 51 percent from the northern 

Kimberley region (Liehne et al., 1976b). Therefore, the seroprevalence of 7.8 percent 

for the SW of WA in this thesis is consistent with the general trend of lower 

seroprevalence in southern regions.  

 

While seroprevalence has been analysed in terms of longitude, results from the 

current study suggest that seroprevalence data should also be analysed in terms of 
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temperature or environmental conditions. For example, the highest seroprevalence from 

around Australia has been reported from QLD, ranging from 19 to 64 percent (Aaskov 

et al., 1998; Kay et al., 1996). Environmental conditions in the tropical northern regions 

promote increased mosquito breeding. Furthermore, seasonal cyclonic conditions in 

northern WA, accompanied by large quantities of rainfall and flooding with subsequent 

plagues of vector mosquitoes, may explain the high seroprevalence reported from this 

region (Broom et al., 2002; Liehne et al., 1976a). In contrast, milder environmental 

conditions seen in temperate regions, such as in the SW of WA or coastal NSW, are 

associated with lower RRV seroprevalence (Johansen, 1998; Hawkes et al., 1993). 

Coastal NSW has reported seroprevalence data ranging between 5.9 to 15.8 percent 

(Hawkes et al., 1993; Russell, 2002) and these results are similar to the seroprevalence 

of 7.8 percent in SW communities reported in this thesis. Both the SW of WA and 

coastal NSW have similar environmental conditions, supporting the notion that 

environmental conditions play a key role in RRV transmission and therefore 

seroprevalence in humans.  

 

Seroprevalence was investigated in this thesis in terms of age, gender and 

geographic location. In this study, seroprevalence was shown to increase with age 

(Figure 4.3), as has been described in previous Australian studies (Boughton et al., 

1984; Harley et al., 2001; Hawkes et al., 1993). This trend strongly suggests that RRV 

antibodies may persist over time. People diagnosed with RRV many years prior to this 

study, all had detectable RRV-specific IgG antibodies when they entered into and for 

the duration of the case-cohort study. Furthermore, all newly diagnosed cases were IgG 

antibody positive for the entire duration of the study (Section 7.4.1). These results 

confirm that IgG antibody persistence occurs for at least two years after the onset of 

disease. Since RRV antibodies were shown to increase with age (Figure 4.3), it is 

therefore reasonable to suggest that RRV-specific IgG antibodies persist for life. 

 

IgM antibodies are frequently used in diagnostic serological testing as an 

indicator of recent infection with a viral pathogen (Albrecht et al., 1996). However, this 

study showed that RRV-specific IgM antibodies can persist for at least two years 

(Section 7.4.2), with some evidence that IgM antibodies may persist for three years after 

the onset of disease (Section 7.5). These data therefore extend the findings of a previous 

study that reported the persistence of RRV IgM antibodies for one to two years 

following disease onset (Carter et al., 1985). Data on IgM and IgG antibody persistence 
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obtained in this study confirm the view that paired sera, demonstrating a four-fold 

increase in antibody titre is essential for definitive diagnosis of recent RRV infection.  

 

The effect of gender on seroprevalence of RRV has been contradictory in the 

literature, (Condon, 1991; Hawkes et al., 1985; Mudge and Aaskov, 1983). In this 

study, males were more likely to be seropositive than females (Section 4.3.2). Many 

factors may explain the conflicting data on gender and seroprevalence. Lifestyle and 

work-related influences, sampling procedures or population composition could all 

influence seroprevalence. During this study, males were more infected with RRV, more 

likely to have subclinical infection and also seroconverted to RRV more frequently than 

females. Therefore, these data suggest that males should have a higher seroprevalence 

compared to females. However, logistic regression analysis identified gender as an 

important effect modifier in RRV disease. Therefore, contradictory results on the 

influence of gender on RRV could simply be a reflection of misinterpreted data if the 

underlying effects of gender were not carefully controlled. For example, seroprevalence 

data may be inaccurate if the raw data is not adjusted for gender and age. 

 

Seroprevalence was investigated in terms of geographic location. The Peel 

Region, an endemic area of RRV activity (Lindsay et al., 2004), had the highest 

prevalence of all the major regions investigated in the SW.  Whilst the Peel Region had 

the highest prevalence in the SW, no statistical difference between areas of endemic and 

epizootic RRV activity could be identified (Table 4.9). Therefore, seroprevalence data 

suggests that RRV is a problem in both endemic and epizootic regions, and so vector 

control and public awareness campaigns should target these areas equally. Statistically 

equivalent seroprevalence between endemic and epizootic regions may be attributed to 

differences in attack rates. The endemic Peel Region has lower attack rates in epidemic 

years compared to epizootic regions, such as Bunbury (M.D. Lindsay, personal 

communication). However, other factors such as lifestyle activities and the length of 

residence in these areas may also contribute to differences in seroprevalence.  

 

9.3 GENERATION OF EPIDEMIOLOGICAL DATA 

A case-cohort and cohort study designs were used to generate epidemiological 

data from a study group residing in the Peel Region of WA. A case-cohort study was 

used to study risk factors important in RRV disease and a cohort study was used to 

determine an incidence rate for RRV. All attempts were made to ensure adequate 
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response rates during these studies. In doing so a total of 53 cases and 773 people 

forming the comparison group were recruited to the study. This corresponds to a 

response rate of 80 percent for cases and 65 percent for the comparison group and an 

overall enrollment rate of 45 percent for both groups. In comparison to published works, 

the enrollment rates for this study were very good and allow accurate conclusions to be 

drawn from the generated data (Harley et al., 2002; Mylonas et al., 2002). A random 

stratified selection process was used to form the comparison group for the 

seroepidemiology study. The age and gender-matched comparison group was deemed 

adequate for further risk factor analysis, based on comparisons of demographic data.  

 

Two issues were identified that could have lead to higher response rates for this 

study. A high percentage of cases (12%) and people in the comparison group (31%) 

were uncontactable by mail due to incorrect postal addresses (Table 5.1). This 

introduced bias and decreased the effective sample size of the study and therefore was a 

concern. The case group was recruited based on notifications to the WA Department of 

Health and it may therefore not be possible to determine the current postal addresses for 

this group. However, the large percentage of the comparison group that was 

uncontactable (31%) suggests that data obtained from the Electoral roll was not up to 

date. More accurate data would have increased the number of persons contactable and 

therefore the likelihood that more people could be recruited into the comparison group. 

A larger comparison group would have increased the statistical power of the generated 

data. Permission obtained from the Electoral Commissioner was to access the Electoral 

roll only once during the enrollment process (Appendix III). Therefore, it was not 

possible to negate the introduced bias by recruiting more people into the study.  

 

The second issue was the perception of people approached for the study that not 

enough was being done about mosquito control. A high percentage of non-participants 

(54% of cases and 13% of the comparison group) did not want to participate in a study 

on RRV disease since they did not believe enough was being done about mosquito 

control (Section 5.6.1). While the WA Department of Health and local governments in 

the study regions are extremely diligent about mosquito control and surveillance, a 

discrepancy exists between mosquito control performed and community perception. 

While community education campaigns are in place during each RRV season, improved 

delivery of information about measures taken by the WA Department of Health and 

local governments to reduce mosquito-borne diseases in the region, may improve the 
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perception of some residents about the role of these agencies in mosquito control. Such 

information may encourage more residents to participate in future epidemiology studies 

into RRV disease. While results from this study suggest some residents were not happy 

with the level of mosquito control undertaken in the Peel Region, retention rate data 

provided a positive and encouraging indication that the community of the Peel Region is 

genuinely interested and concerned about RRV disease.  

 

General practitioners known to practice medicine in the Peel Region were 

approached in writing to maximise the number of cases enrolled into the case-cohort 

study and reduce the lag between diagnosis and enrollment. Overall, the strategy to 

enroll cases through GPs was unsuccessful, since only 11.8 percent of cases enrolled 

could be attributed to GP involvement (Section 5.5.5). This strategy has appeared to 

work in other published studies (Harley et al., 2002) and therefore it was disappointing 

that GP involvement was not effective in this study. There are several possible reasons 

for why this strategy did not work. These include RRV patients consulting new GPs to 

the Peel Region who had not been approached for this study or consulting GPs who 

practice outside the Peel Region. Also, the letter outlining and seeking involvement in 

the study may have not been sufficient to encourage GP participation into the study. 

Personal visits or follow-up letters may have been effective in increasing GP 

involvement into the study.  

 

9.4 INCIDENCE RATE FOR ROSS RIVER VIRUS DISEASE 

Incidence data is an important epidemiological tool since it provides a means to 

learn more about RRV disease and its importance overall (Lilienfeld and Stolley, 1994). 

An incidence rate of 0.23 percent per annum was proposed for RRV disease in the Peel 

Region (Section 5.5.7). Since this is the first known incidence data in Australia, a direct 

comparison of this data to published works was not possible. However, this rate is 

comparable with the seroconversion rate of 0.2 percent reported from SA, as may be 

expected since the two areas have similar seroprevalence (reviewed in Russell, 2002). 

Interestingly, 100 percent of persons seroconverting to RRV in this study did not seek 

medical aid for RRV-associated symptoms. These data suggest that incidence based on 

serologically confirmed GP-reported cases may be a significant under-representation of 

true incidence. These data represents the first incidence rate for RRV in Australia and 

provides a platform on which future studies can identify changes in disease between 

populations or within populations over time.  
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9.5 SYMPTOMS ASSOCIATED WITH ROSS RIVER VIRUS DISEASE 

This was the first study on RRV to use a hybrid case-cohort study design to 

evaluate symptoms of RRV disease in the SW of WA at different time points following 

enrollment. The most commonly experienced symptoms during acute illness, reported 

by greater than 90 percent of cases were joint symptoms, including joint pain, swollen 

and stiff joints (Table 6.1). The high percentage of cases reporting rheumatic symptoms 

may explain why recent RRV studies have chosen to focus on these symptoms (Harley 

et al., 2002; Mylonas et al., 2002).  The results from the acute phase of disease were 

similar to those reported previously (Condon, 1991; Condon and Rouse, 1995; Harley et 

al., 2002; Mylonas et al., 2002). All 21 symptoms investigated through the surveys were 

found to be significantly different from the age and gender-matched comparison group 

during acute disease (Appendix XIV). As the follow-up of patients progressed fewer 

symptoms were significantly different between the case and comparison groups, as 

would be expected in accordance with disease recovery (Appendix XVI).  

 

While RRV is not a life-threatening disease, symptoms can be incapacitating 

(reviewed in Mackenzie et al., 1994b). On-going debate surrounds the authenticity of 

prolonged symptoms associated with chronic disease. Previous WA-based studies have 

reported extensive symptom longevity, with up to 57 percent of persons experiencing 

intermittent or continuous joint pain three years after initial presentation (Condon, 1991; 

Condon and Rouse, 1995). In contrast, QLD-based studies have reported that RRV does 

not lead to chronic disease. These studies report complete disease recovery within three 

to six months and conclude symptom longevity reported in other studies can be 

attributed to other conditions and not RRV itself (Harley et al., 2002; Mylonas et al., 

2002).  

 

Analysis of follow-up data was used to try to resolve the issue of symptom 

longevity associated with RRV disease in WA. Data from Chapter six clearly identified 

symptoms commonly associated with RRV do persist into a chronic phase for the 

majority of cases enrolled into the study. Data suggested RRV symptoms persisted for 

at least 2.5 years after the initial onset of symptoms for 59 percent of enrolled cases 

(Figure 6.3). While data was collected during this study using self-administered 

surveys, clinical review would have been helpful to confirm symptoms reported by 

cases. Overall symptom data from this study agreed with previous WA studies, which 

support symptom longevity, but not with recent studies from QLD.  
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Seven symptoms were identified as being important during the chronic phase of 

disease. These symptoms included joint pain, stiff and swollen joints, tiredness, 

weakness, pains in muscles and tendons and depression (Section 6.8.2). Joint, muscle 

and tendon pain are symptoms that have been shown to persist in previous WA studies 

(Condon, 1991; Condon and Rouse, 1995). Joint pain did not show the same pattern of 

improvement as the other persisting symptoms, such as tiredness or weakness (Figure 

6.4). Predisposing arthritic conditions reported by cases and consumption of prescribed 

medication for joint pain, suggests that this symptom may be a confounder in RRV 

disease (Table 6.6). This conclusion was based on the assumption that joint pain should 

resolve over time in accordance with disease recovery. Therefore, joint pain itself may 

not be the best indicator of symptom longevity, since other conditions such as arthritis 

may confound the data. This conclusion is supported by recent studies suggesting joint 

pain reported by RRV cases may be attributed to other conditions (Harley et al., 2002; 

Mylonas et al., 2002).  

 

While joint pain may in fact be attributed to other conditions, the persistence of 

non-joint related symptoms, such as tiredness and weakness cannot be easily explained. 

Both symptoms showed improvement over the course of the study and therefore is not 

likely to be due to other predisposing conditions. Since tiredness and weakness were 

significantly different between the case and comparison groups for the entire duration of 

the study, but showed improvement over time, the logical conclusion is that these 

symptoms were also persisting due to RRV disease.  

 

9.5.1 DEPRESSION 

Results from Chapter six, unequivocally show that depression is an important 

symptom of RRV disease, especially during the chronic phase of disease. The absence 

of depression as an important symptom in the literature on RRV disease, combined with 

the consistent reporting of this symptom by cases from this study, suggests that 

depression may have been under-recognised and consequently under-treated in the past. 

There are several possible reasons for depression associated with RRV disease. These 

could include long disease recovery times, lack of available cures or vaccines or the 

unpredictable nature of symptoms. The lack of available support groups or more 

information available to the public about symptoms or specifically the recognition of the 

possibility of experiencing depression following RRV infection may also lead to 

depression. Furthermore, the debilitating nature of the disease, exemplified by the time 
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taken off paid employment (Section 6.8.7), time to return to normal activities (Figure 

6.9) and impact on everyday life (Figure 6.8) are all likely to contribute to depression in 

RRV cases. 

 

Depression was found to persist into the chronic phase of disease, showing very 

little improvement over time (Figure 6.4). Furthermore, depression was reported to be 

experienced by about 20 percent of cases at each follow-up time point and was the only 

symptom that was consistently reported as ‘highly distressing’ for the entire follow-up 

period. Despite these data, only one case was actively being treated for depression by 

medication (Zoloft). This was surprising as it was expected that a distressing symptom 

that was reported consistently would be actively treated. There are several explanations 

for this observation. Firstly, cases may be treated for depression by other means aside 

from prescribed medication, such as psychological therapy. Secondly, cases are simply 

not reporting taking depression medication. While both reasons are plausible, they do 

not seem likely. The most logical explanation would be that depression may not be 

diagnosed and subsequently not treated in many cases. People with RRV may not be 

aware of their depression and consequently do not consult medical aid for treatment of 

depression-related symptoms. Whatever the reason, depression is a very important 

symptom of RRV disease which warrants further investigation.  

 

9.6 ROSS RIVER VIRUS DISEASE AS A PUBLIC HEALTH CONCERN 

Ross River virus symptoms were quantified to evaluate the importance of RRV 

disease as a public health concern. Symptoms were quantified in terms of whether they 

were experienced constantly, were distressing to cases, lead to time taken off paid 

employment, time taken to return to normal activities and the impact of symptoms on 

everyday life. All of these categories provided evidence that RRV disease is a major 

public health concern, perhaps even greater than previously expected. 

 

Symptoms experienced constantly were postulated to be more troublesome to 

cases. At the time of enrollment, skin rash was the most common symptom experienced 

constantly and was also a symptom reported as being very distressing. Tiredness was 

also a symptom reported as experienced constantly and very distressing at the time of 

enrollment (Figure 6.1 and 6.2). While joint pain was the most troublesome symptom 

overall, among the top symptoms reported constantly, joint pain was not reported to be 

very distressing. This may be an indication that joint symptoms are being treated 
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effectively. NSAIDs, which are commonly used to treat joint pain, were the most 

common medications taken by RRV cases (Section 6.6).  

 

Overall symptoms were causing cases less distress during follow-up, as would 

be expected in accordance with disease recovery (Section 6.8.4). Joint symptoms were 

all less distressing to cases during follow-up, whereas pains in muscles and tendons and 

numbness or tingling in hands or feet were described as being more distressing (Figure 

6.5). The pattern for distress levels may be attributed to availability of treatments. Joint 

symptoms are readily treated by NSAIDs, whereas numbness or tingling may be more 

difficult to treat with modern medicine.  

 

RRV disease is a major public health concern, since it has the ability to 

significantly impact the lives of people living with the disease. For example, at the time 

of enrollment, a large percentage of cases reported their RRV symptoms impacted their 

life ‘a great deal’ (19.2%, Figure 6.8). While this percentage decreased over the course 

of the study, 5.9 percent of cases were still impacted ‘a great deal’ by RRV symptoms at 

the end of the study period (Figure 6.8). The social burden of RRV disease was further 

exemplified by data on time taken to return to normal activities and time taken off paid 

employment (Section 6.8.7). This study found an extremely long average recovery time 

of 8.0 months was required for cases to return to normal activities. Furthermore, an 

average of 1.4 months was taken off paid employment. This data translated into an 

average loss of $AUD4140.82 in wages. Both loss in wages and time taken to return to 

normal activities would seriously affect the lives of any person, regardless of socio-

economic status or family support. Since loss of wages estimated in this study exceeds 

previous estimates (Mylonas et al., 2002), this suggests that RRV disease may indeed be 

becoming a greater public health problem in the SW of WA than has previously been 

thought.  

 

9.7 TREATMENT AND MEDICAL CARE OF ROSS RIVER VIRUS 

 Data was collected on the consultation of medical aid and treatments used for 

RRV symptoms (Chapter six). Results show that fewer visits to the GP were reported 

over time, in accordance with disease recovery (Table 6.4). However, some cases were 

still consulting their GPs frequently during follow-up to address symptoms still 

persisting, again supporting the notion of symptom longevity associated with RRV 

disease in the SW of WA. 
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 Prescribed medication in the form of NSAIDs was consistently the most 

commonly used treatment of RRV symptoms in this study (Table 6.6), correlating with 

previous works (Condon and Rouse, 1995; Harley et al., 2002). NSAIDs are commonly 

used to treat joint symptoms, which suggest joint pain was effectively treated for at least 

a proportion of cases. However, consumption of non-prescription drugs and natural 

remedies both increased over the course of the study (Table 6.6). This may be due to 

the side effects of prescription drugs or the perception that alternative medicines provide 

better long-term relief for RRV symptoms, especially persistent non-joint related 

symptoms. Overall, results from Chapter six on RRV treatments suggest more research 

is required to improve on the current treatments for RRV disease.  

   

9.8 BIAS 

Different forms of bias were assessed to evaluate the authenticity of the 

generated data from the case-cohort study. Two areas of bias included recall bias and 

retention rates. Recall bias could have potentially skewed the data collected for acute 

disease, since the first survey was conducted on average of 4.4 months after the onset of 

disease. However, the first survey was a relatively short time from the onset of disease 

in comparison to other published works (Condon, 1991; Condon and Rouse, 1995) and 

so it was concluded that recall bias did not greatly interfere with the quality of the data. 

Recall bias did not interfere with data collected during follow-up since cases were asked 

to describe symptoms they were experiencing at the time of the survey. Retention rates 

could also introduce bias into the study. While the retention rates for this study were 

comparable to published works, a small level of bias would inevitably be introduced due 

to persons leaving the study (Harley et al., 2002; Mylonas et al., 2002). However, the 

important patterns identified during the study for the persistence of symptoms were 

clear at all time points, suggesting bias did not play a major role in the data obtained. 

 

9.9 DISCREPANCIES IN PUBLISHED WORKS 

Reasons for the observed discrepancies between WA and QLD studies in terms 

of symptom longevity and estimated economic losses were explored. Bias was assessed, 

as well as other predisposing conditions. While bias may play a small role, it is highly 

unlikely that bias would account for the overwhelming evidence presented in this study 

that symptoms persist in RRV disease. Predisposing conditions may account for joint 

pain reported by some cases; however these conditions, such as arthritis cannot explain 

the high proportion of depression reported by cases. Recent studies from QLD were 
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statistically valid, had sound study designs and included clinical review. However, 

clinical review focused exclusively on rheumatic symptoms, where perhaps a more 

expansive review of symptoms may have shown the persistence of a broader range of 

non joint-associated symptoms, such as tiredness, weakness or depression. However, the 

use of clinical reviews is unlikely to account for the large discrepancies found between 

QLD and WA-based studies. For this reason, another hypothesis was generated to 

explain discrepancies between these studies. It was hypothesized that different RRV 

genotypes could cause different degrees of illness in humans. A more virulent genotype, 

unique to the SW of WA may lead to more severe disease in humans and at least 

partially explain the discrepancies in symptom longevity between WA and QLD-based 

studies. Data from animal studies presented in Chapter eight are highly suggestive that 

this hypothesis is plausible. 

 

9.10 ROSS RIVER VIRUS GENOTYPES 

A unique aspect to the SW of WA is the circulation of two different genotypes 

of RRV, the SW and NE genotypes (Lindsay et al., 1993b; Sammels et al., 1995). 

Based on virus isolates from field-caught mosquitoes, the SW genotype seemed to 

disappear after 1995 and was not isolated again until 1999 (M.D. Lindsay and A.K. 

Broom, personal communication). However, prior to this study no information was 

available regarding human infections with RRV genotypes, nor was there any detailed 

knowledge on the seroepidemiology of RRV infection in the SW region. Furthermore, 

no studies were published that characterised the genotypes in terms of phenotype or 

functional differences. The only known difference between the genotypes was an 

epitope difference between the two genotypes that could be distinguished by an ELISA 

(Oliveira, 1998). 

 

9.10.1 SEROPREVALENCE AND GENOTYPE 

 Based on virus isolations from field-caught mosquitoes, the NE genotype of 

RRV was expected to be the predominate genotype in human sera samples from the SW 

of WA. The SW genotype was also expected to be present to a lesser degree, since RRV 

IgG antibodies have been shown to persist in humans (Chapter four). However, only 

antibodies against the NE genotype could be detected in human serum samples using 

the HI, ELISA, NA or PRNT assays. Possible explanations for this unexpected finding 

include antibody switching between the genotypes if the person was subsequently 

infected with the NE genotype or that the NE genotype was able to induce higher levels 
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of antibodies compared to the SW genotype. This latter explanation was confirmed in 

the murine model. In addition, it may be that antibodies targeted against the SW 

genotype are short-lived and therefore could not be detected during the seroprevalence 

study. Mice infected with the SW genotype did show only low levels of neutralising 

antibodies that did not persist (Figure 8.7). The final possibility is that the current 

serological techniques are not able to distinguish between the genotypes due to the 

complex polyclonal nature of human sera. Spiking human sera with RRV antibodies 

from both genotypes may help resolve this issue. 

 

9.10.2 GENOTYPE INVOLVEMENT IN ROSS RIVER VIRUS PATHOGENESIS 

Differences were investigated both in vitro and in vivo between RRV genotypes 

known to circulate in the Peel Region of WA. While in vitro studies did not show gross 

differences between the genotypes (Section 8.4), major differences were seen in vivo 

using a murine model (Section 8.5). The SW genotype was found to be more virulent to 

suckling mice, determined by time to humane end point data (Table 8.10). These results 

also correlate to higher titres of SW virus in sucking mouse brain homogenates and sera 

compared to the NE genotype (Figure 8.4 and 8.5). Both studies in suckling mice and in 

vitro studies assess the differential replicative ability of the RRV strains tested. The in 

vitro studies suggest that there are no major differences in their ability to grow within 

cultivated vertebrate or invertebrate cells. However, data collected from in vivo studies 

in suckling mice suggest there is a difference between the strains in their ability to 

replicate within the brains of suckling mice. It is our assumption that the suckling 

mouse model purely indicates the ability of a virus to replicate within the mouse brain 

since the suckling mouse is not able to mount an appreciable immune response. 

However, the detection of neutralising antibodies after inoculation with the NE 

genotype and the lack of detectable neutralising antibodies for the SW genotype 

suggests the ability of the virus to interact with the immune response does play a role in 

disease outcome in vivo, as was further explored in four-week-old mice. 

 

Neutralising antibody titres were investigated in both suckling and four-week-

old mice, since these antibodies are believed to clear circulating virus (Albrecht et al., 

1996). Neutralising antibodies were detected in suckling mice for the NE genotype only 

(Table 8.12). This finding may explain why the SW genotype was more virulent for 

suckling mice. Differences in neutralising antibodies between the genotypes was more 

pronounced in four-week-old mice, with the NE genotype able to mount a greater and 
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faster neutralising antibody response compared to the SW genotype (Figure 8.6). 

Therefore, the presence of higher titres of neutralising antibodies for the NE genotype, 

coupled with lower viral titres in brain and sera, suggest neutralising antibodies help 

control viral replication during the acute phase of infection for the NE genotype. Data 

generated for T48, which was the most virulent in suckling mice suggest that mice 

mount a higher neutralising antibody response against T48 compared to the SW 

genotype, but that this was still lower than against the NE genotype (Figure 8.7). 

However, the neutralising antibody response for T48 was later in infection, which may 

explain why higher levels of viraemia were seen for T48 early in infection (Figure 8.8). 

Collectively, these data suggest that the timing of the neutralising antibody response, as 

well as the amount of neutralising antibodies produced were important in disease 

pathogenesis for the current study. An early and high neutralising antibody response 

will lead to better viral clearance and therefore a better disease outcome.  Neutralising 

antibodies have been shown to be important in the control of other alphaviruses, such as 

SINV, SFV and EEEV (Boere et al., 1983; Boere et al., 1985; Byrnes et al., 2000; 

Dietzschold, 1993; Fillis and Calisher, 1979). 

 

Another interesting finding was the presence of non-neutralising antibodies for 

the SW genotype only (Table 8.13 and 8.14). These antibodies were present after the 

neutralising antibody response was complete and when the virus was no longer 

detectable. Therefore, the function of these antibodies does not appear to be for viral 

clearance. Furthermore, the presence of non-neutralising antibodies may play a role in 

enhancing pathogenicity. If these non-neutralising antibodies are also produced in 

human infection, this may be partially responsible for persisting symptoms and 

therefore enhanced pathogenicity. For instance, while joint pain is a well-characterised 

persisting symptom of RRV disease, no virus has been isolated from synovial fluid. In 

relation to persisting joint pain, non-neutralising antibodies may function like 

rheumatoid factor in rheumatoid arthritis. Rheumatoid factor is an IgM anti-IgG 

autoantibody, which participates in a T-cell dependent B cell response against the Fc 

portion of IgG. The result is IgG: IgM immune complexes, which have been shown to 

cause tissue damage (Janeway et al., 1999). In RRV disease in humans, perhaps non-

neutralising antibodies produced by the SW genotype can lead to tissue damage if 

immune complexes are formed, contributing to persisting symptoms such as joint pain 

and therefore enhanced pathogenicity. Further research into the mechanisms of these 

antibodies could help elucidate the pathogenesis of this genotype.  
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These finding are the first to identify differences in pathogenesis between RRV 

genotypes. The SW genotype produced higher titres of virus in suckling and four-week-

old mice, combined with poor neutralising antibody production during the acute phase 

of infection and persistence of non-neutralising antibodies. This provides evidence that 

infection with the SW genotype produces a more severe disease compared to infection 

with the NE genotype, for which infection appears to be more efficiently controlled in 

the murine model. While differences in pathogenesis need to be further elucidated, these 

findings highlight the need to investigate whether the SW genotype may produce more 

severe disease in humans, as was found to be the case in the murine model. If this is the 

case, it could explain the discrepancies in the literature in relation to symptom 

longevity. WA-based studies, which support symptom longevity, have differed from 

studies elsewhere in Australia that suggest RRV disease does not lead to persisting 

symptoms (Condon and Rouse, 1995; Harley et al., 2002; Mylonas et al., 2002).  

 

9.11 RISK FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH ROSS RIVER VIRUS 

9.11.1 RISK FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH ROSS RIVER VIRUS DISEASE 

 A better understanding of risk factors associated with disease will assist in the 

effective preventative and control measures of RRV (Kelly-Hope et al., 2002). A 

univariate and binary logistic regression analysis was used during this thesis to identify 

risk factors associated with RRV disease. The univariate analysis identified age and 

length of travel as being important in RRV disease. A significant predictive model was 

generated by stepwise logistic regression modelling (Section 7.8.3), derived by 

including main effect and interaction terms that were identified as being important 

during univariate analysis or preliminary logistic regression analysis. The final model 

did fit the data according to the Goodness of fit test, but no significant main effect terms 

were identified. However, the final model did include two significant interactions 

between age and gender and between travel destination and outdoor activities. These 

results suggest that RRV disease may be too complex to be modelled by simple binary 

logistic regression, based on the included risk factors. More complex statistical analysis 

may produce a better model for RRV disease. While the case-cohort study design is an 

appropriate design to study risk factors, an improved study design including more 

specific strata for each risk factor may improve the models’ ability to explain the 

variance in the data.  
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 The only other study which has used logistic regression modelling for RRV used 

a case-control study design (Harley et al., 2005). While the Harley study used a slightly 

different statistical analysis (conditional logistic regression), the models could not be 

directly compared since no information was provided regarding the validity of the 

model in the Harley study. This paper did conclude that protective measures reduced the 

risk of RRV, which was not found in this study. Results from this study suggest that 

both age and travel are important risk factors that can lead to an increase in risk of RRV 

disease (Table 7.5). Furthermore, age and gender and travel destination and outdoor 

activities were found to significantly interact, with both interactions leading to an 

increase in the risk of RRV disease. 

 

 While age has already been established as an important risk factor in RRV 

disease, the involvement of gender on disease is not clear in the literature. Furthermore, 

the involvement of gender on seroprevalence has also been contradictory in published 

works (Mudge and Aaskov, 1983; Hawkes et al., 1985; Condon and Rouse, 1995; 

Westley-Wise et al., 1996). While it is not clear why females would be more prone to 

RRV disease, discrepancies between the sexes to seek medical aid may partially explain 

these findings. Seroprevalence data from Chapter four clearly shows that males are 

more seropositive with RRV and therefore would logically be more prone to disease 

compared to females. However, logistic regression data shows that gender is an effect 

modifier of RRV disease. Therefore, it seems likely that females are more likely to seek 

medical aid for RRV-associated symptoms leading to a perceived notion that females 

are more prone to disease, since cases recruited to the study were from notified cases 

and not from a random selection of cases occurring in the population. This observation 

is further strengthened by the fact that all three seroconversions to RRV occurring 

during this study that also lead to RRV-associated symptoms, were in males. These data 

suggest that the currently reported incidence of RRV disease in males is most likely an 

underestimate of the amount of disease occurring in this subpopulation. 

 

 A significant interaction between high risk travel and outdoor activities while 

travelling was identified during the logistic regression analysis, leading to an increase in 

the risk of contracting RRV disease. These data may justify community education 

campaigns to encourage the use of personal protection against mosquitoes while 

travelling. Closer analysis of high risk areas may identify particular travel locations that 

could be the target of such campaigns.  
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9.11.2 MODEL VALIDATION AND FUTURE USE OF THE PREDICTIVE 

ROSS RIVER VIRUS MODEL 

 The generated predictive model of RRV disease (Chapter seven) needs to be 

validated against a naïve dataset to assess the validity and future use of the model. An 

enzootic region of RRV activity, such as Bunbury or Busselton would be an appropriate 

dataset. If validated, the predictive model could be a valuable tool to identify changes in 

risk of RRV disease to SW communities. The model could also be expanded to evaluate 

newly identified risk factors of RRV disease or used to model risk factors leading to 

subclinical RRV infection. 

 

9.11.3 RISK FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH SUBCLINICAL INFECTION 

 Univariate analysis was used to identify risk factors that were important for 

subclinical infection. Overall, persons with subclinical infection of RRV were likely to 

be male, aged between 60 to 69 years, do not recall being bitten by mosquitoes, do not 

usually use precautions against mosquitoes and spend more time outdoors per week 

compared to uninfected persons or persons with clinical disease (Section 7.7). These 

results represent the first study to identify risk factors important in subclinical infection 

of RRV. Logistic regression modelling of this data would help to verify these findings 

and provide more reliable and accurate epidemiological inferences on subclinical 

infection. Furthermore, logistic regression would enable the identification of effect 

modifiers or confounders important in subclinical infection.  

 

9.12 SEROPREVALENCE AND SEROCONVERSIONS OF BARMAH 

FOREST VIRUS 

Barmah Forest virus causes a similar clinical syndrome to RRV and is believed 

to account for 10 percent of all reported cases of EPA (Flexman et al., 1998). While 

BFV was not the focus of this thesis, the seroprevalence and seroconversion rate for 

BFV was calculated since a suitable cohort had already been established. The 

seroprevalence of BFV was 3.1 percent, with a seroconversion rate of 0.13 percent per 

annum for the Peel Region of WA.  The seroprevalence and seroconversion rate for 

BFV was much lower than RRV, as was expected since more cases of RRV are reported 

each year and BFV appears to have only been introduced in the Peel Region in the last 

decade (Lindsay et al., 1995b; Lindsay et al., 1994). Seroprevalence and seroconversion 

data both suggest that BFV is a public health concern in the Peel Region. Further studies 

need to be conducted on BFV to learn more about the virus and the associated disease. 
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This is essential from a public health perspective as there is a potential for 

seroprevalence and risk of BFV disease in humans to increase over time due to 

increased population growth in known enzootic regions and changes in virus ecology 

associated with global warming. Seroprevalence data for both BFV and RRV (3.1% and 

8.9% respectively), suggest that there is still a large proportion of the community that 

are seronegative for these viruses. This would imply that major outbreaks are certain to 

occur in the future. Therefore, more studies on both viruses are warranted to further 

understand the epidemiology of these viruses in an attempt to prevent or reduce the 

extent of future outbreaks.  

 

9.13 FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

9.13.1 PREVALENCE AND INCIDENCE OF ROSS RIVER VIRUS 

Periodic screening of the communities in the SW would provide valuable 

information regarding changes in seroprevalence over time. This information would 

allow the WA Department of Health to better evaluate the current status of RRV as a 

major public health issue and plan community education campaigns accordingly. 

 

An incidence rate was proposed for RRV in the Peel Region of WA. This area is 

an endemic region of RRV activity. Other areas further south, such as Bunbury and 

Busselton are epizootic areas of RRV activity (M.D. Lindsay, personal communication). 

Calculations of incidence rate in these epizootic areas would provide a means to 

compare incidence and subsequent risk for RRV disease between endemic and epizootic 

regions. While this information will be very useful from a public health perspective, an 

extremely large sample size is likely to be required to calculate an accurate incidence 

rate from epizootic regions. This assumption is based on the calculated incidence rate 

for the Peel Region from this study, where only three seroconversions were identified 

out of a possible 657 person-events. Epizootic regions will most likely have a smaller 

incidence rate compared to endemic regions. Therefore, larger sample sizes would be 

required to calculate the incidence for Busselton and Bunbury. Therefore, while the 

incidence for epizootic regions would be valuable data, the logistical problems 

associated with calculations of incidence may outweigh the benefits.  

 

9.13.2 BARMAH FOREST VIRUS 

Very little is known specifically about BFV and any association that may exist 

with RRV. For instance, while BFV is thought to produce a similar clinical disease, no 
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studies have been published on the pathogenesis of BFV (Flexman et al., 1998). Also, 

there is no available information on possible associations between the pathogenesis of 

BFV and RRV diseases. This would be valuable information since this thesis has 

established that dual infection with RRV and BFV does occur (Section 7.4.2). Future 

studies could involve elucidating the pathogenesis of BFV in the murine model, which 

provides a convenient model of BFV disease. The first step would be to study the 

pathogenesis of BFV alone in the murine model. However, co-infection with both RRV 

and BFV could provide valuable information about the interaction of these viruses. One 

possible outcome could be cross-protection from one virus to the other. This could have 

important implications for vaccine development. For example, if mice challenged with 

BFV are able to protect against RRV disease, BFV may be a viable option for vaccine 

development. BFV does not show the same genetic variability as has been shown for 

RRV. In fact, the nucleotide sequences of all isolates examined were found to be 98 

percent homologous (Poidinger et al., 1997). Using BFV in an inactivated vaccine to 

protect again BFV and RRV may overcome the traditional problems of immune 

response variability that has been shown for previous studies on RRV vaccines. 

 

9.13.3 EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDIES 

While general comparisons were made in terms of symptoms and symptom 

longevity between this study and recent publications on RRV disease in other areas of 

Australia, more accurate comparisons could not be made due to differences in study 

design and strategy. One shortcoming of this study was the lack of clinical review. A 

future study in the Peel Region or surrounding areas incorporating clinical review of 

enrolled patients could be used to further elucidate disease severity in humans. 

Expanding the study area to include other areas of the SW with known RRV activity, 

(such as Busselton and Bunbury), is also likely to increase the absolute number of cases 

enrolled and therefore increase the statistical power of the study. Virus isolation from 

cases could be attempted to enable identification of the RRV genotype involved in 

disease. This would provide valuable information about the genotype causing disease 

and duration or severity of symptoms in humans in this region.  

 

9.13.4 ROSS RIVER VIRUS GENOTYPE INVOLVEMENT IN PATHOGENESIS 

This study demonstrated that infection with different genotypes of RRV in the 

murine model leads to differences in pathogenesis. However, these aspects are only a 

small part of the immune response. There are still many different areas of the immune 
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response that have not been elucidated in terms of genotype involvement. First and 

foremost pathogenesis studies need to be repeated using multiple strains of each 

genotype to confirm differences in pathogenesis found using the two RRV strains, 

DC7194 and DC5692.  

 

While macrophages have already been implicated to play a role in the 

pathogenesis of RRV disease (La Linn et al., 1996), the association between 

macrophages and different RRV genotypes has not been addressed. It would be useful 

to determine the ability of each genotype to survive or replicate within macrophages. 

Since neutralising antibody responses are imperative to the clearance of virus, a virus’ 

ability to infect macrophages and evade the immune response could explain the delayed 

or low levels of neutralising antibodies elicited by the SW genotype. 

 

Another question that should be investigated is the involvement of cytokines or 

cell-mediated immune responses. A detailed profile of cytokines up-regulated or down-

regulated following infection would provide valuable information about cell-mediated 

immunity. Cytokines have been shown to be important in alphavirus infections, such as 

in the Sindbis virus model, where IL-1ß was shown to play a role in mortality (Liang et 

al., 1999). Alpha and beta interferon has been shown to have an antiviral response on 

virus-infected cells (Hwang et al., 1995). Such studies may also reveal important 

therapeutic targets. For example, if IL-1ß is shown to be up-regulated in severe disease, 

perhaps the IL-1 receptor antagonist could be used to down-regulate the immune 

response. Novel therapies, such as cytokine therapy may be an attractive alternative to 

current treatments of RRV disease, which revolve around joint pain alone.  

 

Previous attempts to develop a vaccine for RRV have focused on using one 

strain of RRV, namely T48 (Aaskov et al., 1997; Yu and Aaskov, 1994). Since this 

study has clearly shown that RRV genotypes play a role in pathogenesis, vaccine studies 

need to be revisited to account for differences in disease outcome due to genotype. 

However, before an effective vaccine can be developed more studies on the virulence 

determinants of RRV genotypes need to be conducted. A good start may be the 

generation of complete genome sequences for the different genotypes. This would allow 

nucleotide and amino acid differences to be identified between the two genotypes. 

Further studies may include site-directed mutagenesis to generate mutants to study 

virulence determinants, as have been done for another Australian arbovirus, MVEV 
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(Hurrelbrink and McMinn, 2001). Epitope mapping to map genetic determinants to a 

particular locus may also be informative. These suggested studies would help to 

determine the important areas that should be included in an effective vaccine. A 

combination of inactivated antigens representing both genotypes may be one possibility 

for an effective vaccine.  

 

9.14 CONCLUSION 

This is the most statistically rigorous investigation of the epidemiology of RRV 

disease in the SW of WA. Results from this study have confirmed previous finding that 

RRV disease in WA leads to chronic disease, with symptoms persisting up to 2.5 years 

after the initial onset of symptoms. While joint pain was the most troublesome 

symptoms overall, depression was identified as an important symptom that may have 

been under-diagnosed and subsequently under-treated in the past. Overwhelming 

evidence was obtained to confirm RRV disease is a major public health concern in WA, 

as exemplified by long recovery times, high rates of depression and extended times 

taken off paid employment. 

 

Pathogenesis studies of the two different RRV genotypes known to circulate in 

the SW of WA illustrated that the SW genotype was able to induce a more severe 

disease in mice. Severity of disease was measured for mice infected with the SW 

genotype by higher titres of virus in both sera and brain samples, coupled with lower 

neutralising antibody responses and the presence of non-neutralising antibody responses 

in comparison to mice infected with the NE genotype. Data from the murine model 

coupled with epidemiology data from the SW of WA, indicate that the SW genotype 

may be able to induce more severe disease in humans. Subsequently, genotype 

involvement may explain the discrepancies in the literature concerning symptom 

longevity associated with RRV disease. Further elucidation of the immune response 

following infection with the different RRV genotypes will help to confirm these 

conclusions. Data generated from this thesis sets the stage for advances in RRV 

therapeutics, vaccine development and approaches to management of risk factors. 
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T h e  U n i v e r s i t y  o f  W e s t e r n  A u s t r a l i a  
 

Department of Microbiology 

The University of Western Australia 

Nedlands, WA, 6907 

L Block, Queen Elizabeth II Medical Centre 

Nedlands, Western Australia, 6009 

 

Contact Person: 

Ms Natalie Dodsley, 

Telephone: (08) 9346 4866 or 9346 2212 , Fax (08) 9346 2912 

e-mail: ndodsley@cyllene.uwa.edu.au 

 

SEROEPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDY OF ROSS RIVER VIRUS 
 

 

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION 
 

 

There are a number of viruses carried by mosquitoes in Australia. These viruses are 

called arboviruses and include Ross River virus and another closely related virus called 

Barmah Forest virus. These viruses have the ability to cause outbreaks of disease often 

resulting in joint and muscle pain, fatigue and a range of other symptoms. Symptoms 

principally last weeks to months, however, some cases have been documented where 

symptoms have persisted for longer periods of time. 

 

Ross River virus is found in most areas of WA, with regular outbreaks occurring in the 

south west region, especially towards the Mandurah to Busselton coastline. These 

outbreaks occur during the summer months when climatic conditions favour mosquito 

breeding.  

 

Although much is known about the disease, little is known about the number of people 

who will actually develop disease following a bite by an infected mosquito and whether 

the bodies immune response influences the severity of disease. 

 

In order to study these aspects further we are asking people in areas where these viruses 

are found to provide blood samples (we need people who have Ross River virus and 

people without). All names and addresses of potential participants for this study were 

collected randomly from the electoral roll, following permission from the Electoral 

Commissioner. These are collected by standard methods, at a collection centre closest to 

you, with each sample requiring only 10 mls of blood (you have 5L to 6L in your body). 

The blood will be tested for virus-specific antibodies, which will indicate whether or not 

you have been infected previously. In the absence of specific Ross River virus 

antibodies from your initial blood sample we would like you to provide further samples 

every 6 months for one year. The purpose of which is to see if you subsequently become 

infected over time. If antibodies are detected we will send both you and your doctor a 

questionnaire asking about any symptoms you may have experienced or are 

experiencing. We also require information including your age, sex, occupation, leisure 

activities etc. With this information we hope to identify the risk factors associated with 

the development of disease.  
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From our studies we will be able to inform you if you have been infected with these 

arboviruses. This will help us to determine whether you are likely to be immune to 

further infection with Ross River virus and more importantly, we hope to be able to 

predict who is most at risk and how might they avoid exposure. Future plans for 

possible vaccines against arboviruses also depend on accurate information being 

provided by the studies participants.  This information is essential in determining an 

accurate picture of Ross River virus disease in the south west of Western Australia. 

 

If you are willing to participate in this study I am asking if you could please read and 

sign the consent form and then fill out the corresponding questionnaire. All participants 

may withdraw from the study at any time without bias or prejudice. We will be in 

contact with you to organise a blood sample. (Please be aware that mild bruising can 

sometimes result from blood sampling, however, this is only temporary) 

 

I thank you for your time. If you need further information please feel free to contact me 

(Natalie Dodsley) or one of my supervisors, Dr Michael Lindsay, Dr David Smith or Dr 

Aileen Plant. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 

Ms Natalie Dodsley  BSc. (Hons)  

Department of Microbiology, UWA 

QEII Medical Centre 

Verdun Street 

NEDLANDS  WA  6009 

 

Tel: (08) 9346 4866 or (08) 9346 2212 

Fax: (08) 9346 2912 

Email: ndodsley@cyllene.uwa.edu.au 

 

Contact Details 
 
Dr Michael Lindsay 

Medical Entomologist 

Mosquito-Borne Disease Control 

Health Department of Western Australia 

PO Box 8172, Perth Business Centre, WA, Australia, 6849 

Phone: 08 9385 6001, Fax: (08) 9383 1819 

 

Dr David Smith 

Clinical Director, Division of Microbiology and Infectious Diseases 

WA Pathcentre 

QEII Medical Centre 

Verdun Street 

NEDLANDS  WA  6009 

Tel: (08) 9346 2164 

 

Dr Aileen Plant 

Professor of International Health 

Division of Health Sciences 

Curtin University of Technology 

GPO Box U1987, Perth 

Western Australia 6845 

Phone: (08) 9266 4330 
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T h e  U n i v e r s i t y  o f  W e s t e r n  A u s t r a l i a  
 

Department of Microbiology 

The University of Western Australia 

Nedlands, WA, 6907 

L Block, Queen Elizabeth II Medical Centre 

Nedlands, Western Australia, 6009 

 

Contact Person: 

Ms Natalie Dodsley, 

Telephone: (08) 9346 4866 or 9346 2212 , Fax (08) 9346 2912 

e-mail: ndodsley@cyllene.uwa.edu.au 

 

 

SEROEPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDY OF ROSS RIVER VIRUS 
 

PARTICIPANT CONSENT 
 

 

I _____________________________ have read the information above and any 

questions I have asked have been answered to my satisfaction. I agree to participate in 

this study, knowing that I may withdraw at anytime without prejudice and am aware of 

the possibility of bruising during blood sampling. I understand that all information 

provided is treated as strictly confidential and will not be released by the investigator 

unless required to do so by law. I agree that the research data gathered for the study may 

be published provided my name is not used. 

 

__________________________________   ____________________ 

Participant         Date 

 

 
The Committee for Human Rights at the University of Western Australia requires that all 

participants are informed that, if they have any complaint regarding the manner, in which a 

research project is conducted, it may be given to the researcher or to Mrs Kate Kirk, 

Administrative Officer, Human Research Ethics Committee Secretary, University of Western 

Australia, Nedlands, WA 6907 (Telephone number 9380-3703, email: kkirk@acs.uwa.edu.au). 

All study participants will be provided with a copy of the Information sheet and Consent Form 

for their personal records. 
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T h e  U n i v e r s i t y  o f  W e s t e r n  A u s t r a l i a  
 

Department of Microbiology 

The University of Western Australia 

Nedlands, WA, 6907 

L Block, Queen Elizabeth II Medical Centre 

Nedlands, Western Australia, 6009 

 

Contact Person: 

Ms Natalie Dodsley, 

Telephone: (08) 9346 4866 or 9346 2212 , Fax (08) 9346 2912 

e-mail: ndodsley@cyllene.uwa.edu.au 

 

 

SEROEPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDY OF ROSS RIVER VIRUS 
 

PARTICIPANT CONSENT – For your records 
 

 

 

I _____________________________ have read the information above and any 

questions I have asked have been answered to my satisfaction. I agree to participate in 

this study, knowing that I may withdraw at anytime without prejudice and am aware of 

the possibility of bruising during blood sampling. I understand that all information 

provided is treated as strictly confidential and will not be released by the investigator 

unless required to do so by law. I agree that the research data gathered for the study may 

be published provided my name is not used. 

 

__________________________________   ____________________ 

Participant         Date 

 
The Committee for Human Rights at the University of Western Australia requires that all 

participants are informed that, if they have any complaint regarding the manner, in which a 

research project is conducted, it may be given to the researcher or to Mrs Kate Kirk, 

Administrative Officer, Human Research Ethics Committee Secretary, University of Western 

Australia, Nedlands, WA 6907 (Telephone number 9380-3703, email: kkirk@acs.uwa.edu.au). 

All study participants will be provided with a copy of the Information sheet and Consent Form 

for their personal records. 
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T h e  U n i v e r s i t y  o f  W e s t e r n  A u s t r a l i a  
 

Department of Microbiology 

The University of Western Australia 

Nedlands, WA, 6907 

L Block, Queen Elizabeth II Medical Centre 

Nedlands, Western Australia, 6009 

 

Contact Person: 

Ms Natalie Dodsley, 

Telephone: (08) 9346 4866 or 9346 2212 , Fax (08) 9346 2912 

e-mail: ndodsley@cyllene.uwa.edu.au 

 

 

SEROEPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDY OF ROSS RIVER VIRUS 

 
Consent for blood taking for clinical research 

 
I,_____________________________________________________________________ 

of (address)_____________________________________________________________ 

hereby consent to blood being taken and donate that blood absolutely for testing and 

research. In making my donation of blood, I understand and agree that: 

 

(a) The blood (which in this consent form, includes its constituents derived from the 

blood) will be used only in relation to the following purposes: 

• The above clinical research purpose; and 

• Any future research or other purposes approved by the University of 

Western Australia’s Committee for Human Rights, which may 

include purposes specifically related to myself or my family; 

 

(b) A sample of the blood will be stored in a blood  bank to enable future testing; 

 

(c) This storage will be conducted in accordance with the National Health and Medical 

Research Council’s (*NHMRC) guidelines for the use of Genetic Registers in 

Medical Research; 

 

(d) If a research worker wishes to obtain additional information or samples from me, 

my name will not be divulged to that researcher without my written permission; and 

 

(e) The chief investigator of this project will not be liable for any loss of or damage to, 

the blood used in accordance with this form. 
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PARTICIPANT 
 

I have read the information above and any questions I have asked have been answered 

to my satisfaction. 

 

Signed:_____________________________ Date:__________________________ 

 

INVESTIGATOR 

 

Signed:_____________________________ Date:___________________________ 

 

 
The Committee for Human Rights at the University of Western Australia requires that all 

participants are informed that, if they have any complaint regarding the manner, in which a 

research project is conducted, it may be given to the researcher or to Mrs Kate Kirk, 

Administrative Officer, Human Research Ethics Committee Secretary, University of Western 

Australia, Nedlands, WA 6907 (Telephone number 9380-3703, email: kkirk@acs.uwa.edu.au). 

All study participants will be provided with a copy of the Information sheet and Consent Form 

for their personal records. 
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T h e  U n i v e r s i t y  o f  W e s t e r n  A u s t r a l i a  
 

Department of Microbiology 

The University of Western Australia 

Nedlands, WA, 6907 

L Block, Queen Elizabeth II Medical Centre 

Nedlands, Western Australia, 6009 

 

Contact Person: 

Ms Natalie Dodsley, 

Telephone: (08) 9346 4866 or 9346 2212 , Fax (08) 9346 2912 

e-mail: ndodsley@cyllene.uwa.edu.au 

 

 

SEROEPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDY OF ROSS RIVER VIRUS 
 

 

NON-PARTICIPATION  
 

 

I __________________________ have read the information provided and do not wish 

to participate in the study.  

 

My reasons for non-participation are: 

______________________________________ 

______________________________________ 

______________________________________ 

______________________________________ 

 

 

____________________________   _________________________ 

                 Participant               Date 

 

 
The Committee for Human Rights at the University of Western Australia requires that all 

participants are informed that, if they have any complaint regarding the manner, in which a 

research project is conducted, it may be given to the researcher or to Mrs Kate Kirk, 

Administrative Officer, Human Research Ethics Committee Secretary, University of Western 

Australia, Nedlands, WA 6907 (Telephone number 9380-3703, email: kkirk@acs.uwa.edu.au). 

All study participants will be provided with a copy of the Information sheet and Consent Form 

for their personal records. 
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Appendix II – Letters to General Practitioners (GPs). All listed GPs in the 
Peel Region as well as some from surrounding areas were sent a personal 
letter detailing the nature and aims of the seroepidemiology study on RRV 
disease. GPs help in the enrollment of RRV cases was requested.  
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T h e  U n i v e r s i t y  o f  W e s t e r n  A u s t r a l i a  
 

Department of Microbiology 

The University of Western Australia 

Nedlands, WA, 6907 

L Block, Queen Elizabeth II Medical Centre 

Nedlands, Western Australia, 6009 

 

Contact Person: 

Ms Natalie Dodsley, 

Telephone: (08) 9346 4866 or 9346 2212 , Fax (08) 9346 2912 

e-mail: ndodsley@cyllene.uwa.edu.au 

 

 

«Title» «FirstName» «LastName» 

«Address1» 

«Town»  «State»  «PostalCode» 

 

 

<Date> 

 

 

Dear Dr «LastName» 

  

 

Re: EPIDEMIOLOGY OF ROSS RIVER VIRUS DISEASE IN THE PEEL 

REGION. 
 

My colleagues and I are conducting a long-term prospective study on the epidemiology 

and disease patterns of Ross River virus in the Peel Region. Ross River virus is a major 

public health concern in the Peel Region with approximately 80-90 new cases of Ross 

River virus disease occurring each year.  

 

The aims of this study are to: 

1. Monitor the immune response to learn more about the disease and improve 

interpretation of serological tests. 

2. Identify the true incidence and prevalence of Ross River virus in your community. 

3. Identify high-risk groups within your community, so that education and prevention 

measures can be better targeted. 

 

The Health Department of Western Australia has provided contact details for recently 

notified cases of Ross River virus infection. To obtain the most information from this 

study we are keen to follow the disease pattern for several months after the initial onset 

of symptoms and therefore need to contact patients as soon as possible, following 

infection with Ross River virus. All that will be required of the patient is to answer a 

simple questionnaire and to provide a series of blood samples.  

 

In order for the earliest possible identification of new positive cases, we would be 

grateful if we could receive copies of positive laboratory results for patients tested for 

Ross River virus. To facilitate this we would be happy to supply a self-inking stamp, 

which could be used to mark your request forms. When we receive the results, we will 
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contact you for permission to speak with the patient. Alternatively you may prefer to 

send copies of the positive results to us. 

 

Your help is essential for the success of this study. A copy of the questionnaire is 

enclosed for your interest. Naturally, all of this will be done at no expense to the patient. 

For more information or queries please feel free to contact me (see above) or my 

supervisors, Dr David Smith on 93462164, email: David.Smith@health.wa.gov.au or Dr 

Aileen Plant on 93801260, email: aileen@dph.uwa.edu.au.    

 

 

If you are willing to help please sign the bottom of this letter and return it to: 

 

Ms Natalie Dodsley 

Arbovirology Surveillance and Research Laboratory 

Department of Microbiology 

L Block, QEII Medical Centre 

NEDLANDS  WA  6009 

 

 

     

Yours sincerely 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Natalie Dodsley 

 

 

enc. 

 

 

I am willing to help in this study on Ross River virus. Please print your name and sign 

below. 

 

Drs Name: ________________________________ 

 

Signature: ________________________________    

 

 

Date: ______________ 
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Appendix III – Permission from the Electoral Commissioner of WA. 
Permission was requested from the Electoral Commissioner of WA to access 
the Electoral roll in order to generate a random list of potential persons from the 
Peel Region who would form the comparison group.  
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Appendix IV – Percentage breakdown of RRV cases from the 1998/1999 
RRV mosquito season by age. A total of 99 cases were identified during 1998 
and 1999 and five were excluded from the above figure since they were either 
under the age of 18 or had no specified age. Appendix VI was generated based 
on data provided by Dr Michael Lindsay from the WA Department of Heath. 
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Appendix V – Percentage breakdown of RRV cases from the 1998/1999 
RRV mosquito season by gender. Cases over the age of 18, identified during 
the 1998 and 1999 RRV mosquito season were separated into two groups 
based on gender. Appendix VII was generated based on data provided by Dr 
Michael Lindsay from the WA Department of Heath. 
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Appendix VI – Percentage breakdown of RRV cases from the 1998/1999 
RRV mosquito season by residential location. Cases over the age of 18, 
identified during the 1998 and 1999 RRV mosquito season were allocated to 
one of five groups based on residential location in the Peel Region: Mandurah, 
Rockingham, Murray, Serpentine-Jarrahdale and Waroona. Of the 99 identified 
cases during 1998 and 1999, the above figure represents 90 of these cases. 
The remaining nine cases were not included since they were either under the 
age of 18 or details of residential location for the case was not provided. 
Appendix VIII was generated based on data provided by Dr Michael Lindsay 
from the WA Department of Heath. 
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Appendix VII – First survey sent to the case group at the time of 
enrollment. The purpose of the survey was to gather information on 
demographics, general well-being and risk factors believed to be associated 
with RRV disease. Cases were also asked about symptoms commonly 
associated with RRV disease and treatments they were using to combat 
symptoms.  
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CONFIDENTIAL SURVEY ON ROSS RIVER VIRUS 
  

                                 Office use only 

        Serial number    
 

SECTION 1: DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS 
 

Firstly, questions about you. 
 
Q1. What is your sex? (Please circle) 

 

 1. Male  2. Female 

 

 

Q2. How old are you? (Please write in the space provided) 

 

 ______________ years 

  age 

 

 

Q3. What is your current occupation? (Please write in the space provided) 

 

 _______________________________________ 

   Occupation 

 

 

Q4. What year did you start at this job?   ______________________ 

              Year 

 

 

Q5. What was your occupation before your current one? 

 

 _______________________________________ 

   Occupation 

 

 

Q6. How long were you working at the job in Q5? 

 ________________________ 

               Years 
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Q7. Please fill out the following questions relating to your residential address 

 

       Suburb         Postcode      How long  have/did    

                                                            you lived here? 
 

1.Current address   ______________ ________  ____________ 

 

2.Address before your   ______________ ________  ____________ 

current address 

 

3.Address before the   ______________ ________  ____________ 

address in 2. 

 

 

Q8. Please write today’s date ( in the space provided) 

 

 _____________/______________/____________ 

  day  month      year 

 

 

Q9. Please supply a contact phone number and the most suitable time to contact you so 

we can organise a blood sample. 

 

 __________________________  ____________________________ 

  Phone number         Most suitable time to contact 
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SECTION 2: HEALTH 
 

Now questions about your health. 
 

Q10 In general, would you say your health is: (Please circle one only) 

    

i) Excellent 

ii) Very good 

iii) Good 

iv) Fair 

v) Poor 

 

The following questions are about activities you might do during a typical day. Does 

your health NOW limit you in these activities? If so, how much? 

 

Q11. Moderate activities, such as moving a table, pushing a vacuum, cleaning, 

bowling or playing golf  

i) Yes, limited a lot 

ii) Yes, limited a little 

iii) No, not limited at all 

 

Q12. Climbing several flights of stairs 

 

i) Yes, limited a lot 

ii) Yes, limited a little 

iii) No, not limited at all 

 

During the past 4 weeks, have you had any of the following problems with your work or 

other regular daily activities as a result of your physical health? 

 

Q13. Accomplished less than you would like   i)  Yes 

ii) No  

 

 

Q14. Were limited in the kind of work or other activities  i) Yes 

ii) No 

 

During the past 4 weeks, have you had any of the following problems with your work or 

other regular daily activities as a result of any emotional problems (such as feeling 

depressed or anxious)? 

 

Q15. Accomplished less than you would like   i) Yes 

ii) No 

 

 

Q16. Didn’t do work or other activities as carefully as usual i) Yes 

ii) No 
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Q17. During the past 4 weeks, how much did pain interfere with your normal work 

(including both work outside the home and housework)? 

 

i) Not at all 

ii) A little bit 

iii) Moderately 

iv) Quite a bit 

v) Extremely 

 

These questions are about how you feel and how things have been with you during the 

past 4 weeks. For each question, please give the one answer that comes closest to the 

way you have been feeling. 

 

How much of the time during the past 4 weeks………….. 
      

Q18. Have you felt calm and peaceful?  i)  All of the time 

ii) Most of the time 

iii) A good bit of the time 

iv) Some of the time 

v) A little bit of the time 

vi) None of the time 

 

 

Q19. Did you have a lot of energy   i)  All of the time 

ii) Most of the time 

iii) A good bit of the time 

iv) Some of the time 

v) A little bit of the time 

vi) None of the time 

 

 

Q20. Have you felt downhearted and blue?  i)  All of the time 

ii) Most of the time 

iii) A good bit of the time 

iv) Some of the time 

v) A little bit of the time 

vi) None of the time 

 

 

Q21. During the past 4 weeks, how much of the time has your physical health or 

emotional problems interfered with you social activities (like visiting friends, relatives, 

etc.)? 

i) All of the time 

ii) Most of the time 

iii) Some of the time 

iv) A little of the time 

v) None of the time 
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SECTION 3: EXPOSURE 
 

 

The following section provides us with information relating to your 

exposure to mosquitoes. 
 

 

Q22. Thinking back to the last 2 months, do you recall being bitten by mosquitoes? 

(Please circle one only) 

 

i) Not at all 

ii) Just once 

iii) A few times 

iv) Many times 

 

If you remember the geographical location of where you were bitten, please 

specify in the space provided. (Please supply as much detail as possible) Eg. 

Coodanup foreshore, Mistal Avenue, Falcon.) 

 

 

 

Q23. Do you usually take precautions against mosquitoes, such as the use of mosquito 

repellent or loose fitting clothing when outdoors? (Please circle one only) 

 

i) Not usually 

ii) Some of the time 

iii) Most of the time 

iv) All the time 

 

Q24. When there are media warnings about possible increased activity of Ross River 

virus, do you? 

i) Continue with your usual precautions 

ii) Change your precautions 

If so, please specify 

____________________________________________ 

   ____________________________________________ 

   ___________________________________________ 

 

Q25. What are your normal outdoor activities? (e.g. farming, labouring, fishing, 

swimming, golf) (Please write in the space provided) 

 

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Q26. Are the activities described in Q25 performed within one kilometre of a lake, 

swamp, estuary or other swampy costal areas? 

 

  1. Yes   2. No 
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Q27. How many hours on average would you spend outdoors, over an average week? 

(Please write in the space provided) 

 

 _____________ hours 

 

 

 

Q28. Thinking back to your travel patterns over the last 6 months which involved an 

overnight stay or longer; please list the destination of your travels and the approximate 

length of stay. Could you also provide details of any outdoor activities during your 

travels. 

(Please start with your most recent travels. If you have not travelled within the last 6 

months, please write N/A in the space provided) 

 

 Destination  Length of stay  Outdoor activities 

 

i) ___________  ____________          _________________________ 

ii) ___________  ____________          _________________________ 

iii) ___________  ____________          _________________________ 

iv) ___________  ____________          _________________________ 

v) ___________  ____________          _________________________ 

vi) ___________  ____________          _________________________ 

vii) ___________  ____________          _________________________ 

viii) ___________  ____________          _________________________ 

ix) ___________  ____________          _________________________ 

x) ___________  ____________          _________________________ 
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SECTION 4: SYMPTOMS 
 

 

In this section, we would like to ask some questions relating to the 

symptoms of your illness from Ross River virus infection. If you did not 

experience any illness, please go to question 46. 
 

 

Q29. When did you first start to feel unwell with Ross River virus infection? 

(we realise this may be quite some time ago, but it is important that you give us your 

best estimation) 

 

 ___________, ______________ 

      month  year 

 

 

Q30. Do you still have any symptoms that you think are related to Ross River virus 

infection? 

(Please circle one number) 

 

i) Yes 

ii) No 

iii) Don’t know 
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Q31. In the following table, there are two columns. The first relates to symptoms you have now, 

and the second relates to symptoms you had around the time of first infection with Ross River 

virus. Which symptoms do you, and have you experienced? 

(Please circle either YES or NO for each symptom in both columns) 

 

    Did you have this     Do you have this   

    symptom at the time                 ymptom now?     

    of first infection?        

 

1. Flu-like illness  Yes No Don’t know   Yes No 

 

2. Skin rash   Yes No Don’t know   Yes No  

 

3. Fever   Yes No Don’t know   Yes No 

     

4. Stiff neck   Yes No Don’t know   Yes No

     

5. Joint pains   Yes No Don’t know   Yes No

     

6. Swollen joints  Yes No Don’t know   Yes No

     

7. Stiff joints   Yes No Don’t know   Yes No

     

8. Excessive sweating  Yes No Don’t know   Yes No

     

9. Tiredness   Yes No Don’t know   Yes No

     

10. Weakness   Yes No Don’t know   Yes No

     

11. Headache   Yes No Don’t know   Yes No

     

12. Pains in muscles or tendons Yes No Don’t know   Yes No

     

13. Abdominal pain  Yes No Don’t know   Yes No

     

14. Swollen glands  Yes No Don’t know   Yes No

     

15. Numbness or tingling in  Yes No Don’t know   Yes No 

      hands or feet 

 

16. Sore throat   Yes No  Don’t know   Yes No

     

17. Depression   Yes No Don’t know   Yes No

     
18. Nausea   Yes No Don’t know   Yes No

     

19. Poor appetite   Yes No Don’t know   Yes No

     

20. Loss of sexual interest Yes No Don’t know   Yes No

     

21. Visual disturbances  Yes No Don’t know   Yes No

     

22. Other symptoms (please specify): 

_____________________________  Yes No   Yes No 

_____________________________  Yes No   Yes No 

_____________________________  Yes No   Yes No 
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Q32.If you have any of the symptoms described in question 31 NOW, would you say this 

symptom was constant (ie. symptom is present for the better part of your week) or intermittent 

(symptoms comes and goes, so is present one week and not present the following week)? (If you 

do not have the particular symptom, please circle N/A) 

 

Would you say this symptom was 

       constant or intermittent? 

 

1. Flu-like illness   Constant  Intermittent  N/A 

 

2. Skin rash    Constant  Intermittent  N/A 

 

3. Fever    Constant  Intermittent  N/A 

 

4. Stiff neck    Constant  Intermittent  N/A 

 

5. Joint pains    Constant  Intermittent  N/A 

 

6. Swollen joints   Constant  Intermittent  N/A 

 

7. Stiff joints    Constant  Intermittent  N/A 

 

8. Excessive sweating   Constant  Intermittent  N/A 

 

9. Tiredness    Constant  Intermittent  N/A 

 

10. Weakness    Constant  Intermittent  N/A 

 

11. Headache    Constant  Intermittent  N/A 

 

12. Pains in muscles or tendons  Constant  Intermittent  N/A 

 

13. Abdominal pain   Constant  Intermittent  N/A 

 

14. Swollen glands   Constant  Intermittent  N/A 

 

15. Numbness or tingling in   Constant  Intermittent  N/A 

     hands or feet 

 

16. Sore throat    Constant  Intermittent  N/A 

 

17. Depression    Constant  Intermittent  N/A 

 

18. Nausea    Constant  Intermittent  N/A 

 

19. Poor appetite   Constant  Intermittent  N/A 

 

20. Loss of sexual interest  Constant  Intermittent  N/A 

 

21. Visual disturbances   Constant  Intermittent  N/A 

 

Others symptoms 

___________________   Constant  Intermittent 

___________________   Constant  Intermittent 
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Q33 For the symptoms you have NOW, please rate the severity of these symptoms, from very 

distressing too not distressing at all. 

(Please circle one severity score for each symptom that you experience NOW. Please leave 

blank the scores for symptoms which you do not currently experience.) 

 

Very                  Quite               Somewhat                 Not    

    Distressing distressing distressing       distressing 

                at all 

 

1. Flu-like illness        1        2        3   4  

 

2. Skin rash              1        2        3   4 

 

3. Fever         1        2        3   4 

 

4. Stiff neck         1        2        3   4 

 

5. Joint pain         1        2        3   4 

 

6. Swollen joints        1        2        3   4 

 

7. Stiff joints         1        2        3   4 

 

8. Excessive sweating        1        2        3   4 

 

9. Tiredness         1        2        3   4 

 

10. Weakness         1        2        3   4 

 

11. Headache        1        2        3   4 

 

12. Pains in muscles or tendons       1        2        3   4 

 

13. Abdominal pain        1        2        3   4 

 

14. Swollen glands        1        2        3   4 

 

15. Numbness and tingling in hands 

      or feet         1        2        3   4 

 

16. Sore throat         1        2        3   4 

 

17. Depression         1        2        3   4 

 

18. Nausea         1        2        3   4 

 

19. Poor appetite        1        2        3   4 

 

20. Loss of sexual interest       1        2        3   4 

 

21. Visual disturbances        1        2        3   4 

 

22. Other symptoms (please specify) 

 

______________________       1        2        3   4 

______________________       1        2        3   4 

______________________               1        2        3   4 
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Q34. Thinking about your past and present symptoms of Ross River virus, can you compare the 

severity of your symptoms now to the severity of the same symptoms at the time you were first 

infected with the virus? 

(Please circle one severity score for each symptom that you experience now. Please leave blank 

scores for symptoms that you do not currently experience.) 

 

     Much   Much   Much 

     Worse      Worse the      Better better 

now       now  same      now  now 

 

1. Flu-like illness      1       2     3       4     5 

 

2. Skin rash       1       2     3       4     5 

 

3. Fever          1       2     3       4     5 

 

4. Stiff neck       1       2     3       4     5 

 

5. Joint pain       1       2     3       4     5 

 

6. Swollen joints      1       2     3       4     5 

 

7. Stiff joints       1       2     3       4     5 

 

8. Excessive sweating      1       2     3       4     5 

 

9. Tiredness       1       2     3       4     5 

 

10. Weakness       1       2     3       4     5 

 

11. Headache       1       2     3       4     5 

 

12. Pains in muscles or tendons     1       2     3       4     5 

 

13. Abdominal pain      1       2     3       4     5 

 

14. Swollen glands      1       2     3       4     5 

 

15. Numbness and tingling in hands 

      or feet       1       2     3       4     5 

 

16. Sore throat       1       2     3       4     5 

 

17. Depression       1       2     3       4     5 

 

18. Nausea       1       2     3       4     5 

 

19. Poor appetite                       1               2     3       4     5 

 

20. Loss of sexual interest     1       2     3       4     5 

 

21. Visual disturbances       1       2     3       4     5 

 

22. Other symptoms (please specify) 

______________________     1       2     3       4     5 

______________________     1       2     3       4     5 

______________________     1       2     3       4     5 
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Q35. If you said that you experience joint pain as a symptom NOW, which joints are 

affected? 

(Please circle all joints affected) 

 

  Toes  Ankle  Knee  Hip 

 

  Back  Shoulder Neck  Elbow 

 

  Wrist  Fingers Thumb  Jaw 

 

 

Q36. Over the whole duration of illness caused by Ross River virus, what was or has 

been your single most troublesome symptom?  

 

 _____________________________ 

          symptom 

 

 

Q37. Thinking about your current symptoms, please tell us how much these symptoms 

affect the following aspects of your life: (Please circle one number for each life aspect.) 
 

                Symptoms                     This aspect 

   Symptoms  interfere Symptoms      Symptoms    of life does 

   interfere a a moderate interfere          do not         not apply 

   great deal amount  a little            interfere          to me 

Life aspects 
 

1. Working        1        2      3       4        5 

 

2. Studying        1        2      3       4        5 

 

3. Leisure time              1        2      3      4        5 

 

4. Sporting activities       1        2      3      4        5 

 

5. Interacting with family    1        2      3      4        5 

 

6. Interacting with friends   1        2      3      4        5 

 

7. Housework        1        2      3      4        5 

 

8. Transport        1        2      3      4        5 

 

9. Sexual intercourse       1        2      3      4        5 

 

10. Sleep        1        2      3      4        5 

 

11. Overall lifestyle       1        2      3      4        5 
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Q38 Following your illness have you returned to normal activities? 

 

1. No 

2. Yes 

 

If you answered Yes, how long was it before you returned to normal activities 

 

 ______________  OR _______________________ 

  weeks    months 

  

 

Q39. Did you take time off paid employment as a result of your illness? 

  

1. No 

2. Yes: If so, how long? _____________weeks 

3. Still off work 
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SECTION 5: TREATMENT 
 

 

In this section, we would like to ask you about the treatment you have 

sought or are seeking for symptoms of Ross River virus infection. 
 

 

Q40. When was the last time you saw a general practitioner or medical specialist about 

your Ross River virus symptoms? (Please write your best estimation in the space 

provided) 

 

 ____________ _____________ 

     month        year 

 

Q41. How often since you have been sick have you visited your general practitioner or 

specialist about your Ross River virus symptoms? (If you have been sick for longer than 

12 months, please state the number of times in the last 12 months.) 

(Please write you best estimation in the space provided) 

 _____________________ 

 number of times visited GP 

 

 

Q42. How happy are you with your general practitioner or specialist’s management of 

your Ross River virus symptoms? (Please circle one only) 

 

Very unhappy  Unhappy  Neutral Happy  Very Happy 

 

Give reasons for your answer if relevant 

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Q43. Are you currently taking any medicines or using other remedies for your Ross 

River virus symptoms? 

 

 1. Yes  2. No 

 

If Yes, what sort of medicines or remedies? (Please circle one or more from the 

following list) 

 

i)  Medicines from the chemist/shop without a prescription  

 ii)  Medicines from the chemist with a prescription 

iii) Natural remedy 

       iv) Other(s) (Please specify) 

 

__________________________________________________________________ 
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Q44. Can you tell us the name(s) of the medicine(s) you are taking? 

(Please write in the space provided) 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q45. Are you happy for us to contact your medical practitioner or specialist for details 

of your illness? We will only ask for information about your Ross River virus 

symptoms and will not divulge the answers to any questions asked in this questionnaire. 

 

 1. Yes  2. No 

 

If Yes: Please provide your doctor’s name, address and contact number 

 

Name   _________________________________________ 

Address  _________________________________________ 

   _________________________________________ 

Contact number _________________________________________ 

 

 

Q46. If we are able to do a longer study on Ross River virus or another mosquito-borne 

virus such as Barmah Forest virus in the future, would you be willing to be contacted? 

(We need people infected with Ross River virus and people without Ross River virus) 

 

 1. Yes  2. No 

 

If yes, please provide a contact number  __________________________ 

 

In the event that you have shifted, is there a name and contact number of someone that 

would know your whereabouts if we wanted to contact you for a follow up study? 

 

 1. Yes  2. No 

 

If yes, please provide details of a contact person 

 __________________________________ 

   Name 

 __________________________________ 

   Phone number 

 

 

When you have finished, please place this questionnaire in the reply-paid envelope. I 

thank you for you time and co-operation. 

 

 

Ms Natalie Dodsley 

Department of Microbiology 

The University of Western Australia 

Nedlands, WA, 6907 

L Block, Queen Elizabeth II Medical Centre 

Nedlands, Western Australia, 6009 

Ph: (08) 93464866 or 93462212 

Email: ndodsley@cyllene.uwa.edu.au 
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Appendix VIII - First survey sent to the comparison group at the time of 
enrollment. The purpose of the survey was to gather information on 
demographics, general well-being and risk factors believed to be associated 
with RRV disease.  
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CONFIDENTIAL SURVEY ON ROSS RIVER VIRUS 
  

                                Office use only 

        Serial number    
 

SECTION 1: DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS 
 

 

Firstly, questions about you. 
 

 
Q1. What is your sex? (Please circle) 

 

 1. Male  2. Female 

 

 

Q2. How old are you? (Please write in the space provided) 

 

 ______________ years 

  age 

 

 

Q3. What is your current occupation? (Please write in the space provided) 

 

 _______________________________________ 

   Occupation 

 

 

Q4. What year did you start at this job?   ______________________ 

              Year 

 

 

Q5. What was your occupation before your current one? 

 

 _______________________________________ 

   Occupation 

 

 

Q6. How long were you working at the job in Q5? 

 ________________________ 

               Years 
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Q7. Please fill out the following questions relating to your residential address 

 

       Suburb         Postcode      How long  have/did    

                                                            you lived here? 
 

1.Current address   ______________ ________  ____________ 

 

2.Address before your   ______________ ________  ____________ 

current address 

 

3.Address before the   ______________ ________  ____________ 

address in 2. 

 

 

Q8. Please write today’s date ( in the space provided) 

 

 _____________/______________/____________ 

  day  month      year 

 

 

Q9. Please supply a contact phone number and the most suitable time to contact you so 

we can organise a blood sample. 

 

 __________________________  ____________________________ 

  Phone number         Most suitable time to contact 
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SECTION 2: HEALTH 
 

Now questions about your health. 
 

Q10 In general, would you say your health is: (Please circle one only) 

    

vi) Excellent 

vii) Very good 

viii) Good 

ix) Fair 

x) Poor 

 

The following questions are about activities you might do during a typical day. Does 

your health NOW limit you in these activities? If so, how much? 

 

Q11. Moderate activities, such as moving a table, pushing a vacuum, cleaning, 

bowling or playing golf  

iv) Yes, limited a lot 

v) Yes, limited a little 

vi) No, not limited at all 

 

Q12. Climbing several flights of stairs 

 

iv) Yes, limited a lot 

v) Yes, limited a little 

vi) No, not limited at all 

 

During the past 4 weeks, have you had any of the following problems with your work or 

other regular daily activities as a result of your physical health? 

 

Q13. Accomplished less than you would like   i)  Yes 

iii) No  

 

 

Q14. Were limited in the kind of work or other activities  i) Yes 

iii) No 

 

During the past 4 weeks, have you had any of the following problems with your work or 

other regular daily activities as a result of any emotional problems (such as feeling 

depressed or anxious)? 

 

Q15. Accomplished less than you would like   i) Yes 

iii) No 

 

 

Q16. Didn’t do work or other activities as carefully as usual i) Yes 

iii) No 
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Q17. During the past 4 weeks, how much did pain interfere with your normal work 

(including both work outside the home and housework)? 

 

vi) Not at all 

vii) A little bit 

viii) Moderately 

ix) Quite a bit 

x) Extremely 

 

These questions are about how you feel and how things have been with you during the 

past 4 weeks. For each question, please give the one answer that comes closest to the 

way you have been feeling. 

 

How much of the time during the past 4 weeks………….. 
      

Q18. Have you felt calm and peaceful?  i)  All of the time 

vii) Most of the time 

viii) A good bit of the time 

ix) Some of the time 

x) A little bit of the time 

xi) None of the time 

 

 

Q19. Did you have a lot of energy   i)  All of the time 

vii) Most of the time 

viii) A good bit of the time 

ix) Some of the time 

x) A little bit of the time 

xi) None of the time 

 

 

Q20. Have you felt downhearted and blue?  i)  All of the time 

vii) Most of the time 

viii) A good bit of the time 

ix) Some of the time 

x) A little bit of the time 

xi) None of the time 

 

 

Q21. During the past 4 weeks, how much of the time has your physical health or 

emotional problems interfered with you social activities (like visiting friends, relatives, 

etc.)? 

vi) All of the time 

vii) Most of the time 

viii) Some of the time 

ix) A little of the time 

x) None of the time 
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SECTION 3: EXPOSURE 
 

 

The following section provides us with information relating to your 

exposure to mosquitoes. 
 

 

Q22. Thinking back to the last 2 months, do you recall being bitten by mosquitoes? 

(Please circle one only) 

 

v) Not at all 

vi) Just once 

vii) A few times 

viii) Many times 

 

If you remember the geographical location of where you were bitten, please 

specify in the space provided. (Please supply as much detail as possible) Eg. 

Coodanup foreshore, Mistal Avenue, Falcon.) 

 

 

 

Q23. Do you usually take precautions against mosquitoes, such as the use of mosquito 

repellent or loose fitting clothing when outdoors? (Please circle one only) 

 

v) Not usually 

vi) Some of the time 

vii) Most of the time 

viii) All the time 

 

Q24. When there are media warnings about possible increased activity of Ross River 

virus, do you? 

iii) Continue with your usual precautions 

iv) Change your precautions 

If so, please specify 

____________________________________________ 

   ____________________________________________ 

   ___________________________________________ 

 

Q25. What are your normal outdoor activities? (e.g. farming, labouring, fishing, 

swimming, golf) (Please write in the space provided) 

 

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q26. Are the activities described in Q25 performed within one kilometre of a lake, 

swamp, estuary or other swampy costal areas? 

 

  1. Yes   2. No 
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Q27. How many hours on average would you spend outdoors, over an average week? 

(Please write in the space provided) 

 

 _____________ hours 

 

 

 

Q28. Thinking back to your travel patterns over the last 6 months which involved an 

overnight stay or longer, please list the destination of your travels and the approximate 

length of stay. Could you also provide details of any outdoor activities during your 

travels. 

(Please start with your most recent travels. If you have not traveled within the last 6 

months, please write N/A in the space provided) 

 

 Destination  Length of stay  Outdoor activities 

 

i) ___________  ___________            _________________________ 

ii) ___________  ____________          _________________________ 

iii) ___________  ____________          _________________________ 

iv) ___________  ____________          _________________________ 

v) ___________  ____________          _________________________ 

vi) ___________  ____________          _________________________ 

vii) ___________  ____________          _________________________ 

viii) ___________  ____________          _________________________ 

ix) ___________  ____________          _________________________ 

x) ___________  ____________          _________________________ 

 

 

Q29. Have you ever been diagnosed with Ross River virus disease in the past? 

 

  1.  No    2. Yes 

 

If  Yes can you provide an approximate date when you had this illness 

_______________ 
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Q30. If we are able to do a longer study on Ross River virus or another mosquito-borne 

virus such as Barmah Forest virus in the future, would you be willing to be contacted? 

(We need people infected with Ross River virus and people without Ross River virus) 

 

 1. Yes  2. No 

 

If yes, please provide a contact number  __________________________ 

 

In the event that you have shifted, is there a name and contact number of someone that 

would know your whereabouts if we wanted to contact you for a follow up study? 

 

 1. Yes  2. No 

 

If yes, please provide details of a contact person 

 

 __________________________________ 

   Name 

 

 __________________________________ 

   Phone number 

 

 

When you have finished, please place this questionnaire along with your signed request 

forms in the reply-paid envelope. I thank you for you time and co-operation. 

 

 

Ms Natalie Dodsley 

Department of Microbiology 

The University of Western Australia 

Nedlands, WA, 6907 

L Block, Queen Elizabeth II Medical Centre 

Nedlands, Western Australia, 6009 

Ph: (08) 93464866 or 93462212 

Email: ndodsley@cyllene.uwa.edu.au 
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Appendix IX – Questionnaire assessing symptoms commonly associated 
with RRV disease. All persons within the comparison group were sent a survey 
gathering information on symptoms commonly associated with RRV disease.  
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CONFIDENTIAL SURVEY ON ROSS RIVER VIRUS 
 
         Office use only 

       Serial number    
 

SECTION 1: COMMON SYMPTOMS OF ROSS RIVER VIRUS 

 

Q1. This list below is symptoms commonly associated with Ross River virus. Please 

circle YES or NO for each symptom if you are currently experiencing that symptom. 

(Please note – if you do have any of these symptoms, it does not necessarily mean you 

have Ross River virus. These symptoms are common to a large variety of conditions.) 
 

   Do you have this             Do you have this   

   symptom now?            symptom now?

          
1. Flu-like illness Yes No   12. Pains in muscles or tendons   Yes No

  

2. Skin rash  Yes No   13. Abdominal pain   Yes No

  

3. Fever  Yes No    14. Swollen glands   Yes No

  

4. Stiff neck  Yes No   15. Numbness or tingling in   Yes No 

                   hands or feet 

 

5. Joint pains  Yes No 16. Sore throat    Yes No

  

6. Swollen joints Yes No  17. Depression    Yes No

  

7. Stiff joints  Yes No  18. Nausea    Yes No

  

8. Excessive sweating Yes No   19. Poor appetite   Yes No

  

9. Tiredness  Yes No   20. Loss of sexual interest  Yes No

  

10. Weakness  Yes No    21. Visual disturbances  Yes No

  

11. Headache  Yes No     

 

 

If you answered NO to all parts of Q1, thank you very much for your time, that is the end of 

your questionnaire. Please return this questionnaire to me in the reply-paid envelope provided.  

 

If you answered YES to any of the parts in Q1, please proceed to Q2. 
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Q2.If you have any of the symptoms described in question 1, would you say this 

symptom was constant (ie. symptom is present for the better part of your week) or 

intermittent (symptoms comes and goes, so is present one week and not present the 

following week)? (If you do not have the particular symptom, please circle N/A) 

 

   Would you say this symptom was 

           constant or intermittent? 

 

1. Flu-like illness   Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

2. Skin rash    Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

3. Fever    Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

4. Stiff neck    Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

5. Joint pains    Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

6. Swollen joints   Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

7. Stiff joints    Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

8. Excessive sweating   Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

9. Tiredness    Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

10. Weakness    Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

11. Headache    Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

12. Pains in muscles or tendons Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

13. Abdominal pain   Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

14. Swollen glands   Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

15. Numbness or tingling in   Constant  Intermittent  N/A 

     hands or feet 
 

16. Sore throat    Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

17. Depression   Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

18. Nausea    Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

19. Poor appetite   Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

20. Loss of sexual interest  Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

21. Visual disturbances  Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
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Q3 For the symptoms you have, please rate the severity of these symptoms, from very 

distressing too not distressing at all. 

(Please circle one severity score for each symptom that you experience NOW. Please 

leave blank the scores for symptoms which you do not currently experience.) 

 

Very  Quite   Somewhat            Not                              

Distressing    distressing distressing     distressing  

     at all 

 

1. Flu-like illness             1        2        3   4  
 

2. Skin rash                1        2        3   4 
 

3. Fever                1        2        3   4 
 

4. Stiff neck               1        2        3   4 
 

5. Joint pain                1        2        3   4 
 

6. Swollen joints           1        2        3   4 
 

7. Stiff joints              1        2        3   4 
 

8. Excessive sweating            1        2        3   4 
 

9. Tiredness             1        2        3   4 
  

10. Weakness             1        2        3   4 
 

11. Headache             1        2        3   4 
 

12. Pains in muscles or tendons     1        2        3   4 
 

13. Abdominal pain         1        2        3   4 
 

14. Swollen glands         1        2        3   4 
 

15. Numbness and tingling in  

      hands or feet         1        2        3   4 
 

16. Sore throat          1        2        3   4 
 

17. Depression                    1        2        3   4 
 

18. Nausea          1        2        3   4 
 

19. Poor appetite              1        2        3   4 
 

20. Loss of sexual interest        1        2        3   4 
 

21. Visual disturbances        1        2        3   4 
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Q4. Are you taking any medication for the symptoms you circled YES to in Q1? Please 

provide details in the space below. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q5. Do you have a specific medical condition that has similar symptoms to Ross River 

virus (e.g.Arthritis) and so you have answered yes to parts of Q1? Please write the 

condition in the space below. 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

When you have finished, please place this questionnaire in the reply-paid envelope 

provided. I thank you for you time and co-operation. 

 

 

 

Ms Natalie Dodsley 

Department of Microbiology 

The University of Western Australia 

Nedlands, WA, 6907 

L Block, Queen Elizabeth II Medical Centre 

Nedlands, Western Australia, 6009 

Ph: (08) 93464866 or 93462212 

Email: ndodsley@cyllene.uwa.edu.au 
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Appendix X – Human Ethics approval from the University of Western 
Australia. Ethical approval was obtained from the Human Rights Committee of 
UWA before commencement of all epidemiology studies. 
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Appendix XI – Serology results for cases from a two-year epidemiology 
study on RRV disease. Antibodies titres for IgG were determined by HI. IgM 
positivity was determined by immunofluorescence and expressed as positive 
(Pos), negative (Neg) or weak. Other abbreviations used in the Appendix 
include NT (not tested), LS (participant left the study) and EOS (end of study). 
 

 

 



Appendix XI - Serology results for cases for a two-year epidemiology study on RRV disease.

ID Labcode Group Sex AgeGrp Date enrol 0 months  6 months

RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM

1 1 Case Female 40-49 14/03/2000 320 Weak Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT

2 2 Case Male 40-49 14/03/2000 >640 Pos Neg NT >640 Pos Neg NT

3 3 Case Female 50-59 29/03/2000 >640 Pos Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT

4 4 Case Male 50-59 29/03/2000 160 Pos Neg NT 160 Pos Neg NT

5 5 Case Female 30-39 29/03/2000 160 Pos Neg NT 160 Pos Neg NT

6 6 Case Male >=70 28/03/2000 >640 Weak Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT

7 7 Case Male 60-69 27/03/2000 >640 Weak Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT

8 8 Case Female 18-29 30/03/2000 160 Pos Neg NT 160 Pos Neg NT

9 9 Case Female 30-39 4/04/2000 80 Pos Neg NT 80 Neg Neg NT

10 10 Case Male 60-69 27/03/2000 320 Pos 320 Pos 1280 Pos 320 Pos

11 11 Case Male 40-49 4/04/2000 320 Weak Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

12 12 Case Male 60-69 30/03/2000 >640 Pos Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT

13 13 Case Male 50-59 3/04/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 80 Neg Neg NT

14 14 Case Female 18-29 4/04/2000 640 Weak Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT

15 15 Case Male 30-39 4/04/2000 160 Pos Neg NT 160 Pos Neg NT

16 16 Case Female 50-59 1/04/2000 320 Neg Neg NT 80 Neg Neg NT

17 17 Case Male 50-59 10/04/2000 80 Pos 320 Pos 80 Neg 320 Pos

18 18 Case Male >=70 8/04/2000 >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT

19 19 Case Female 50-59 18/04/2000 >640 Weak Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT

20 20 Case Male 50-59 11/04/2000 160 Weak Neg NT 160 Weak Neg NT

21 21 Case Male 50-59 9/04/2000 160 Pos Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

22 22 Case Male 40-49 5/04/2000 320 Neg >640 Neg NT NT NT NT

23 23 Case Female 30-39 29/03/2000 320 Weak Neg NT NT NT NT NT

24 24 Case Male 30-39 26/04/2000 80 Weak Neg NT 80 Neg Neg NT

25 25 Case Female 40-49 10/05/2000 >640 Weak Neg NT >640 Weak Neg NT

26 26 Case Female 40-49 9/05/2000 >640 Weak Neg NT >640 Weak Neg NT

27 27 Case Female 60-69 9/05/2000 >640 Pos Neg NT >640 Pos Neg NT

28 28 Case Female 60-69 10/05/2000 80 Pos Neg NT 80 Pos Neg NT

29 29 Case Male 30-39 9/05/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

30 30 Case Female 40-49 11/05/2000 >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT

31 31 Case Male 60-69 14/05/2000 160 Weak Neg NT 160 Weak Neg NT
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Appendix XI - Serology results for cases for a two-year epidemiology study on RRV disease.

ID Labcode Group Sex AgeGrp Date enrol 0 months  6 months

RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM

32 32 Case Female 40-49 13/05/2000 >640 Pos Neg NT >640 Pos Neg NT

33 33 Case Female 30-39 22/05/2000 320 Pos Neg NT 320 Pos Neg NT

34 34 Case Female 18-29 10/05/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

41 35 Case Female 40-49 18/05/2000 160 Pos Neg NT 320 Weak Neg NT

36 36 Case Female 50-59 29/05/2000 320 Weak Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT

38 778 Case Female 40-49 17/07/2000 >640 Pos Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT

42 779 Case Female 18-29 3/10/2000 160 Pos Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

43 780 Case Female 40-49 24/10/2000 320 Weak Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

39 781 Case Female 60-69 11/06/2000 Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg

37 782 Case Female 40-49 26/05/2000 80 Pos Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

40 783 Case Male 50-54 4/04/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

809 794 Case Female 40-49 9/01/2001 160 Pos Neg NT 160 Pos Neg NT

810 795 Case Female 50-59 10/01/2001 320 Weak Neg NT 320 Weak Neg NT

811 796 Case Male >=70 10/01/2001 >640 Pos Neg NT >640 Pos Neg NT

812 797 Case Female >=70 12/01/2001 320 Weak Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT

813 798 Case Female 30-39 9/01/2001 80 Pos Neg NT 80 Neg Neg NT

814 799 Case Female 50-59 14/01/2001 320 Pos Neg NT 320 Pos Neg NT

815 800 Case Male 60-69 15/01/2001 >640 Weak Neg NT >640 Weak Neg NT

806 801 Case Female 18-29 15/01/2001 160 Neg Neg NT NT NT NT NT

807 802 Case Male 40-49 30/01/2001 80 Pos Neg NT 80 Pos Neg NT

851 862 Case Male 40-49 16/01/2001 160 Weak Neg NT 160 Weak Neg NT

852 863 Case Female 50-59 20/01/2001 >640 Pos Neg NT >640 Pos Neg NT
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Appendix XI - Serology results for cases for a two-year epidemiology study on RRV disease.

12 months 18 months 24 months

RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM

>640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT

NT NT NT NT >640 Pos Neg NT >640 Pos Neg NT

NT NT NT NT >640 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT

320 Pos Neg NT 320 Pos Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT

160 Pos Neg NT NT NT NT NT 80 Neg Neg NT

>640 Neg Neg NT LS, April 2001, Moved out of Peel Region

>640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT

160 Pos Neg NT >640 Pos Neg NT >640 Pos Neg NT

NT NT NT NT 80 Neg Neg NT 80 Neg Neg NT

320 Neg 320 Pos 320 Neg 320 Pos >640 Neg 160 Pos

160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

>640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT LS, Dec 2001, Work commitments

NT NT NT NT 80 Neg Neg NT 80 Neg Neg NT

LS, Dec 2000, Moved out of Peel Region

160 Neg Neg NT LS, April 2001, Work commitments

80 Neg Neg NT 80 Neg Neg NT 80 Neg Neg NT

80 Neg 320 Pos 80 Neg 320 Neg 80 Neg >640 Neg

>640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT

NT NT NT NT 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT

160 Weak Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT LS, Dec 2001, Moved out of Peel Region

320 Neg >640 Neg 320 Neg >640 Neg 320 Neg >640 Neg

320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT

NT NT NT NT 80 Neg Neg NT 80 Neg Neg NT

>640 Neg Neg NT NT NT NT NT 320 Neg Neg NT

>640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT

>640 Pos Neg NT NT NT NT NT >640 Neg Neg NT

320 Weak Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

NT NT NT NT 160 Neg Neg NT NT NT NT NT

>640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT LS, Dec 2001, Uncontactable by mail/phone

160 Neg Neg NT LS, May 2001, Moved out of Peel Region
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Appendix XI - Serology results for cases for a two-year epidemiology study on RRV disease.

12 months 18 months 24 months

RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM

>640 Neg Neg NT NT NT NT NT >640 Neg Neg NT

320 Pos Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT

160 Neg Neg NT LS, July 2001, Uncontactable by mail/phone

320 Neg Neg NT LS, July 2001, Moved out of Peel Region

320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT

>640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT

160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT EOS

160 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT EOS

Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg LS, Dec 2001, Uncontactable by mail/phone

LS, Dec 2000, Moved out of Peel Region

LS, Dec 2000, Health problems

160 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT EOS

>640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT EOS

>640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT EOS

320 Neg Neg NT 80 Neg Neg NT EOS

NT NT NT NT 80 Neg Neg NT EOS

320 Weak Neg NT 320 Weak Neg NT EOS

>640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT EOS

160 Neg Neg NT NT NT NT NT EOS

NT NT NT NT 320 Neg Neg NT EOS

NT NT NT NT 160 Weak Neg NT EOS

>640 Pos Neg NT >640 Pos Neg NT EOS
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Appendix XI - Serology results for cases for a two-year epidemiology study on RRV disease.
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Appendix XI - Serology results for cases for a two-year epidemiology study on RRV disease.
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Appendix XII - Serology results from the comparison group for a two-year epidemiology study on RRV disease.

ID Labcode Subgrp Dateenrol 0 months  6 months 12 months

RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM

694 37 NEG 12/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

700 38 NEG 12/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT

696 39 NEG 10/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

660 40 NEG 11/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

197 41 NEG 12/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

688 42 NEG 10/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT

673 43 NEG 15/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

718 44 NEG 15/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT

715 45 NEG 14/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

680 46 NEG 15/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

225 47 NEG 14/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

202 48 NEG 11/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS 18/12/00 work commitments

684 49 POS 16/05/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

661 50 POS 12/05/2000 >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT

215 51 NEG 15/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

671 52 NEG 15/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

667 53 NEG 12/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

691 54 NEG 13/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

662 55 NEG 14/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

224 56 NEG 17/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

196 57 POS 17/05/2000 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT

239 58 NEG 11/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

693 59 NEG 17/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

702 60 NEG 17/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

199 61 NEG 16/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

210 62 NEG 17/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

241 63 NEG 16/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

678 64 NEG 17/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

697 65 NEG 22/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

237 66 NEG 22/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

248 67 NEG 11/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT
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Appendix XII - Serology results from the comparison group for a two-year epidemiology study on RRV disease.

ID Labcode Subgrp Dateenrol 0 months  6 months 12 months

RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM

712 68 NEG 19/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

666 69 NEG 18/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

670 70 NEG 15/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

685 71 NEG 14/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

703 72 NEG 13/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

687 73 NEG 12/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

221 74 NEG 19/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT

708 75 NEG 16/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT

238 76 NEG 18/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

198 77 NEG 10/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

213 78 NEG 16/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

692 79 NEG 18/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

719 80 NEG 18/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

254 81 NEG 25/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

677 82 NEG 13/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

717 83 NEG 23/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

218 85 NEG 17/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

234 86 NEG 21/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

655 87 NEG 26/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

226 88 NEG 23/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT

245 89 NEG 22/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

701 90 NEG 22/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

665 91 POS 26/05/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

656 92 NEG 30/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

230 93 NEG 4/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

857 94 POS 25/05/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT LS July 2000, Moved out of Peel Region

318 95 NEG 24/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

306 96 NEG 23/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

328 97 NEG 25/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

312 98 POS 25/05/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

327 99 NEG 23/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT
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Appendix XII - Serology results from the comparison group for a two-year epidemiology study on RRV disease.

ID Labcode Subgrp Dateenrol 0 months  6 months 12 months

RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM

317 100 NEG 24/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

307 101 NEG 29/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

302 102 NEG 24/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

290 103 NEG 29/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

300 104 NEG 26/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

326 105 NEG 24/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

293 106 NEG 5/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT

292 107 NEG 7/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

175 108 NEG 20/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT

363 109 NEG 16/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT

442 110 NEG 25/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

147 111 NEG 26/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

462 112 NEG 31/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

675 113 NEG 20/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

236 114 POS 20/05/2000 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT

681 115 NEG 19/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS Dec 2000, Uncontactable 

200 116 NEG 22/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

709 117 NEG 20/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS Dec 2000, Uncontactable 

704 118 NEG 23/05/2000 20 NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT

690 119 NEG 18/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

714 120 POS 18/05/2000 >640 Neg 160 Neg >640 Neg 160 Neg 320 Equiv >640 Neg

710 121 NEG 20/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

203 122 NEG* 24/05/2000 Neg NT 160 Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

228 123 NEG 24/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

211 124 NEG 24/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

679 125 NEG 22/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT

252 126 NEG 18/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

689 127 POS 23/05/2000 >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT

235 128 NEG 24/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT

251 129 NEG 24/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

698 130 NEG 19/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS Dec 2000, Work commitments
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Appendix XII - Serology results from the comparison group for a two-year epidemiology study on RRV disease.

ID Labcode Subgrp Dateenrol 0 months  6 months 12 months

RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM

713 131 NEG 23/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

205 132 NEG* 28/05/2000 Neg NT 40 Neg Neg NT 40 Neg Neg NT 80 Neg

313 133 NEG 9/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

325 134 NEG 25/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

324 135 POS 26/05/2000 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT

332 136 POS 29/05/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

310 137 POS 29/05/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

286 138 NEG 25/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

289 139 NEG 31/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT

301 140 POS 30/05/2000 >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT

323 141 NEG 29/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS Dec 2000, Health problems

319 142 NEG 7/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

330 143 NEG 2/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

331 145 NEG 3/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

618 146 NEG 24/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

636 147 NEG 24/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT

633 148 NEG 25/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

600 149 NEG 24/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

598 150 NEG 23/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

337 151 POS 23/05/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

640 152 NEG 24/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

613 153 NEG 26/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT

641 154 NEG 26/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

653 155 NEG 26/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

340 156 POS 26/05/2000 80 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT LS Dec 2000, Work commitments

609 157 NEG 26/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

652 158 NEG 25/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

623 159 NEG 31/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

611 161 NEG 25/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

604 162 NEG 24/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

638 163 NEG 29/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS Dec 2000, Uncontactable 
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Appendix XII - Serology results from the comparison group for a two-year epidemiology study on RRV disease.

ID Labcode Subgrp Dateenrol 0 months  6 months 12 months

RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM

631 164 NEG 31/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT

335 165 NEG 4/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT

624 166 NEG 29/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

336 167 NEG 29/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

219 168 NEG* 28/05/2000 Neg NT 80 Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

217 169 POS 29/05/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT

201 170 POS 22/05/2000 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT

674 171 NEG 23/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

243 172 NEG 31/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

250 173 NEG 24/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

249 174 POS 25/05/2000 >640 Neg Neg NT NT NT NT NT >640 Neg Neg NT

216 175 POS 30/05/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

855 176 POS 12/06/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

601 177 NEG* 9/06/2000 Neg NT 160 POS Neg NT 160 POS Neg NT >640 POS

595 178 NEG 13/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

338 179 NEG 14/06/2000 10 NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

649 180 NEG 12/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

619 181 NEG 12/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

627 182 NEG 13/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

617 183 NEG 26/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

628 184 NEG 20/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

596 185 NEG 20/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

639 186 POS 31/05/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT LS Nov 2000, No reason provided

644 187 NEG 30/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

625 188 NEG 13/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS Dec 2000, No reason provided

320 189 NEG 31/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS Nov 2000, Uncontactable 

133 190 NEG 30/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

333 191 NEG 25/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS Dec 2000, No reason provided

297 192 NEG 23/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

329 193 NEG 20/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT

334 194 NEG 31/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT
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ID Labcode Subgrp Dateenrol 0 months  6 months 12 months

RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM

309 195 NEG 30/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

311 196 NEG 31/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS Dec 2000, Uncontactable 

285 197 NEG 12/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

663 198 NEG 31/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

244 199 NEG 15/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

676 200 NEG 7/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

246 201 NEG 8/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

699 202 POS 13/06/2000 40 Neg Neg NT 40 Neg Neg NT NT NT NT NT

209 203 POS 12/06/2000 >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT

308 204 NEG 19/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT

298 205 NEG 31/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

288 206 NEG 21/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

304 207 NEG 9/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

481 209 NEG 12/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

393 210 NEG 12/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

436 211 NEG 19/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT

172 212 NEG 16/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

750 213 NEG 18/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, Dec 2000, Uncontactable 

75 214 NEG 13/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, Dec 2000, Moved out of Peel Region

467 215 NEG 14/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, Dec 2000, Moved out of Peel Region

91 216 NEG 14/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

419 217 NEG 12/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

517 218 NEG 16/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

447 219 NEG 22/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

426 220 POS 19/06/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT LS, Dec 2000, Work commitments

63 221 NEG 21/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

385 222 POS 14/06/2000 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT LS, Dec 2000, Work commitments

562 223 NEG 13/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, Nov 2000, Uncontactable 

599 224 NEG 9/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

608 225 NEG 16/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

593 226 POS 2/06/2000 80 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT NT NT NT NT
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RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM

605 227 NEG 11/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

603 228 POS 17/06/2000 >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT

612 229 NEG 18/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

626 230 NEG 12/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

853 231 NEG 16/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

339 232 NEG 10/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

208 233 POS 22/05/2000 80 Neg Neg NT 80 Neg Neg NT 80 Neg Neg NT

669 234 NEG 18/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

706 235 POS 12/05/2000 40 Neg Neg NT 40 Neg Neg NT 80 Neg Neg NT

207 236 NEG 19/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

220 237 NEG 2/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

658 238 POS 6/06/2000 >640 Neg Neg NT NT NT NT NT >640 Neg Neg NT

711 239 NEG 29/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

233 240 NEG 6/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, Dec 2000, Work commitments

232 241 NEG 31/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, Dec 2000, No reason provided

253 242 NEG 1/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

214 243 NEG 23/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

247 244 NEG 28/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

212 245 NEG 22/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

664 246 NEG 29/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

206 247 NEG 29/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

683 248 NEG 28/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

229 249 NEG 26/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

222 250 NEG 25/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

227 251 NEG 11/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

672 252 NEG 16/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

240 253 POS 12/08/2000 80 Equiv 40 Equiv 160 Equiv 40 Equiv 80 Neg 160 Neg

607 254 NEG 26/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

630 255 NEG 30/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

616 256 NEG 31/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

643 257 NEG 30/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT
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RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM

622 258 NEG 27/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

614 259 NEG 30/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

651 260 NEG 3/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

629 261 POS 7/06/2000 80 Neg Neg NT 80 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

632 262 POS 19/06/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

606 263 POS 27/06/2000 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT

597 264 POS 15/06/2000 >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT

635 265 NEG 25/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

620 266 NEG 1/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

287 269 NEG 29/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

322 270 NEG 28/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

315 271 NEG 29/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

291 272 NEG 29/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

296 273 NEG 26/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

305 274 POS 13/07/2000 80 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

303 275 NEG 26/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

316 276 NEG 29/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

271 278 NEG 12/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

394 279 NEG 19/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

142 280 NEG 4/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

458 281 NEG 5/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, Jan 2001, Work commitments

512 282 NEG 27/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

433 283 NEG 6/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

369 284 NEG 10/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

140 285 NEG 27/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

747 286 POS 21/06/2000 POS Neg Neg Neg POS Neg Neg Neg POS Neg Neg Neg

400 287 NEG 20/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

759 288 NEG 25/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

357 289 NEG 13/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

381 290 NEG 12/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, Jan 2001, Moved out of Peel Region

100 291 NEG 13/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, March 2001, Work commitments
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ID Labcode Subgrp Dateenrol 0 months  6 months 12 months

RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM

532 292 NEG 7/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

79 293 NEG 6/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

443 294 NEG 5/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

457 295 NEG 11/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

69 296 NEG 9/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

112 297 NEG 12/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

379 298 NEG 8/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

552 299 NEG 11/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

591 300 NEG 11/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

392 301 NEG* 4/07/2000 Neg NT 80 Neg Neg NT 80 Neg LS, Jan 2001, Moved out of Peel Region

440 302 NEG 11/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

484 303 NEG 10/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

749 304 NEG 7/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

375 305 NEG 7/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, Mar 2001, Moved out of Peel Region

412 306 NEG 6/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

365 307 NEG 8/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

561 308 NEG 8/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

535 309 NEG 18/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

399 310 NEG 14/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

476 311 NEG 18/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, March 2001, Work commitments

520 312 NEG 16/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

272 313 POS 15/09/2000 >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT

431 314 NEG 14/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

466 315 NEG 14/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

581 316 NEG 10/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

486 317 NEG 12/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

450 318 NEG 12/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

80 319 NEG 12/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

411 320 NEG 13/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

110 321 NEG 13/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

187 322 NEG 12/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT
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141 323 NEG 18/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

103 324 NEG 13/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

563 325 NEG 11/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

586 326 NEG 13/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

185 327 NEG 5/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

364 328 NEG 4/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, Mar 2001, Moved out of Peel Region

753 329 NEG 5/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

57 330 NEG 2/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, March 2001, Uncontactable 

157 331 NEG 1/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

84 332 NEG 16/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

469 333 NEG 18/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

494 334 NEG 16/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

104 335 NEG 12/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

736 336 NEG 19/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

508 337 NEG 19/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

491 338 NEG 11/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

113 339 NEG 12/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

50 340 NEG 18/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

173 341 NEG 8/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

460 342 NEG 16/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

98 343 NEG 16/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

89 344 NEG 21/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

106 345 NEG 11/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

723 346 NEG 6/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

87 347 NEG 5/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

503 348 NEG 11/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

260 349 NEG 9/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT

282 350 NEG 11/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

417 351 NEG 5/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT

587 352 NEG 3/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

265 353 NEG 13/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT
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55 354 POS 12/09/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

506 355 NEG 21/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

295 356 NEG 2/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

314 357 NEG 10/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

648 358 NEG 10/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT

610 359 POS 17/07/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT NT NT NT NT

642 360 NEG 20/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

594 361 POS 30/06/2000 160 Neg Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

341 362 NEG 29/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

854 363 NEG 14/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

650 364 NEG 15/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT

615 365 NEG 26/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

705 366 NEG 21/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

686 367 NEG 21/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

695 368 NEG 5/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

657 369 NEG 12/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

716 370 NEG 9/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

654 371 POS 29/05/2000 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT

223 372 NEG 27/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT Neg NT NT

668 373 NEG 24/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

707 374 POS 22/05/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

258 375 NEG 25/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

565 376 NEG 21/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

152 377 POS 20/09/2000 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT

427 378 NEG 25/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

264 379 NEG 23/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

378 380 NEG 18/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

116 381 NEG 8/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

72 382 NEG 24/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

761 383 NEG 6/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

728 384 NEG 25/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT
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177 385 NEG 23/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

178 386 NEG 22/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

537 387 NEG 22/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

101 388 NEG 19/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

144 389 NEG* 22/09/2000 Neg NT 40 Neg Neg NT 40 Neg Neg NT 80 Neg

102 390 NEG 22/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

276 391 NEG 20/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

487 392 NEG 19/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

259 393 POS 18/09/2000 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT

47 394 NEG 13/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

125 395 NEG 19/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

479 396 NEG 26/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

444 397 POS 25/09/2000 >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT

85 398 NEG 25/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

387 399 NEG 20/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

350 400 NEG 20/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

56 401 NEG 19/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

401 402 NEG 20/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

496 403 NEG 27/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

402 404 NEG 26/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

405 405 NEG 20/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

128 406 NEG 25/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

294 407 NEG 9/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

242 408 NEG 2/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

659 410 NEG 3/10/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

167 412 POS 28/09/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT

182 413 NEG 22/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

751 414 NEG 22/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

83 415 NEG 4/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

281 416 NEG 3/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

505 417 NEG 3/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT
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190 418 NEG 3/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT

519 419 NEG 2/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

404 420 NEG 29/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

49 421 NEG 28/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

744 422 NEG 23/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

267 423 POS 26/09/2000 40 Neg Neg NT 40 Neg Neg NT 40 Neg Neg NT

160 424 NEG 2/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

127 425 NEG 12/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

513 426 NEG 11/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

348 427 NEG 9/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

270 428 NEG 12/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT

117 429 POS 12/07/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT NT NT NT NT

70 430 NEG 14/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

573 431 NEG 16/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

441 432 NEG 14/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, Jan 2001, Uncontactable 

576 433 NEG 16/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

46 434 NEG 16/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

44 435 NEG 20/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

186 436 NEG 16/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, Jan 2001, Painful giving blood

149 437 POS 16/07/2000 >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT

96 438 NEG 1/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT

139 439 NEG 16/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, Jan 2001, Uncontactable 

119 440 POS 1/07/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

82 441 NEG 29/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

585 442 NEG 26/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

344 444 NEG 11/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

62 445 NEG 10/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

370 446 NEG 9/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

257 447 NEG 7/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

430 448 NEG 9/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

582 449 POS 10/08/2000 >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT
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RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM

760 450 NEG 11/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

143 451 NEG 10/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

451 452 POS 9/08/2000 >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT

485 453 NEG 9/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

725 454 POS 10/08/2000 >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT

231 455 NEG 29/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

161 458 NEG 8/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

413 459 NEG 15/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

538 460 NEG 7/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

64 461 NEG 30/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

528 462 NEG 18/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

395 463 POS 18/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

545 464 NEG 19/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

374 465 NEG 19/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

377 466 NEG 20/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

521 467 NEG 19/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

446 468 NEG 20/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

534 469 POS 19/07/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

54 470 NEG 17/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

397 471 NEG 18/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

155 472 NEG 19/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT

153 473 NEG 28/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

570 474 POS 23/07/2000 >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT

51 475 NEG 24/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

114 476 NEG 22/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

166 477 POS 23/07/2000 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT

193 478 NEG 24/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

150 479 NEG 17/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

432 480 NEG 22/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

361 481 NEG 24/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

429 482 NEG 4/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT
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345 483 NEG 2/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

195 484 POS 6/08/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

368 485 NEG 1/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, June 2001, No reason provided

560 486 NEG 11/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

58 487 NEG 2/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

130 488 NEG 6/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

756 489 NEG 24/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

266 490 NEG 5/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT

764 491 NEG 16/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

279 492 NEG 28/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

120 493 POS 1/07/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

748 494 NEG 31/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

762 495 NEG 31/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

493 496 NEG 21/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

758 497 NEG* 29/08/2000 Neg NT 320 POS Neg NT 320 POS Neg NT 320 Neg

184 498 NEG 18/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

463 499 NEG 21/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

99 500 POS 14/09/2000 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT

269 501 NEG 3/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

742 502 NEG 29/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

541 503 NEG 7/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

536 504 NEG 3/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

132 505 NEG 16/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

159 506 NEG 9/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, May 2001, Uncontactable 

158 507 NEG 18/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

136 508 POS 16/07/2000 >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT

415 509 NEG 11/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

122 510 NEG 26/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

584 511 NEG 11/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

76 512 NEG* 4/07/2000 Neg NT 40 Neg Neg NT 40 Neg Neg NT 40 Neg

550 513 NEG 10/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT
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126 514 NEG 11/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

497 515 NEG 23/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

539 516 NEG 20/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

733 517 NEG 23/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

453 518 NEG 24/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

274 519 NEG 24/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

727 520 NEG 23/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT

189 521 NEG 23/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

115 522 NEG 11/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

498 523 NEG 6/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

471 524 POS 17/07/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

154 525 NEG 25/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

262 526 POS 2/07/2000 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT

511 527 NEG* 26/07/2000 Neg NT >640 Equiv Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg

420 528 NEG 24/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

547 529 NEG 26/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

66 530 NEG 25/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

590 531 NEG 26/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

555 532 NEG 25/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

358 533 NEG 27/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

342 534 NEG 24/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

355 535 NEG 26/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

382 536 NEG 17/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

383 537 NEG 23/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

146 538 NEG 5/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

549 539 NEG 4/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

637 541 NEG 4/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

602 542 POS 14/08/2000 >640 POS Neg NT >640 POS Neg NT >640 POS Neg NT

74 543 POS 6/07/2000 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT LS, March 2001, Uncontactable 

170 544 NEG 25/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

176 545 NEG 18/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT
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731 546 POS 9/08/2000 >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT

507 547 POS 29/09/2000 >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT

763 548 NEG 18/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

179 549 NEG 16/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

720 550 NEG 18/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

435 551 NEG* 19/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

138 552 NEG 18/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

531 553 NEG 12/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, Jan 2001, Uncontactable

737 554 NEG 19/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

425 555 POS 18/07/2000 160 Equiv Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

278 556 NEG 18/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

564 557 NEG 12/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

360 558 NEG* 9/07/2000 Neg NT 160 POS Neg NT 160 POS Neg NT 160 POS

730 559 NEG 9/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, April 2001, Uncontactable 

439 560 NEG 5/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, April 2001, Work commitments

428 561 NEG 7/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

588 562 NEG 6/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

280 563 NEG 5/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

376 564 NEG 2/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

347 565 NEG 27/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, April 2001, Work commitments

165 566 NEG* 23/08/2000 Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg NT NT NT NT

414 567 NEG 27/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

474 569 NEG 26/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

548 570 NEG 15/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

124 571 NEG 24/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

495 572 NEG 15/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

131 573 POS 20/07/2000 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT NT NT NT NT

518 574 NEG 19/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

171 576 POS 19/08/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

386 577 NEG 17/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

540 578 NEG 15/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT
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367 579 POS 16/07/2000 >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT

745 580 NEG 16/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, April 2001, Work commitments

277 581 NEG 10/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

578 582 NEG 14/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

52 583 NEG 13/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

500 584 NEG 17/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

283 585 NEG 7/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

73 586 NEG 6/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

48 587 POS 6/08/2000 >640 Equiv Neg NT >640 Equiv Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT

423 588 POS 4/07/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

726 589 NEG 7/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

352 590 NEG 6/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

438 591 NEG 4/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

515 592 NEG 5/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

118 593 NEG 4/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

490 594 NEG 2/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

504 595 NEG 5/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

162 596 NEG 11/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

137 597 NEG 14/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

470 598 NEG 13/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

164 599 NEG 8/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

454 600 NEG 11/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

449 601 NEG 5/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

148 602 NEG 10/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, Feb 2001, Work commitments

572 603 NEG 10/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

424 604 NEG 12/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

268 605 NEG 12/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

542 606 NEG 10/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

94 607 NEG 12/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

134 608 NEG 9/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

169 609 NEG 6/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT
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78 610 NEG 7/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

65 611 NEG 7/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

488 612 NEG 6/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

465 613 POS 6/08/2000 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT

434 614 NEG 3/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

372 615 NEG 3/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

418 616 NEG 26/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

459 621 NEG 20/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

299 625 NEG 9/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

356 626 NEG 10/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

522 627 POS 11/08/2000 80 Neg Neg NT 80 Neg Neg NT 80 Neg Neg NT

191 628 NEG 9/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

475 629 NEG 9/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

583 630 NEG 9/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

741 631 NEG 9/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

92 632 NEG 9/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

60 633 POS 9/08/2000 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT

194 634 NEG 10/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

546 635 NEG 10/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

359 636 NEG 6/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

109 637 NEG 6/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

255 638 NEG 5/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

544 639 NEG 6/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

757 640 NEG 4/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

371 641 NEG 9/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

90 642 NEG 10/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

579 643 NEG 14/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

349 644 NEG 9/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

553 645 NEG 24/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, Feb 2001, Uncontactable 

53 646 NEG 6/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, Feb 2001, Work commitments

502 647 NEG 9/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT
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567 648 NEG 1/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, March 2001, Work commitments

566 649 NEG 14/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

105 650 NEG* 10/07/2000 Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg LS, Apr 2001, Moved out of Peel Region

577 651 NEG 13/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

111 652 POS 23/07/2000 >640 POS Neg NT >640 POS Neg NT >640 POS Neg NT

456 653 POS 20/07/2000 >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT

261 654 NEG 19/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

421 655 NEG 26/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

366 656 NEG 24/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

61 657 POS 21/08/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT LS, March 2001, Travelling

59 658 NEG 23/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, Feb 2001, Health problems

492 659 POS 20/08/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

88 660 POS 20/08/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT LS, March 2001, Uncontactable

721 661 NEG 12/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

145 662 NEG 2/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

575 663 POS 28/07/2000 80 Neg Neg NT 80 Neg Neg NT 80 Neg Neg NT

483 664 NEG* 27/07/2000 Neg NT 320 POS Neg NT 320 POS Neg NT 320 POS

121 665 POS 21/08/2000 160 Neg Neg NT NT NT NT NT 160 Neg Neg NT

168 666 NEG 27/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

129 667 POS 27/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

559 668 NEG 28/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

97 669 NEG 27/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

354 670 NEG 27/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, Feb 2001, Work commitments

510 671 NEG 28/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

480 672 NEG 27/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

362 673 NEG 27/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

71 674 NEG 1/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

509 675 POS 30/08/2000 >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT

448 676 NEG 20/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

523 677 POS 1/08/2000 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT

67 678 NEG 29/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT
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93 679 NEG 26/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, April 2001, No reason provided

181 680 NEG 22/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, April 2001, Health problems

543 681 NEG 28/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

408 682 POS 27/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

574 683 NEG 29/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

192 684 NEG 30/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

525 685 NEG 30/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

45 686 POS 29/09/2000 80 Neg Neg NT 80 Neg Neg NT 80 Neg Neg NT

739 687 NEG 2/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, April 2001, Work commitments

571 688 NEG 3/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, April 2001, Health problems

275 689 POS 3/09/2000 80 NT Neg NT 80 NT Neg NT 160 NT Neg NT

174 690 POS 4/09/2000 >640 Equiv 160 Neg >640 Equiv 160 Neg >640 Equiv 160 Neg

568 691 POS 3/09/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

514 692 NEG 3/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, March 2001, Uncontactable 

740 693 NEG 4/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

734 694 NEG 4/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

468 695 NEG 3/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

107 696 NEG 3/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

163 697 NEG 3/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

406 698 POS 3/09/2000 >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT

398 699 POS 3/09/2000 >640 Equiv Neg NT >640 Equiv Neg NT >640 Equiv Neg NT

351 700 NEG 3/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

135 701 NEG 3/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

501 702 NEG 28/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

437 703 NEG* 30/08/2000 Neg NT 160 Equiv Neg NT 160 Equiv Neg NT 160 Equiv

558 704 NEG 29/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

77 705 NEG 28/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

380 706 NEG 28/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

388 707 POS 5/08/2000 160 Neg Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

407 708 NEG 2/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

569 709 POS 20/08/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT
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108 710 NEG 21/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

346 711 POS 23/08/2000 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT

746 712 POS 21/08/2000 40 Neg Neg NT 40 Neg Neg NT NT NT NT NT

188 713 NEG 22/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

263 714 NEG 22/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

554 715 NEG 21/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

455 716 POS 22/08/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT LS, March 2001, Work commitments

343 717 NEG 22/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

95 718 NEG 21/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, March 2001, Work commitments

373 719 NEG 20/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, March 2001, Health problems

445 720 POS 22/08/2000 >640 POS Neg NT >640 POS Neg NT >640 POS Neg NT

732 721 NEG 19/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

403 722 NEG 21/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

123 723 NEG 21/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

778 728 NEG 2/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

724 729 NEG 23/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

722 730 NEG 28/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

735 731 NEG 24/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

752 732 NEG 27/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

557 733 NEG 11/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

499 734 POS 13/07/2000 >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT

68 735 NEG 22/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

473 736 NEG 21/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, Feb 2001, Health problems

156 737 POS 22/07/2000 >640 Neg 80 Neg >640 Neg 80 Neg >640 Neg 80 Neg

410 738 POS 20/07/2000 >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT

529 739 NEG 17/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, Feb 2001, Work commitments

738 740 NEG 24/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

180 741 NEG 24/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, Jan 2001, Work commitments

151 742 NEG* 24/07/2000 Neg NT 80 POS Neg NT 80 POS Neg NT 80 POS

256 743 POS 11/07/2000 160 POS Neg NT 160 POS Neg NT 160 POS Neg NT

391 744 NEG* 26/07/2000 Neg NT 40 Equiv Neg NT 40 Equiv Neg NT 40 Equiv
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580 745 NEG 5/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

743 746 NEG 4/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, May 2001, Uncontactable 

478 747 NEG 2/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

396 748 NEG 2/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, May 2001, Uncontactable 

384 749 NEG 1/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

524 750 NEG* 25/09/2000 Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg

409 751 NEG 28/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

551 752 NEG 24/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

755 753 POS 24/09/2000 320 Equiv Neg NT 320 Equiv Neg NT NT NT NT NT

86 754 NEG 23/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, April 2001, Uncontactable 

489 755 NEG 23/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

592 756 NEG 9/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, April 2001, Work commitments

516 757 NEG 9/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

389 758 POS 5/09/2000 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT

183 759 NEG 11/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

729 760 NEG 23/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT

353 761 NEG* 23/09/2000 Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg

416 762 NEG* 23/09/2000 Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg

533 763 NEG 20/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, May 2001, Health problems

452 764 NEG 17/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, April 2001, Health problems

765 765 NEG 31/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

766 766 NEG 19/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

767 767 POS 19/09/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

768 768 NEG 17/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

769 769 NEG 17/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

770 770 POS 17/08/2000 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT

771 771 NEG 17/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

772 772 NEG 18/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT LS, April 2001, Work commitments

773 773 NEG 18/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

774 774 POS 18/08/2000 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT

775 775 NEG 24/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT
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Appendix XII - Serology results from the comparison group for a two-year epidemiology study on RRV disease.

ID Labcode Subgrp Dateenrol 0 months  6 months 12 months

RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM

776 776 NEG 25/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

777 777 NEG 12/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

856 783 NEG 22/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT

556 785 NEG 12/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

808 793 NEG 25/06/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

782 803 POS 22/08/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 80 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

784 805 NEG* 13/08/2000 Neg NT 80 Neg Neg NT 80 Neg Neg NT 80 Neg

786 807 NEG 25/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

787 808 NEG 25/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT

788 809 POS 26/09/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

790 811 NEG 26/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

791 812 NEG 26/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

792 813 NEG 25/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

793 814 NEG 26/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

794 815 NEG 28/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

795 816 POS 27/08/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

796 817 NEG 30/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT

797 818 NEG 5/07/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

798 819 NEG 30/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

799 820 NEG 6/07/2000 160 Neg Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

800 821 NEG 29/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

801 822 NEG 25/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

802 823 POS 10/08/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

803 824 NEG 12/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

804 825 NEG 25/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

816 827 NEG 4/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

817 828 NEG 5/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

818 829 NEG 27/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

819 830 NEG 6/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

820 831 NEG 2/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT

821 832 NEG 2/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT
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Appendix XII - Serology results from the comparison group for a two-year epidemiology study on RRV disease.

ID Labcode Subgrp Dateenrol 0 months  6 months 12 months

RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM

822 833 NEG 4/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

823 834 NEG 3/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

824 835 NEG 1/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

825 836 NEG 2/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

826 837 NEG 5/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

827 838 NEG 2/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

828 839 NEG 1/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

829 840 NEG 1/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

830 841 NEG 1/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT

831 842 NEG 2/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

832 843 NEG 1/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

833 844 NEG 1/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT

834 845 NEG 2/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

835 846 NEG 1/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

836 847 NEG 27/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

837 848 NEG 7/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

838 849 POS 28/08/2000 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT

839 850 NEG 28/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

840 851 NEG 23/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

841 852 NEG 18/05/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

842 853 NEG 15/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

843 854 NEG 8/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

844 855 POS 3/09/2000 >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT

845 856 NEG 7/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

846 857 NEG 31/08/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

847 858 NEG 1/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

848 859 NEG 1/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

849 860 NEG 9/09/2000 Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT

850 861 POS 8/09/2000 >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT
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Appendix XII - Serology results from the comparison group for a two-year epidemiology study on RRV disease.

18 months 24 months Follow-up 

RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM (years)

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

LS May, 2001 Uncontactable 1

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

LS May, 2001 Uncontactable 1

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT LS Dec, 2001 Moved out of Peel Region 1.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT 1.5

NT NT NT NT LS Dec, 2001 Uncontactable by mail/phon 1.5

0.5

NT NT NT NT 160 Neg Neg NT 2

>640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT 1.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

320 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT 80 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg 2

20 NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT LS Dec, 2001 Uncontactable by mail/phon 1.5

Neg NT Neg NT LS Dec, 2001 Uncontactable by mail/phon 1.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2
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Appendix XII - Serology results from the comparison group for a two-year epidemiology study on RRV disease.

18 months 24 months Follow-up 

RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM (years)

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT LS Dec, 2001 Uncontactable by mail/phon 1.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT LS, Nov 2001 Moved out of Peel Region 1.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

320 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

0.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

160 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2
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Appendix XII - Serology results from the comparison group for a two-year epidemiology study on RRV disease.

18 months 24 months Follow-up 

RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM (years)

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT 10 NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT 1.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT 1.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT 2

0.5

Neg NT Neg NT LS, Nov 2001 Moved out of Peel Region 1.5

0.5

Neg NT Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

320 Equiv >640 Neg 160 Neg 160 Neg 2

Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT 1.5

Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg 2

320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT 1.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

320 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

80 Neg Neg NT 40 Neg Neg NT 2

0.5
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Appendix XII - Serology results from the comparison group for a two-year epidemiology study on RRV disease.

18 months 24 months Follow-up 

RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM (years)

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT 80 Neg Neg NT 80 Neg 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

>640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT 2

160 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg >640 Neg 2

160 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT LS, Dec 2001, Uncontactable by mail/phon 1.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

>640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT 2

0.5

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT 1.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

160 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

0.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

LS, May 2001, Moved out of Peel Region 1

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

0.5
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Appendix XII - Serology results from the comparison group for a two-year epidemiology study on RRV disease.

18 months 24 months Follow-up 

RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM (years)

Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT 1.5

LS, May 2001, Work commitments 1

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT 80 Neg Neg NT 40 Neg 2

320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT 2

>640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

LS, May 2001, Work commitments 1

160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 2

160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT >640 POS Neg NT >640 POS 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT 20 NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT 1.5

Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT 1.5

LS, May 2001, Work commitments 1

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

0.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

0.5

0.5

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

0.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

LS, May 2001, Uncontactable by mail/phone 1

Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT 1.5
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Appendix XII - Serology results from the comparison group for a two-year epidemiology study on RRV disease.

18 months 24 months Follow-up 

RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM (years)

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

0.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

80 Neg Neg NT 40 Neg Neg NT 2

>640 Neg Neg NT >640 10 Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT 1.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT 1.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

0.5

0.5

0.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

0.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

0.5

0.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT 160 Neg Neg NT 2
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Appendix XII - Serology results from the comparison group for a two-year epidemiology study on RRV disease.

18 months 24 months Follow-up 

RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM (years)

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

>640 Neg Neg NT >640 Equiv Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT 1.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

>640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT 80 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

>640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT 2

LS, April 2001, Moved out of Peel Region 0.5

0.5

0.5

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT 1.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT 1.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

80 Neg 160 Neg 80 Neg 160 Neg 2

LS, April 2001, Moved out of Peel Region 1

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2
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Appendix XII - Serology results from the comparison group for a two-year epidemiology study on RRV disease.

18 months 24 months Follow-up 

RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM (years)

LS, May 2001, Moved out of Peel Region 1

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT 1.5

320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT 2

>640 Neg Neg NT >640 Equiv Neg NT 2

>640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT 2

>640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT 1.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

160 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT 1.5

LS, May 2001, Work commitments 1

0.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT LS, Jan 2002, No reason provided 1.5

POS Neg Neg Neg POS Neg Neg Neg 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

0.5

0.5
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Appendix XII - Serology results from the comparison group for a two-year epidemiology study on RRV disease.

18 months 24 months Follow-up 

RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM (years)

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

10 NT Neg NT 10 NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

0.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

0.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

0.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

>640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT 1.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2
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Appendix XII - Serology results from the comparison group for a two-year epidemiology study on RRV disease.

18 months 24 months Follow-up 

RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM (years)

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

LS, March 2002, Work commitments 1

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

0.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

0.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT LS, June 2002, Uncontactable by mail/pho 1.5

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

LS, March 2002, Study commitments 1

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

LS, March 2002, Study commitments 1

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2
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Appendix XII - Serology results from the comparison group for a two-year epidemiology study on RRV disease.

18 months 24 months Follow-up 

RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM (years)

320 Neg Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT LS, May 2002, Uncontactable by mail/phon 1.5

320 Neg Neg NT LS, May 2002, Uncontactable by mail/phon 1.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT 320 Neg Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

320 Neg Neg NT 80 Neg Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT NT Neg NT NT 2

NT Neg NT NT NT Neg NT NT 2

160 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT 2

LS, Dec 2001, Moved out of Peel Region 1

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 1.5

>640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2
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Appendix XII - Serology results from the comparison group for a two-year epidemiology study on RRV disease.

18 months 24 months Follow-up 

RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM (years)

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT 40 Neg Neg NT 40 Neg 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

>640 Neg Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

LS, Nov 2001, Moved out of Peel Region 1

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

LS, Nov 2001, Uncontactable by mail/phone 1

>640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

LS, Dec 2001, Work commitments 1

LS, Dec 2001, Health problems 1

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT 1.5
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Appendix XII - Serology results from the comparison group for a two-year epidemiology study on RRV disease.

18 months 24 months Follow-up 

RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM (years)

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

40 Neg Neg NT 40 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT LS, May 2002, Moved out of Peel Region 1.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT 320 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

0.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

0.5

>640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

0.5

160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT 10 NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT >640 Neg Neg NT 2
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Appendix XII - Serology results from the comparison group for a two-year epidemiology study on RRV disease.

18 months 24 months Follow-up 

RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM (years)

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT >640 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

>640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

>640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2
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Appendix XII - Serology results from the comparison group for a two-year epidemiology study on RRV disease.

18 months 24 months Follow-up 

RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM (years)

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 2

0.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT 1.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

160 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

0.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

>640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT 40 Neg Neg NT 40 Neg 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2
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Appendix XII - Serology results from the comparison group for a two-year epidemiology study on RRV disease.

18 months 24 months Follow-up 

RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM (years)

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

160 Neg Neg NT 80 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

320 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT 320 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

>640 POS Neg NT 320 POS Neg NT 2

0.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2
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Appendix XII - Serology results from the comparison group for a two-year epidemiology study on RRV disease.

18 months 24 months Follow-up 

RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM (years)

>640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT 2

>640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

0.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT 320 Neg Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT 160 POS Neg NT 160 POS 2

0.5

0.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

0.5

NT NT NT NT Neg NT 160 Neg 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT 1.5

LS, Dec 2001, Moved out of Peel Region 1

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT 320 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

LS, Dec 2001, Moved out of Peel Region 1

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

LS, Dec 2001, Moved out of Peel Region 1.5
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Appendix XII - Serology results from the comparison group for a two-year epidemiology study on RRV disease.

18 months 24 months Follow-up 

RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM (years)

>640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT 2

0.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

LS, Dec 2001, Uncontactable by mail/phone 1

LS, Dec 2001, Uncontactable by mail/phone 1

LS,Nov 2001, Work commitments 1

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

>640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT 160 POS Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

LS, Dec 2001, Uncontactable by mail/phone 1

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

LS, Dec 2001, Moved out of Peel Region 1

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

0.5

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

LS, Dec 2001, No reason provided 1

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2
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Appendix XII - Serology results from the comparison group for a two-year epidemiology study on RRV disease.

18 months 24 months Follow-up 

RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM (years)

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT 320 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

>640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT 1.5

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

0.5

0.5

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2
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Appendix XII - Serology results from the comparison group for a two-year epidemiology study on RRV disease.

18 months 24 months Follow-up 

RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM (years)

0.5

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

0.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

>640 POS Neg NT >640 POS Neg NT 2

>640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

LS, Dec 2001, Moved out of Peel Region 1

0.5

0.5

160 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT 2

0.5

LS, Dec 2001, Moved out of Peel Region 1

LS, Dec 2001, No reason provided 1

80 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT 320 POS Neg NT 320 POS 2

NT NT NT NT 160 Neg Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

0.5

LS, Dec 2001, Uncontactable by mail/phone 1

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

LS, Dec 2001, Uncontactable by mail/phone 1

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

>640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

320 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2
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Appendix XII - Serology results from the comparison group for a two-year epidemiology study on RRV disease.

18 months 24 months Follow-up 

RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM (years)

0.5

0.5

LS, Oct 2001, Moved out of Peel Region 1

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 20 NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

80 Neg Neg NT 80 Neg Neg NT 2

0.5

0.5

NT NT NT NT 80 NT Neg NT 2

>640 Neg 160 Neg >640 Neg 160 Neg 2

160 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT 2

0.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT >640 Neg Neg NT 2

>640 POS Neg NT >640 POS Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT 1.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

LS, Dec 2001, Moved out of Peel Region 1

Neg NT 160 POS Neg NT 160 POS 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT 160 Neg Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 2
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Appendix XII - Serology results from the comparison group for a two-year epidemiology study on RRV disease.

18 months 24 months Follow-up 

RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM (years)

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT 40 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

0.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

0.5

0.5

>640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT EOS 1.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

>640 Neg Neg NT NT NT NT NT 1.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

0.5

>640 Neg 80 Neg >640 Neg 80 Neg 2

LS, Dec 2001, Moved out of Peel Region 1

0.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

0.5

Neg NT 80 POS Neg NT 80 POS 2

160 POS Neg NT NT NT NT NT 1.5

Neg NT 40 Equiv Neg NT 40 Equiv 2
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Appendix XII - Serology results from the comparison group for a two-year epidemiology study on RRV disease.

18 months 24 months Follow-up 

RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM (years)

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

0.5

Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT 1.5

0.5

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT 160 Neg 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

320 Neg Neg NT NT NT NT NT 1.5

0.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

0.5

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg 2

Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg 2

0.5

0.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

160 Neg Neg NT NT NT NT NT 1.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

320 Neg Neg NT 320 Neg Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

0.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

320 Neg Neg NT NT NT NT NT 1.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2
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Appendix XII - Serology results from the comparison group for a two-year epidemiology study on RRV disease.

18 months 24 months Follow-up 

RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM (years)

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

80 Neg Neg NT EOS 1.5

Neg NT 40 Neg Neg NT 40 Neg 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT 160 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2
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Appendix XII - Serology results from the comparison group for a two-year epidemiology study on RRV disease.

18 months 24 months Follow-up 

RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM RRV IgG RRV IgM BFV IgG BFV IgM (years)

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT NT NT NT NT 1.5

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

LS, Dec 2001, Moved out of Peel Region 1

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

160 Neg Neg NT 160 Neg Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

>640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

Neg NT Neg NT LS, May 2002, Uncontactable by mail/phon 1.5

NT NT NT NT Neg NT Neg NT 2

>640 Neg Neg NT >640 Neg Neg NT 2
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Appendix XII – Serology results for the comparison group from a two-year 
epidemiology study on RRV disease. Antibodies titres for IgG were 
determined by HI. IgM positivity was determined by immunofluorescence and 
expressed as positive (Pos), negative (Neg), weak or equivocal (Equiv). Other 
abbreviations used in this Appendix include NT (not tested), LS (participant left 
the study), EOS (end of study), NEG (serologically RRV negative), POS 
(serologically RRV positive) and NEG* (serologically RRV negative, but BFV 
positive). Bold results suggest participants seroconverting to either RRV or 
BFV. 
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Appendix XIII – Follow-up survey sent to cases. A self-administered survey 
was sent to all cases enrolled in the seroepidemiology study on RRV disease at 
six, 12, 18 and 24 months post-enrollment. The purpose of the survey was to 
gather information on demographics, general well-being and risk factors 
believed to be associated with RRV disease. Cases were also asked about 
symptoms commonly associated with RRV disease and treatments that were 
using to combat symptoms they were experiencing.  
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CONFIDENTIAL SURVEY ON ROSS RIVER VIRUS 

FOLLOW-UP 
           

         Office use only 

       Serial number    
 

SECTION 1: DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS 
 

 

Firstly, questions about you. 
 

 
Q1. How old are you NOW? (Please write in the space provided) 

 

 ______________ years 

  age 

 

 

Q2. Have you changed your occupation in the last year? (Please circle) 

  

  1. Yes   

  2. No 

 

 If Yes, what is your current occupation?    ______________________________ 

        Occupation 

 

Q3. Are you living at the same residential address as in the last year? (Please circle) 

 

1. Yes 

2. No  

 

If No, please write your new address in the space below 

 

________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q4. Have you changed phone numbers in the last year? 

 

1. Yes 

2. No 

 

If yes, please provide your new contact phone number.   ________________________ 

        Phone number 

 

Q5. Please write today’s date ( in the space provided) 

 

 _____________/______________/____________ 

  day  month      year 
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SECTION 2: HEALTH 

 

Now questions about your health. 
 

Q6. In general, would you say your health is: (Please circle one only) 

    

i) Excellent 

ii) Very good 

iii) Good 

iv) Fair 

v) Poor 

 

 

The following questions are about activities you might do during a typical day. Does 

your health NOW limit you in these activities? If so, how much? 

 

Q7. Moderate activities, such as moving a table, pushing a vacuum, cleaning, bowling 

or playing golf 

  

i) Yes, limited a lot 

ii) Yes, limited a little 

iii) No, not limited at all 

 

 

Q8. Climbing several flights of stairs 

 

i) Yes, limited a lot 

ii) Yes, limited a little 

iii) No, not limited at all 

 

 

During the past 4 weeks, have you had any of the following problems with your work or 

other regular daily activities as a result of your physical health? 

 

Q9. Accomplished less than you would like   i)  Yes 

ii) No  

 

 

Q10. Were limited in the kind of work or other activities  i) Yes 

ii) No 

 

 

During the past 4 weeks, have you had any of the following problems with your work or 

other regular daily activities as a result of any emotional problems (such as feeling 

depressed or anxious)? 

 

Q11. Accomplished less than you would like   i) Yes 

ii) No 

 

 

Q12. Didn’t do work or other activities as carefully as usual i) Yes 

ii) No 
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Q13. During the past 4 weeks, how much did pain interfere with your normal work 

(including both work outside the home and housework)? 

 

i) Not at all 

ii) A little bit 

iii) Moderately 

iv) Quite a bit 

v) Extremely 

 

 

These questions are about how you feel and how things have been with you during the 

past 4 weeks. For each question, please give the one answer that comes closest to the 

way you have been feeling. 

 

How much of the time during the past 4 weeks………….. 
      

Q14. Have you felt calm and peaceful?  i)  All of the time 

ii) Most of the time 

iii) A good bit of the time 

iv) Some of the time 

v) A little bit of the time 

vi) None of the time 

 

 

Q15. Did you have a lot of energy   i)  All of the time 

ii) Most of the time 

iii) A good bit of the time 

iv) Some of the time 

v) A little bit of the time 

vi) None of the time 

 

 

Q16. Have you felt downhearted and blue?  i)  All of the time 

ii) Most of the time 

iii) A good bit of the time 

iv) Some of the time 

v) A little bit of the time 

vi) None of the time 

 

 

Q17. During the past 4 weeks, how much of the time has your physical health or 

emotional problems interfered with you social activities (like visiting friends, relatives, 

etc.)? 

 

i) All of the time 

ii) Most of the time 

iii) Some of the time 

iv) A little of the time 

v) None of the time 
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SECTION 3: EXPOSURE 

 

 

The following section provides us with information relating to your 

exposure to mosquitoes. 
 

 

Q18. Thinking back to the last 2 months, do you recall being bitten by mosquitoes? 

(Please circle one only) 

 

i) Not at all 

ii) Just once 

iii) A few times 

iv) Many times 

 

If you remember the geographical location of where you were bitten, please 

specify in the space provided. (Please supply as much detail as possible) Eg. 

Coodanup foreshore, Mistal Avenue, Falcon.) 

 

 

 

 

Q19. Do you usually take precautions against mosquitoes, such as the use of mosquito 

repellent or loose fitting clothing when outdoors during the winter months? (Please 

circle one only) 

 

i) Not usually 

ii) Some of the time 

iii) Most of the time 

iv) All the time 

 

 

Q20. What are your normal outdoor activities at the moment? (e.g. farming, labouring, 

fishing, swimming, golf) (Please write in the space provided) 

  

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q21. Are the activities described in Q20 performed within one kilometre of a lake, 

swamp, estuary or other swampy costal areas? 

 

  1. Yes   2. No 

 

 

Q22. How many hours on average would you spend outdoors, over an average week 

during the winter months? (Please write in the space provided) 

 

 _____________ hours 

 

Q23. Think back to your travel patterns over the last 6 months, which involved an 

overnight stay or longer. Please list the destination of your travels and the approximate 
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length of stay. Could you also provide details of any outdoor activities during your 

travels. 

(Please start with your most recent travels. If you have not travelled within the last 6 

months, please write N/A in the space provided) 

 

 Destination  Length of stay  Outdoor activities 

 

i) ___________  ____________ _________________________ 

ii) ___________  ____________ _________________________ 

iii) ___________  ____________ _________________________ 

iv) ___________  ____________ _________________________ 

v) ___________  ____________ _________________________ 

vi) ___________  ____________ _________________________ 

vii) ___________  ____________ _________________________ 

viii) ___________  ____________ _________________________ 

ix) ___________  ____________ _________________________ 

x) ___________  ____________ _________________________ 

 

Q 24. It has been brought to my attention during this study, that different areas of the 

Peel Region or different suburbs within a region are affected more by mosquitoes than 

others. For example, Mandurah may be more affected than Serpentine-Jarrahdale or 

Furnissdale may be more affected by mosquitoes than Halls Head. 

In your opinion and experience, which areas are more affected by mosquitoes in terms 

of larger mosquito numbers and more mosquitoes biting. (Please write in the space 

provided). 

 

N.B. The areas located in the Peel Region are Mandurah, Serpentine-Jarrahdale, 

Rockingham, Shire of Murray and Waroona.  

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q 25. Do you think enough is done about mosquito surveillance and control? (Please 

circle)  

1. Yes 

2. No 

 

If No, what do you think should be done? (Please write in the space provided) 

 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________ 
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SECTION 4: SYMPTOMS 
 

 

In this section, we would like to ask some questions relating to the 

symptoms of your illness from Ross River virus infection.  
 

Q26. Do you still have any symptoms that you think are related to Ross River virus 

infection? 

(Please circle one number) 

 

i) Yes 

ii) No 

iii) Don’t know 

 

 

Q27. Over the whole duration of illness caused by Ross River virus, what was or has 

been your single most troublesome symptom?  

 

 _____________________________ 

          symptom 

 

 

Q28 Following your illness have you returned to normal activities? 

 

1. No 

2. Yes 

 

If you answered Yes, how long was it before you returned to normal activities 

 

 ______________  OR _______________________ 

  weeks    months 

  

 

Q29. Did you take time off paid employment as a result of your illness? 

  

1. No 

2. Yes: If so, how long? _____________weeks 

3. Still off work 

 

If you do not have any symptoms NOW relating to Ross River virus, please go to 

question 27 
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Q30. In the following table, there are two columns describing symptoms addressed in 

the first survey. Which symptoms do you have now? 

(Please circle either YES or NO for each symptom in both columns) 
 

  Do you have this       Do you have this   

  symptom now?      symptom now? 

        
1. Flu-like illness Yes No    12. Pains in muscles or tendons Yes No

  

 

2. Skin rash  Yes No    13. Abdominal pain   Yes No

  

 

3. Fever  Yes No     14. Swollen glands   Yes No

  

 

4. Stiff neck  Yes No    15. Numbness or tingling in   Yes No 

                    hands or feet 

5. Joint pains  Yes No     

   16. Sore throat   Yes No

  

6. Swollen joints Yes No     

   17. Depression   Yes No

  

7. Stiff joints  Yes No     

   18. Nausea    Yes No

  

8. Excessive sweating Yes No     

   19. Poor appetite   Yes No

  

9. Tiredness  Yes No     

   20. Loss of sexual interest  Yes No

  

10. Weakness  Yes No     

    21. Visual disturbances  Yes No

  

11. Headache  Yes No     

          22. Other symptoms (please specify): 

____________________________ Yes No 

____________________________ Yes No 

____________________________ Yes No 
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Q31.If you have any of the symptoms described in question 30 NOW, would you say 

this symptom was constant (ie. symptom is present for the better part of your week) or 

intermittent (symptoms comes and goes, so is present one week and not present the 

following week)? (If you do not have the particular symptom, please circle N/A) 

 

    Would you say this symptom was 

        constant or intermittent? 

 

1. Flu-like illness   Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

2. Skin rash    Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

3. Fever    Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

4. Stiff neck    Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

5. Joint pains    Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

6. Swollen joints   Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

7. Stiff joints    Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

8. Excessive sweating   Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

9. Tiredness    Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

10. Weakness    Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

11. Headache    Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

12. Pains in muscles or tendons Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

13. Abdominal pain   Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

14. Swollen glands   Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

15. Numbness or tingling in   Constant  Intermittent  N/A 

     hands or feet 
 

16. Sore throat    Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

17. Depression   Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

18. Nausea    Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

19. Poor appetite   Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

20. Loss of sexual interest  Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

21. Visual disturbances  Constant  Intermittent  N/A 
 

Others symptoms 

___________________  Constant  Intermittent 

___________________  Constant  Intermittent 
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Q32 For the symptoms you have NOW, please rate the severity of these symptoms, 

from very distressing too not distressing at all. 

(Please circle one severity score for each symptom that you experience NOW. Please 

leave blank the scores for symptoms which you do not currently experience.) 

 

     Very      Quite  Somewhat Not distressing   

   Distressing distressing distressing        at all 

 

1. Flu-like illness   1        2        3   4  
 

2. Skin rash    1        2        3   4 
 

3. Fever               1        2        3   4 
 

4. Stiff neck               1        2        3   4 
 

5. Joint pain    1        2        3   4 
 

6. Swollen joints           1        2        3   4 
 

7. Stiff joints               1        2        3   4 
 

8. Excessive sweating   1        2        3   4 
 

9. Tiredness    1        2        3   4 
 

10. Weakness               1        2        3   4 
 

11. Headache    1        2        3   4 
 

12. Pains in muscles     1        2        3   4 

     or tendons 

 

13. Abdominal pain   1        2        3   4 
 

14. Swollen glands   1        2        3   4 
 

15. Numbness and tingling in hands 

      or feet     1        2        3   4 
 

16. Sore throat     1        2        3   4 
 

17. Depression    1        2        3   4 
 

18. Nausea     1        2        3   4 
 

19. Poor appetite    1        2        3   4 
 

20. Loss of sexual    1        2        3   4 

      Interest 
 

21. Visual disturbances  1        2        3   4 
 

22. Other symptoms (please specify) 
 

___________________  1        2        3   4 

 

___________________  1        2        3   4 
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Q33. Thinking about your past and present symptoms of Ross River virus, can you 

compare the severity of your symptoms now to the severity of the same symptoms at the 

time you were first infected with the virus? 

(Please circle one severity score for each symptom that you experience now. Please 

leave blank scores for symptoms that you do not currently experience.) 

 

          Much             Much         Much 

          Worse  Worse            the  Better        better 

       now            now            same   now         now 

 

1. Flu-like illness      1       2     3       4     5 
 

2. Skin rash       1       2     3       4     5 
 

3. Fever       1       2     3       4     5 
 

4. Stiff neck       1       2     3       4     5 
 

5. Joint pain       1       2     3       4     5 
 

6. Swollen joints      1       2     3       4     5 
 

7. Stiff joints       1       2     3       4     5 
 

8. Excessive sweating      1       2     3       4     5 
 

9. Tiredness       1       2     3       4     5 
 

10. Weakness       1       2     3       4     5 
 

11. Headache       1       2     3       4     5 
 

12. Pains in muscles or tendons    1       2     3       4     5 
 

13. Abdominal pain      1       2     3       4     5 
 

14. Swollen glands      1       2     3       4     5 
 

15. Numbness and tingling in hands 

      or feet       1       2     3       4     5 
 

16. Sore throat       1       2     3       4     5 
 

17. Depression      1       2     3       4     5 
 

18. Nausea       1       2     3       4     5 
 

19. Poor appetite      1       2     3       4     5 
 

20. Loss of sexual interest     1       2     3       4     5 
 

21. Visual disturbances     1       2     3       4     5 
 

22. Other symptoms (please specify) 
 

______________________     1       2     3       4     5 
 

______________________     1       2     3       4     5 
 

_____________________     1       2     3       4     5 
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Q34. If you said that you experience joint pain as a symptom NOW, which joints are 

affected? 

(Please circle all joints affected) 

 

  Toes  Ankle  Knee  Hip 

 

  Back  Shoulder Neck  Elbow 

 

  Wrist  Fingers Thumb  Jaw 

 

 

Q35. Thinking about your current symptoms, please tell us how much these symptoms 

affect the following aspects of your life: (Please circle one number for each life aspect.) 

 

     Symptoms                 This aspect 

    Symptoms  interfere  Symptoms  Symptoms  of life does 

    interfere a  a moderate  interfere  do not   not apply 

    great deal  amount a little   interfere  to me 

Life aspects 
 

1. Working        1        2      3       4        5 

 

2. Studying        1        2      3       4        5 

 

3. Leisure time       1        2      3      4        5 

 

4. Sporting activities       1        2      3      4        5 

 

5. Interacting with family 1        2      3      4        5 

 

6. Interacting with friends 1        2      3      4        5 

 

7. Housework        1        2      3      4        5 

 

8. Transport        1        2      3      4        5 

 

9. Sexual intercourse       1        2      3      4        5 

 

10. Sleep        1        2      3      4        5 

 

11. Overall lifestyle       1        2      3      4        5 
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SECTION 5: TREATMENT 
 

 

In this section, we would like to ask you about the treatment you have 

sought or are seeking for symptoms of Ross River virus infection. 
 

 

Q36. When was the last time you saw a general practitioner or medical specialist about 

your Ross River virus symptoms? (Please write your best estimation in the space 

provided) 

 ____________ _____________ 

     month        year 

 

 

Q37. How often since you have been sick have you visited your general practitioner or 

specialist about your Ross River virus symptoms? (If you have been sick for longer than 

12 months, please state the number of times in the last 12 months.) 

(Please write you best estimation in the space provided) 

 

 _____________________ 

 number of times visited GP 

 

 

Q38. How happy are you with your general practitioner or specialist’s management of 

your Ross River virus symptoms? (Please circle one only) 

 

 

Very unhappy        Unhappy  Neutral  Happy  Very Happy 

 

Give reasons for your answer if relevant 

______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q39. Are you currently taking any medicines or using other remedies for your Ross 

River virus symptoms? 

 

 1. Yes  2. No 

 

If Yes, what sort of medicines or remedies? (Please circle one or more from the 

following list) 

 

i)  Medicines from the chemist/shop without a prescription  

 ii)  Medicines from the chemist with a prescription 

iii) Natural remedy 

       iv) Other(s) (Please specify) 

 

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

__________________________________________________________________ 
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Q40. Can you tell us the name(s) of the medicine(s) you are taking? 

(Please write in the space provided) 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q41. In your experience with Ross River, what has helped you the most to recover from 

your symptoms? (e.g. medication, sleep, alternative therapies, support from loved ones, 

etc..) 

Please write in the space provided. 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q42. Is there anything else you feel is important about your Ross River experience that 

has not been addressed in this survey? 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q43. If you have any further comments about the study or Ross River virus in general 

please write in the space provided. 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

When you have finished, please place this questionnaire in the reply-paid envelope. I 

thank you for you time and co-operation. 

 

 

Ms Natalie Dodsley 

Department of Microbiology 

The University of Western Australia 

Nedlands, WA, 6907 

L Block, Queen Elizabeth II Medical Centre 

Nedlands, Western Australia, 6009 

Ph: (08) 93464866 or 93462212 

Email: ndodsley@cyllene.uwa.edu.au 
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Appendix XIV – Statistical analysis of symptoms commonly associated with RRV disease from a case-cohort study at the time 
of enrollment. 

 

Cases were recruited based on notifications to the WA Department of Health between July 1999 and June 2001. The comparison group 
was selected from the Electoral roll using a random stratified selection process based on cases from the 1998 and 1999 RRV season.  
Key: OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval; *p-value less than 0.0001; UD, undefined 
 

 Acute disease   Enrollment   

Self-reported symptoms OR CI p-value OR CI p-value 
Flu-like illness 7.4 3.76-14.40 * 3.8 1.79-8.1 0.0002 

Skin rash 15.9 7.93-32.06 * 4.6 1.89-10.67 0.0002 

Fever 40.1 17.85-90.94 * 12.0 4.69-30.58 * 

Stiff neck 6.2 3.36-11.56 * 4.9 2.67-9.08 * 

Joint pains UD UD * 21.2 7.25-70.06 * 

Swollen joints 75.1 27.65-220.94 * 18.0 9.2-35.47 * 

Stiff joints 65.7 15.51-393.93 * 16.9 37.18-41.7 * 

Excessive sweating 7.1 3.72-13.66 * 3.9 1.9-7.86 0.0001 

Tiredness 54.5 12.88-326.57 * 14.0 5.97-34.55 * 

Weakness 64.7 23.93-189.87 * 17.0 8.64-33.77 * 

Headache 5.0 2.73-9.31 * 2.4 1.27-4.67 0.0056 

Pains in muscles or tendons 30.5 11.42-88.56 * 12.1 5.86-25.54 * 

Abdominal pain 3.8 1.58-8.63 0.0013 0.7 0.12-3.14 0.8922 

Swollen glands 13.6 5.41-33.77 * 5.4 1.63-16.71 0.0025 

Numbness or tingling in hands or feet 8.7 4.64-16.41 * 6.9 3.7-12.76 * 

Sore throat 3.6 1.76-7.23 0.0002 2.3 1.04-5.04 0.0381 

Depression 6.7 3.54-12.58 * 9.8 5.23-18.51 * 

Nausea 4.7 2.05-10.73 0.0001 3.1 1.19-7.76 0.0175 

Poor appetite 8.3 3.66-18.59 * 5.0 1.97-12.44 0.0002 

Loss of sexual interest 2.9 1.55-5.35 0.0004 2.9 1.55-5.35 0.0004 

Visual disturbances 2.7 1.27-5.54 0.0074 3.0 1.44-6.06 0.002 
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Appendix XV – Life aspects affected ‘a great deal’ by RRV-associated 
symptoms from a case-cohort study based in the Peel Region of WA. 
Symptoms affecting lifestyle ‘a great deal’ were calculated based on cases 
reporting ‘a great deal’ of interference for a particular life aspect, expressed as a 
percentage of the total number of responding cases.  
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Appendix XVI – Statistical analysis of symptoms reported during follow-up from a case-cohort study on RRV disease 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  6 months    12 months    

Self-reported symptoms OR CI p-value SIGN OR CI p-value SIGN 

Flu-like illness 1.2 0.34-3.54 0.9964 NS 0.0 0.00-1.74 0.1722 NS 

Skin rash 1.0 UD 0.774 NS 0.0 0.00-2.99 0.3768 NS 

Fever 3.4 0.75-13.03 0.1414 NS 0.0 0.00-7.24 0.8171 NS 

Stiff neck 4.2 2.22-7.92 * SIGN 3.1 1.49-6.44 0.0014 SIGN 

Joint pains 19.5 6.62-64.47 * SIGN 20.1 5.84-82.65 * SIGN 

Swollen joints 16.0 8.08-31.89 * SIGN 14.8 6.89-31.92 * SIGN 

Stiff joints 15.4 6.51-38.21 * SIGN 8.2 3.62-18.99 * SIGN 

Excessive sweating 3.5 1.64-7.40 0.0005 SIGN 0.0 0.00-1.43 0.1177 NS 

Tiredness 18.8 7.01-54.51 * SIGN 9.4 3.86-23.69 * SIGN 

Weakness 18.5 9.09-38.39 * SIGN 7.3 3.51-15.09 * SIGN 

Headache 2.1 1.43-4.14 0.0409 SIGN 0.4 0.11-1.54 0.2562 NS 

Pains in muscles or tendons 8.7 4.35-17.82 * SIGN 3.8 1.87-7.83 0.0001 SIGN 

Abdominal pain 0.8 0.13-3.43 0.9925 NS 0.5 0.02-3.50 0.7508 NS 

Swollen glands 5.9 1.77-18.36 0.0013 SIGN 0.0 0.00-7.24 0.8171 NS 

Numbness or tingling in hands or 

feet 7.0 3.68-13.33 * SIGN 2.6 1.20-5.60 0.0127 SIGN 

Sore throat 1.7 0.65-4.04 0.3427 NS 0.0 0.00-1.32 0.0991 NS 

Depression 10.8 5.62-20.95 * SIGN 8.0 3.82-16.66 * SIGN 

Nausea 2.8 1.02-7.54 0.0462 SIGN 0.0 0.00-2.73 0.3374 NS 

Poor appetite 4.7 1.75-12.23 0.0008 SIGN 0.0 0.00-3.83 0.4918 NS 

Loss of sexual interest 2.6 1.33-4.89 0.0036 SIGN 1.2 0.48-2.76 0.8575 NS 

Visual disturbances 2.7 1.22-5.65 0.0113 SIGN 0.5 0.08-2.23 0.515 NS 
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Appendix XVI – Statistical analysis of symptoms reported during follow-up from a case-cohort study on RRV disease 
 

  18 months    24 months    

Self-reported symptoms OR CI p-value SIGN OR CI p-value SIGN 

Flu-like illness 0.5 0.02-3.36 0.7125 NS 1.4 UD 0.9742 NS 

Skin rash 0.0 0.00-3.99 0.5112 NS 2.4 0.00-11.49 0.5195 NS 

Fever 0.0 0.00-9.69 0.9724 NS 2.7 UD 0.8765 NS 

Stiff neck 1.5 0.58-3.86 0.4866 NS 1.5 0.47-4.56 0.61 NS 

Joint pains 23.0 5.26-141.32 * SIGN 15.9 3.53-100.11 * SIGN 

Swollen joints 10.7 4.59-24.92 * SIGN 5.3 1.93-14.47 0.0003 SIGN 

Stiff joints 5.6 2.34-13.48 * SIGN 3.9 1.48-10.71 0.0034 SIGN 

Excessive sweating 0.4 0.02-2.75 0.545 NS 1.2 UD 0.8469 NS 

Tiredness 8.0 3.03-22.31 * SIGN 4.1 1.49-11.37 0.0034 SIGN 

Weakness 6.9 2.99-15.86 * SIGN 5.6 2.09-15.09 0.0001 SIGN 

Headache 0.4 0.06-1.71 0.2861 NS 0.9 0.20-3.27 0.9048 NS 

Pains in muscles or 

tendons 3.3 1.43-7.37 0.0029 SIGN 3.3 1.23-8.58 0.0138 SIGN 

Abdominal pain 1.4 UD 0.9979 NS 2.0 0.00-9.34 0.6778 NS 

Swollen glands 3.9 0.00-19.23 0.2267 NS 8.9 1.86-37.4 0.0019 SIGN 

Numbness or tingling in 

hands or feet 2.6 1.05-6.18 0.0347 SIGN 2.3 0.78-6.65 0.1502 NS 

Sore throat 1.2 0.27-4.2 0.9359 NS 1.7 0.39-6.42 0.6377 NS 

Depression 11.2 4.83-26.34 * SIGN 8.4 3.13-22.67 * SIGN 

Nausea 1.5 UD 0.9027 NS 2.2 0.00-10.46 0.5886 NS 

Poor appetite 0.0 0.00-5.12 0.6362 NS 0.0 0.00-7.29 0.8212 NS 

Loss of sexual interest 0.5 0.12-1.81 0.3899 NS 1.1 0.30-3.45 0.8588 NS 

Visual disturbances 0.3 0.02-2.32 0.4157 NS 0.5 0.02-3.37 0.7096 NS 

Cases were recruited based on notifications to the WA Department of Health between July 1999 and June 2001. The comparison group was selected 
from the Electoral roll using a random stratified selection process based on cases from the 1998 and 1999 RRV season. Data was collected from 52 
cases at 6 months, 49 cases at 12 months, 45 cases at 18 months and 29 cases at 24 months. Key: OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval; *p-value less 
than 0.0001; UD, undefined; NS, not significant; SIGN, significant. 
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Appendix XVII – Cases reporting constant symptoms during follow-up 
from a case-cohort study on RRV disease from the Peel Region of WA. 
Symptoms were defined as ‘constant’ if the symptom in question was present 
for the better part of the week. The percentage of cases reporting constant 
symptoms was calculated at the number stating the symptom was experienced 
constantly divided by the total number of cases reporting the symptom in 
question during a particular time of follow-up.  
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Appendix XVIII – Severity of symptoms over time from a case-cohort 
study on RRV disease from the Peel Region of WA. Symptoms could be 
defined as ‘much worse now’, ‘worse now’, ‘much the same’, ‘better now’ or 
‘much better now’. The percentage of cases reporting symptoms to be ‘better’ 
was calculated at the number stating the symptom was experienced either 
‘much better now’ or ‘better now’ divided by the total number of cases reporting 
the symptom in question during a particular time of follow-up.  
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   8723                                                       8782 

T48             CCCAAATAGGTCTGGACAAGGCAGGTACCCACGCCCACACGAAGATCCGATATATGGCTG 

DC7194          ----------------------------------------------CCGATATATGGCTG 

DC5692          -------------------------------CGCCCACACGAAGATCCGATATATGGCTG 

                                                              ************** 

 

             8783                     8842 

T48             GTCATGATGTTCAGGAATCTAAGAGAGATTCCTTGAGGGTGTACACGTCCGCAGCGTGCT 

DC7194          GTCATGTTGTTCAGGAATCCAAGAGGTATTCCTTGAGGGTGTATACGTCCGCAGCGTGCT 

DC5692          GTCATGATGTTCAGGAATCCAAGAGATATTCCTTGAGGGTGTATACGTCCGCAGCGTGCT 

                ****** ************ *****  **************** **************** 

 

             8843                                                       9002 

T48             CTATACATGGGACGATGGGACACTTCATCGTCGCACATTGTCCGCCAGGCGACTACCTCA 

DC7194          CTATACATGGGACGATGGGACACTTCATCGTCGCACACTGTCCACCAGGCGACTACCTCA 

DC5692          CTATACATGGGACGATGGGACACTTCATCGTCGCACACTGTCCACCAGGCGACTACCTCA 

                ************************************* ***** **************** 

 

             9003                                                       9062 

T48             AGGTTTCGTTCGAGGACGCAGATTCACACGTGAAGGCATGTAAGGTCCAATACAAGCACG 

DC7194          AGGTTTCGTTCGAGGACGCAGATTCACACGTGAAGGCATGCAAGGTCCAATACAAGCACG 

DC5692          AGGTTTCGTTCGAGGACGCAGATTCACACGTGAAGGCATGCAAGGTCCAATACAAGCACG 

                **************************************** ******************* 

 

             9063                                                       9122   

T48             ACCCATTGCCG------------------------------------------------- 

DC7194          ACCCATTGCCGGTGGGTAGGAGAGAAGTTCGTGGTCAGACCACACTTCGGCGTAGAGCTG 

DC5692          ACCCATTGCCGGTGGGTAGGAGAGAAGTTCGTGGTCAGACCACACTTCGGCGTAGAGCTG 

                ***********                                                  

 

 

Appendix XXI – Nucleotide alignment for the E2 gene. A 550 bp fragment of 
the E2 gene was amplified by RT-PCR and sequenced for three strain of RRV. 
T48 represents the prototypical strain of RRV, whereas DC5692 is a SW 
genotype representative and DC7194 a NE genotype isolate. Numbers 
represent nucleotide locations within the RRV genome.  
 
 
 
     53                   74     81                            112 

T48             QIGLDKAGTHAHTKIRYMAGHDVQESKRDSLRVYTSAACSIHGTMGHFIVAHCPPGDYLK 

DC7194          ---------------RYMAGHVVQESKRYSLRVYTSAACSIHGTMGHFIVAHCPPGDYLK 

DC5692          ----------AHTKIRYMAGHDVQESKRYSLRVYTSAACSIHGTMGHFIVAHCPPGDYLK 

                               ****** ****** ******************************* 

 

              113                                   151   

T48             VSFEDADSHVKACKVQYKHDPLP---------------- 

DC7194          VSFEDADSHVKACKVQYKHDPLPVGRREVRGQTTLRRRA 

DC5692          VSFEDADSHVKACKVQYKHDPLPVGRREVRGQTTLRRRA 

                ***********************                 

 

 

Appendix XXII – Amino acid alignment for the E2 gene. A 550 bp fragment 
of the E2 gene was amplified by RT-PCR and sequenced for three strain of RR 
virus. T48 represents the prototypical strain of RRV, whereas DC5692 is a SW 
genotype representative and DC7194 a NE genotype isolate. Numbers 
represent locations of specific amino acid within the E2 gene. Two amino acid 
changes were identified (bold).  
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              233                                                        292 

DC5692          TGAACAAGAGGTACCAGCCAACATCACCATCCTGGACGTGGGCACTGCGCCCGCAAGGAG 

DC7194          TGAACAAGAGGTTCCAACCAACATCACCATCCTGGACGTGGGCAGCGCGCCCGCAAGGAG 

T48             TGAACAAGAGGTTCCAGCCAACATCACCATCCTGGACGTGGGCAGTGCGCCCGCAAGGAG 

                ************ *** ***************************  ************** 

 

              293                                                        352 

DC5692          GTTGATGTCTGACCACAGCTACCATTGCATTTGTCCCATGAAGAGTGCGGAAGACCCAGA 

DC7194          GTTGATGTCTGACCACAGCTACCATTGCATTTGTCCCATGAAGAGTGCGGAAGACCCAGA 

T48             GTTGATGTCTGACCACAGCTACCATTGCATTTGTCCCATGAAGAGTGCGGAAGACCCAGA 

                ************************************************************ 

 

              353                                                        412 

DC5692          GAGATTAGCAAACTACGCCCGGAAACTGGCAAAAGCAGCAGGGGAAGTGCTAGACAAAAA 

DC7194          GAGGCTAGCAAACTATGCCCGGAAACTGGCAAAAGCAGCAGGGGAAGTGCTAGACAAAAA 

T48             GAGATTAGCGAACTACGCCCGGAAACTGGCAAAAACAGCAGGGGAAGTGCTAGACAAAAA 

                ***  **** ***** ****************** ************************* 

 

              413                                                        472 

DC5692          TGTGTCCGGTAAGATCACGGACCTGCAGGACGTCATGGCAACCCCCGATCTGGAATCTCC 

DC7194          TGTGTCCGGTAAGATCACGGACCTGCAGGACGTCATGGCAACCCCCGATCTGGAATCTCC 

T48             TGTGTCCGGTAAGATCACGGACCTGCAGGACGTCATGGCAACCCCCGATCTGGAATCTCC 

                ************************************************************ 

 

              473                                                        532 

DC5692          AACGTTTTGTCTCCACACCGACGAGACGTGTCGCACTAGAGCTGAAGTAGCTGTGTACCA 

DC7194          AACGTTCTGTCTCCACACCGACGAGACATGTCGCACTAGAGCTGAAGTAGCTGTGTACCA 

T48             AACGTTCTGTCTCCACACCGATGAGACGTGTCGCACTAGGGCTGAAGTAGCTGTGTACCA 

                ****** ************** ***** *********** ******************** 

 

              533                                                        592 

DC5692          GGACGTGTACGCGGTACACGCACCGACCTCGCTTTATCATCAAGCGATGAAAGGGGTCAG 

DC7194          GGACGTGTACGCGGTGCACGCACCGACCTCGCTTTATCATCAAGCGATGAAAGGGGTTAG 

T48             GGACGTGTACGCGGTACACGCACCGACCTCGCTTTATCATCAAGCGATGAAAGGGGTCAG 

                *************** ***************************************** ** 

 

              593       603 

DC5692          GACAGTATATT 

DC7194          GACAGTATAC- 

T48             GACAGTATACT 

 

 

Appendix XXIII - Nucleotide alignment for the nsP1 gene. A 343 bp 
fragment of the nsP1 gene was amplified by RT-PCR and sequenced for three 
strain of RRV. T48 represents the prototypical strain of RRV, whereas DC5692 
is a SW genotype representative and DC7194 a NE genotype isolate. Numbers 
represent nucleotide locations within the RRV genome. A total of 15 nucleotide 
changes were identified (bold). 
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               51   56       65                                  102     110  

DC5692          EQEVPANITILDVGTAPARRLMSDHSYHCICPMKSAEDPERLANYARKLAKAAGEVLDKN 

DC7194          EQEVPTNITILDVGSAPARRLMSDHSYHCICPMKSAEDPERLANYARKLAKAAGEVLDKN 

T48             EQEVPANITILDVGSAPARRLMSDHSYHCICPMKSAEDPERLANYARKLAKTAGEVLDKN 

                *****:********:************************************:******** 

 

              111                                                        170 

DC5692          VSGKITDLQDVMATPDLESPTFCLHTDETCRTRAEVAVYQDVYAVHAPTSLYHQAMKGVR 

DC7194          VSGKITDLQDVMATPDLESPTFCLHTDETCRTRAEVAVYQDVYAVHAPTSLYHQAMKGVR 

T48             VSGKITDLQDVMATPDLESPTFCLHTDETCRTRAEVAVYQDVYAVHAPTSLYHQAMKGVR 

                ************************************************************ 

 

              171 173  

DC5692          TVY 

DC7194          TVY 

T48             TVY 

                *** 

 

Appendix XXIV - Amino acid alignment for the nsP1 gene. A 343 bp 
fragment of the nsP1 gene was amplified by RT-PCR and sequenced for three 
strain of RRV. T48 represents the prototypical strain of RRV, whereas DC5692 
is a SW genotype representative and DC7194 a NE genotype isolate. Numbers 
represent amino acid locations within the nsP1 gene. Three amino acid 
changes were identified (bold).  
 
 



Variable details Recoded variable 
name 

Category SPSS coding 
allocation 

Group allocation Groupr Control 0 
  Case 1 
Age group AgeGrpr 18-29 years 0 
  30-39 years 1 
  40-49 years 2 
  50-59 years 3 
  60-69 years 4 
  >=70 years 5 
Sex Sexr Female 0 
  Male 1 
Occupation Occup1r Indoor 0 
  Outdoor 1 
Duration in Peel Region Durgrp <5 years 0 
  5-14 years 1 
  15-24 years 2 
  >=25 years 3 
Recall of exposure to 
mosquitoes 

ExpQ22r Not at all 0 

  Just Once 1 
  A few times 2 
  Many times 3 
Precautions used 
against mosquitoes 

ExpQ23r Not usually 0 

  Some of the time 1 
  Most of the time 2 
  All of the time 3 
Precautions used 
following media 
warnings 

ExpQ24r Continue with usual 
precautions 

0 

  Change precautions 1 
Time spent outdoors 
per week 

ExpQ27grpr <10 hours 0 

  10-30 hours 1 
  30+ hours 2 
Travel Destination 1 Des1coder No travel 0 
  Low risk 1 
  Medium risk 2 
  High risk 3 
Outdoor activities 
during travel 1 

Out1coder N/A 0 

  No 1 
  Yes 2 
Travel frequency Travfreqgrpr No travel 0 
  Once 1 
  2-5 times 2 
  > 5 times 3 
Outdoor activities near 
swamps 

ExpQ26 No 0 

  Yes 1 
 
Appendix XIX – Variables included in the logistic regression modeling of 
RRV disease. All variables were categorical and each stratum was allocated a 
number in SPSS. This table provides an example of travel destination and 
outdoor activity one only. All travel and outdoor activity variables were recoded 
in the same way. 
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Logistic Regression 
Case Processing Summary

709 100.0
0 .0

709 100.0
0 .0

709 100.0

Unweighted Casesa

Included in Analysis
Missing Cases
Total

Selected Cases

Unselected Cases
Total

N Percent

If weight is in effect, see classification table for the total
number of cases.

a. 

 
Dependent Variable Encoding

0
1

Original Value
Control
Case

Internal Value

 
Categorical Variables Codings

20 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000
126 .000 1.000 .000 .000 .000
206 .000 .000 1.000 .000 .000
153 .000 .000 .000 1.000 .000
152 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000

52 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
129 1.000 .000 .000

49 .000 1.000 .000
364 .000 .000 1.000
167 .000 .000 .000
169 1.000 .000 .000
234 .000 1.000 .000
275 .000 .000 1.000

31 .000 .000 .000
221 1.000 .000 .000
182 .000 1.000 .000
265 .000 .000 1.000

41 .000 .000 .000
221 1.000 .000 .000
184 .000 1.000 .000
188 .000 .000 1.000
116 .000 .000 .000
101 1.000 .000
383 .000 1.000
225 .000 .000
221 1.000 .000

30 .000 1.000
458 .000 .000
415 1.000
294 .000

555 1.000

154 .000

18-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69
>=70

AgeGrpr

Not at all
Just once
A few times
Many times

Mosquito
exposure

Not usually
Some of the time
Most of the time
All the time

Precautions
used

.00
1.00
2.00
3.00

Travel frequency
grp

No travel
Low
Medium
High

Travel
Destination 1

<10
10-30
30+

Time spent
outdoors

N/A
No
Yes

Outdoor
activities 1

Female
Male

Sexr

Continue usual
precautions
Change usual
precautions

Precautions
following media
warnings

Frequency (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Parameter coding
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Block 0: Beginning Block 
Classification Tablea,b

657 0 100.0
52 0 .0

92.7

Observed
Control
Case

Groupr

Overall Percentage

Step 0
Control Case

Groupr Percentage
Correct

Predicted

Constant is included in the model.a. 

The cut value is .500b. 
 

Variables in the Equation

-2.536 .144 310.007 1 .000 .079ConstantStep 0
B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B)

 
 
Block 1: Method = Forward Stepwise (Wald) 

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients

12.734 5 .026
12.734 5 .026
12.734 5 .026

6.830 3 .078
19.564 8 .012
19.564 8 .012

Step
Block
Model
Step
Block
Model

Step 1

Step 2

Chi-square df Sig.

 
Model Summary

359.067a .018 .044
352.237b .027 .067

Step
1
2

-2 Log
likelihood

Cox & Snell
R Square

Nagelkerke
R Square

Estimation terminated at iteration number 6 because
parameter estimates changed by less than .001.

a. 

Estimation terminated at iteration number 20
because maximum iterations has been reached.
Final solution cannot be found.

b. 
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Classification Tablea

657 0 100.0
52 0 .0

92.7
657 0 100.0

52 0 .0
92.7

Observed
Control
Case

Groupr

Overall Percentage
Control
Case

Groupr

Overall Percentage

Step 1

Step 2

Control Case
Groupr Percentage

Correct

Predicted

The cut value is .500a. 
 

Variables in the Equationc

13.882 5 .016
1.838 .589 9.735 1 .002 6.283
-.229 .510 .202 1 .653 .795
.054 .394 .019 1 .890 1.056
.095 .450 .044 1 .833 1.099

-1.158 .748 2.397 1 .122 .314
-2.531 .217 136.468 1 .000 .080

13.965 5 .016
1.852 .590 9.860 1 .002 6.373
-.203 .515 .156 1 .693 .816
.118 .396 .089 1 .766 1.125
.050 .459 .012 1 .914 1.051

-1.178 .753 2.448 1 .118 .308
5.120 3 .163

.082 .315 .067 1 .796 1.085

-18.510 8702.245 .000 1 .998 .000

2.056 .908 5.120 1 .024 7.811

-2.573 .243 111.825 1 .000 .076

AgeGrpr * Sexr
AgeGrpr(1) by Sexr(1)
AgeGrpr(2) by Sexr(1)
AgeGrpr(3) by Sexr(1)
AgeGrpr(4) by Sexr(1)
AgeGrpr(5) by Sexr(1)
Constant

Step
1

a

AgeGrpr * Sexr
AgeGrpr(1) by Sexr(1)
AgeGrpr(2) by Sexr(1)
AgeGrpr(3) by Sexr(1)
AgeGrpr(4) by Sexr(1)
AgeGrpr(5) by Sexr(1)
Des1coder * Out1coder
Des1coder(1) by
Out1coder(1)
Des1coder(2) by
Out1coder(2)
Des1coder(3) by
Out1coder(2)
Constant

Step
2

b

B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B)

Variable(s) entered on step 1: AgeGrpr * Sexr .a. 

Variable(s) entered on step 2: Des1coder * Out1coder .b. 

Stepwise procedure stopped because removing the least significant variable result in a previously fitted
model.

c. 

 
 
Appendix XX – Final logistic regression model using stepwise logistic 
regression analysis for a case-cohort study on RRV disease. The case and 
comparison groups were recruited from the Peel Region of WA during 1999 to 
2001. Cases were identified from notifications to the WA Department of Health. 
The comparison group was recruited from the Electoral roll based on a random 
stratified selection process. Variable codes are described in Appendix XXIX.  
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